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Abstract 

 
The dissertation investigates the effects of modality (Meier 2002) in grammar and 

discourse in Taiwan Sign Language (TSL). TSL is a signed language produced by 

hands, trunk, and face and perceived by eyes (visual-gestural modality), different 

from Mandarin Chinese and other spoken languages, produced by mouth and 

perceived by ears (auditory-vocal modality). With visual-gestural modality, 

information can be processed more iconically and simultaneously in signed languages. 

Whether the characteristics of iconicity and simultaneity shape the aspects of 

grammar and discourse differently is the main issue to be explored in this dissertation. 

Clark (1996, 2003) and Clark and Gerrig (1990) propose three methods of 

signaling in communication: describing-as, indicating, and demonstrating. 

Corresponding to theory of signs proposed by Pierce (1955[1902]), signaling of 

describing-as is to create symbols, signaling of indicating is to create indices, and 

signaling of demonstrating is to create icons to represent the category of things or 

events. Like spoken languages, signed languages can create symbols to represent the 

category of things or events. In addition, with visual-gestural modality, signs or 

gestures can be produced or directed spatially to create indices or icons representing 

the world more iconically and simultaneously. What indices and icons create are 

grounded mental spaces (Liddell 1995, 1996, 1998, 2000a, 2003a, 2003b, Liddell and 

Metzger 1998). Blending with grounded mental space as one input space is to create a 

grounded blends in which referents are made conceptually present with physical 

reality about size and shape, action, motion, or location, etc. The category of noun and 

verb can be instantiated into nominal and clause, respectively (Langacker 1991, 

Rijkhoff 2002, Taylor 2002), with physical reality. Once established as referents with 

physical reality, making reference to them is achieved by deictics, not always by 

anaphors (Liddell 1995). 

Like co-speech gestures, gestures in signed languages are produced to 

complement or additionally provide the imagistic content that linguistic elements may 

convey. With two-channel system (manual and nonmanual) and two independent 

articulators (right hand and left hand), gestures in signed languages are more easily 

and simultaneously integrated with linguistic elements to depict a more vivid message 

with images and details. These messages with iconic images and details create the 

scene more salient to encourage the audiences to take active roles in constructing the 

meaning, hence achieve the interpersonal involvement (Tannen 1989, 2007) of the 

narratives more effectively. The referential and evaluative functions of narrative 

(Labov 1972, Labov and Waletzky 1967) can be achieved by these simultaneously 



 

 xxi

representations with physical reality more efficiently and informatively.  

These aspects of grammar and discourse in TSL are investigated based on Frog 

Story narratives produced by native and near-native signers and hearing 2nd language 

learners, with the comparison of Frog Story narratives produced by Mandarin 

speakers. The issues of modality effects are examined on the phrase structure, the 

typology and the rhetorical styles of event integration, and the narrative performance. 

The result is that iconicity and simultaneity do play roles in these aspects of grammar 

and discourse. Linguistic resources of indications and demonstrations readily 

available in native and near-native signers do lead to certain tendencies in storytelling 

styles in TSL different from the styles in Mandarin, providing another evidence for 

thinking-for-speaking as proposed by Slobin (1996). The concept of 

thinking-for-speaking can be extended to thinking-for-signing. In addition, these 

readily available resources in TSL are not prevalently and appropriately used by 2nd 

language learners. This result is similar to the studies of co-speech gestures by 

Gullberg (2003, 2006, 2008), Gullberg, Hendriks and Hickmann (2008), Stam (2006, 

2007), and others. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

Taiwan Sign Lauguage (hereafter, TSL), like American Sign Language (ASL) 

and other sign languages, is a natural human language and is a main tool for deaf 

people to communicate in their daily life. Signed languages are languages produced 

by hands, trunk, and face and perceived by eyes. They can be conveyed by 

multi-dimensional medium, different from spoken languages, produced by mouth and 

perceived by ears and conveyed fundamentally by one-dimensional channel 

(McBurney 2002). The dissertation aims to explore whether the different articulatory 

and perceptual characteristics of the visual-gestural modality shape the different 

structure of TSL from spoken languages and what the consequences the use of space 

has for the nature of linguistic structure for TSL—the effects of modality and medium 

in grammar and discourse.  

1.1 Introduction to sign language 

Language is a symbolic system for encoding and transmitting information from 

person to person. Like spoken languages, signed languages are symbolic systems with 

design features of human language identified by Hockett (1960), such as duality of 

patterning, displacement, productivity, etc. (Klima and Bellugi 1979, Meier 2002, 

Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006, Stokoe 1960, Stokoe, Casterline, and Croneberg 

1976[1965], Tai 2005, Wilber 1987, and others). 0

1  However, signed language is 

visual-oriented. With visual-gestural modality, objects and events can be processed 

simultaneously and iconically in the multi-dimensional world. The design features of 

signed language result in less arbitrary and less discrete. The characteristics of 

iconicity and simultaneity occur in various levels of language: prevalence of iconic 

motivation (Mandel 1977, Taub 2001), simultaneity in inflectional morphology 

(Aronoff, Meir, and Sandler 2005, Klima and Bellugi 1979), use of space as 

pronominal reference (Liddell 1990, Lillo-Martin and Klima 1990, Meier 1982, 1990, 

Padden 1990, Poizner, Klima and Bellugi 1987, Tang and Sze 2002), use of space as 

cohesive device (Winston 1991, 1993, 1995), and use of space as involvement 

strategy (Mather and Winston 1998), etc. 

Every community has at least one symbolic system regardless of the kinds of 

members in this community. Sign language is a natural symbolic system emerging 

from the deaf community. Sign languages in the world include relatively old British 

                                                 
1 Hockett’s design features of language include vocal auditory channels, broadcast transmission and 
directional reception, rapid fading, interchangeability, total feedback, semanticity, arbitrariness, 
discreteness, specialization, displacement, productivity, traditional transmission, duality of patterning, 
prevarication, reflexiveness, and learnability (1960, Hockett and Altmann 1968). 
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Sign Language (BSL), French Sign Language (FSL), ASL and others; and relatively 

young Isarali Sign Language (ISL), Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL) in 

Negev desert and Nicaragua Sign Language (ISN, Spanish: Idioma de Señas de 

Nicaragua) and others.    

Unlike hearing children born with hearing parents, who speak at least one natural 

spoken language, most deaf children are born with hearing parents, who do not sign 

(Marschark, Lang, and Albertini 2002, and others). Without a natural language input, 

either spoken or signed, some of these deaf children in their families develop an 

idiosyncratic home-sign gesture system, with abundant ‘resilient’ properties of 

language (Goldin-Meadow 2003). 1

2 These properties, based on the study of deaf 

children in United States and in Taiwan, include a basic lexicon, consistent word order 

frames that allow recursion, etc. (Goldin-Meadow 1982, Goldin-Meadow and 

Mylander 1998). When these children enter a deaf community, mostly a deaf school 

or a deaf-school-like institution, their home-sign systems will be converged into a 

more language-like system; and after a couple of generations, this system develops 

into a natural sign language. An example can be referred to in the emerging sign 

language in Nicaragua (Coppola and Senghas 2010, Kegl, Senghas and Coppola 1999, 

Morford and Kegl 2000, Morgan and Kegl 2006, Senghas 2003, Senghas and Coppola 

2001, Senghas, Coppola, Newport, and Supalla 1997, Senghas, Kegl, Coppalo, 

Senghas, R. J., Senghas, A. and Pyers 2005). 2

3 With this specific developmental 

pattern and environment, comparing to spoken languages, signed languages are young, 

like some creoles. Almost all deaf children who enter deaf communities are involved 

in the recreolization of sign language of that community in acquisition (Fischer 1978). 

Even the relatively old ASL is a language less than 300 years old (Groce 1985). ASL 

shares lots of characteristics with spoken creoles (Fischer 1978, Gee and Goodhart 

1988).  

Although signed languages are young, they develop a few language-independent 

derivational affixes, and a complex, almost signed language-universal, inflectional 

morphology (Aronoff, Meir, Padden, and Sandler 2003, 2004, 2008, Aronoff, Meir, 

and Sandler 2005, Padden, Meir, Aronoff and Sandler 2010). The grammaticalization 

of affixes takes time. That is why the derivational affixes are rare in young creoles and 

in signed languages, even in relatively old ASL. In contrast, as argued by Aronoff et al 

(2005) and others, with visual-gestural modality, the grammatical relations can be 

                                                 
2 Homesigns are systems of gestural communication, typically limited to a single family household 
and the few other communication partners of a single deaf individual. 
3 Not all sign languages in the world are developed in the same way. The development of sign 
languages is influenced by lots of factors, such as educational policy, existence of language community, 
language identity, etc.  
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indicated by directing signs at space in a more direct manner, leading sign languages 

to develop a complex inflectional system, which is sparse conversely in young creoles. 

Based on these discussions, the structure of each sign language is influenced by the 

visual-gestural modality and specific acquisition environment as well. 

1.2 History of Taiwan Sign Language 

The history of a sign language can be traced back to the first establishment of the 

deaf school. As introduced in previous section, most deaf children are born with 

hearing parents, who do not sign. Deaf children in Taiwan have no exception. TSL is 

here defined as the native language developed from the first establishment of the deaf 

school and used in the deaf community thereon in Taiwan. The history of TSL, so far 

as we know until now, begins from the first two deaf schools established in southern 

Taiwan in 1915 and in northern Taiwan in 1917, respectively. At that time, Taiwan 

was occupied by Japanese. Japanese Sign Language (JSL) was the main source of the 

language used in the deaf school. And after World War II, in 1945, Taiwan was turned 

over to China. Teachers of deaf school from China brought Chinese Sign Language 

(CSL) to Taiwan. Let’s elaborate the influence of these two languages on TSL 

vocabulary in detail below. 

There are at least three sources of the vocabulary in TSL (Chao (ed.) 1999[1988], 

Smith 1989, 2005, Smith and Ting1979, 1984, among others). The first and major 

source is JSL. Taiwan was under the Japanese occupation from 1895 to 1945. As a 

part of modernization of Taiwan in education, National Tainan School for the Deaf (in 

southern Taiwan) was established in 1915 and Taipei Municipal School for the Deaf 

(in northern Taiwan) was established in 1917. The first group of Japanese teachers at 

Tainan Deaf School came from the Osaka area in Japan, while the first group of 

Japanese teachers at Taipei Deaf School came from the Tokyo area. As a result, Osaka 

dialect of JSL was brought into Tainan, while Tokyo dialect was brought to Taipei. 3

4 

The dialect developed in National Tainan School for the Deaf has been treated as 

Southern dialect and the one developed in Taipei Municipal School for the Deaf as 

Northern dialect. World War II ended in 1945, with Taiwan ceded to China from Japan. 

                                                 
4 Teachers at Taipei school for the deaf are not exclusively from Tokyo. One of them is from Nagoya 
(名古屋) and another one is from Osaka. But the Tokyo dialect of JSL has been dominant at the school 
in Taipei. The first and deaf principal at the present Taipei School for the Blind and the Mute 
(1946-1951), Wen-sheng Lin (林文勝), educated at the Tokyo school for the Blind and the Mute, 
reinforced a possible link between the Tokyo dialect of JSL and the sign system used in the northern 
part of Taiwan (Smith 1989).  On the other hand, principal Katsukuma Hamazaki (濱崎勝熊), from 
the Department of Training at the Tokyo School for the Deaf, was an advocate of deaf education using 
sign communication, and he might have brought Tokyo dialect of JSL to the sign system used in Tainan 
(Committee on Research and Compilation of the Sign Language Books Division 1999, cited from 
Sasaki 2004). 
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Shortly after World War II, the National Taichung School for the Deaf was established 

in the middle part of the island as a branch of the National Tainan School for the Deaf 

and Southern dialect came into use in there, too. The grammatical structures for these 

two dialects are basically the same. The differences between these two dialects are 

primarily lexical. For example, the words CAR, WINE, PINEAPPLE, KNOW, LIKE, 

WANT, etc. are signed differently in these two dialects of TSL. 4

5    

The second source of TSL vocabulary is Chinese Sign Language (CSL) (Smith 

1989, 2005). After World War II, in 1945, Taiwan was turned over to China. The 

Japanese teachers at both schools for the deaf in Taiwan were sent back to Japan. The 

Taiwanese teachers at both schools continued to teach the students with JSL. In 1949, 

the Communist Party came to power in China, resulting in a large immigration of 

more than 2 million Chinese from Mainland China to Taiwan. Some deaf people and 

several former teachers at the Nanjing and Shanghai schools for the deaf also came to 

Taiwan and brought with them CSL. Therefore, some signs from CSL may also have 

been introduced into TSL. The most influential teachers among them are Junou Lu 

(陸君歐) and Ssu Nung Chiang (姜思農). They established the Private Chinese 

School for the Deaf and Mute in Keelung, located at northern part of Taiwan. The 

school first moved to Taichung, the influence of CSL started spreading from the north 

to the middle part of Taiwan. Finally, the Private Chi-Ying School for the Deaf was 

established by Ssu Nung Chiang and three other teachers in Kaohsiung, located at 

southern part of Taiwan, and the influence of CSL spread further to the south.  

The third source of TSL vocabulary may be the original home-sign system 

utilized before the establishment of deaf schools in 1915 and 1917. Unfortunately, we 

don’t have any information about the manual communication before that time.  

In addition to the three sources mentioned above, there are social factors that 

would influence the development of sign language in general. After 1945, Mandarin 

Chinese replaced Japanese to be the official language for education, administration, 

and mass media in Taiwan. In the case of TSL, we can identify three factors. One 

factor is the contact with Mandarin and the influence to TSL, both spoken and written 

systems, with other unrelated sign languages such as ASL, and with English such as 

‘MSN’, ‘Facebook’, ‘Email’. These different contacts create some new words in TSL. 

For instance, the character signs, which are signs based on the stroke of Chinese 

character; the finger-spelling signs, which are signs alphabet by alphabet of the ASL 

handshape, and the borrowed signs from ASL. Another factor is the change of deaf 

education policy in different periods of time. Both Signed Chinese and Oralism have 
                                                 
5 Refer to TSL Browser (www.tsl.ccu.edu.tw). 
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been the education policy for the deaf in Taiwan for more than three decades. Signed 

Chinese in Taiwan is an artificial language that encodes TSL signs with Mandarin 

grammar, not with TSL grammar. TSL is known as ziran shouyu ‘natural sign 

language’, while Signed Chinese in Taiwan refers to the signed Mandarin Chinese 

known as wenfa shouyu ‘grammatical sign language’ and CSL refers to the sign 

language used in mainland China, known as zhongguo shouyu ‘Chinese sign 

language’. Still another factor is that the Ministry of Education has designed and 

promoted a new set of TSL vocabulary that encode signs character by character. 5

6
 

Most deaf people entering deaf schools are familiar with the system and some 

vocabulary are used until now. This character encoding mechanism is also used to 

form new words or proper nouns, such as place names (Chang and Ke 2009, Su 

2004).   

    Based on the discussion above, we know that lexicon of TSL is composed of a 

few home signs, signs borrowed from both JSL and CSL and a few ASL, 6

7 signs 

created according to the stroke of Chinese characters (character signs) and the 

finger-spelling system, and signs encoded character by character.  

1.3 Theoretical background and main issues of this dissertation 

1.3.1 Effects and non-effects of modality  

This dissertation investigates the effects of modality in grammar and discourse in 

visual-gestural mode of TSL, in comparison with auditory-vocal mode of Mandarin 

Chinese. ‘Effects of modality’ refers to the structural differences between spoken and 

signed language, while ‘non-effects of modality’ refers to the structural similarity 

between the two modes of communication (Meier 2002).  

As pointed out in the very beginning of this chapter, iconicity and simultaneity 

are two of the modality effects, and duality of patterning, displacement and 

productivity are three of the modality non-effects. Modality non-effects occur in most 

levels of language: lexicon, phonology, morphology, syntax, acquisition, and 

neurolinguistics (Emmorey 2002, Lillo-Martin 1991, 1999, Meier 2002, Sandler and 

Lillo-Martin 2006, and others).  

 
                                                 
6 Some new words are created because there are no TSL signs for those concepts (such as 
OPPORTUNITY (機會)=MACHNISM (機器)+MEETING (會議)). Some are invented to match 
written Chinese (such as ESCAPE (逃跑)= ESCAPE (逃)+RUN (跑), IMMEDIATELY (馬
上)=HORSE (馬)+UP (上)). 
7 Su and Tai (2009) have shown that TSL shares more with JSL than CSL in lexicon. 
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(1. 1) Non-effects of modality (Meier 2002:2)  

(a) conventional vocabularies as learned pairings of form and meaning. 

(b) duality of patterning by which meaningful units of form are built of 

meaningless sublexical units (Brentari 1998, Sandler 1989; for the 

psychological reality of these units, please refer to the studies by Corina and 

Hildebrandt 2002, Hohenberger, Happ, and Leuninger 2002 and Leuninger, 

Hohenberger, Waleschkowski, Happ, and Menges 2004). 

(c) productivity in expanding vocabulary through derivational processes (Klima 

and Bellugi 1979, Supalla and Newport 1978), compounding (Klima and 

Bellugi 1979, Liddell and Johnson 1986) and borrowing (Brentari 2001). 

(d) same parts of speech, embedding to form relative and complement clauses, 

and trade-offs between word order and agreement in marking grammatical 

relations (Fischer 1975, Liddell 1980, Lillo-Martin 1991, Padden 1988, and 

others). 

(e) similar time table for acquisition (Meier 1991, Newport and Meier 1985). 

(f) lateralization in the left hemisphere (Poizner, Klima, and Bellugi 1987). 

As the theme of the dissertation is modality effects, it is necessary to identify 

them here for a more detailed discussion in following chapters. Modality effects occur 

in levels of lexicon, morphology, syntax and discourse and there are four possible 

sources of modality effects discussed by Meier (2002:6-12).  

(1. 2) Four possible sources of modality effects  

(a) The articulators: the relatively massive size of articulators in signed language 

results in the slow rate of sign production and “the slow rate of sign 

production encourages the simultaneous layering of information within 

morphology” and “discourages the sequential affixation”, as argued by 

Bellugi and Fischer (1972), Emmorey (1996), Klima and Bellugi (1979), and 

others.  

(b) The sensory or perceptual systems: visual system allows parallel processing 

(Emmorey 1996, 2002). “At any instant in time more information is available 

to the eye than the ear”. Simultaneous layering of information is encouraged 

by the slow rate of sign production and by the availability of parallel 
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processing of visual system. Also, the perceivable articulators doesn’t cause 

the problems for the simultaneously expressed elements. 

(c) The potential of the visual–gestural modality for iconic representation and for 

indexic/ostensive identification of referents: signed and spoken languages 

share fundamental aspects of linguistic structures because both manual and 

oral modalities are equally good at what Goldin-Meadow and McNeill 

(1999:155) call “segmented and combinatorial encoding”. But for “mimetic 

encoding”, manual modality is a superior vehicle to the oral modality. 

(d) The youth of sign languages and their roots in nonlinguistic gesture: most 

deaf children are born with hearing parents who do not sign. Without a 

natural language input, either spoken or signed, some of them still develop 

idiosyncratic home-sign gesture systems through the interaction with the 

co-speech gestures produced by their hearing parents or other partners. The 

co-speech gestures and the home-sign gesture systems are signals with 

iconic motivation. A more developed communicational system will evolve 

when they enter a deaf community with their home-sign systems. This more 

developed system has roots in nonlinguistic gesture although it is a 

grammaticalized language system. 

Based on the sources of modality effects discussed by Meier, there are four 

characteristics of sign language to be concluded: iconicity, simultaneity, extensive use 

of space and the important role of gesture (see also Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006). A 

theoretical framework is needed to account for how a language with these 

characteristics is understood. Mental space theory is a theoretical framework to 

account for how gestures are understood in discourse (Liddell 1996, 1998, 2000a, 

2003b, Liddell and Metzger 1998). Following their research, mental space theory is 

adopted as the framework to account for modality effects in grammar and discouse in 

TSL. Let’s elaborate the characteristics of sign language in detail first.   

1.3.1.1 Iconicity 

Symbols with iconic motivation are prevalent in sign languages (Frishberg 1975, 

Mandel 1977, Pietrandrea 2002, Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999, Taub 2001 and others) 

and TSL is no exception (Chang and Ke 2009, Su 2004, Tai 2005). This prevalence 

occurs not only in lexical level, but also in morphosyntactic and discourse levels. 

Simultaneous morphosyntax is found universal in sign language because of its  

potentiality in the visual–gestural modality for iconic representation and for 

indexic/ostensive identification of referents (Aronoff et al 2005 and others). There are 
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highly iconic structures widely used in morphosyntax and discourse (Brennan 2001, 

Cuxac and Sallandre 2007, Engberg-Pedersen 1993, 2003, Johnston and Schembri 

1999, Morgan 1996, 2000, 2006, Morgan and Woll 2003, Özyurek and Perniss 2011, 

Perniss 2007, Pietrandrea and Russo 2007, Pizzuto 2007, Pizzuto et al 2008, Russo 

2004, Russo, Giuranna, and Pizzuto 2001, Sallandre 2007a, b, Sallandre and Cuxac 

2002, Slobin et al 2003, and others). These highly iconic structures function as 

reference maintenance and reference introduction as well (Pizzuto et al 2008).  

Clark (1996, 2003) and Clark and Gerrig (1990) propose three methods of 

signaling in language use: describing-as, indicating, and demonstrating. 

Corresponding to three types of signs of Pierce (1955[1902]), describing-as is 

producing a symbol for signifying a category of things, indicating is creating an index 

for the category of things, and demonstrating is producing an icon to signify the 

category of things (Clark 2003: 245). With visual-gestural modality, events can be 

represented more iconically and simultaneously. In addition to representing the world 

by symbols, indices and icons can be created by indicating and demonstrating 

signaling, respectively, to indicate and depict a more vivid discourse about the world. 

In spoken language, co-speech gestures can be integrated to complement messages 

that linguistic elements convey or don’t convey. Through deictic gestures and 

iconic/metaphorical gestures to create indices and icons, additional imagistic 

information can be provided (McNeill 1992, 2000a, 2000b, 2005, McNeill and 

Duncan 2000, and others). Most expressive units in sign language function not only as 

describing-as signaling. Words and gestures produced by hands (manual expressions) 

and gestures produced by trunk and/or face (nonmanual expressions) can be 

integrated to create indices or icons.  

What characterize sign language discourse are indications and demonstrations 

used everywhere, in addition to descriptions. With visual-gestural modality, signaling 

of indicating to create indices and signaling of demonstrating to create icons represent 

referents and make reference to them to achieve morphosyntactic and discoursive 

functions easily. Through indicating, referents are created with physical location, and 

through demonstrating, referents are created with physical reality about size, shape, 

motion, action, etc., in addition to location. Mental spaces created by these methods of 

signaling are real spaces. In real space, referents are introduced as conceptually 

present and physically accessible. Blending with real space as one input space are 

grounded mental spaces (Liddell 1995, 1996, 1998, 2000a, 2003a, 2003b, Liddell and 

Metzger 1998). To create indices or icons is to create grounded mental spaces for a 

virtual spatial demonstration. Grammatical relations, cohesion and coherence can be 

indicated and demonstrated with these conceptually present and physically accessible 
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referents to create the sense of reality. Referential and evaluative functions of 

narrative (Labov 1972, Labov and Waletzky 1767) and interpersonal involvement of 

discourse (Tannen 1989, 2007) can be achieved in a more direct manner.  

These characteristics in sign language will be elaborated in chapter 4 ‘methods of 

signaling in TSL’. Symbols created by signaling of indicating and signaling of 

demonstrating to form phrase structure and to encode macro-events (Talmy 2000) will 

be discussed in detail in chapter 5 ‘modality effects on phrase structure’ and in chapter 

6 ‘modality effects on typology of event integration’, respectively. Grounded blends, 

in which referents are created conceptually present with physical reality, created 

through signaling of indicating and signaling of demonstrating will be discussed in 

chapter 7 ‘grounded mental space blends in TSL’, and their referential and evaluative 

functions of narrative will be discussed in chapter 8 ‘modality effects on narrative 

performance’. 

1.3.1.2 Simultaneity 

Two-channel system (manual and nonmanual) and two independent articulators 

(right hand and left hand) provided by the visual-gestural modality allow distinct 

linguistic information to be expressed simultaneously by the trunk and/or face and by 

the hands (Emmorey 2002). Almost-universally found agreement, aspect and 

classifier constructions in sign language are three of them (Aronoff et al 2005, Klima 

and Bellugi 1979, and others). Because information to be expressed are integrated 

simultaneously, an expressive unit in sign language may convey a highly complex 

meaning. Modifiers in phrase structure of sign language can be superimposed onto the 

noun category or verb category. Macro-events (Talmy 2000) can be intergrated as a 

unitary unit not only conceptually, but also linguistically (Chang, Su and Tai 2005, 

Tang 2003 and others in motion events, one kind of macro-events). In addition, 

simultaneous constructions can create text cohesion and text coherence. One device is 

to maintain the handshape of the nondominant hand of these simultaneous 

constructions while continuing to sign with the dominant hand. The non-dominant 

hand is maintained to indicate backgrounded information while the dominant hand is 

to express focused information (Engberg-Pedersen 1994, Friedman 1975, Gee and 

Kegl 1983, Miller 1994, and others). This device is used to help maintain the topic of 

discourse. That is, to indicate to their addressee that the theme represented by the held 

sign will be returned. These characteristics relating to the simultaneity will be 

discussed further in chapter 3 ‘iconicity and simultaneity of expressive units in TSL’, 

chapter 5 ‘modality effects on phrase structure’ and chapter 6 ‘modality effects on 

typology of event integration’.  
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1.3.1.3 Extensive use of space and important role of gesture  

Traditionally, pointing of index finger toward space is analyzed as pronominal 

reference and producing signs at space or directing signs toward space to indicate 

subject and object is analyzed as agreement. Subject and object can be distinguished 

from each other by movement pattern of sign of verb, not necessarily from word order 

or case marking (Bellugi and Klima 1982, Fischer and Gough 1978, Frishberg and 

Gough 2000[1973], Klima and Bellugi 1979, Liddell 1990, Lillo-Martin and Klima 

1990, Padden 1983, 1988, 1990, Poizner, Klima and Bellugi 1987, Meier 1982, 1990, 

Meir 1998, 2002, 2003, Shepard-Kegl 1985, and others). And in result null arguments 

occur prevalently in clauses of these verbs (Bahan, Kegl, Lee, MacLaughlin, and 

Neidle 2000, Lillo-Martin 1986, 1991, Meir, Padden, Aronoff and Sandler 2007, and 

others). 

Nonmanual expressions are analyzed linguistically, too. Some are simultaneously 

encoded as grammatical markers such as agreement markers (Bahan 1996, 

MacLaughlin 1997, Neidle, Kegl, MacLaughlin, Bahan and Lee 2000), definiteness 

markers (MacLaughlin 1997, Tang and Sze 2002), focus markers (Wilbur and 

Patschke 1999), topicalizers (Baker & Cokely 1980, Fischer 1975, Friedman 1976, 

Liddell 1978, 1980), or adverbials (Bahan 1996, Liddell 1980). Some are 

simultaneously encoded to form conditional sentences (Baker and Padden 1978, 

Liddell 1980), relative clauses (Liddell 1978, 1980), negation (Baker and Cokely 

1980, Bellugi and Fischer 1972, Liddell 1980, Pfau 2002, Zeshan) or interrogatives 

(Baker and Cokely 1980, Meir 2004, Neidle et al., 1998, Petronio & Lillo-Martin, 

1997, Zeshan 2000, 2004).  

In addition, the function of nonmanual expressions as markers for referential 

shift has been extensively studied (Aarons and Morgan 2003, Becker 2009, Bellugi 

and Fischer 1972, Emmorey and Reilly 1998, Engberg-Pedersen 1993, 1995, 2003, 

Fischer 1975, Friedman 1975, Leow 1984, Liddell 1990, 1995, 1996, 2003b, Liddell 

and Metzger 1998, Lillo-Martin 1995, Lillo-Martin and Klima 1990, Meier 1990, 

Metzger 1995, 1998, Morgan 1996, 1999, 2000, 2002, 2006, Padden 1986, Perniss 

2007, Poulin and Miller 1995, Pyers and Senghas 2007, Quinto-Pozos 2007, 

Quinto-Pozos and Mehta 2010, Roy 2000[1989], van Hoek 1996, Winston 1991, 

1992)  

In some of these studies, that referential use of space should be extended to focus 

on its function in a pragmatic and discourse-level, rather than regarded as a 

grammatical phenomenon (Friedman 1975, Liddell 1995, 1996, 1998, 2000a, 2000b, 
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2003a, 2003b, Liddell and Metzger 1998, Mather and Winston 1998, Metzger 1995, 

Metzger and Bahan 2001, Roy 1989, van Hoek 1996, Winston 1991, 1993, 1995). 

Some related studies are listed as below. 

(i) Nonmanual expressions as markers for prosodic phrases and discourse chunks 

and the use of spatial mapping to create visual patterns as strategy of structuring 

discourse: Bahan and Supalla 1995, Gee and Kegl 1983, Herrmann 2010, 

Mather and Winston 1998, Naspor and Sandler 1999, Rayman 1999, Wilber 

1994a, Wilson 1996, Winston 1991, 1993, 1994, 1995. 

(ii) The use of space to create visual patterns as involvement strategy: Becker 

2009, Mather and Winston 1998, Metzger 1995, Rayman 1999:65, Roy 

2000[1989], Wilson 1996, Winston 1991, 1993, 1995, Zimmer 2000[1989] 

As discussed in previous sections, the potential of visual-gestural modality is to 

create icons and indices, in addition to symbols, to represent the world more 

iconically and simultaneously. With two independent articulators (right hand and left 

hand), the events can be represented by both hands, in which one represents the 

background information and the other one represents the foreground information. 

With two-channel system (manual and nonmanual), the events can be represented 

with different perspectives, in which the manual expressions express the observer 

perspective and the nonmanual expressions express the character perspective (Aarons 

and Morgan 2003, Dudis 2002, 2004, Liddell 1998, 2003b, Perniss 2007, and others). 

Thus, with the integration of manual expressions and nonmanual expressions and the 

extensive use of space, the representation will be more vivid and more informative. 

The referential and evaluative functions of discourse (Labov 1972, Labov and 

Waletzky 1967) will be elaborated with images and details. These images and details 

create the scene with referents and events with physical reality, making them more 

salient to the audience. Interpersonal involvement (Tannen 1989, 2007) is thus 

achieved because the signers will encourage the audience to take an active role in 

creating the meaning of the discourse more efficiently and effectively. 

1.3.2 Summary and main issues 

TSL, the main communicative tool in Taiwan deaf community, is produced by 

the hands, facial expressions and other body parts and is perceived through eyes, like 

other sign languages. This visual-gestural modality enables signers to produce signs at 

space that much iconically represents the elements or events in our visible or 

conceptual world. Abundant iconic devices in TSL word formation are identified in 
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Chang and Ke (2009), Su (2004), Su and Tai (2009) and Tai (2005). 7

8 In addition, TSL, 

with visual-gestural modality, might represent morpho-syntactic processes and 

conceptualization of events simultaneously (Chang, Su and Tai 2005, Su 2003a, 

2003b, 2005, 2008 a, b, c, 2009, 2010a, b, 2011, Su and Tai 2006, 2007, 2008, Tai and 

Su 2006, to appear). These characteristics of prevalent iconicity and simultaneity in 

TSL are similar to other sign languages and are referred to as kinds of modality 

effects. And these characteristics will be elaborated further in chapter 3 ‘iconicity and 

simultaniety of expressive units’ and chapter 4 ‘methods of signaling in TSL’. These 

characteristics of TSL will be examined further in other morphosyntactic and 

discoursive level as well, in comparison with spoken Mandarin Chinese, a language 

characterized with prevalent serial-verb constructions. The aspects of grammar and 

discourse to be examined in both TSL and Mandarin include phrase structure (Chapter 

5), the typology and rhetorical styles of event integration (Berman and Slobin 1994, 

Slobin 1996a, 1996b, 2004a, 2004b, 2006, Talmy 1985, 1991, 2000) (Chapter 6), and 

the referential functions and evaluative functions of narrative (Labov 1972, Labov and 

Waletzky 1967) (Chapter 8). In particular, this dissertation is about how signers 

integrate manual and nonmanual expressions, either linguistic or non-linguistic, to 

create and blend grounded mental spaces (Liddell 1995, 1996, 1998, 2000a, 2003b, 

Liddell and Metzger 1998) through composite methods of describing-as, indicating, 

and demonstrating (Clark 1996, 2003) in narratives, comparing the non-grounded 

mental spaces created and blended through signaling of describing-as in spoken 

Mandarin (Chapter 7). The recurrent patterns in narratives will be described first and 

then explained in terms of communicative functions (Chafe 1980, 1987, 1994, Du 

Bois 1987, 2003, Du Bois, Kumpf, and Ashby 2003, Hopper and Thompson 1980, 

1984, Tannen 1989, 2007) and modality effects. That is, we aim to understand the role 

of visual-manual mode of language and gesture in shaping the discourse patterns and 

how the different discourse patterns shape the grammar of signed language as against 

the discourse patterns in spoken language. 

In this study, we will also compare among TSL of native signers, near-native 

signers, and hearing second language signers with Mandarin as their native language 

with regard to their ability to create and blend grounded mental spaces to represent the 

visible world more iconically and more expressively in narratives. 8

9 Based on our 

                                                 
8 Please refer to chapter 3 ‘iconicity and simultaneity of expressive units’ for signs or gestures with 
iconic motivation in TSL.  
9 Most deaf children are born with hearing parents. That means that they do not naturally acquire their 
native languages, neither spoken nor signed languages. Only when they enter deaf school, involving in 
a deaf community which sign language is used, there will be the chance for them to develop a natural 
sign language. We refer to those deaf people who learn sign language later after they enter the 
kindergarten or elementary school as near-native signers.   
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analysis, the power of simultaneity to construct narratives more informatively and 

more efficiently is not fully learned by these fluent second language learners. The 

comparison is valuable because with that we can predict in advance the problems that 

would occur in deaf children learning Mandarin Chinese. 

For the purposes of this study, we emphasize the following two motivations for 

investigating the characteristics of narrative in sign language. 

(i) Internal motivation: visual-gestural modality and the extensive use of space 

(medium) allow sign language to combine manual and nonmanual expressions 

simultaneously and to create grounded mental spaces (Liddell 1995, 1996, 1998, 

2000a, 2003b) that enrich communicative efficiency and efficacy in discourse.  

(ii) External motivation: referential and evaluative functions of narrative (Labov 1972, 

Labov and Waletzky 1967) and the need to achieve interpersonal involvement 

(Tannen 1989, 2007) trigger signers to encode information iconically and 

simultaneously and to blend multiple grounded spaces to achieve communicative 

needs.  

During investigating these aspects of grammar and discourse, the dissertation 

aims to answer the following issues: (1) what are the differences of methods of 

signaling between signed language and spoken language? (2) how do TSL signers 

integrate manual and nonmanual expressions to create grounded mental spaces 

through composite methods of signaling? (3) how are these grounded spaces exploited 

as cohesive, coherent and evaluative devices to achieve referential and evaluative 

functions of narrative? 

In sum, modality effects (Meier 2002) and medium effects (McBurney 2002) 

will be found in following aspects: iconicity and simultaneity in encoding events 

(expressive units, phrase structure, event integration), grounded mental space as input 

space in blending, and signaling of indicating, demonstrating, in addition to 

describing-as to achieve narrative functions.  

1.4 Database  

This dissertation consults database as supported by NSC projects, administered 

by James Tai and co-directed by Jane Tsay at National Chung Cheng University. 9

10 

                                                 
10 The projects are (1) A Study of Taiwan Sign Language: Phonology, Morphology, Syntax, and Digital 
Graphic Dictionary (2001-2005); (2) A Study of Taiwan Sign Language from a Cross-Linguistic 
Perspective (2005-2008); (3) Modality Effects on Linguistic Structure of Sign Language and their 
Implications for Language Universals (2008-2011). 
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They consist of the following types of data and will be described in detail in following 

subsections: 

a. Frog Story narratives produced by both deaf and hearing people. 

b. Other elicited narratives collected from the deaf and hearing people, prompted by 

pictures, comics, and video clips. 

c. Spontaneous sentences or narratives created by the deaf, triggered by TSL signs, 

the so-called monolingual technique by Fischer (2009), or by pictures of physical 

objects.  

d. Free conversations from the deaf and hearing people. 

1.4.1 Frog Story Narratives 

Following a very common practice in elicitation of data, a wordless picture book 

‘Frog, where are you?’ (Mayer 1969) was adopted to elicit the narratives. The story is 

about a boy and his dog searching their missing frog back. It is a 24-page story. 

Before informants begin to tell, they are asked to read through the story first but 

without the pressure to memorize all the details because the story can be page-down 

by themselves in the computer screen when they retell it. Although there are no 

particular addressees for them to tell the story, we tell them that the stories they 

produce will be shown to children in the future. So we ask them try to do their best to 

make the story as vivid as possible. What they told and/or signed are all video-taped. 

We have collected 43 pieces of narratives in spoken Mandarin Chinese, 20 of which 

are simultaneously produced with TSL and 23 are produced alone (two of them are 

produced by the deaf grown-up with oralism training). We also collected 67 narratives 

in TSL, which are produced by 24 (near-)native deaf signers, 2 deaf late learners, 3 

native hearing signers, and 38 hearing second language learners. Among those 38 

narratives, 20 were produced simultaneously with Mandarin. Initially, they were 

collected to compare the representation and transmission efficiency and efficacy of 

sign and speech, the main goal of a study conducted by James Myers and Jane Tsay. 1

11  

In addition to these 67 TSL narratives, retold page by page without addressee, we 

have further collected 2 TSL narratives retold by memorization without addressee 

from two near-native deaf, and 2 by memorization with addressee from one native 

deaf and one near-native deaf. 1

12  

In Mandarin, we have collected further 16 pairs of narratives retold without 

                                                 
11 See Myers, Tsay and Su (2011) for the details of the methodology and findings. 
12 These various types of data will be collected more in the future and we will ask the addressee to 
retell what he or she was told. 
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addressee and 4 pairs of narratives retold with addressee. For these 16 pairs, we ask 

these informants to tell the story twice. One is page by page and the other is by 

memorization. For these 4 pairs, one informant of each pair is responsible to tell the 

story by memorization to the addressee, who has no idea about the story, and then the 

addressee is to retell it back.  

1.4.2 Short narratives of pictures, comics or video clips 

Pictures, comics, or video clips are employed to elicit short narratives. They can 

be one-page picture, one comic with four or six stripes, or one short video clip. The 

task of signer is to retell what they perceive to addressee in TSL. And the addressee 

retells the whole story again to reconfirm their mutual understanding about the stimuli 

and the signings.   

1.4.3 Spontaneous narratives triggered  

TSL signs or pictures of physical objects are employed to elicit spontaneous 

sentences or short narratives. The task of informants is to create the stories by their 

experiences after they see one picture of a physical object or one or two signs, verbs 

or nouns or other parts of speech, produced by the investigators. The later method is 

also called as monolingual elicitation (Fischer 2009), which is more natural and will 

reduce the chance that informants get influenced by the grammar of the spoken 

language. The challenges are the relative difficulties of the segmentations of the 

boundaries and the interpretations of the spontaneously triggered sentences and 

narratives.   

1.4.4 Free conversation 

This type of data in TSL we collected until now is rare and the transcription of 

these data is difficult and time-consuming. Until now, we only have two pieces of 

conversation done with transcription. They are produced face-to-face by two sisters 

who are native deaf signers and by one couple who are near-native deaf signers. Both 

are about 20 minutes long. The topics of the conversations are created by themselves. 

1.5 Organization 

After the introduction, a sketch of TSL grammar will be provided in chapter 2. 

Chapters 3 and 4 introduce types of expressive units and methods of signaling in TSL 

and point out the characteristics of iconicity and simultaneity as well. With 

characteristics of iconicity, simultaneity, and extensive use of space and gesture in 
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mind, the effects on phrase structure and the typology and the rhetorical styles of 

event intergration are illustrated in chapters 5 and 6, respectively. The most important 

modality effect of iconicity, simultaneity, and extensive use of space and gesture on 

discourse is to create grounded blends. How they are created through methods of 

signaling will be discussed in chapter 7, and what their functions are as to achieve 

cohesive, coherent and evaluative functions of narrative will be elaborated in chapter 

8. And the final chapter 9 is the conclusion. 
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Chapter 2  A Sketch of TSL Grammar  

2.1 Introduction 

Pioneered by Stokoe (1960, Stokoe, Casterline, and Croneberg 1976[1965]), 

ASL is linguistically studied and demonstrated to be a natural language, with similar 

structural properties as spoken languages. TSL is a natural language, too. The 

following sketch of TSL grammar includes the structures of phonology, morphology 

and syntax. Most of them are initially discussed and described in detail in two 

volumes of TSL Reference Grammar (Tai, Chang, Tsay, and Su in preparation, Tsay, 

Myers, Tai, and Lee in preparation). Some theoretical issues are further addressed in 

linguistic papers and in MA theses (Chang, Su, and Tai 2005, Chou 2004, Ke 2007, 

Lai 2005, Lee 2003, 2008, Li 2007, Lin 2006, Liu 2005, Myers, Lee and Tsay 2005, 

Su 2002a, b, 2003a, b, 2004, 2005, 2008c, 2009, 2010a, 2011, Su and Tai 2006, 2007, 

2008, Tai and Su 2006, to appear, Tai and Tsay 2009, Tsay and Myers 2009, Wu 

2007, Zhang 2007). 

In this sketch, we use the narratives from the Frog Story to illustrate various 

aspects of TSL grammar relevant to the main issues to be addressed in this 

dissertation, including phonology, morphology and syntax. As morphology and 

syntax are much more closely interfaced in signed language than in spoken language, 

we will use the term ‘morphosyntax’ to cover a central part of grammar in signed 

language. In phonology, phonemes and phonological processes and constraints are 

elucidated. In morphosyntax, three types of verbs, agreement, aspect, and types of 

sentence are presented.  

2.2 Phonology 

2.2.1 Phonemes and minimal pairs 

Signs are made up of parts (Battison 1978, 1992[1980], 1992, Bellugi and Klima 

1979, Liddell and Johnson 1992[1989], Stokoe 1960, Stokoe, Casterline, and 

Croneberg 1976[1965]). Signs are composed of a limited meaningless set of elements 

and can communicate unlimited meaningful units of messages. These meaningless 

elements can be categorized into four parameters: handshape, location, movement, 

and orientation. Like phonemes in spoken languages, minimal pairs can be found by 

the contrast of these parameters in signed languages. The following examples 

illustrate the minimal pairs contrast in each parameter in TSL. 
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2.2.1.1 Contrast in handshape 

The two signs in Figure 2.1a and 2.1b are composed of the same location, 

movement and orientation. The only different element is the handshape and this 

difference makes them contrast in meaning. Sign NOW is formed with 

handshape /五wu ‘five’/, while HEALTHY is formed with handshape /拳quan 

‘fist’/. There are about sixty handshapes in TSL (Myers and Tsay 2009, Smith 

and Ting 1979, 1984, Su 2004, Tsay et. al, in preparation). 

             
Figure 2. 1   a. NOW                     b. HEALTHY 

2.2.1.2 Contrast in location 

The following two signs contrast in location. One is produced by touching the 

nose, and the other one is produced by touching the mouth. The handshape, 

movement and orientation are the same. 

            
Figure 2. 2   a. DECEIVED            b. LANGUAGE 

2.2.1.3 Contrast in movement  

Movement parameter in sign language, in a broad sense, includes global 

movement and local movement. Global movement (i.e., path movement) means 

movement with the elbow, which changes location. Local movement includes 

handshape change, orientation change, and finger’s movement such as bending, 

curving, wiggling, etc., which involve the movement of wrist or joints (Liddell and 

Johnson 1992[1989]). The first pair of the following signs is contrasted by local 

movement (VAGUE) versus global movement (SUDDENLY). The second pair is 

contrasted by global movement’s moving back and forth (RACE) versus moving up 

and down (CONTEST). 
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Figure 2. 3 a. VAGUE   b. SUDDENLY          c. RACE      d. CONTEST 

2.2.1.4 Contrast in orientation 

Signs can be contrasted in orientation. Sign BE.LOCATED is produced with 

handshape /拳quan ‘fist’/, palm facing inside and changing to palm-up when putting 

down, while sign HEALTHY is produced with the same handshape, palm facing 

downward putting down. 

                
Figure 2. 4  a. BE.LOCATED                  b. HEALTHY 

2.2.2 Phonological processes and constraints 

2.2.2.1 Assimilation 

    Like phonemes in spoken language, in real utterances, the parameters in signs are 

not always produced with exactly the same ones as citation forms. They can be 

assimilated either progressively (Example 2.1) or regressively (Example 2.2). Sign 

SAME in narrative is produced at location ‘temple’ rather than at neutral space of 

citation form because it is produced assimilating with previous sign DOG. This is a 

progressive assimilation, in which parameter of previous sign influences that of 

following sign. In contrast, index finger pointing sign is produced with handshape /守

shou ‘wait’/, the same with that of the following sign DEER. It is a regressive 

assimilation, in which the following sign influences the phonetic form of previous 

sign. Usually, parameter ‘location’ will be assimilated progressively; while parameter 

‘handshape’ will be assimilated regressively.     
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(2. 1) Progressive assimilation (location) 

        
a. DOG (Loc: temple)  b. SAME (Loc: temple)       c. SAME (citation form) 

Figure 2. 5 

(2. 2) Regressive assimilation (handshape) 

              
Figure 2. 6   a. IX:R (handshape: /守‘wait’/)  b. DEER (handshape: /守‘wait’/) 

2.2.2.2 Dominance constraint and symmetry constraint   

    Signs can be produced with a single hand or two hands and be produced in 

neutral space or in body, face, or head. Two constraints are found in most signs 

produced with two hands (Battison 1978, 1992[1980], 1992). One is symmetry 

constraint, and the other is dominance constraint. If a sign is produced by two moving 

hands, their moving patterns must be symmetrical. This is referred to as symmetry 

constraint. If the sign is produced by one moving hand and one non-moving hand, the 

handshape of the non-moving hand must be the same of the moving hand, such as 

handshape /棕zhong ‘brown’/ in sign BELIEVE; or the handshape must be one of the 

basic handshapes, such as handshape /一 yi ‘one’/ in UMBRELLA, /男 nan ‘male’/ 

in TEACH, /五 wu ‘five’/ in HABIT, /手 shou ‘hand’/ in EASY, DECEIVE, /同 

tong ‘together’/ in PEAR. Note that there are some exceptional examples such as 

BUDDISM and RICE.DUMPLING. They are formed with a non-basic handshape /龍 

long ‘dragon’/ as the non-dominant handshape.  

2.3 Morphosyntax 

Two morphological operations are found universal in spoken languages. One is 

derivational morphology, and the other is inflectional morphology. Derivational 

morphology is the operation to create new lexical items; while inflectional 
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morphology is the one to achieve syntactic functions. Derivational morphology 

includes affixation and compounding. TSL is a young language, with rare derivational 

affixes, the same as young spoken creoles and other signed languages. But different 

from young spoken creoles, signed languages are found almost cross-linguistically 

with a productive inflectional morphology (Aronoff et al 2004, 2005). These 

productive inflectional operations include agreement and aspect.   

In addition, manual actions are not the only elements making up of syntactic 

behaviors in TSL. Nonmanual actions can be accompanied to indicate grammatical 

relations, to express modality (attitudes, judgments, etc.), to form interrogatives, etc. 

They will be illustrated in this chapter, too. 

2.3.1 Inflectional morphology 

Sign-language morphology is characteristic with iconicity and simultaneity, in 

which “grammatical features are realized by altering the direction, rhythm or path 

shape of the base sign, and are not by sequentially adding new phonological segments 

to the word” (Aronoff 2005: 309). ASL sign LOOK.AT may be inflected for temporal 

aspect (Klima and Bellugi 1979) as well as for subject and object agreement, and it 

could be accompanied by a grammatical nonmanual (e.g. facial) marker that functions 

as an adverbial, such as ‘mm’ to mean ‘with relaxation and enjoyment’ (Liddell 1980). 

Such a verb, meaning, for example, ‘he looked at it with relaxation and enjoyment for 

a long time’, consists of five morphemes (Aronoff 2005: 302). A similar example is 

illustrated below with the verb SEE in TSL. The sign is produced with a hold, 

directing toward ‘k’ location where the locus of object is set, which means a temporal 

aspect ‘for a long time’ and an agreement inflection of object ‘frog’. And the 

accompanied nonmanual expressions of head tilting right and left and that of mouth 

action ‘mm’ mean an adverbial ‘with relaxation and enjoyment’.    

(2. 3) MALE CHILD WALK SEE FROG /eager.and.happy/ 

/take.(it).in.hand.and.move/ HOUSE-B /container/-j+/put/:dir:k /container/-j 

+SEE:dir:k /container/-j +GLASS /container/-j +/take.and.throw/:dir:k 

/container/-j +SEE:dir:k:with.hold+/head:tilt.R.and.then.L/+/mouth:mm/   

‘A boy took a walk and saw a frog. He was happy and took it in hand and went 

back home. He put it into a glass container, and looked at (it) with relaxation and 

enjoyment for a long time.’ 
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Figure 2. 7 /container/-j +SEE:dir:k:with.hold+/head:tilt.R.and.then.L/+/mouth:mm/ 

In the following subsections, we will illustrate various types of modulation of 

parameter to encode morphological meanings in TSL. These meanings include 

aspectual modulation (Klima and Bellugi 1979 and others in ASL; Liu 2005, Su 

2003a, 2003b, and others in TSL) and agreement (Padden 1983, 1988, 1990 and 

others in ASL; Smith 1989, 1990, Su 2003a, 2003b, 2005, Su and Tai 2006, Tai and 

Su 2006, and others in TSL). 

2.3.1.1 Three classes of verbs 

There are many possible ways of setting up major verb classes in languages. For 

example, verbs in languages can be categorized by whether they describe a state or 

process, or whether they are transitive or intransitive. In addition, verbs in sign 

languages are most often categorized according to the ways they express grammatical 

relations. Padden (1983, 1988) categorizes verbs in ASL into plain verbs, agreement 

verbs, and spatial verbs. As for TSL, Smith (1989) adopts Padden's categorization of 

verbs in ASL, but further refines and adjusts the terminology as non-agreement verbs, 

agreement verbs, and spatial-locative predicates, respectively. Criticizing about 

Padden’s distinction that agreement verbs show subject and object agreement and 

spatial verbs signal locative relations being based on semantics but not on 

morphosyntactic criteria, the main distinction that Engberg-Pederson (1993) made is 

nonpolymorphemic verbs and polymorphemic verbs. “The polymorphemic end of the 

continuum are characterized by the highly productive combination of a range of 

meaningful units denoting figure, ground, motion, location, orientation, direction, 

manner, aspect, extent, shape, and distribution” (Schembri 2003:6). These units are 

called spatial-locative predicates, classifier predicates, or verbs of motion and location, 

traditionally. In contrast, the nonpolymorphemic verbs tend to have monomorphemic 

base forms, which in some cases can combine with up to three additional units of 

meaning, such as the spatial loci used to indicate semantic roles and distribution, 

aspect markers, and/or nonmanual adverbs” (Schembri 2003:6). These include plain 

verbs, agreement verbs, and lexicalized spatial verbs. The morphemic status of these 

combined components is still under debate. Thus, Schembri adopted a more neutral 

term for polymorphemic verbs as polycomponential verbs. Combining these terms, we 

will illustrate types of verbs in TSL in terms of plain verbs, agreement verbs and 
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spatial-locative predicates and spatial-locative predicates include lexicalized and 

polycomponential verbs.   

2.3.1.1.1 Plain verbs  

Verbs that cannot label the grammatical relations by displacing the location of 

signs for the verbs themselves are called plain verbs. The form of plain verb itself is 

often fixed in a certain position of body, and some are accompanied by some kind of 

local movement. For example, the sign 'VIEW', produced with five fingers of one 

hand tapping repeatedly below the eye; and the sign 'KNOW_S', produced with the 

palm side of one hand's fist tapping repeatedly against the side of the chest. In terms 

of space use, plain verbs don’t inflect path movement when expressing grammatical 

relations. That is, signs of these verbs cannot change their direction or location of 

their movement root to label the subject and object. Instead, they usually express 

grammatical relations by auxiliaries (Smith 1989, 1990), word order, nonmanual 

expressions or same-hand strategy (Tai and Su 2006). The sign VIEW in (2.4) being a 

plain verb, which can not be modulated its movement parameter to label subject and 

object, nonmanual expressions and word order were employed to mark subject and 

object.  

(2. 4)  

a. IX:R FROG VIEW (SOV) 

    'He is looking at a frog.'  

  b. DOG ALSO JARpro+VIEW 1

13 JARpro+IX:down WHAT (SVO) 

‘The dog took a look at what is inside the jar, too.’ 

           
Figure 2. 8. a. VIEW       b. JARpro+VIEW 

 
                                                 
13 ‘JARpro’ stands for the proform for ‘jar’. See the section ‘spatial-locative predicates’ for details. 
And the symbol ‘+’ represents the components ‘JARpro’ and ‘VIEW’ are signed with both hands, 
respectively. The element ‘JARpro’ is signed with the non-moving hand, while the sign ‘VIEW’ is 
signed with the moving hand. ‘JARpro’ in this example is regarded as ‘buoy’, with the function of 
keeping the discourse flow (Liddell 2003). 
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2.3.1.1.2 Agreement verbs  

In contrast to plain verbs, agreement verbs in sign language can express the 

grammatical relations between subject and object through changing the direction or 

location of the verb sign’s movement parameter. In (2.5), the location of sign FROG is 

produced at location ‘i’. And the sign SEE is directed toward the location ‘i’, too. The 

grammatical relation of the subject BOY and the object FROG is indicated by the 

direction of the verb sign SEE.  

(2. 5)  

MALE CHILD WALK SEE:dir:i FROG:loc:i  

  ‘A boy took a walk and saw a frog.’  

  
Figure 2. 9    a. SEE:dir:i                   b. FROG:loc:i 

2.3.1.1.3 Spatial-locative predicates  

Spatial-locative predicates include lexicalized verbs such as GO, COME, 

LEAVE and polycomponential verbs. The polycomponential verbs have a much 

alternative terminology (Schembri 2003:4): classifier predicates (Corazza 1990, 

Schick 1987, 1990, Smith 1990, Valli and Lucas 1995), classifier verbs or verbs of 

motion and location (1986, 1990), spatial-locative predicates (Smith 1989), 

polymorphemic predicates (Collins-Ahlgren 1990, Wallin 1990), polysynthetic signs 

(Wallin 2000), productive signs (Brennan 1992), polycomponential signs (Slobin et al. 

2003), and polymorphemic verbs (Engberg-Pedersen 1993). As the various terms 

suggest, these signs provide the spatial-locative information of the referents within 

one complex unit. It can be stative or dynamic giving information about the location, 

the path or the manner of motion events (Talmy 1985, 1991, 2000) described by the 

complex unit. 

Various subclasses of these complex units are identified in ASL and other sign 

languages (Schembri 2003:9): class, handle, and size and shape specifier (Schick 

1990), whole entity, limb, handle, and extent (Engberg-Pederson 1993), 

size-and-shape-specifier, semantic, body, body part and instrument (Supalla 1986), 
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and others. Liddell (2003) called them depicting signs and subcategorized them into 

signs to depict motion or location of referents (i.e., verbs of motion and location), 

signs to depict action of referents (i.e., verbs of handling) and signs to depict size, 

shape or extent of referents (i.e., predicates of visual-geometric description) 

As in ASL and other sign languages, these various subtypes of the 

polycomponential units are found in Frog Story narratives in TSL. Units to depict 

motion or location of referents include handshapes of /布袋戲 budaixi ‘puppet 

show’/, / 民  min ‘people’/, / 男  nan ‘male’/, / 二  er ‘two’/, etc. (class/whole 

entity/semantic classifiers). Units to depict action of referents include handshapes of / 

同 tong ‘together’/, /萬 wan ‘ten thousand’/, etc. (handle/instrument classifiers). 

Units to depict size, shape or extent of referents include handshapes of /同 tong 

‘together’/, /手 shou ‘hand’/, /一 yi ‘one’/, /胡 hu ‘one last name’/, etc. (size and 

shape specifiers or extent classifiers). 

      
   民   布袋戲  二      男      萬      同      手      一      胡 

Figure 2. 10 Some classifiers used in TSL Frog Story narratives 

With a morpheme-based analysis of these polycomponential units (Supalla 1982, 

1986, 1990 and others), signs to depict motion and location of referents are composed 

of a handshape morpheme and a movement root. The handshape represents an 

abstract semantic marker referring to prototypical categories of objects, such as the 

handshape /布袋戲 budaixi ‘puppet show’/ for ‘animal’, and the handshape /民 min 

‘people’/ for ‘human’. 1

14  This kind of predicate is usually an intransitive form, 

representing the combination of the subject into the predicate construction (Schick 

1990).  

This type of polycomponential units is analyzed within the framework of motion 

events as proposed by Talmy (1985, 1991, 2000) in TSL (Chang, Su, and Tai 2005). 

Conceptual elements in motion events include Figure, Ground, Motion and Path. The 

predicates to express motion events are typically composed of a proform for Ground 

and a proform for Figure and the Figure proform is integrated with Motion and Path 

simultaneously. The ‘proform’, represented by ‘pro’ in these examples, is a higher 

level form of categorization for the preceding argument(s), i.e., Figure or Ground. The 

                                                 
14 These handshapes “in particular orientations stand for certain semantic features of noun arguments” 

(Frishberg 1975:715). 
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marker ‘+’ means two components are signed simultaneously with both hands, with 

the non-moving hand representing Ground proform (abbreviated as Gpro) and the 

moving hand representing Figure proform (abbreviated as Fpro). The marker ‘-’ 

means that the conceptual components ‘Figure proform’, ‘Motion’ and ‘Path’ are 

undividable and are expressed as one unit by the moving hand. Because they are 

constructed this way to depict motion or location of referents and the handshape for 

Figure and Ground is selected to depict their semantic properties, these are referred to 

as depicting classifier constructions in this dissertation.  

Different from ASL, there is no distinct class/whole-entity/semantic handshape 

to represent ‘human’ from ‘animal’ in TSL. The prevalent handshape /民 min 

‘people’/ can either represent ‘animal’ (Figure 2.11 a) or ‘human’ (Figure 2.11 c) and 

another prevalent handshape /布袋戲 budaixi ‘puppet show’/ can represent either 

‘animal’ or ‘human’ in one complex depicting classifier construction (Figure 2.11 b).  

                  
a. JARpro+DOGpro-move   b. (BOYpro+DOGpro)-move c. endpoint+BOYpro-fall 

Figure 2. 11 

In ASL (Schick 1990), units to depict actions of referents (i.e. verbs of handling) 

are usually transitive constructions with an object argument, in which a handshape is a 

replication of an actual hand holding or manipulating an object. Three types of these 

predicates are found: GIVE-type, TAKE-type, and instrument-type. Except for the 

third type, the first and second type can be inflected for verb agreement. The unit to 

depict action of referent in (2.6) is composed of the handshape /萬 wan ‘ten 

thousand’/ and the movement to represent the subject ‘child’ doing the action of 

handling the object ‘frog’ from somewhere to the inside of the ‘jar’. This unit is 

regarded as a depicting manual gesture (marked as ‘/take/’), not a sign (TAKE). Note 

the subtle difference between this gesture (Figure 2.12a) and the citation form of 

TAKE (Figure 2.12b) will be discussed in depth in chapter 3 ‘iconicity and 

simultaneity of expressive units’.    

(2. 6) FROG CATCH JAR CHILD FROG CATCH JARpro+/take.(it).into/. 

      ‘A child caught a frog and took it into a jar.’ 
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Figure 2. 12   a. JARpro+ /take.(it).into/     b. TAKE (citation form) 

Similar to class/whole-entity/semantic handshape, a size and shape specifier 

(SASS) handshape is selected in terms of the semantic properties of the referents, in 

particular, the size or the shape. They usually represent the inanimate entities. For 

example, the handshape / 同 tong ‘together’/ is employed to represent 

three-dimensional objects ‘jar’, ‘beehive’ or ‘wood’ (Figure 2.13 a, b, c). In addition, 

the handshape /同tong ‘together’/ can either be a handle classifier (Figure 2.13d) or a 

SASS classifier (Figure 2.13a, b, c) in TSL. To depict size, shape or extent of 

referents, these SASS handshapes can be used to trace the size, shape or extent of 

referents (Figure 2.13e and f). This is referred to as ‘virtual depiction’ (Mandel 1977, 

Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999). Sometimes the handshape to depict size, shape or 

extent of referents doesn’t need to be the handshape representing the whole entity of 

the referent (Figure 2.13g) or the handshape representing anything (Figure 2.13h). 

With the tracing movement, the size, shape or extent of referents can be depicted. All 

these units are regarded as gestures. Please refer to chapter 3 ‘iconicity and 

simultaneity of expressive units’ and chapter 4 ‘methods of signaling’ for further 

details.   

 
a. /jar/        b. /hive/      c. /wood/         d. /take.(jar).out/ 

          

  
e. /jar/-this.size.and.shape.here   f. /wood/-this.size.and.shape.here 
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g. /jar/(trace)                h. /hole/(trace)  

Figure 2. 13 

2.3.1.2 Agreement 

As discussed in the preceding section, the parameters of signs for verbs in sign 

language can be modulated to label grammatical relations. This section will illustrate 

what the patterns are. These grammatical relations include person, location, and 

number agreements.  

2.3.1.2.1 Person agreement and location agreement  

Padden (1983, 1988, 1990) proposed three classes of verb in ASL in terms of 

acceptability of allowing marking of grammatical relations through ‘inflection’ or not. 

Agreement verbs and spatial verbs can, while plain verbs can not. Movement of sign 

of agreement verb is modulated to agree with the subject and object, which is person 

agreement, while that of spatial verb is to agree with locative, which is location 

agreement. Referents of subject, object, or locative can be physically present or not. 

For physically present referents, the movement of signs of these verbs is modulated 

directly toward them. For physically non-present referents, the movement is 

modulated in terms of signer’s previous set up of loci of these referents. Example 2.7 

illustrates how the movements of these signs of verbs or pronouns are modulated to 

mark subject or object, which are physically present referents. In this example, 

referents are signer and addressee. The first agreement sign TELL is produced 

directing to the addressee to show that the addressee is the object of the telling event. 

The second agreement sign is produced directing to the signer himself to mean that 

the signer himself is the object of this telling event.    
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(2. 7)  

IX:chest(signer) TELL:dir:L(addressee)… ‘I tell you…’ 

IX:L(addressee) SELF+/head.tilt.sideward ‘think’/ 1

15, SAY SPEAK 

TELL:dir:chest(signer).. 

‘You self think about (what you have heard) and (re)tell me (the story).’ 

   
Figure 2. 14 a. TELL:dir:L(addressee)    b. IX:L        c. TELL:dir:chest 

Example 2.8 illustrates how the movements of signs of verbs or pronouns are 

modulated to mark person or location agreement, in which the referents are physically 

non-present. In this example, the location of referents is construed by the signer, and 

at the same time the signer plays the role of the characters to construct what the 

characters said. 1

16 In clause ‘a’, the signer plays the role of ‘the boy’ telling something 

to ‘the deer’, which is construed locating at the front right of the signer (Figure 2.15b). 

The agreement sign TELL is directed from the signer’s chest to her front right 

location to mark the subject as ‘the boy’ and the object as ‘the deer’ of this telling 

event (Figure 2.15a). In clauses ‘b’ and ‘c’, the signer plays the role of ‘the deer’ 

telling something to ‘the boy’, which is construed locating at the left of the signer. 

The sign of spatial verb GO is directed from the location of that ‘boy’ is construed 

locating at to the location that ‘frog’ is construed locating at (Figure 2.15d and e). It is 

produced to label the subject ‘deer’ is going to carry the object ‘boy’ to go from the 

locative ‘here’ where ‘the boy’ is construed locating at to the locative ‘there’ where 

‘the frog’ is construed locating at. The sign CARRY in clause ‘d’, a verb of action and 

caused motion, is also produced from the locative where ‘the boy’ is construed 

locating at to the locative where ‘the frog’ is construed locating at. It is produced to 

mark ‘the boy’ as the object and to be moved to the location ‘river’.   

                                                 
15 Marker ‘/…/’ means what inside is a gesture. Please refer to next chapter about various types of 
gesture in TSL. 
16 These are phenomena of ‘referential shift’, or called ‘role shift’, ‘constructed dialogue’, etc. It will 
be discussed in detail in chapter 4 ‘methods of signaling’. 
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(2. 8) 

a. TELL:dir:R  IX:chest(I)  SEARCH  FROG 

‘(The boy) told (the deer): “I am searching for the frog.”.’   

                                   eye.gaze:L  
b. IX:R(that) DEER+/mouthing: stupid/, MAY.NOT,  

           eye.gaze:L 
FROG LIVE AT RIVER,  
                                                    eye.gaze:L 

c. IX:chest(I) CARRY IX:L(you) GO:dir:R IX:R(there)+/mouthing:how.about/. 

  ‘The deer (said): “how stupid you are! (You) may not (search for frog here). Frogs 

live (by) the river. How about I carry you to go there?”  

d. DEER CARRY:dir:R THROW Gpro+BOYpro-fall 

  ‘The deer carried the boy to (the river) and threw him down. The boy fell from the 

deer.’ 

  
       a. TELL:dir:R           b. IX:R(that) 

   
c. IX:L(you)          d. GO:dir:R                   e. IX:R(there) 

 
f. CARRY:dir:R 

Figure 2. 15 
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2.3.1.2.2 Reduplication as number agreement  

Number agreement can be labeled with reduplication, of the movement or of the 

hand. Sign GIVE.BIRTH is repeated three times (marker ‘++’ means repetition) to 

mark the agreement of plurality. This repetition labels the agreement with the object 

in number, the plurality being marked with the quantifier MANY.  

(2. 9) IX:R GIVE.BIRTH++ MANY  

‘There, (they) gave birth many (baby frogs).’ 

 
Figure 2. 16 GIVE.BIRTH++  

Signing hand can be reduplicated to label agreement, too. One-handed sign 

WALK is produced with both hands to label the agreement with a dual subject ‘boy 

and dog’ (Example 2.10a and Figure 2.17a). Depicting classifier construction can be 

reduplicated, too. Handshape /民 min ‘people’/ of both hands, representing human 

‘boy’ and animal ‘dog’, is employed to label the agreement with the dual subject ‘they 

two’ (Example 2.10b and Figure 2.17b and c).    

(2. 10)  

a. IX:L MALE CHILD AND DOG (WALK+WALK):dir:R… 

‘The boy and dog walked…’  

b. THEY.TWO:dir:R BED (BOYpro+DOGpro)-lie.on.bed+/eyes: closed ‘sleep’/ 

(BOYpro+DOGpro)-sit.up+/eyes and mouth: open ‘wake.up.and.find’/ MISSING  

'Both lay down on bed and slept and then woke up and found (frog was) missing.' 
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a. (WALK+WALK):dir:R b. (BOYpro+DOGpro)-lie.on. c. (BOYpro+DOGpro)-sit.up 

Figure 2. 17 

2.3.1.2.3 Numeral incorporation as number agreement 

In addition to reduplicating the movement or the hand to mark agreement, the 

selection of handshape or numeral sign also serve this function (Su 2003a, 2003b). 

Numeral signs TWO, THREE, FOUR, and handshape /五 wu ‘five’/ can be 

incorporated into the predicates to express number agreement of dual, trial, quadruple, 

and plural, respectively.   

     Comparing (2.11a) with (2.11b), we can see that the inflection on the predicate 

‘MOSQUITOpro- move:dir:signer’ in (2.11b) specifies the plurality of the subject. 

Handshape /細 xi ‘tiny’/ in (2.11a) is selected to represent the tininess and singularity 

of subject ‘mosquito’, while handshape /五 wu ‘five’/ in (2.11b) is selected to specify 

the plurality of subject ‘mosquitoes’. Note the subject noun phrase itself didn’t encode 

the plurality. So if this is treated as agreement is debatable. 

(2. 11)  

a. MOSQUITO FLY MOSQUITOpro-move:dir:mouth (handshape /細 xi ‘tiny’/)           

‘A mosquito flies into the mouth’  

b. MOSQUITO FLY MOSQUITOpro-many.move:dir:signer (handshape /五 wu 

‘five’/ with both hands)   

‘Mosquitoes are flying inside.’   

  

a. MOSQUITOpro-move:dir:mouth      b. MOSQUITOpro-many.move:dir:signer 

Figure 2. 18 
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With the comparison of (2.12a) and (2.12b and c), we can see the inflection on 

the predicates in (2.12b) and in (2.12c) specifies the plurality of the subject. 

Handshape /布袋戲 budaxi ‘puppet show’/ in (2.12a) is selected to represent the class 

of the single subject ‘owl’, while handshape /五 wu ‘five’/ in (2.12b), single hand or in 

(2.12c), two-hand, is selected to agree with the plurality of the subject ‘bees’. Note the 

subject noun phrase itself in (2.12c) didn’t encode the plurality. So whether this is 

treated as agreement is still debatable. 

(2. 12)  

a. IX /owl/ IX:R.back BOYpro+/owl/pro-move.toward (Figure 2.19a) 

‘That owl there moved toward the boy.’  

b. /beehive/pro+BEEpro-many.move.from (Figure 2.19b) BEE MANY 

‘From that beehive was crowdedly moving out bees plentiful.’  

c. IX:L.up BEE BEEpro-many.move.to (Figure 2.19c), IX:R DOG… 

‘Those bees were crowdedly moving forward there. The dog…’ 

    
a. /owl/pro-singular    b. BEEpro-plural          c. BEEpro-plural (both hands)  
Figure 2. 19 

Like handshape /五 wu ‘five/, some numeral signs (TWO, THREE, and FOUR) 

can be incorporated into the predicate to represent the inflection of number, dual, trial, 

and quadruple, respectively. Numeral sign TWO is selected by these signers to 

represent the agreement with the dual subject ‘boy and dog’ in (2.13). 

(2. 13)  

a. DOG CHILD WOODpro+TWO-go.across… 

‘The dog and the boy both went across the wood….’ 
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b. MALE CHILD DOG TWO-go:dir:R OUTSIDE… 

‘The boy and the dog both went outside…’ 

  

Figure 2. 20 a. WOODpro+TWO-go.across              b. TWO-go:dir:R 

2.3.1.3 Aspect 

As agreement is labeled on the modulation of movement of predicates, aspect is 

performed in the same way (Liu 2005, Su 2003a, 2003b, Tai et al in preparation, Tsay 

and Myers 2009). The changes could involve the length, speed, size or tension 

(strength) of a sign and in the literature they are known as aspectual modulation 

(Klima and Bellugi 1979:245, Fischer and Gough 1978:138). Some examples in TSL 

are illustrated below. First, TSL marks telic aspect on verbs of action or motion by 

holding a moment at the end of the sign of verb, similar to what Sandler (1989, 1990, 

1993) observed for ASL. In the following two examples (Figure 2.21a, b), there is a 

hold at the end of the sign for predicate, marking the end state of activity. 

     
Figure 2. 21  a. HUG:dir.chest:hold.at.end   b. DOGpro-jump.to:hold.at.end 

Second, atelic aspect is marked by holding the sign a moment if it is a stative 

verb (Figure 2.22) and by reduplicating the movement of sign if it is a dynamic 

predicate (Figure 2.23), again, similar to ASL. 

 
Figure 2. 22 /jar/pro +SEE:hold.a.moment ‘look at (it) in the jar for a moment.’ 
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Figure 2. 23 /jar/pro+FROGpro-move.up.and.down++ ‘the frog was jumping up and 
down in the jar’ 

2.3.2 Types of sentences 

2.3.2.1 Simple declarative sentences 

Similar to spoken languages, a simple TSL declarative sentence is composed of a 

subject and a predicate (Su 2005, 2008c, Su and Tai 2006, Tai et al, in preparation, Tai 

and Su 2006). The predicate can be nominal, adjectival, or verbal, as illustrated in the 

following examples. Note that, different from English and similar to Mandarin, nouns 

and adjectives in TSL can be predicates themselves, without any copulas between 

subject and predicate. 

(2. 14)  

a. IX:L SQUIRREL ‘That is a squirrel.’ (Nominal predicate) 

b. IX:chest FROG GOOD ‘My frog is good.’ (Adjectival predicate) 

c. MALE CHILD DOG FROG VIEW ‘A boy and a dog is looking at a frog.’ 

(Verbal predicate) 

The order of sentences is usually subject precedes predicate. Word order of 

subject (S), verb (V), and object (O) can be SVO, SOV, OSV, etc., relatively flexible 

if agreement is marked on predicates, manually or non-manually (Su 2005, 2008c, Su 

and Tai 2006, Tai et al, in preparation, Tai and Su 2006).    

(2. 15)  

a. MALE CHILD FROG VIEW (SOV) 

  b. FROG MALE CHILD VIEW (OSV) 

  c. MALE CHILD VIEW FROG (SVO) 

    ‘A boy is looking at a frog.’ 
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2.3.2.2 Sentences with modals  

Like spoken languages, TSL has various ways to express epistemic, deontic, or 

dynamic modality (Tai et al, in preparation). One way is using modals, positive or 

negative, to express attitudes or judgments about events. The modals can be verbs, 

auxiliaries, adverbials, etc. and are usually produced at the end of sentence, as 

illustrated in the following examples. 

(2. 16)  

a. IX:chest FEEL /hole/ /hole/pro+IX HAVE. ‘I think that hole has (my frog).’ 

b. /hole/ /hole/pro+IX FROG WILL ‘(I think) in the hole will be the frog.’  

  c. IX:down FROG SEARCH MAY.NOT ‘(You) can not search frog here.’  

    In addition, nonmanual expressions can be accompanied with modals or 

produced alone to express modality. In (2.17), two signs THINK and POSSIBLE are 

produced accompaning with head turning sideward from the beginning to the end of 

the clause and head nodding in the end. These manual and nonmanual actions all are 

encoded to express the thought of the character ‘boy’ about ‘the frog’s location’. 

Modality can be expressed by nonmanual expressions alone, too. In (2.18), no signs 

were produced to express modality in the manual actions. The meaning of the thought 

about where the frog is is encoded with nonmanual expressions alone, head turning 

sideward, too in this case.  

(2. 17) 

head.nod++ 
                                        head.turn.sideward 
THINK POSSIBLE(MAY^CAN) 出 chu ‘out’:dir:R IX:R IX:R 

‘(The boy) thought it was possible (the frog) went out there.’ 

  
Figure 2. 24   a. 出 chu ‘out’:dir:R               b. IX:R 
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(2. 18)        
         with.head.turned.sideward.and.hands.pulled.away 

                                        face:look 
/hole/  /hole/       /hole/pro+IX:L.down       BE… 

‘(The boy) looked into the hole and thought that the frog might be there (inside the 

hole).’ 

        
Figure 2. 25    a. /hole/         b. /hole/      c. /hole/pro+IX:L.down      

2.3.2.3 Interrogative sentences 

Like spoken languages, two types of interrogatives are found in TSL. One is 

polar questions (yes-no interrogatives), and the other is content questions (wh-words 

interrogatives) (Tai et al, in preparation). Same as sentences with modals, nonmanual 

expressions usually accompany wh-words to form content questions. Wh-words in 

TSL include WHAT, WHO, WHY, HOW, WHERE, etc. One of the nonmanual 

expressions with interrogative interpretation is ‘furrowed eyebrows’. Wh-words are 

usually produced at the end of the sentence but nonmanual expressions may appear 

from the beginning of sentence to the end (Example 2.19). Nonmanual expressions 

play a more important role for the polar questions than for content questions because 

they are markers to distinguish polar interrogatives from declaratives. Comparing 

(2.20a) and (2.20b), the manual signs are the same, nonmanual expressions ‘raised 

eyebrows’ and ‘head nods’ make a polar question distinct from a declarative 

sentence. 1

17  

                                                 
17 For the linguistic status of these nonmanual expressions, please refer to the discussion by Yijun 
Chen’s dissertation proposal in our institute. 
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a. WHAT    b. WHO               c. WHY 

  
d. HOW        e. WHERE(WHAT^PLACE) 

Figure 2. 26 Wh-words in TSL 

(2. 19)   

Furrowed eyebrows 

YOU THINK WHAT 

‘What are you thinking about?’ 

   
Figure 2. 27      YOU         THINK        WHAT 

                  ‘What are you thinking about?’ 

(2. 20)  

a.              Head nod++ 

              Raised eyebrows 
FATHER WORK       ‘Is dad working?’ 

b.  FATHER WORK       ‘Dad is working.’ 

      
Figure 2. 28 a. ‘Is dad working?’         b. ‘Dad is working.’ 
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Chapter 3  Iconicity and Simultaneity of Expressive Units 

3.1 Introduction 

Signed languages are produced and perceived in the visual-gestural modality, 

while spoken languages are produced and perceived in the auditory-vocal modality. 

Expressions produced by sign languages can be divided into two kinds: manual 

actions and nonmanual actions (Emmorey 1999, Woll 2001, 2009). Expressions that 

are produced by hand(s) are called manual actions; while expressions that are 

produced by head, face or trunk are nonmanual actions (Baker and Cokely 1980, 

Baker and Padden 1978, Liddell 1978, 1980, Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999), 

including body gestures, body-part gestures, and facial expressions.  

As a sign language, TSL is produced by hands, trunk, body-parts, and face, 

composed of manual and nonmanual actions. Not all manual actions are lexicalized 

signs. A few of them are gestures, including language-like emblems, less 

language-like gesticulation and least language-like pantomimes. 1

18 Lexicalized signs 

and emblems are listable and specified. Gesticulation and pantomimes are not listable 

and non-specified. They are created online during narrating. Signs and pantomimes 

can be easily distinguished (Klima and Bellugi 1979). Pantomimes and iconic 

gestures are distinguishable in terms of their symbolic status (Sandler 2009). 1

19  

These manual gestures are also called ‘component gestures’ by Clark (1996). 

Unlike co-speech gestures, they are not timed to and not coexpressive to coincide with 

a sign (Emmorey 2002:164, 168). And they are more conventional and mimetic, 

rather than idiosyncratic. The meanings of these manual gestures tend to be fairly 

clear even outside of the sign context. But comparing with lexicalized signs, these 

gestures, except emblems, vary in some extent in different signers and sometimes the 

precise meaning to be interpreted requires context, too. So the categorization between 

signs and manual gestures are still necessary. Signs are glossed in capitals, as in 

CHILD, DOG, etc.; and gestures are given in lower case and bracketed by back 

slashes, as in ‘/hive/’, ‘/wood/, ‘/take.and.throw.into/’, etc.  

No matter symbolic or non-symbolic, iconic gestures and pantomimes function 

to depict the properties of referents. Iconic gestures are usually used to depict the size 

                                                 
18 Kendon’s continuum of gestures (pantomime-gesticulation-emblem-sign language) is categorized 
according to their language-like properties and their relationship with speech (Kendon 1988, McNeill 
1992). 
19 Gesticulation includes iconic gestures, metaphoric gestures, deictic gestures and beats. They are 
“idiosyncratic spontaneous movements of arms and hands accompanying speech” (McNeill 1992:37).   
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or shape of referents (/hive/, /wood/), while pantomimes are used to depict the 

motions or actions of referents (/dog-run/, /take.and.throw.into/). We combine the two 

notions and re-analyze them as depicting manual gestures in the dissertation. 

    Not all nonmanual expressions are paralinguistic pantomimes or affects. Some of 

them are symbolic, conventionalized adverbials (Liddell 1980); some of them are 

symbolic, less-conventionalized iconic gestures (Sandler 2009). Adverbials and iconic 

gestures can be distinguished in terms of the degree of conventionality. Pantomimes 

and iconic gestures are distinguishable in terms of their symbolic status (Sandler 

2009). 1

20 

Like manual pantomimes, the main function of nonmanual pantomimes is to 

depict the actions of referents. We will refer to them as depicting body or body-part 

gestures. As for the symbolic nonmanual actions (adverbials and iconic gestures), the 

linguistic status or not of them is not the focus of this dissertation; so both are refered 

to as mouth actions. There are still other types of nonmanual actions, apart from 

adverbials or iconic gestures. They perform various interdependent functions in 

grammar and discourse. We will refer to them in terms of articulators: eye-gaze, 

head-tilt, face orientation, and body-orientation. Like manual gestures, they are 

glossed in lower case and bracketed by back slashes, as in ‘/mouth:closed.to.open/’, 

‘/head.tilt:L/’, ‘/face.ori:R/’, etc. 2

21    

Still another type of expressive units needs to be mentioned particularly, the 

classifier predicates, also referred to as verbs of motion and location (Supalla 1982). 2

22 

It is productive but less-conventionalized. It is usually produced with both hands and 

functions to depict motion or location of referents. We refer to them as depicting 

classifier constructions in this dissertation. 

In addition, the parameter(s) of most signs can be modulated to provide a more 

iconic image to expressions. These modulations are also regarded as gestures by sign 

linguists (Duncan 2003, 2005, Emmorey and Herzig 2003, Liddell 1996, 1998, 2000a, 

2000b, 2003a, 2003b, Liddell and Metzger 1998, Okrent 2002). Okrent (2002) 

mentioned that in spoken languages, there are gestures produced with words 

simulataneously, both at the same time and at the same articulator. And she referred to 

these word-modulated gestures as spoken gestures (vocal gestures in Duncan 2003). 

See also Bolinger (1946, 1975, 1986) for the similar phenomenon. Following her idea, 

                                                 
20 Pantomimes are called ‘replicas’ in Sandler (2009) 
21 ‘R’ is the abbreviation of ‘right’, ‘L’ is ‘left’, ‘ori’ is ‘orientation or orient’, ‘dir’ is ‘direction or 
direct’, ‘loc’ is ‘location or locate’. 
22 Refer to chapter 2 ‘A sketch of TSL grammar’ for the various terminology for these expressive units. 
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we can refer to these sign-modulated gestures, signs and gestures produced at the 

same time and at the same articulator, in signed languages as signed gestures. 2

23 

In this chapter we will focus on two characteristics of TSL expressive units: 

Iconicity and simultaneity. In section one, the iconicity of expressive units will be 

illustrated by different types of expressive units: signs, depicting manual gestures, 

depicting body and body-part gestures, and facial expressions. In section two, the 

simultaneity of expressive units will be discussed. TSL has two independent manual 

articulators (right hand and left hand) and two independent channels (manual and 

nonmanual). The former will be elaborated with the depicting classifier constructions, 

and the latter will be elaborated with the integration of manual actions and nonmanual 

actions. Also, signed gestures will also be discussed further in this section.   

3.2 Iconicity of expressive units 

3.2.1 Signs and gestures with iconic motivation 

Iconic devices in ASL have been studied by Mandel (1977) and more recently by 

Taub (2001). Tai (2005) has synthesized and simplified both authors' analyses to 

explore iconic devices in TSL and Su (2004) proposes a framework to analyze them  

based on the well-known theory of signs by Peirce (1955[1902]) and phonemic 

parameters of sign language.  

Based on the relationship between the signified and the signifier, Peirce (1955 

[1902]) proposes a trichotomy of signs: icons, indices, and symbols. Icons are signs 

that are either directly used to depict what they represent or are metonymically related 

to what they represent. Indices are signs which represent their object by their 

existential relation to the object. And symbols are signs that appear to bear no 

relationship to their meanings. He further classifies the icons into three types: image, 

diagram, and metaphor. According to the elaboration of Hiraga (1994) and Waugh and 

Newfield (1995), images (e.g., a portrait of a person) reach similarity by partaking of 

some of the simple qualities of its object (e.g., the person portrayed); diagrams (e.g., 

maps) show a structure analogous to the structure of their object (e.g., territories and 

buildings), and a metaphorical icon signifies its object by pointing to a parallelism 

between the object and something else.  

Since each sign in sign language is made up of three phonemic parameters, i.e. 

handshape, location, and movement (Stokoe, 1960). 2

24 And we find each parameter 

                                                 
23 This is referred to as ‘modality-free’ notion of gesture. 
24 Orientation is the fourth parameter. 
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can be the key element in the signs with iconic motivation (Armstrong, Stokoe, and 

Wilcox, 1995). Signs or gestures with iconic motivation are those with motivation of 

imagistic handshape, imagistic location or imagistic movement. 

3.2.1.1 Imagistic handshape 

In signs with the motivation of imagistic handshape, the forms of handshapes 

and hand-forearm configurations correspond to the shape images of referents. Mandel 

(1977) referred to this device as 'substituted depiction'; and Taub (2001) referred to 

this as 'shape-to-shape iconicity'. An obvious example in TSL is the sign SCISSORS. 

Handshape /二 er ‘two’/, with index and middle finger extended resembling the image 

of a physical pair of scissors (signified), is used as the iconic base of the sign (Figure 

3.1).  

            
Figure 3. 1 The word SCISSORS and handshape /二 er ‘two’/ in TSL. 

Another example is the sign BOWL, with thumb and four fingers curving like 

the shape of bowl. The handshape /同 tong ‘together’/ is used to represent the concept 

‘bowl’ directly with 'shape-to-shape iconicity'. This imagistic handshape can be used 

to form other signs or gestures under similar iconic motivation. Sign TANGARINE is 

composed of the handshape /同 tong ‘together’/ of non-moving hand to represent its 

shape concept and of the action of moving hand to express how we manipulate it. 

Also in story-telling, the same iconic motivation can be used to represent something 

with similar ‘round’ shape if there is no conventionalized name for it. Gesture /hive/ is 

an example for this. Or the storyteller aims to represent the concept by demonstrating 

the imagistic information in addition to the linguistic sign WOOD. Gesture /wood/ is 

an example for this.  

           
Figure 3. 2 a. BOWL  b. TANGERINE  c. TREEpro+/hive/-loc  d. /wood/ 
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3.2.1.2 Imagistic movement 

Another major device for iconic shape representation is to trace the shape of the 

referent in the signing space. For example, LIGHTNING is signed by tracing a zigzag 

shape with index finger of both hands (Figure 3.3a). Similarly, TABLE is signed by 

tracing the shape of an office desk with both hands drawing the square space (Figure 

3.3b). In this device, the hand movement doesn't depict the movement of referent over 

time but only traces the shape of the referent in signing space. Mandel referred to it as 

‘atemporal movement’. This device was referred to as 'virtual depiction' by Mandel 

(1977) and as 'path-for-shape iconicity' by Taub (2001).  

This method of representation can represent both absolute and relative sizes of 

referents. For instance, in TSL, the absolute size of a piece of paper, if small enough, 

can be accurately traced in the signing space. The relative size of a piece of paper can 

also be expressed by the extent of tracing in space (Figure 3.3c and d). We also found 

that this device is not only applied for the physical object, it can be applied for the 

predicate such as length representation LONG (Figure 3.3e) and SHORT in space or 

in time or distance representation for FAR and NEAR. The word LONG is 

represented by moving both hands apart with handshape /呂 lu ‘one last name’/, and 

SHORT is represented by moving closer. The traces they produced represent their 

concepts. 

       
a. LIGHTNING           b. TABLE      

   
c. & d. The relative size of a piece of paper    e. LONG 

Figure 3. 3 
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Like imagistic handshape, imagistic movement can be employed to form 

gestures when there is no conventionalized sign for the concept or to demonstrate 

imagistic information in addition to using the linguistic sign. In addition to producing 

lexicalized sign WOOD, the signer produced gesture /wood/ with imagistic 

motivation of handshape and another gesture /wood/ by tracing to provide additional 

precise size and shape and posture of the referent (Figure 3.4 a, b, c). Signs and 

gestures, with motivation of imagistic handshape or movement (trace), function 

equally as symbols to describe entities. Different signers choose different symbols to 

represent one concept (Figure 3.4 e and g; Figure 3.4 h, i, and j). Sometimes the same 

signer chooses different symbols to represent similar but with subtle difference 

concept, too (Figure 3.4 f and g).  

    
a. WOOD      b. /wood/         c. /wood/(trace)                  

    
d. HOLE      e. /hole/        f. /hole/ (trace) (hole in the tree) 

 
g. /hole/ (trace) (hole on the ground) 

   
h. /jar/          i. /jar/ (trace)                j. /jar/ (trace) 
Figure 3. 4 
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3.2.1.3 Imagistic location 

Some signs are motivated by imagistic location. Signed languages, both ASL and 

TSL, name body parts (e.g. ear, nose and head) by referring to them as a convention 

of pairing form and meaning. For example, TSL word NOSE is formed by pointing to 

the location of nose, the word HEAD (Figure 3.5a) is formed by brushing the location 

of head, and the word EAR (Figure 3.5b) is formed by pinching the ear. In addition to 

the naming of body parts, the referents associated with the relative location are 

represented in the same way. Both ASL and TSL word EARRIGNS have similar 

forms, with handshape /錢 qian ‘money’/ on ear(s) (Figure 3.5c).  

      
Figure 3. 5        a. HEAD        b. EAR    c EARRINGS  

In addition to forming signs by indexing to relative imagistic locations, these 

imagistic locations can function as surrogates. 2

25 That is, the signer becomes the 

character in these representations. The examples with these representations in Frog 

Story narratives include ‘/jar/+/head.into/’, ‘/jar/:loc:head’, ‘Gpro+Fpro-loc:head’, 

/pull.(quilt).cover.body/ (= QUILT), ‘WATER-all.over.body’, /bump.into.nose/, etc.  

   
a. /jar/+/head.into/                 b. /jar/:loc:head c. Gpro+Fpro-loc:head 

      
d. /pull.(quilt).cover.body/, QUILT e. WATER.all.over.body f. /bump.into.nose/ 
Figure 3. 6 

 

                                                 
25 The term is initiated to be used in sign language studied by Liddell (1995) 
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3.2.1.4 Part-for-whole-representation 

Part-for-whole-representation is the device using the characteristic part of 

referent to represent the whole referent. This method is very productive in TSL as 

well as other sign languages. For example, CHICKEN in TSL is represented by 

repeatedly closing the index finger tip and thumb to form a shape of the mouth of a 

chicken (Figure 3.7a). BIRD in ASL is represented the same as CHICKEN in TSL. 

COW in TSL and JSL is also represented by part-for-whole-representation, but with 

different handshape. In TSL, it employs the extending thumb and pinky finger 

(handshape /民min ‘people’/) of both hands and the thumbs touching the temples 

which resemble the horns of cow to show the concept (Figure 3.7b). In JSL, it 

employs the curving index finger and thumb (hanshape /六十liu-shi ‘sixty’/) of both 

hands and the thumbs touching the temples which resemble the horns of cow to show 

the concept. 2

26   

                    
Figure 3. 7 a. CHICKEN in TSL and BIRD in ASL      b. COW in TSL 

3.2.2 Depicting manual gestures and lexicalized depicting signs  

There are two kinds of depicting gestures: depicting size or shape of referents 

and depicting action and/or caused motion of referents. Traditionally, the former is 

called ‘size and shape specifiers (SASS)’ and the latter is called ‘handling classifier 

predicates’ (Schick 1990, Supalla 1982, 1986, and others). A more functional-based 

term ‘depicting gesture’ to include both of them is adopted in this dissertation in terms 

of their function of ‘depicting imagistic information’. They include depicting manual 

gestures (discussed in this section), depicting body and/or body-part gestures 

(discussed in next section).  

In the following examples, a gesture ‘/take.in.hand.and.move/:dir:j’ depicts an 

action ‘take (frog) in hand’ and a caused motion ‘move (frog) to somewhere’. This 

depicting gesture with a complex depicting function can be compared to two 

lexicalized signs TAKE and CARRY. TAKE describes action, while CARRY 

describes caused motion. This gesture simultaneously depicts more iconic imagistic 

                                                 
26 Please refer to Su and Tai (2009) for more examples of signs with similar or different iconic 
motivation among different sign languages. 
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information than that of the combination of sign TAKE and sign CARRY do.   

vs.   

a. /take.in.hand.and.move/:dir:j vs.     b. TAKE       +  c. CARRY:dir:chest  

Figure 3. 8           

The handshape of the depicting action (and caused motion) is selected according 

to the size and shape of referents. But the interpretation of the meaning depends on 

context. In addition, different signers have different forms to convey the concept, 

though the difference may be subtle. Because of their context-dependency and 

idiosyncracy, they are regarded as gestures. In (3.1a), the sign SHOE following 

gesture ‘/take.round.shape.thing.up/’ provides the context for the interpretation of the 

gesture as taking ‘the shoe’ up. In (3.1b), the sign JAR and gesture 

‘JAR+/head:move.into/’ provide the context for the interpretation of the gesture 

‘/take.round.shape.thing.out/’ as taking ‘the jar’ out.  

(3. 1) 

a. /take.round.shape.thing.up/ SHOE 

/take.round.shape.thing.up.and.look.inside.(for.frog)/  

 ‘(The boy) took the shoe up and looked inside to search for (the frog).’ 

b. JAR(GLASS^/jar/(trace)) SEARCH JAR+/head:move.into/> 

JARpro+DOGpro-move.into, /take.round.shape.thing.out/ NO.WAY   

‘(The dog) headed into the jar to search for (the frog). The jar (got stuck) on the 

head and can’t be taken out.’ 

               
Figure 3. 9  a. /take.round.shape.thing.up/        b. /take.round.shape.thing.out/  

            ‘take the shoe up’                  ‘take the jar out’ 
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Like depicting gesture of action of referents, the interpretation of depicting 

gesture of size and shape of referents depends on context, too. Three tokens of the 

‘/round.shape.thing/ in (3.2) get their meaning interpretation according to their 

previous noun sign (and gesture). In addition, different signers have different ways to 

convey similar concept, too. Some use substitutive depiction (Figure 3.11a), and some 

use virtual depiction (Figure 3.11b, c, d). In virtual depiction, some use handshape /六

十 liu-shi ‘sixty’/ tracing down (Figure 3.11b), some use handshape /同 tong 

‘together’/ tracing down (Figure 3.11c), and still others use handshape /同 tong 

‘together’/ but tracing up (Figure 3.11d). 

(3. 2) 

a. BEE /round.shape.thing/= ‘hive’  

b. SURFACE /dig/ /round.shape.thing/= ‘land hole’ 

c. GLASS /round.shape.thing/= ‘jar’ 

        
Figure 3. 10      a. ‘hive’           b. ‘land hole’       c. ‘jar’ 

 

   
a. /jar/            b. /jar/ (trace) -a               c. /jar/ (trace) - b 

 
d. /jar/(trace)-c 

Figure 3. 11 

In addition to depicting actions to form lexicalized verb signs (e.g. TAKE, 

THROW), some noun signs for animals, tools, sports, etc. are formed by depicting 
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their actions; that is, “the object that does this”, such as MONKEY, CHIMPANZEE, 

or by acting the actions usually interacting with to represent, i.e., “the object that one 

does this with”, such as HORSE, HAMMER, KEY, BASKETBALL-B, 

VOLLEYBALL, HAT-B. These are analogous to a relative clause in spoken 

languages (Tomasello 2008:70). Some of these signs can function as both nouns and 

verbs, such as HAMMER (N) vs. HAMMER (V), KEY vs. LOCK, VOLLEYBALL 

vs. PLAY.VOLLEYBALL, HAT vs. PUT.ON.HAT, etc. (Su 2004, Tai et al in 

preparation, Wu 2007), although some with subtle difference in the movement 

patterns between verb and noun sign, similar to ASL, as studied by Supalla and 

Newport (1978).  

        
a. MONKEY     b. HAT/PUT.ON.HAT    c. HAMMER (V/N) 

 
d. VOLLEYBALL/PLAY.VOLLEYBALL 

Figure 3. 12 

3.2.3 Depicting body gestures and depicting body-part gestures  

Different from depicting manual gestures using hands to depict, depicting body 

or body-part gestures employ body or body-parts to depict. They are most often used 

to simulate actions of the referents (Figure 3.13a, b). They can also represent the 

referents themselves and simultaneously depicting their typical actions (Figure 3.13c, 

d).  

In Figure (3.13a), the signer employs sign DEER and moves up his body to show 

‘the deer is moving up’. In Figure (3.132b), the signer turns her head right and then 

left to simulate the character’s action. From previous context, the simulation is 

interpreted as ‘the frog’s looking around’. In Figure (3.13c and 3.13d), the signer 

employs whole body to represent the character and simultaneously simulate the 

character’s action or feeling. Again, from previous context, these gestures can be 
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interpreted as ‘the frog’s action’ and ‘the dog’s feeling’, respectively.    

  
a. DEER+/body:move.up/         b. /jar/pro+JUMP(false.s)+/head:look.around/ 

             
c. /frog+head: look.up.to.R.and.to.L/   d./dog+face ‘feel embarrassed’/ 

Figure 3. 13 

These gestures can be produced individually to represent the referents and/or the 

actions of those referents (Figure 3.13c, d above). They can also be concurrent with 

manual signs (Figure 3.13a, b above)  

Similar to the signs for tools, animals, sports in the section above, simulation of 

actions of characters can function as either verbs for representing the referents’ 

actions (Example 3.3a, b) or nouns for representing the referents themselves 

(Example 3.3d), or both nouns and verbs (Example 3.3c).  

(3. 3)  

a. IX:L.down+SQUIRREL-B(PINE^MOUSE)  /squirrel.like.action/ 

‘That, over there, is a squirrel doing squirrel-like-action.’ 

  b. /hole/pro+IX HAVE SQUIRREL-A   /squirrel.like.action/ 

‘In the hole, there is a squirrel doing squirrel-like-action.’ 

  c. IX:down HAVE /owl+owl.like.action/  

‘Down there (the hole), there is an owl doing owl-like-action.’ 

  d. IX AFTER /owl/ (N) IX:R.back(there or it) Gpro+/owl/pro-chase:dir:L 

    ‘And then the owl there is chasing (the boy).’ 
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a.& b. /squirrel.like.action/       c. /owl+owl.like.action/ 

 
d. /owl/ 

Figure 3. 14 

We assume the simulation of actions for characters subsequently after the noun is 

a relative-clause like qualifier (Example 3.3a, b) and the representation of both noun 

for referent and verb for action of referent simultaneously within one gesture 

functions like a noun incorporating with a relative-clause-like qualifier (Example 

3.3c.). We will discuss these assumptions in detail in chapter 5 ‘modality effects on 

phrase structure’ and their narrative function in chapter 8 ‘modality effects on 

narrative performance’.   

The following gesture for /frog/ is formed with a subtle difference. The signer 

depicts frog’s typical image of actions of mouth and neck by puffing out the cheeks 

and pulling out the hands from the neck repeatedly to represent the referent (Figure 

3.15a). The signer first expressed the concept ‘frog’ by a depicting gesture (Figure 

3.15b), then a lexicalized sign (Figure 3.15c), and then another gesture (Figure 3.15a) 

in his narration of the story. All three forms are expressive units with iconic 

motivation.   

   
Figure 3. 15  a. /frog/-a      b. /frog/-b         c. FROG 
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3.2.4 Gestures in face  

3.2.4.1 Gestures expressing affections 

The following facial expressions are assumed to be natural in human beings 

(Ekman and Friesen 2002[1978]). In these expressions, the signers take the roles of 

the different characters in the story to express thought, emotion or feeling through 

integrating language and gesture.  

                   
a. IX+/thinking/ (suspecting)          b. HUG+/reprimand/+/feeling/ (angry)          

     
c. /take.jar.out/+/feeling/ (nervous)     d. /dog+feeling/ (embarrassed) 

Figure 3. 16  Examples of gestures in face in TSL Frog Story narratives 

3.2.4.2 Gestures in eyes and mouth 

Within the face, there are some gestures that are produced more in sign language 

narratives, including gestures in eyes and mouth, gestures in eyes and gestures in 

mouth.  

Some facial gestures can be produced to add the meaning of the sign or to 

represent another symbol from the manual sign. In Figure (3.17a), the facial gesture 

/eyes.and.mouth.open/ add meaning such as ‘suddenly, surprisingly, inadvertently’ of 

SEE, while in Figure (3.17b), they represent a gesture with the meaning ‘see 

something suddenly, surprisingly, inadvertently’. Both indicate the meaning of 

‘discover or find’ after the integration of language and gesture upon narrating the 

story.  
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a. SEE+/eyes.and.mouth.open/     b. /cross.over/+/eyes.and.mouth.open/        

Figure 3. 17  Examples of gestures in eyes and mouth in TSL Frog Story narratives 

3.2.4.3 Nonmanual actions in eyes 

Three types of eye-gaze behavior discussed by Bahan and Supalla (1995) are 

found in TSL Frog Story narratives: (a) the function of eye-gaze at hand(s), along 

with deliberate modulation of slow speed of movement, is to outline the precise shape 

of the object or the precise path of the movement of the object (Figure 3.18 and 3.19); 

(b) eyes gazing at addressee represents the signer as the narrator (Example 3.4, Figure 

3.20); (c) in contrast, breaking the eye-gaze away from the addressee represents the 

signer becomes the character (Example 3.4, Figure 3.20).  

 
Figure 3. 18 /jar/+/eye.gaze: moving.hands/ (describing the precise shape of the jar) 
  

 
Figure 3. 19 (WINDOWpro+DOGpro-fall)+/eye.gaze:moving.hand/ (describing the 
precise shape of the path that the dog fell from the window to the ground) 

When narrating a story, the alternation of narrator’s and character’s viewpoints 

can be encoded naturally by alternating the eyes gazing addressee and then breaking 

the eye-gaze away from the addressee. In (3.4), the signer broke her eye-gaze away 

from the addressee when producing signs or gestures describing actions (Figure 3.20b, 

d, f). In these sign productions, the signer took the role of the character ‘boy’. In 

contrast, when the signer produced the noun signs, her eyes were gazing at the front, 

the location of the supposed addressee (Figure 3.20a, c, e). In these productions, she 

took the role of the narrator. 
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(3. 4)  

MALE CHILD WALK SEE FROG /happy.or.eager/ /take.(frog).in.hand.and.move/ 

HOUSE /container/+/put.into/ /container/+SEE GLASS /container/+/throw.into/ 

/container/+SEE 

‘A boy took a walk and he found a frog. He was happy to take it home, put it into a 

jar, and look at it.’ 

  …    
a. CHILD        b. WALK           c. HOUSE     d. /container/+/put into/ 

narrator >        character>          narrator>       character> 

  
e. GLASS      f. /container/+/throw.into/ 

narrator>       character 
Figure 3. 20 

In addition to these functions of eye-gaze discussed in Bahan and Supalla (1995), 

we found another function of eye-gaze, that is, the spatial establishment of referents. 

Because referents can be established spatially by other expressions, too, such as finger 

pointing, head tilting, body orientation, etc. We will discuss this function of gestures 

in chapter 3 ‘methods of signaling’. This function of manual or nonmanual actions to 

establish referents spatially is call ‘nominal establishment’ or ‘localization’ 

(McBurney 2002). It is found in other sign languages as well, as in ASL, Hong Kong 

Sign Language (HKSL) (Tang and Sze 2002), Quabac Sign Language (Rinfret 2010), 

etc.   

3.2.4.4 Mouth actions 2

27 

Mouth actions can be divided into two types: mouth gestures and mouthings 

(Woll 2001, 2009). Mouth gestures are those that are not derived from spoken 

languages, including echo phonology (Woll 2001), iconic gestures (Sandler 2009),  

                                                 
27 Refer to Chen (2010) for more detailed analysis of TSL mouth gestures. 
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and adverbials (Liddell 1980, Anderson and Reilly 1998). Mouthings are speech-like 

actions accompanying manual signs and are usually used in borrowings to 

disambiguate manually homonymous signs and in contact signing. 

3.2.4.4.1 Echo phonology 

Echo phonology is defined as ‘closed change to open in the mouth mirrors the 

change of local movement in the hand(s)’ (Woll 2001). They are obligatory elements 

in signs, like other parameters. The local movement in the hand(s) of echo phonology 

includes change of handshape or orientation. We only found one type of local 

movement in TSL: opening of mouth mirrors opening of handshape. They are 

CARELESS, FORGET, INVENT, LEAK.OUT, WAKE.UP. etc (Figure 3.21). 

However, we also found lots of signs with opening handshape that don’t have the 

mirror of opening mouth (e.g. CLEVER, DISLIKE, LIGHT, NOT-ENOUGH-B, 

NOT.GOOD, TELL, THROW, LACK.OF, DISMISS, DOESN’T.MATTER, 

DIFFERENT, etc. (Figure 3.22)). Thus, the idea whether echo phonology is 

obligatory for signs or not is still questionable in TSL.   

  
Figure 3. 21     a. CARELESS                  b. WAKE.UP 

 

  
Figure 3. 22          a. CLEVER                     b. THROW 

3.2.4.4.2 Iconic gestures 

Iconic gestures are found to accompany (1) lexicalized signs, in citation form 

(Figure 3.23a) or in narratives, in verb or in noun (Figure 3.23b and c), (2) depicting 

manual gestures (Figure 3.23d), and (3) depicting classifier construction (Figure 

3.23e). They are idiosyncratic. Their function is to provide certain sensation to 

complement what manual expressions may have already conveyed.   
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a. BREAK.with./mouth:bo/.incorporated (citation form) 2

28 

   
b. GIVE.BIRTH+++(or SON+++) +/mouth:bobobo/ (verb sign + gesture) 

 
c.FROG+/mouth:bobo/ (noun sign + gesture) 

 
d. /frog.making.sound/+/mouth:bobobo/ (depicting gesture + gesture) 

  
e. /jar/pro+FROGpro-move.up.and.down+/mouth: bobo/ (depicting classifier 

construction +gesture) 
Figure 3. 23 

3.2.4.4.3 Adverbials 

Adverbials are arrangements of the mouth which are used to signal manner and 

degree, for instance, to indicate that an action is performed with effort, difficulty or 

with ease, pleasure, to indicate that an action is performed with attention, care, 

deliberately or without attention, carelessly, foolishly (Humphries, Padden and 

                                                 
28 This example can be regarded as echo phonology according to the definition ‘closed change to open 
in the mouth mirrors the change of local movement in the hand(s), in this case, change of orientation’. 
However, the opening mouth can be assumed as providing a kind of sensation when something is 
breaking. It is more likely to be regarded as iconic gesture.  
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O’rourke 1994[1980]), or to indicate the big size or the large amount of the quantity 

of referents. 

In the following examples, signers use manual expressions to describe main 

events, and non-manual expressions to modify events. These non-manual actions are 

constructed to function as adverbials (the meanings they provide are underlined), 

similar to non-manual expressions in ASL discussed in Liddell (1980).  

  (3. 5) 

a. Mouth gesture /tongue.protruding.out/: it is awful, carelessly (Figure 3.24) 

(DEERpro+BOYpro-on)+DEERpro-move + /tongue.protruding.out/ 

‘It is awful/carelessly that the deer began to run with the boy on his back.’ 

b. Mouth gesture /round.lip.mouth.shape/: many (Figure 3.25) 

                         round.lip.mouth.shape: many 

IX:L GIVE.BIRTH++ FROG MANY HUMAN /many.go.toward/ 

‘Suddenly, there, (there are) many frogs, being given birth, keeping 

(many-)coming through.’ 

c. Mouth gesture /mm:keep.lips.together.and.protruding.with.air/: with relaxation 

and enjoyment (Figure 3.26) 

d. Mouth gesture /keep.lips.together.and.push.out/: with effort (Figure 3.27) 

 

  
Figure 3. 24  (DEERpro+BOYpro-on)+DEERpro-move + /tongue.protruding.out/  
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a. GIVE.BIRTH++ + /round.lip.mouth.shape/ 

 
b. /many.go.toward/+ /round.lip.mouth.shape/ 
Figure 3. 25 
 

   
Figure 3. 26 /container/+SEE+/head:tilt.R.and.then.L/ +/mouth:mm/  
 

  
a. CARRY                       b. BOYpro+OWLpro-chase       

 
c. /swim/ 2

29 
Figure 3. 27 

3.2.4.4.4 Mouthing 

Mouthings are speech-like actions accompanying manual signs and are usually 

used in borrowings to disambiguate manually homonymous signs and in contact 
                                                 
29 In addition to providing meaning ‘with effort’, this mouth gesture also provides imagistic 

information about some kind of sensation, such as the example shows when swimming. It functions as 

both adverbial and iconic gesture. 
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signing. Three types of mouthing in TSL are found: the first type is accompanying 

character signs (e.g. 出 chu ‘out’ in Example 3.6a, Figure 3.28a and 回 hui ‘back’); 

the second type is produced with non-character signs in constructed dialogue (e.g. zhu 

‘live’, qu ‘go’ in Example 3.6b, Figure 3.28b), or not in constructed dialogue (e.g. zou 

‘walk’, gou ‘dog’); and the third type is in constructed dialogue too but produced with 

meaning different from manual expression (e.g. ben dan ‘stupid, fool’ in Example 

3.6b, Figure 3.28c and hao bu hao ‘how about’). From the mouth shape and 

context, the meaning can be understood without manual expressions.  

(3. 6) 

a. THINK POSSIBLE(MAY^CAN) 出 chu ‘out’-go:dir:R  IX:R  IX:R 

‘(The boy) thought it was possible (the frog) went out there.’ 

b. IX:R(that) DEER+/mouthing: ben dan ‘stupid, fool’/, MAY.NOT, .. IX:chest(I) 

CARRY IX:L(you) GO:dir:R+/mouthing: qu ‘go’/ IX:R(there)+/mouthing: 

hao bu hao ‘how about’/ 

‘The deer (said): “how stupid you are! (You) may not... How about I carry you 

there?” 

 

                           
a. 出chu ‘out’+/mouthing: chu ‘out’/     b. GO+/mouthing: qu ‘go’/ 

  

c. DEER+/mouthing: ben dan ‘stupid, fool’/ 

Figure 3. 28 

3.3 Simultaneity of expressive units 

Sign languages are languages produced by hands, trunk or face. There are two 

independent hands (right hand and left hand) and two independent channels (manual 

and nonmanual). This section will illustrate how these articulators can be combined to 

express more informative messages in TSL. 
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3.3.1 Lexicalized compound-like signs and depicting classifier constructions 

With visual-gestural modality, some lexicalized signs, such as fruit signs, sports 

signs, etc., are produced with two hands in which the form of each hand is meaningful 

with motivation behind. These signs are referred to as compound-like signs. They are 

composed of one non-moving hand depicting the size or shape of referent and the 

other moving hand depicting how human beings interact with it with hand(s) or with 

instrument(s). TANGARINE and PEAR are formed with handshape /Tong ‘together’/ 

and PING.PONG and BASEBALL are formed with handshape /Ling ‘zero’/ to 

represent their size and shape. The moving hand of TANGARINE is formed with the 

motivation of how human beings peel it with hand (Figure 3.29a). And the moving 

hand of other three signs is formed signalling how human beings use instrument(s) to 

interact with it, such as using a knife to peel a pear (Figure 3.29b).   

          
a. TANGARINE  b. PEAR          c. PING.PONG     d. BASEBALL 
Figure 3. 29 

There are other lexicalized depicting signs formed with both hands, such as 

JUMP, FALL-A, FALL-B, ESCAPE, SIT-A, SIT-B, LIE.(DOWN), STAND, 

STAND.UP, etc. They are composed of one moving hand depicting (animates’) legs 

or body with some kind of activity or posture and the other non-moving hand 

depicting a ground, represented the beginning point, endpoint, or location of the 

associated activity or posture.  

  
Figure 3. 30        a. JUMP                   b. FALL-A 

These lexicalized depicting signs are usually modulated to express more vivid 

imagistic information of event in actual utterances. In the following example, the 

non-moving hand of the sign for ‘jump’ is replaced by a Ground proform for ‘jar’ and 

the movement pattern of moving hand is modulated with an arc shape to depict the 

path of motion event (Figure 3.31a). Comparing this with a depicting classifier 
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construction below (Figure 3.31b), the only difference is that the classifier 

construction chooses an iconic handshape /Jiu ‘nine’/ as the proform for Figure ‘frog’ 

to provide additional imagistic information.      

 
a. /jar/pro+JUMP:fm.i.dir.j  

 
b. /jar/pro+FROGpro-move.up:fm.i.dir.j  
Figure 3. 31 

3.3.2 Perseveration of expressive units 

During discourse unfolding, the expressive unit of the non-moving hand can be 

maintained as the moving hand continues to keep producing new information. This 

non-moving hand is said to perseverate into the succeeding one-handed sign (Liddell 

2003: 248, Liddell and Johnson 1989). These perseverated units of non-moving hand 

can be Ground proform of depicting classifier construction or something else and are 

call ‘fragment buoys’ by Liddell (2003). Sometimes, these fragment buoys do not 

serve any semantic function (Figure 3.32). But sometimes they are maintained to 

provide backgrounded information for the moving hand to describe focused 

information to create coherence (Figure 3.33)(Dudis 2000, Engberg-Pedersen 1994, 

Friedman 1975, Gee and Kegl 1983, Miller 1994). With these units perseverated, the 

topic of the discourse can be maintained (Emmorey 2002:147). In (3.7), the 

perseveration of the non-moving hand of the preceeding unit 

‘/take.in.hand.and.move/’ while producing the following sign HOME didn’t serve any 

semantic function. However, the perseveration of the unit ‘/container/’ served an 

important function for discourse coherence. That is, the maintenance of the unit keeps 

the topic ‘frog’ activated for the following discourse units to make connection with it.  
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(3. 7) 

RH: MALE CHILD WALK SEE FROG .. /take.in.hand.and.move/ HOME,  

LH:                                                    perseverate 

RH: /put/      SEE GLASS /take.and.throw/ SEE. TOMORROW SEE. 

LH: /container/ perseverate ------------------------------------------------------  

‘A boy took a walk and saw a frog. (He) was happy and took (it) in hand and went 

back home. (He) put (it) into a glass container, and looked at (it).’ ‘(He wanted to) 

look at (it) tomorrow.’ 

 

  
a. /take.in.hand.and.move/        b. perseveration of preceeding unit + HOME 

Figure 3. 32 

 

 … …  

RH: /put/         GLASS          SEE                SEE 

LH: /container/    perseveration of /container/-------------------------------------------- 

Figure 3. 33 

3.3.3 Dominance reversal 

The perserevation of the unit of the preceeding sign can be the pointing sign, too. 

Before describing this, the phenomenon of ‘anticipation’ needs to be mentioned first. 

In (3.8), the first pointing sign is produced with the anticipation of the second pointing 

sign and the second pointing sign is produced with the anticipation of the following 

sign BOTHERSOME, too. The second pointing sign is also perseverated into the 

succeeding expressive units ‘BOTHERSOME’ and ‘OWLpro-move.to.and.loc’. Note 

that the second pointing sign is produced by the left hand, the non-dominant hand of 

the signer. This phenomenon was first described by Frishberg (1983) and was called 

‘dominance reversal’. Like perseveration, the function of ‘dominance reversal’ is to 

set background information apart from the main narrative (Emmorey 2002:149). The 

main point of Example (3.8) is to describe ‘the owl’s flying away’. The dominance 
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reversal of the second pointing sign indicates that the current clause ‘IX:L(LH) 

BOTHERSOME ‘(the boy) he is bothersome’’ is a background clause providing ‘the 

cause’ for the following activity information to proceed. See also Nilsson (2007) for 

the similar function of non-dominant hand in a Swedish Sign Language discourse.      

(3. 8) 

RH: IX:up CAT IX:L              anticipation of BOTHERSOME  

LH:          anticipation of IX:L  IX:L    

RH: BOTHERSOME OWLpro-move.and.loc VIEW. 

LH: perseveration--------------------------------- 

‘The owl thought (the boy) he was bothersome, (so it) went away (from him) and 

located (at the branch) and looked at (him)’ 

 

     
RH: IX:L                 BOTHERSOME   OWLpro-move.and.loc 

LH:         IX:L         perseveration------------------------------------ 

Figure 3. 34 

3.3.4 Encoding and demonstrating of co-occurring events 

The events occurring at the same time can be encoded and demonstrated by the 

simultaneous constructions produced by both hands. In (3.9), the falling events of the 

boy and the dog are first encoded and demonstrated individually by two depicting 

classifier constructions, respectively (Figures 3.35a, b). And then a classifier 

construction demonstrating these two falling events occurring simultaneously was 

produced (Figure 3.35c). This simultaneous encoding of the events can be interpreted 

as ‘the boy and the dog fell together’ and/or ‘the boy and the dog fell at the same 

time’. It depicts a more iconic and vivid image of what really happened.  

(3. 9) 

CLIFF…MALE MALEpro-fall, DOG ALSO DOGpro-fall, RIVER MALE DOG 

(MALEpro+DOGpro)-fall IX:down 

‘The boy fell from the cliff. Dog fell also. Both the boy and the dog fell into the 

river (together).’ 
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a. MALEpro-fall             b. DOGpro-fall 

 
c. (MALEpro+DOGpro)-fall 

Figure 3. 35 

3.3.5 Integration of language and gesture  

Two types of integration of language and gesture in TSL are discussed in this 

section: the combination of expressive units that language and gesture are produced 

with different channels and the modulation of parameters on expressive units that 

language and gesture are produced within the same channel. 

3.3.5.1 Language and gesture are produced with different channels 

Like spoken language with co-speech gestures integrated, TSL is a natural 

language composed of signs and co-sign gestures. Like co-speech gestures, some 

co-sign gestures, integrated with linguistic elements, provide imagistic information to 

complement the content that linguistic elements convey (Figure 3.36a.); and some 

provide additional information that linguistic elements don’t convey (Figure 3.36b. 

and c.). The first example (Figure 3.36a.) is a composite expressive unit composed of 

a depicting classifier construction ‘endpoint+BOYpro-fall’ and a body gesture 

‘/body:lean.back/’. This body gesture complements the imagistic information of the 

falling event that the depicting classifier construction encodes. The second example 

(Figure 3.36b.) is a composite expressive unit composed of a depicting classifier 

construction ‘OWLpro-up+BOYpro-down ‘The owl was up, while the boy was 

down’’ and a facial gesture ‘/face:look.upward/’. This facial gesture provides 

information ‘the boy was looking upward’ that the depicting construction doesn’t 

convey. The third example (Figure 3.36c) is composed of a lexicalized sign 

GIVE.BIRTH with the reduplication of movement parameter three times and a mouth 

gesture ‘/mouth:bobobo/’, which repeats opening mouth three times. This 
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reduplication of the manual and nonmanual actions and the mouth gesture provide a 

sensational image that adds to the content that the linguistic sign doesn’t convey. 2

30  

          
a. Gpro+Fpro-fall  b. Fpro-up+Fpro-down  c. GIVE.BIRTH++ 

= linguistic one    + ‘look upward’       + ‘sensational image’ and ‘plurality’ 

Figure 3. 36 

In addition to providing background information for foreground information to 

proceed (sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 above) and to demonstrating co-occurring events 

(section 3.3.4 above), simultaneous constructions can represent the same event from 

different perspectives (Perniss 2007). The examples above (Figures 3.37a and b) are 

non-prototypical alignment of the use of classifier forms and signing viewpoint, in 

which the manual expressions express the observer point of view by entity classifiers 

and the nonmanual expressions express the character point of view. This kind of 

non-prototypical alignments had been addressed in Aarons and Morgan (2003), Dudis 

(2004), Liddell (2000a), and Perniss (2007). Perniss (2007), in addition, regards the 

function of non-prototypical alignments is to achieve discourse coherence responding 

to the constraints of both efficiency and informativeness. That is, these alignments 

allows more precision in the encoding of spatial information with least effort, and is 

thus more informative and efficient. 3

31   

3.3.5.2 Modulation of parameters of manual actions  

In addition to integrating language and gesture that are produced with different 

modes, the signer can integrate language and gesture that are produced with the same 

mode. This is usually achieved by the modulation of the parameters of signs or other 

expressive units. In Figure (3.37), the signer chooses to modulate a lexicalized sign 

BREAK by opening the closed handshape to provide an iconic image of the 

‘breaking’ jar. This modulation of the handshape provides additional imagistic 

information of the breaking event. The modulation of signs is also applied to character 

signs. The sign 出 chu ‘out’ is formed according to the shape of Chinese character 

                                                 
30 Refer to similar iconic mouth gestures in TSL investigated by Chen (2010) and in Israel Sign 
Language investigated by Sandler (2009). 
31 Refer to chapter 8 ‘modality effects on narrative performance’, section 8.4.1 for more elaboration of 
this. 
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‘出’, which is produced with the handshape ‘/San ‘three’/ of both hands at the neutral 

space. In Figure (3.38), the direction of this sign movement is modulated directing 

toward the right to indicate the goal of the event. Other character signs, such as 介 jie 

‘introduce’, 回 hui ‘back’, etc., can be modulated similarly to achieve the same 

function. This modulation of the direction of movement is regarded as the integration 

of the deictic gesture with lexically fixed elements, handshape and orientation, by 

Liddell (1996, 1998, 2000a, 2003b, Liddell and Metzger 1998). 

  
Figure 3. 37 a. BREAK (citation form)      b. BREAK+/handshape:opening/ 

 

  
Figure 3. 38 出 chu ‘out’:dir:i ‘go out somewhere’ 

3.4 Conclusions 

Iconicity and simultaneity are two characteristics of sign language. Iconicity and 

simultaneity can be found prevalent in various types of expressive units and in the 

intergration of language and gesture in TSL. The next chapter illustrates that these 

characteristics are also found in the methods of signaling in TSL. 
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Chapter 4  Methods of Signaling 

4.1 Introduction  

Three methods of signaling of language are proposed by Clark (1996) and Clark 

and Gerrig (1990): describing-as, indicating and demonstrating. They are methods for 

the communication for language users anchoring to material worlds -- to actual people, 

animals, artifacts, events (Clark 2003:243). Corresponding to the three types of signs 

as are proposed by Pierce (1955[1902]), describing-as is producing a symbol for 

signifying a category of things; indicating is creating an index for the category of 

things; and demonstrating is producing an icon to signify the category of things (Clark 

2003: 245). 3

32 The primary function of indication is to designate things, and that of 

demonstration is to enable others to experience what it is like to perceive the things 

depicted (Clark and Gerrig 1990). What they depicted can be events, states, processes, 

or objects.    

Signs in signed languages, like words in spoken languages, are symbols, 

functioning as signaling of describing-as. Most signs in addition can be directed or 

placed in space meaningfully, functioning as signaling of indicating to create indices. 

These signs are referred to as directional signs (Fischer and Gough 1978) or 

multidirectional signs (Friedman 1976) traditionally, and are renamed as indicating 

signs (Liddell 2003). Still some signs can in addition depict the presence of referents, 

the size or shape of referents, the location or motion of referents, or the action of 

referents, named as classifier predicates (Corazza 1990, Schick 1987, 1990, Smith 

1990, Valli and Lucas 1995) or verbs of motion and location (Supalla 1978, 1982) or 

depicting signs (Liddell 2003), functioning as signaling of demonstrating to create 

icons. Signaling of indicating and demonstrating include gestures as integrated part of 

language. They function not only to encode symbolic grammatical elements but also 

to provide essential clues in making cross-space mappings (Liddell 2003). Signaling 

of indicating introduces referents as conceptually present and physically accessible 

and the directionality of the signaling provides access to correspond elements between 

spaces to construct the meaning. Signaling of demonstrating, in addition, provides 

physical forms in real space for elements in blended space to inherit. These functions 

will be illustrated in chapter 7 ‘grounded mental space blends’. In this chapter only 

the methods of signaling will be discussed in detail.  

                                                 
32 Signaling of demonstrating is also referred to as ‘telling and showing’, thereby producing highly 
iconic structures, unique of the visual-gestural modality; signaling of describing-as is also called 
‘telling without showing’, producing structures that are more comparable to those found in spoken 
languages (Russo et al 2008). 
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In spoken narratives, constructed dialogues and images and details are 

prevalently employed as involvement strategies (Tannen 1986, 1989, 2007). Images 

and details can be created by signaling of describing-as, and qualifying modifiers 

(Rijkhoff 2002, 2008a, b) such as adjectives and relative clauses serve this function. 

They also can be created by the combination of signaling of describing-as, indicating, 

and demonstrating, with deictic gestures providing indices about location of referents 

and with iconic/metaphoric gestures providing icons about kind/class, quality or 

quantity of referents. Using these methods of signaling to create indices or icons can 

trigger cross-space mapping in addition to encoding symbolic grammatical units. 

While grammatical constructions symbolically describe events, the co-speech gestural 

elements constitute demonstrations of events (Liddell 2003b, McNeill 1992, 2005, 

McNeill and Duncan 2000).  

Like signed languages, through deictic gestures or iconic/metaphoric gestures, 

spoken languages can create grounded mental spaces (Liddell 1996, 2003b). If 

referents are physically present, speakers can combine their words with deictic 

gestures to make reference to referents physically. If referents are physically 

non-present, speakers can imagine they are present and make them physically 

accessible, that is, using props or gestures to create virtual spatial representation, 

including conceptually present and physically accessible elements. Then speakers can 

make reference to them. This kind of spatial inflection of props or gestures has its 

parallelism in the spatial inflection of signs (Kendon 2004). These gestures are 

regarded as to complement the verbal messages by providing imagery information 

(McNeill 1992, 2005, McNeill and Duncan 2000, and others). 

In the following sections, the forms and functions of these methods of signaling 

in TSL as well as in co-speech gestures will be illustrated in detail. Section two 

discusses signaling of indicating; section three illustrates signaling of demonstrating; 

and section four offers the conclusion. 

4.2 Signaling of indicating  

Signaling of indicating creates indices, and the primary function is to designate 

things. Two ways of signaling of indicating are proposed by Clark (2003): directing-to 

and placing-for. ‘Directing-to’ is to direct addressee’s attention to the referent, while 

‘placing-for’ is to place the referent for the addressee’s attention. With visual-gestural 

modality, signers can produce or direct signs in space meaningfully. Signaling of 

indicating in sign language includes ‘directing-to’ and ‘placing-for’ of manual and 

nonmanual expressions.  
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As discussed in chapter 3 ‘iconicity and simultaneity of expressive units’, 

signaling of indicating in TSL can be achieved manually by index finger’s pointing 

sign, indicating verbs and gestures, depicting classifier constructions and depicting 

gestures, and nonmanually by body and body-part gestures and by eye-gazing, 

head-tilting and face/body orienting. The forms and functions of these various 

expressions as signaling of indicating are illustrated in below subsections with TSL 

examples. The section 4.2.1 is ‘directing-to by index finger’; the second 4.2.2 is 

‘directing-to and placing-for by other manual expressions’; and section 4.2.3 is 

‘directing-to by nonmanual expressions’. 

4.2.1 Directing-to by index finger 

The first category of signaling of indicating is directing-to by index finger 

(abbreviated as ‘IX’). It can function as a determiner or a demonstrative 

(MacLaughlin 1997, Neidle et al 2000 and Zimmer and Patschke 1990 in ASL; Tang 

and Sze 2002 in HKSL) 3

33 or a personal pronoun indicating the arguments of verbs 

(Ahlgren 1990, Engberg-Pederson 1993, 2003, Liddell and Johnson 1992[1989], 

Lillo-Martin and Klima 1990, Meier 1990, Padden 1988, see also Sandler and 

Lillo-Martin 2006). They are all regarded as demonstratives (McBurney 2002), which 

like those discussed in spoken languages by Diessel (1999). Based on Diessel (1999:2) 

first, “demonstratives are deictic expressions serving specific syntactic functions”; 

second, the pragmatic functions of demonstratives are “to focus addressee’s attention 

on objects or locations in the speech environment” or “to organize the information 

flow in the ongoing discourse”; and finally, “demonstratives are characterized with 

specific semantic features”. 3

34  

As Diessel (1999:57) states: “Demonstratives occur in four different syntactic 

contexts: (i) they are used as independent pronouns in argument position of verbs and 

adpositions, (ii) they may cooccur with a noun in a noun phrase, (iii) they may 

function as verb modifiers, and (iv) they occur in copular and nonverbal clauses”. 

They are referred to as pronominal demonstrative, adnominal demonstrative, 

                                                 
33 Others have described spatial association instead as a phenomenon which allows the expression of 

the specific features of a referent, without marking definiteness (Engberg-Pedersen 1993, 2003; 

Winston 1995, among others). (Rinfret 2010:94) 
34 Fillmore (1982) and Anderson and Keenan (1985) examine the semantic features of demonstratives 

from a typological perspective and Diessel, inspired by them, distinguishes systematically between 

semantic features of two different domains: (i) deictic features, which indicate the location of the 

referent in the speech situation, and (ii) qualitative features, which classify the referent (1999:3). 
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adverbial demonstrative and identificational demonstrative, respectively. All these 

demonstratives are found in TSL Frog Story narratives. Similar to German Sign 

Language (Pfau and Quer 2010:148-149), some forms of these demonstratives are 

found with subtle difference in movement pattern. For example, adverbial distal 

demonstrative (e.g. IX: L ‘there’) is articulated with a long, arc-shaped forward 

movement; and adnominal distal demonstrative (e.g., IX:L CHILD ‘that child’) is 

articulated with a short, tense, and often repeated forward movement. The following 

subsections illustrate all these demonstratives. 

4.2.1.1 Pronominal demonstratives 

The form of the directing-to by index finger in TSL can be a pronominal 

demonstrative, which is produced independently functioning as arguments of verbs. 

The referents it directs toward can be a person, an object, or a place, a single entity or 

a set, etc. 3

35 It can be produced directing toward the signer’s chest or nose, the 

addressee, or somewhere other than the signer or the addressee. ‘IX:chest(signer)’ and 

‘IX:L(addressee) in (4.1) are two typical examples of the pronominal demonstrative, 

functioning as arguments of the indicating verb sign TELL and the indicating verb 

gesture ‘/head:tilt.sideward ‘think’/’, respectively.   

(4. 1)  

IX:chest(signer) TELL:dir:L(addressee): “IX:chest(signer)  FROG  GOOD, …, 

IX:L(addressee)  SELF+/head:tilt.sideward ‘think’/, SAY SPEAK(SPEECH) 

TELL:dir.chest(signer), …, IX:chest(signer) NOW START IX:chest(signer) 

SPEAK(SPEECH).” 

‘I tell (you): “my frog is good. You self think about (what you have heard) and retell 

(it to me)…Now, I start to tell (the story).”’ 

Traditionally, these index pointing forms in (4.1) are regarded as personal 

deictics or personal pronouns, which have three-way or two-way distinction. 3

36 The 

three-way distinction, first, second, and third person, is proposed by Friedmann (1975) 

and others; while two-way distinction, first and non-first person, is proposed by Meier 

(1990), Engberg-Perdeson (1993) and others. Pointing to the chest or the nose is the 

first person, usually the narrator, pointing toward addressee is the second person, and 

pointing to somewhere other than the signer or the addressee is the third person. In 

                                                 
35 These are qualitative features that demonstrative can indicate, according to Diessel (1999:3) 
36 In addition to the category of person, there are categories of gender, number, case, etc. in the 
pronominal system (McBurney 2002). It is only the category of person being discussed here. 
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contrast, Ahlgren (1990) and Lillo-Martin and Klima (1990) propose there is no 

distinction in the category of person in pronominal reference in signed language. In 

addition, Liddell (2000b) regards the directionality of these pronominal references as 

non-lexically-specified. The meaning of these pronominal references is constructed 

on-line, determined by the locations of the referents in the signing environment. These 

referents can be physically present, signer, addressee, other persons or objects 

(Example 4.1 above), or physically non-present but conceptually present (tokens or 

surrogates).37 Their directionality to the referents is not lexically fixed, and there is 

no distinction of the person category in pronominal system in sign language. 

    Examples (4.2) and (4.3) below illustrate the directionality of the index finger is 

toward the signer, the physically present referent, but the meaning constructed is not 

the ‘narrator’ but the ‘character’ of the story. In (4.2), ‘IX:chest(signer)’ represents the 

character ‘boy’. In (4.3), the first ‘IX:chest(signer)’ represents the character ‘boy’ and 

the second one represents the character ‘deer’.  

When narrating, the story tellers can switch their roles as a narrator or as a 

character. When they are the character, they usually modulate their voice, pitch, tone, 

etc., to be similar to what the character said. It is not the direct copy of what the 

character said, but the story teller’s construction of the character’s speech. They are 

referred to as constructed dialogues (Tannen 1986, 1989, 2007). Similar to 

constructed dialogues, story tellers often adopt the pose or actions of the character and 

imitate them. These iconic gestures are not the direct copy of the character’s actions. 

They are the narrator’s construction of the character’s actions. They are referred to as 

constructed actions (Liddell and Metzger 1998, Metzger 1995, Quinto-Pozos 2007, 

Quinto-Pozos and Mehta 2010, Winston 1991, 1993, 1994, 1995, and others). In 

addition to constructing what the character acts, the role-playing by signers includes 

constructing what the character thinks, feels, says, etc. Note that the term ‘constructed 

actions’ can be used as a general term, including constructed actions, constructed 

thoughts, constructed emotions and constructed dialogues, the various behaviors that 

signers perform when serving as the characters (Metzger 1995). 

In spoken languages, first person deixis in constructed dialogue means the 

narrator plays the role of the speaker of the constructed dialogue to say what the 

character said. And second person deixis means the addressee of the constructed 

dialogue receives what the speaker said. In signed languages, indexing signer’s chest 

or nose in constructed actions means the character who acts, including saying, doing, 

thinking, or feeling something. And indexing somewhere other than signer’s chest or 
                                                 
37 Please refer to chapter 7 for how tokens and surrogates are created as conceptually present referents. 
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nose denotes the receiver of these acts.  

The interpretation of the directing-to of index finger is determined by the context 

and the nonmanual expressions. The nonmanual expression ‘the breaking of the eye 

gaze away from the addressee, as well as some indication that there has been a shift in 

locations, for example, a slight body or head movement, is to indicate the signer’s 

playing the role of the story character (Bahan and Supalla 1995, Emmorey and Reilly 

1998, Engberg -Pedersen 1993, 1995, Gee and Kegl 1983, Lillo-Martin 1995, 

Lillo-Martin and Klima 1990, Morgan 1996, 1998, 2000, Padden 1986, Pyers and 

Senghas 2007, Roy 1989, Winston 1995, and others) 

Example (4.2) illustrates a constructed thought, in which indexing signer’s chest 

doesn’t represent the narrator, but the story character, ‘the boy’, in this case. 

(4. 2)  

                                      /eye.gaze:break/   

IX:chest(signer) DECIDE IX:chest(signer) SEARCH++ WANT 

‘I (the boy) decided: “I want to search for (the frog).”’ 

In (4.3), the nonmanual expressions also indicate that the signer plays the role of 

the story characters. In addition, the index finger can be directed toward physically 

non-present but conceptually present referent (IX:R and IX:L in Example 4.3b). In 

this case, ‘IX:R’, as an adnominal demonstrative, points to the location of the referent 

‘deer’ where the signer construed the referent being located at; and ‘IX:L’, as a 

pronominal demonstrative, points to the location of the referent ‘boy’ where the signer 

construed the referent being located at. The referent ‘boy’ functioned as the addressee 

that ‘the deer’ talked to. Along with the context, the pointing to the signer’s chest 

(IX:chest) in ‘a’ clause is interpreted as ‘the boy’, and the following utterance is what 

the boy said to the deer. The pointing to the signer’s chest in ‘b’ clauses is interpreted 

as ‘the deer’, and the pointing to the left (IX:L) is interpreted as ‘the boy’, the receiver 

of the utterance. The whole utterance after the sign DEER is what ‘the deer’ said to 

‘the boy’. 

(4. 3)    
                                      /body.orient:R/ 

a. TELL:dir:R(addressee)  IX:chest(signer)  SEARCH  FROG 

‘(The boy) told (the deer): “I am searching for the frog.”.’   
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                                               /eye.gaze:L/ 
b. IX:R DEER+/mouthing:stupid/, MAY.NOT, FROG LIVE AT RIVER,  
                                                      /eye.gaze:L/ 
IX:chest(signer) CARRY IX:L(addressee) GO:dir:R IX:R /mouthing:howabout/, 

‘The deer (said to the boy): “how stupid you are! (You) may not (search for the frog 

here). Frogs live (by) the river. How about I carry you to go there?”.’ 

The directionality of the index finger to conceptually present referents is 

determined by the construal of the signer at the moment of the utterance. In (4.3) 

above, the referent ‘deer’ is construed to be located at the ‘right’, so ‘its’ addressee is 

construed to be located at the ‘left’ (Figure 4.1). In contrast, in (4.4) below, the 

referents ‘bees’ are construed to be located at the ‘left’, so ‘their’ addressee is 

construed to be located at the ‘right’ (Figure 4.2).    

   
Figure 4. 1 a. IX: R (that)    b. DEER             c. IX: L (addressee) 

(4. 4)  

AFTERWARD IX:L.up BEE BEEpro-many.move:dir:R. IX:R(that) DOG 

IX:R(addressee) BOTHERSOME. BEEHIVEpro-fall+WHAT(LH). 

BEEpro-many.move:dir:R. 

‘And then the bees started to chase (the dog). (They thought and said): “the dog, you 

are bothersome. (You made our) beehive down. Why!?”. (They) were chasing (the 

dog).’ 

   
Figure 4. 2 a. IX:L.up (that)   b. BEE       c. IX:R (addressee) 
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4.2.1.2 Adnominal demonstratives  

A noun designates a kind, or type of thing. There exist countless instances of the 

type, present and past, real and imaginary, actual and potential (Taylor 2002). The 

contribution of ‘adnominal demonstrative’, like English this or that in the noun phrase, 

is to convey that out of the countless number of instances just one has been selected 

for attention. In (4.5), ‘IX:L’ functions as an adnominal demonstrative, indicating 

‘that’ dog has been selected for attention. In addition, it indicates the left position of 

the instance ‘dog’, in contrast to the right position of the instance ‘boy’.  

(4. 5)  

MALE+/eye.gaze:R/ CHILD AND IX:L DOG+/head:tilt.L/  

(BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)-move:dir:center 

(BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)+/face:look.downward.around/… 

‘In the evening, a boy (on the right side) and that dog (on the left) came from both 

sides to look at …’ 

Like English the, directing-to by index finger in sign language also can be used 

to convey that the designated instance is one that both signer and addressee are able to 

uniquely identify, i.e., it could be the one that both signer and addressee have already 

been talking about. In (4.6), the signer employs a pointing to the left hand (IX:LH), 

along with the corresponding position of the noun ‘FEMALE’ at ‘i’ and the proform 

‘FEMALEpro’ at ‘i’, to identify the referent ‘the woman on the street’ he mentioned 

in the previous clause.  

(4. 6)  

WHITE  WINDOW  SEE:dir:i  HUMAN  HUMANpro-go+HUMANpro-go,  

FEMALE-i  FEMALEpro-i+IX:chest(signer)  FEMALEpro-i+FEMALE-j  

FEMALEpro-i+YELL:dir:i,  FEMALEpro-i+IX:LH  HEARD  

FEMALEpro-i+YELL:dir:i  

‘By the white window, (a woman) saw people walking (on the street). I, the woman 

(by the window)j yelled at a woman (on the street)i. The woman (on the street)i heard 

that (I, the woman by the window)j yelled at her.’ 
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            a. FEMALE-i             b. FEMALEpro-i+IX:chest(signer) 

                  
c. FEMALEpro-i+FEMALE-j    d. FEMALEpro-i+IX:LH 

Figure 4. 3 

In addition to the pointing to the left hand, the pointing functioning as adnominal 

demonstrative can point to the location in the signing space. The directionality of the 

adnominal demonstrative is determined by the location of the nominal that the signer 

construes. The two adnominal demonstratives in (4.7) serve the same function as to 

tracing back to previous discourse participant ‘the dog’, but the directionality of the 

index finger is contrastive. The reason is that in the first token (IX:R in ‘a’ clause) the 

directionality is construed in terms of the viewpoint of the characters ‘bees’ and in the 

second token (IX:L in ‘b’ clause) the directionality is construed in terms of the 

viewpoint of the narrator. Note that the directionality of the adnominal demonstrative 

‘IX:L.up’ in ‘a’ clause is also construed in terms of the viewpoint of the narrator.  

(4. 7)  

a. AFTERWARD IX:L.up BEE BEEpro-many.move:dir:R. IX:R(that) DOG 

IX:R(addressee) BOTHERSOME. BEEHIVEpro-fall+WHAT(LH). 

BEEpro-many.move:dir:R. 

‘And then the bees started to chase (the dog). They thought and said: “the dog, you 

are bothersome. You made my beehive down. Why!?”. They chased (the dog).’ 

b. IX:L(that) DOG NOT.GOOD. /run/:dir:R ESCAPE:dir:R. 

‘The dog felt: “that is bad” and started running and escaped.’ 
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4.2.1.3 Adverbial demonstratives 

In addition to designating an object, the pointing in TSL can indicate the location 

of the referent. The meaning it provides can be ‘this place, that place, here, or there’. 

In Example (4.8), a new referent ‘boy’ is introduced with the information of his 

location with respective to another referent ‘bed’ through the pointing of the index 

finger.  

(4. 8)  

BED:i,  BEDpro+IX:j  BEDpro+Fpro-loc:j, Fpro+IX:RH CHILD 

‘There is a bed (here, at the right). At the center (by-side the bed), there is a human 

here. The human is a child.’ 

            
Figure 4. 4 a. BED-i      b. BEDpro+IX:j  c. BEDpro+Fpro-loc:j d. Fpro+IX:RH 

In (4.9), the location ‘the place inside the hole’ of the referent ‘frog’ is indicated 

by the pointing. Accompanying the nonmanual expressions and the context, the 

meaning of the pointing is ‘(the frog might be) here/there, inside the hole’. 

(4. 9)                       
with.head.turned.sideward.and.hands.pulled.away 

                                   face:look.down 
/hole/  /hole/       /hole/pro+IX:L.down        BE… 

‘(The boy) looked into the hole and (suspected that the frog might be) here/there 

(inside the hole).’ 

       
Figure 4. 5 a. /hole/          b. /hole          c. /hole/pro+IX:L.down 
 

This kind of the directing-to of the index finger can indicate the source or the 

goal of motion events, too. In (4.10), the location that the index finger directed toward 
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represents the source of the motion event ‘the bees were flying out’; while in (4.11), 

the location that the index finger directed toward represents the goal of the motion 

event ‘the deer aimed to carry the boy to go where the frogs live’. 

(4. 10)  

IX:L /hive/-fall, /hive/pro+IX:i, j /hive/pro+BEEpro-many.move.out.of 

‘The beehive was falling down. That falling down beehive there was flying out (many 

bees).’ 
 

  

Figure 4. 6 a. /hive/pro+IX:i, j        b. /hive/pro+BEEpro-many.move.out.of 

 

(4. 11)  

IX:chest(signer) CARRY IX:L(addressee) GO:dir:R IX:R(there)+/mouthing: hau bu 

hau ‘how about’/, 

‘The deer (said): “..How about I carry you to go there?”.’  

  
Figure 4. 7 a. GO:dir:R                         b. IX:R(there) 

The directing-to of the index finger is not necessarily overtly realized to indicate 

the source or the goal of the motion events, too. Compare Example (4.12) with 

Example (4.10) above, similar motion events are encoded with similar depicting 

classifier constructions. From the classifier constructions, the source of the motion 

events can be identified by the Ground proforms. The overt adverbial demonstrative 

produced by the directing-to of the index finger is not necessary.  

(4. 12)  

IX:R.up /hive/-shaking, /hive/pro+BEEpro-many.move.out.of BEE MANY 

‘…up there (the tree) the beehive was shaking. From that shaking beehive there was 

flying out bees plentiful.’  
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    …. 

Figure 4. 8 a. /hive/-shaking   b. /hive/pro+BEEpro-many.move.out.of 

4.2.1.4 Identificational demonstratives 

The fourth type of demonstratives proposed by Diessel (1999) is identificational 

demonstratives. They are used in copular and nonverbal clauses, functioning as 

identifying a referent in speech situation. The directing-to of the index finger in TSL 

has the similar function to the identificational demonstratives in spoken language. 

There is no distinction among the form of identificational demonstratives (Figure 

4.9a), that of pronominal demonstratives (Figure 4.9d), and that of adverbial 

demonstratives. Thus, there are no categories of ‘demonstrative identifier’, 

‘demonstrative pronoun’ and ‘demonstrative adverb’ (Diessel 1999:4) in TSL. 3

38   

In (4.13), the directionality of the index finger is toward physically present 

referents: the addressee and the signer, but the meaning they construct is not the 

addressee and the signer themselves. The function of these two tokens of the 

directing-to of the index finger is to focus the addressee’s attention to the referents 

first and then give them different roles of the referents in the discourse. Applying 

mental space theory (Fauconnier 1994[1985], 1997), linguistic forms ‘HUMAN BIG 

FEMALE’ mention a referent and the index to the addressee makes correspondence 

between the referent and the addressee. The result is that the addressee plays the role 

of the female adult. In the same way, linguistic forms ‘CHILD FEMALE’ mention 

another referent and the index to the signer himself makes correspondence between 

the referent and the signer. The result is that the signer plays the role as the female 

child. The indicating verb sign GIVE, with the direction from the signer to the 

addressee, indicates the grammatical relation of the giving action. That is, the female 

child, the role played by the signer, gives cookies to the female adult, the role played 

by the addressee. 

                                                 
38 Some tokens of the adnominal demonstratives are produced with a short, tense, and often repeated 
movement, different from the long, arc-shaped movement of other demonstratives. Whether the 
category of ‘demonstrative determiner’ (Diessel 1999:4) exists in TSL is debatable. 
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(4. 13)  

(IX:L(addressee)  HUMAN  BIG  FEMALE)-i, (IX:chest(signer)  CHILD  

FEMALE)-j, COOKIE  WRAP  GIVE:dir:i  IX:L(addressee)-i  

‘You, are the female adult; I, am the female child; (I, as the child,) wrap the cookies 

and give them to you (as the adult).’  

            
a. IX:L (addressee)          b. IX:chest (signer)       c. GIVE:dir:i 

 
d. IX:L (the goal of ‘GIVE’) 
Figure 4. 9 

4.2.2 Indicating of other manual expressions 

The second category of signaling of indicating is the ‘directing-to’ or 

‘placing-for’ of manual signs or gestures, including indicating signs or gestures, 

non-locative signs or gestures, depicting signs or gestures, and depicting classifier 

constructions. The main function of the indicating of these signs or gestures is to 

indicate the presence or the location of referents. 

4.2.2.1 Indicating of indicating signs 

 The following two examples describe events about discovering or finding 

frog(s). The direction of the sign SEE is determined by where the frog(s) the signer 

conceptually construes. The Example (4.14a) is from the narration about the 

beginning of the story (Frog Story: Picture 01). The indicating sign SEE functions as 

indicating the presence of the referent ‘frog’ in ‘i’ location. The Example (4.14b) is 

from the narration about the end of the story (Frog Story: Pictures 22-23). The 

indicating sign SEE functions as indicating the presence of the referents ‘frogs’ in j 

location.   
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(4. 14)  

a. MALE CHILD WALK++  SEE:dir:i  FROG:i … 

‘A boy took a walk and saw a frog…’ 

b. … SEE:dir:j  COUPLE:j,  AGAIN  CHILD  ONE:k  TWO:l… 

‘The boy saw a frog couple, and also baby frogs…’ 

  
Figure 4. 10 a. SEE:dir:i (P01)                b. SEE:dir:j (P22-P23) 

‘…saw (a frog).’               ‘…saw (a frog couple and baby frogs).’ 

This cognitive process and the modulation of the location of the sign according 

to the construal of the location of the referents apply in character signs as well, such 

as 出chu ‘out’ in (4.15). The directionality of the character sign 出chu ‘out’ is 

determined by the construal of the possible location of the referent ‘frog’ at that 

moment. And this location is consistent with where the referent ‘boy’ first saw the 

frog, outside the house. And from this location ‘i’, ‘the frog’ is 

‘/take.in.hand.and.move/’ to ‘j’, inside the house. In narration about picture 4 of Frog 

Story, the direction of the frog’s going outside is the reverse, from ‘j’ toward ‘i’, 

represented by directing the character sign 出chu ‘out’ toward ‘i’ .   

(4. 15) 

P01: BOY WALK SEE:dir:i FROG:i, …/take.in.hand.and.move/:dir:j HOME_B:j, … 

/container/:k+/take.and.throw/:dir:l, … 

‘A boy took a walk and saw a frog. Then he took it back home and threw it into a jar.’  

      …  
Figure 4. 11 a. /take.in.hand.and.move/:dir:j b. HOME_B:j  c. JARpro+/throw/:dir:k 
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P04: … /wake.up.and.find/ MISSING, SEARCH++ /search/++ 

EMPTY(both.hands)++ WEIRD, THINK POSSIBLE(MAY^CAN) chu(出) ‘out’:dir:i 

IX:i IX:i+/head.nod++/ 

 ‘…he found the frog was missing and searched for it everywhere in the room but 

didn’t find. So he thought it might go outside.’  

 
Figure 4. 12 出 chu ‘out’:dir:i 

4.2.2.2 Indicating of non-locative signs and depicting classifier constructions 

Non-locative signs are also called non-directional signs. To direct non-locative 

signs toward a location is to integrate language and deictic gesture (involve 

simultaneous naming and pointing (Liddell 2003:180). The meaning interpreted is 

determined by the encoded meaning of the sign and the context in which they are 

used.  

Let’s see the signaling of indicating produced by other expressions. In the 

following two examples, the presence or the relative locations of referents are 

represented by ‘directing-to’ or ‘placing-for’ of non-locative signs, gestures or 

depicting classifier constructions. In Example (4.16), non-locative sign ‘BED’ is 

produced at the ‘right’ location, and a depicting classifier construction is produced at a 

relatively ‘middle’ location with respect to the location of the sign ‘BED’. The Figure 

proform of the depicting classifier construction can be interpreted as ‘a child’ by the 

following expressions ‘Fpro+IX:RH CHILD’. With these expressions produced 

spatially, not only the presence of the referents ‘bed’ and ‘child’, but also the spatial 

arrangement of them are indicated.   

(4. 16)  

BED:i  BEDpro+IX:j  BEDpro+Fpro-loc:j, Fpro+IX:RH CHILD. 

‘There is a bed (here, at the right). At the center (by-side the bed), there is a human 

here. This human is a child.’  
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Figure 4. 13 a. BED:i      b. BEDpro+IX:j  c. BEDpro+Fpro-loc:j d. Fpro+IX:RH 

4.2.2.3 Indicating of gestures and depicting classifier constructions 

In (4.17), the presence and location of the referent ‘dog’ is indicated by a gesture 

/left/, and the presence and location of the referents ‘frog’ and ‘boy’ are indicated by 

depicting classifier constructions produced at different locations. In addition, the 

signer directs the sign ‘SEE’ to the location where the referent ‘frog’ is construed as 

being located at to indicate the referent ‘frog’ being the object that the subject ‘the boy 

(and the dog)’ is looking at. 

(4. 17)   

DOG /left/, JAR FROG JARpro+FROGpro-loc:i, BOY  BOYpro-loc:j, TOGETHER  

fragment of TOGETHER+SEE:dir:i  SEE:dir:i  FROG,  /frog-look.upward/. 

‘There is a dog at left, a frog inside a jar, and a boy at right. (They, boy and dog,) are 

looking at the frog together, and (the frog) are looking upward (at them, too).’ 

              
a. /left/         b. JARpro+FROGpro-loc:i  c. BOYpro-loc:j    d. SEE:dir:i 
Figure 4. 14 

The two examples above (4.16 and 4.17) will be discussed again in section 4.3 

‘signaling of demonstrating’. The depicting classifier constructions function as 

depicting the presence or the location of referents by creating icons in addition to 

indicating them. 

As mentioned in the introduction, co-speech gestures can create indices, 

functioning as signaling of indicating. Example (4.18) illustrates that the relative 

locations of referents are indicated by co-speech gestures accompanying the speech. 

When the speaker talked about the sleeping event of boy and dog, she produced the 
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words zhege nanhai ‘this boy’ accompanying the gesture ‘putting right side’, and she 

produced words nage gou ‘that dog’ accompanying the gesture ‘putting left side’. 

These gestures indicate additionally the location of the boy at the right side and the 

dog at the left side. 

(4. 18)  

Zhihou ne nage wanshang ne  

After   part. that  evening   part. 

[zhege nanhai ne]  gen  [nage gou ne]  jiu shui zai yiqi. 3

39  

This    boy    part.  and  that  dog  part.  then sleep  asp  together 3

40 

‘and then in the evening, this boy and that dog went to sleep together.’ 

   
Figure 4. 15 a. [zhege nanhai ne]-R     b. [nage gou ne]-L 

4.2.2.4 Modulation of location as agreement  

Traditionally, the modulation of the movement parameter of signs of verbs to 

label grammatical relations in sign language is referred to as ‘agreement’. The 

examples above (4.14 and 4.17) are referred to as ‘agreement’ because the citation 

form of the verb sign ‘SEE’ is affixed with two referential loci in each case. One locus 

is co-reference with the subject and the other locus is with the object. Contrary to this 

view, Liddell (2000b, 2003) proposes that this modulation is determined by the 

conceptual construe of the location of referents in the mental spaces, not by the 

abstract grammatical loci. This modulation of location is a deictic gesture, not a 

grammatically structured morpheme. So there are no controllers, and the modulation 

of movement parameter of verb signs is not an agreement. The interpretation of them 

should be constructed by mental space blending. We will refer to the relation between 

the verb and the morpheme or gesture as denoting a kind of cohesive or coherent 

device to link the relationship of referents between mental spaces in chapter 7 

‘grounded mental space blends in TSL’ and in chapter 8 ‘modality effects on narrative 

performance’. 

 

                                                 
39 Marker ‘[…]’ stands for the scope that gestures accompany with. 
40 This is a Mandarin example. ‘Part’ stands for ‘partical’, and ‘asp’ stands for ‘aspect’. 
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4.2.3 Indicating of nonmanual expressions  

The third category of signaling of indicating is the directing-to of the nonmanual 

expressions. It includes eye-gaze, head-tilt or head-turn, face or body orientation, etc. 

They can function as demonstratives, point of view indicators, perspective shifters, 

topic or focus shifters (markers), etc.  

4.2.3.1 As demonstratives  

As with index finger’s pointing, the directionality of nonmanual expressions 

serves as an adnominal demonstrative to convey the concept that out of countless 

number of instances, just one has been selected for attention. In the following 

narrative (Example 4.19), the TSL signer established reference in the form of noun 

phrases. These noun phrases are produced simultaneously along with contrastive 

directions of non-manual expressions. The instance ‘a boy’ is established with a sign 

MALE produced by the right hand and with eyes gazing at the right hand. The 

instance ‘a dog’ is established with a sign DOG produced with the head tilting to the 

left, in addition to the index finger’s pointing to the left. These eye-gazing and 

head-tilting, like index finger’s pointing, function as adnominal demonstratives to 

ground a noun type into an instance and to indicate the location of referents in the 

world of discourse as well. 

(4. 19)  

MALE+/eye.gaze:R/ CHILD AND IX:L DOG+/head.tilt:L/  

(BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)-move:dir:i 

(BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)+/face:look.around/:dir:j…  

‘In the evening, a boy (on the right side) and a dog (on the left side) came to look at..’ 

                 
Figure 4. 16   a. MALE+/eye.gaze:R/     b. DOG+/head.tilt:L/ 

4.2.3.2 Character viewpoint indicators  

As discussed in section 4.2.1.1 ‘pronominal demonstratives’, signer can play the 

role of the character to construct what the character acts, thinks, feels, or says. In this 
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section, we will illustrate that these actions can be constructed subsequently and 

constrastively to play the role of different characters. When signer aims to play the 

role of different characters, one important device is the use of space. The arrangement 

of space through the signaling of the indicating of nonmanual expressions becomes 

quite common. This section will illustrate how signers encode the interaction of these 

constructed actions between characters through the arrangement of space. 

4.2.3.2.1 Constructed actions  

One grammatical device to mark a shift from the narrator’s to the character’s 

point of view is the breaking of eye-gaze away from the addressee (Bahan and Supalla 

1995, Padden 1986, Pyers and Senghas 2007, and others). In addition, in (4.20), the 

contrastive directions of the head-turn of these two constructed actions indicate the 

converse relations of the looking event. The signer produced a classifier construction 

and simultaneously incorporated a constructed action ‘/face:look around/:dir:j’ (the 

signer plays the role of ‘boy and dog’) with the head directing left-down and 

right-down and the eye-gaze directing downward, where the third character ‘frog’ was 

located. The relation that the constructed action indicates is the characters ‘boy and 

dog’ looking at the character ‘frog’. 

Another constructed action ‘/frog-look.upward.to.R.and.to.L/’ is produced to 

express the shift to the point of view of ‘frog’, which represents a related subsequent 

action. In Figure 4.17a, the constructed action expresses the point of view of ‘boy and 

dog’, while in Figure 4.17b, the point of view shifts to ‘frog’. That is, the signer 

became ‘boy and frog’ (Figure 4.17a) and ‘frog’ (Figure 4.17b), respectively, to 

construct two actions through two nonmanual expressions. The contrastive directions 

of the two nonmanual expressions indicate the reversed relations. The subject and 

object of latter constructed action ‘look’ do not need to be realized as explicit noun 

phrases and the referents are still recoverable. 4

41 The use of space in this way achieves 

the referential cohesive and helps addressee keep track of the referents. 

                                                 
41 Subject and object are not the only positions allowing the zero form. Su (2008a,b) found that 
oblique, subject of embedded clause, etc. are all allowed to be zero form even when switch reference 
occurs or there are competitors.       
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(4. 20)  

(MALE+/eye.gaze:R/ CHILD)-k AND (IX:L DOG+/head.tilt:L/)-l  

(BOYpro+DOGpro)-move:dir:i (BOYpro+DOGpro)+/face:look.around/:dir:j (IX  

INSIDE  GLASS  TURNIP  JAR  JARpro+IX  INSIDE  FROG)-j, (zero Subj)  

/frog-look.upward.to.R(-l).and.to.L(-k)/  (zero Obj) 

‘In the evening, a boy (on the right side) and a dog (on the left) came to see a frog 

inside a jar and simultaneously (the frog) looked (at the dog) upward on its right and 

(at the boy) upward on its left.’ 4

42 

                      
a. (BOYpro+DOGpro)+/face:look.around/:dir:j   b. /frog-look.upward.to.R.and.to.L/ 
Figure 4. 17 

4.2.3.2.2 Constructed emotions 

Similar to the example above, the signer produced two constructed emotions 

through contrastive direction of nonmanual expressions. The first constructed emotion 

‘perserveration.of.HUG+/reprimand/:dir:L+/head:turn.L/’ represents the signer plays 

the role of ‘the boy’ being angry at ‘the dog’. And the second constructed emotion 

‘/dog-face:‘feel embarrassed’-eye.gaze:R/’ represents the signer becomes the role of 

‘the dog’ being feeling embarrassed with respect to ‘the boy’.  

(4. 21)  

perserveration.of.HUG+/reprimand/:dir:L+/head:turn.L/, DOG       

/dog-face:‘feel embarrassed’-eye.gaze:R/. 

‘He was angry at the dog and reprimanded it while the dog was embarrassed’. 

                                                 
42 The interpretation of the dog’s being to the right of the frog and the boy’s being to the left of the frog 
is supposed under the assumption that the constructed action for the frog got the mirror image. 
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a. /reprimand/+/head:turn.L/       b. /dog-face:‘feel embarrassed’-eye.gaze:R/ 
Figure 4. 18 

4.2.3.2.3 Constructed dialogues  

In (4.22), the contrastive body orientation is employed to construct two dialogues 

from two characters. Different from the examples above, the nonmanual expressions 

in this example spread throughout the whole utterances. That’s why we encode these 

nonmanual expressions on top of signs. The signer employed body orientation to the 

right to represent the role of ‘the boy’ telling something to ‘the couple frog’ while 

body orientation to the left to represent the role of ‘the couple frog’ telling something 

to ‘the boy’. 

(4. 22)   
                                body.orient:R 
MAY MAYNOT TAKE:dir:chest ONE GIVE:dir:chest   

‘(I, the boy, asked the frog couple): “if (I) can take one (of the baby frogs)? If (you) 

can give (me one frog)?”’     

           body.face:front                            body.orient:L 
COUPLE(false start) FROG  ALLOW:ori:L COUPLE ALLOW:ori:L (MAY) 

‘The frog couple (said:) “(I) allowed (you, the boy’s request). (Yes, you) may (take 

one).”’  

        
Figure 4. 19 a. GIVE:dir:chest                  b. ALLOW:ori:L 

Like overt verbs of action, thought, or speech in spoken languages, we regard 

these nonmanual expressions as space builders. They serve as prompts to create and 

blend mental spaces (Fauconnier 1994[1985], 1997, 1998, Liddell 2003). The 

blending theory will be applied to investigate the process of constructed actions, 

thoughts, emotions and dialogues, and their functions in indicating grammatical 
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relations and achieving cohesion and coherence. These will be discussed in detail in 

chapter 7 ‘grounded mental space blends’ and chapter 8 ‘modality effects on narrative 

performance’. 

4.2.3.3 Discourse prominence indicators  

Let’s see (4.20) again, repeated below as (4.23). When the signer produces sign 

CHILD and DOG, the direction of eye gaze is to the front, the location of the 

supposed addressee. Similar to definite article the in English (Epstein 2002a: 43, 

2002b:349, Langacker 1991:91), this function of eye-gaze to the addressee is to 

induce the interpretation that a discourse entity is highly prominent, i.e., that the entity 

plays an important role in the broader discourse context. 4

43 They are usually employed 

at the orientation or the climax of a narrative (Labov 1972, Labov and Waletzky 

1967), for the purpose of attracting the perceiver’s attention to that entity, to signal 

that the entity will be the topic in the subsequent portion of discourse or the point of 

the story. Such function of eye gaze is not mentioned by Bahan and Supalla (1995).  

In Figure 4.20b, the manual sign is DOG. The nonmanual expression ‘head tilting 

left’ functions as a prompt to associate the space with the semantic space of the sign 

DOG. Another nonmanual expression ‘eyes gazing addressee’ functions to direct the 

addressee’s attention to the instance the signer has in mind, in this case, the dog. Each 

nonmanual expression in this example serves a distinct function. Applying Rijkhoff’s 

(2002, 2008a, b, 2009) view, ‘head tilting left’ functions like a localizing modifier, 

indicating the location of the referent, while ‘eyes gazing addressee’ functions like a 

discourse-referential modifier, indicating the information status of the referent as new 

and calling for attention. 

(4. 23)  

MALE+/eye.gaze:R/ CHILD+/eye.gaze:front/ AND IX:L 

DOG+/head.tilt:L/+/eye.gaze:front/  (BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)-move:dir:i  

‘In the evening, a boy (on the right side) and a dog (on the left) came to…’ 

                                                 
43 The entity can be an object or an event. 
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Figure 4. 20  a. CHILD+/eye.gaze:front/   b. DOG+/head.tilt:L/+/eye.gaze:front/ 

4.2.4 Summary 

As discussed above, indicating signaling in TSL includes pointing of index finger 

and pointing of manual and non-manual expressions. Pointing involves directing-to 

and placing-for. These forms function as various kinds of deixis, localizing modifiers, 

discourse-referential modifiers, indicating the presence or the location of referents, 

point of view, or grammatical relations, etc. 

4.3 Signaling of demonstrating  

Signaling of demonstrating creates icons and the primary function is to enable 

perceivers to experience what it is like to perceive the things depicted. The referents 

to be demonstrated can be events, states, processes or objects. In spoken languages, 

constructed dialogues and iconic/metaphoric co-speech gestures can create icons for 

others to experience what they are like and make believe by themselves. Signaling of 

demonstrating in sign language includes ‘depicting signs, depicting gestures and 

depicting classifier constructions’ and ‘the modulation of parameters of manual 

expressions’. They function as classifying, qualifying, or quantifying modifiers as 

those discussed in spoken languages (Rijkhoff 2002, 2008a, b, 2009). The result of 

these depictions or modulations is to create the scene by providing repetition, 

constructed dialogues/actions, or images and details as those discussed in spoken 

languages (Tannen 1986, 1989, 2007). 4

44  The difference of the signaling of 

demonstrating between signed language and spoken language is the mental spaces 

that signed language create are grounded (Liddell 1995, 1996, 1998, 2000a, 2003b, 

Liddell and Metzger 1998) to make sense of the reality and hence interpersonal 

involvement. 4

45 chapter 7 ‘grounded mental space blends in TSL’ and chapter 8 

‘modality effects on narrative performance’ will illustrate these issues in detail. In this 

section, various demonstrating patterns are illustrated first. 

 

                                                 
44 Constructed dialogues are regarded as signaling of demonstrating in Clark and Gerrig (1990) 
45 Co-speech gestures create grounded mental spaces, too (Liddell 1996). Constructed dialogues in 
spoken language can achieve interpersonal involvement, too (Tannen 1986, 1989, 2007). 
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4.3.1 Depicting size and shape of referents  

Size and shape of referents can be depicted by handshape, movement, or both. 

These depictions are similar to forming iconic signs by substitutive depiction or 

virtual depiction discussed in chapter 3 ‘iconicity and simultaneity of expressive 

units’.  

a. substitutive depiction:                b. virtual depiction:  

                       
a1. /jar.shape.thing/                    b1. /jar.shape.thing/ (trace) 

                      
a2. /wood.shape.thing/                  b2. /wood.shape.thing/ (trace) 
Figure 4. 21 

With eyes gazing at moving hand(s) and deliberating modulation of movement 

parameter with slow speed, the specific size and shape of objects can be demonstrated 

(Bahan and Supalla 1995). The following two examples illustrate this in TSL. 

Compare Figure 4.22a and Figure 4.21a1 and compare 4.22b and 4.21a2, there are 

different degree of specificity in these demonstrations.  

  
a. /jar/-about.this.size.and.shape.here       b. /wood/-about.this.size.and.shape.here 
Figure 4. 22 

Co-speech gestures function the same. In Mandarin example below (4.24), the 

gesture provides additional imagistic information ‘round-shape, lying down’ which 

linguistic elements ‘big’ ‘trunk’, ‘wood’ didn’t convey. However, comparing Figure 

4.22b with the co-speech gesture, the depicting gesture in TSL above provides more 

specific imagistic information about the size and location of the referent ‘wood’.  
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(4. 24)  

Ranhou  [pangbian you  yige]  jiushi  nazhong [da mutou],  

And.then  side     have  one-cl  just.be  that.kind  big  wood  

jiushi  [shugan] nazhong [mutou].  

just.be  trunk    that.kind  wood 

‘And then there is one big wood, a trunk, that kind of wood by the side.’ 

 
Figure 4. 23. [mutou] ‘wood’ 

4.3.2 Depicting motion of referents  

There are various types of describing motion of referents in TSL. In (4.25a), the 

signer employed a lexicalized directional sign UP to ‘describe’ the motion. In (4.25b), 

the signer employed a typical classifier construction to ‘depict’ the motion, composed 

of a Ground proform and a Figure proform integrated with Motion, Path and Manner 

(body posture changing from standing to lying down). In (4.25c), the signer employed 

a more complex classifier construction to ‘depict’ the co-related motion of two 

Figures, boy and dog lying back on the bed. In the last example, the signer selected 

different handshapes to ‘depict’ the motions of different Figures, handshape /Min 

‘people’/ for the male, and handshape /Budaixi ‘puppet show’/ for the dog (Figure 

4.24d and e). 

(4. 25)  

a. IX CHILD DOG BED(false.start) BEDpro+UP BED SLEEP  

‘The boy and the dog went to bed to sleep.’ 

b. BED  BEDpro+CHILDpro-lie.to  SLEEP  

‘The boy lay on the bed and slept.’ 

c. BED (BOYpro+DOGpro)-lie.back SLEEP-B  

‘The boy and the dog lay on the bed and slept.’ 
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d. MALE  MALEpro-lie.back /pull.and.cover.(quilt).on.the.body/ SLEEP, DOG  

DOGpro-jump.to  

‘The boy lay (on the bed) and pulled quilt to cover and slept. And the dog jumped 

onto (the bed and slept).’ 

            
a. BEDpro+UP  b. BEDpro+BOYpro-lie.to  c. (BOYpro+DOGpro)-lie.back 

  
d. MALEpro-lie.back            e. DOGpro-jump.to 
Figure 4. 24 

As illustrated above, signer can choose both hands to represent the motion of 

dual referents. The following example shows that a different handshape can be 

selected to represent the plurality (compare Figure 4.25a and 4.25b). In Figure 4.25a, 

the signer chooses handshape /男 nan ‘male’/ to represent an entity ‘squirrel’ being 

moving out, while in Figure 4.25b, the signer select handshape /五 wu ‘five’/ to 

represent the plurality of the referent ‘bees’ being moving out. Also signer can be the 

character representing Figure or Ground during the narration of the story. Hence, the 

direction of the movement path can be modulated toward signer to represent the 

signer becoming the character and plays the role of the goal in that motion event, in 

this case, the boy (Figure 4.25c). 

              
a. Gpro+Fpro-out  b. Gpro+Fpro-many.out  c. Gpro+Fpro-out.and.toward.signer 
Figure 4. 25 

A similar form of co-speech gesture, handshape /五 wu ‘five’/ being toward the 

signer three times (Figure 4.26), accompanying with spoken Mandarin can depict the 
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motion of plural referents toward the character, too. The function of the co-speech 

gesture is to provide the scene by demonstrating to enable addressees to experience 

the event directly by themselves.  

(4. 26)  

[yuelaiyueduo  qingwa kaojin] 

More.and.more  frog    move.close 

‘More and more frogs are moving close.’ 

 
Figure 4. 26 [yuelaiyueduo qingwa kaojin] 

Not only the direction of movement path can be modulated, the speed of the 

movement can be manipulated deliberately. As we have illustrated in preceding 

section, this deliberate modulation, accompanied with eye gaze at moving hand(s), 

can represent the precise shape of object. When it is applied to describe motion, the 

precise shape of movement path can be depicted (Bahan and Supalla 1995). The 

following example (4.27) illustrates that a motion event can be elaborated by the 

modulation of depicting classifier constructions and depicting gestures. The first 

depicting classifier construction is manipulated deliberately with slow speed and with 

eyes gazing at moving hand to represent the precise movement path (Figure 4.27a). 

The second depicting manual gesture and body-part gesture further demonstrate that 

the falling situation is with jar on head and with head downward to the ground, so 

does the third depicting classifier construction (Figure 4.27b and c).    

(4. 27)  

AFTER DOG WINDOWpro+DOGpro-fall> /jar/-loc:head+/head:downward/ > 

endpoint+DOGpro-fall+/head:downward/   

‘Afterward, the dog, with jar on his head, fell down from the window with his head 

downward and onto the ground.’ 
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a. Gpro+DOGpro-fall.fm +/eye.gaze:moving.hand> downward/ 

                  
b. /jar/-loc:head+/head:downward/   c. endpoint+DOGpro-fall+/head:downward/ 
Figure 4. 27 

In spoken languages, the falling situation from window to endpoint with jar on 

head can be elaborated through describing-as signaling and demonstrating signaling 

of co-speech gesture. In English (Example 4.28), a relative clause is produced to 

describe the falling situation with jar on head. In Mandarin (Example 4.29), the first 

co-speech gesture provides additional imagistic information of the jar on neck (Figure 

4.28a), and the second and the third gestures provide the imagistic path information of 

the falling event from the beginning point to the endpoint (Figure 4.28b). 

(4. 28) English, from Dasinger and Toupin 1994 

And eventually the dog fell down together with the jar that was on its head.  

(4. 29) Mandarin 

Zhongxinbuwen, yinwei [dai   zhe yige touming  guan ma]   

Losing.balance  because put.on asp  one   transparent jar    part. 

jiu [cong chuangzikou][diao le xiaqu] 

then from   window     fall   asp down.go 

‘Losing balance, because of a transparent jar on head, and then fell down from the 

window’  

     
Figure 4. 28 a. /jar/-loc:head  b. LH: palm inside as begin point>palm up as endpoint                

RH: finger tip: direct inside>direct downward 
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4.3.3 Depicting motion and accidently caused motion 

The following example illustrates how signer can create a more vivid, more 

iconic narrative with images and details through a complex combination but natural 

sequence of expressive units of the alternation of moving hand and non-moving hand 

accompanying with body gesture. This narrative demonstrates that ‘the eagle’s 

moving out of hole and toward the boy accidentally causes the boy’s falling from tree 

onto ground’. Note the Figure proform changes from representing the ‘eagle’ to the 

‘boy’, and the Ground proform changes from representing the beginning point of the 

eagle’s moving out to the endpoint of the boy’s falling. The first classifier 

construction is composed of Ground proform for ‘treehole’ and Figure proform for 

‘eagle’ . The Path of this motion event is from the Ground proform toward the 

endpoint ‘boy’ which the signer plays the role of (Figure 4.29a). This motion event 

also accidentally causes the following motion event to happen, that the boy loses his 

balance and falls from the tree onto the ground which is encoded by a body gesture 

and another depicting classifier construction (Figure 4.29b and c). The interpretation 

of the endpoint of eagle’s moving out and the Figure of the falling event as ‘boy’ is 

determined by previous clauses. Although a competitor ‘eagle’ appears, there is no 

need of explicit anaphor here because the referent ‘boy’ is made conceptually present 

and physically accessible by previous mental space blending. This will be illustrated 

in detail in chapter 7 ‘grounded mental space blends’ and in chapter 8 ‘modality 

effects on narrative performance’.  

(4. 30)  

a. TSL 

EAGLE Gpro+EAGLEpro-move.fm:dir:signer+/body:lie.back/ > 

/body:lose.balance.and.fall/ > (beginning point>endpoint)+Fpro-fall EAGLE FLY  

‘The eagle moved out of (the treehole) and (toward the boy). (The boy) lost balance 

and fell. (He) fell from (the tree) (onto the ground). The eagle flew out.’ 

b. Mandarin: provide additional information by signaling of describing-as  

Yi2 ge0 zhong4xin1    bu4wen3 shuai1 le  xia4lai2 shuai1 le  xia4lai2 

one cl center.of.gravity unstable fall   asp. go.down  fall  asp. go.down 

‘Losing the stable center of gravity, (he) fell down.’ 
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a. Gpro+EAGLEpro-move.fm:dir:signer+/body:lie.back/> 

     
b. /body:lose.balance.and.fall/ > c. (beginning point>endpoint)+Fpro-fall  
Figure 4. 29 
 

4.3.4 Depicting location of referents 

Like the depiction of motion of referents, classifier constructions can be 

employed to depict location of referents. They are constructed by Figure proform 

being arranged with reference to Ground. The Ground can be represented by a 

proform (Figure 4.30a) or additionally with signer as the character (Figure 4.30b), as 

illustrated in following example.  

  
Figure 4. 30 a. BOYpro+DOGpro-loc        b. BOYpro+DOGpro-loc:head 
          ‘The dog is located at the boy.’  ‘The dog is located at the boy’s head.’ 

    The movement of the depicting classifier construction can be reduplicated as 

moving to the side to demonstrate the location of plural referents, as illustrated in 

(4.31). Traditionally, this reduplication of the classifier predicate is regarded as an 

agreement with the plural subject ‘frog couple and baby frogs’ in number. 

(4. 31)  

FROG (IX+IX):front COUPLE CHILD WOOD WOODpro+FROGpro-loc:i.j.k… 

‘Over there, the frog couple and baby frogs lined up on the wood.’ 
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Figure 4. 31 WOODpro+FROGpro-loc:i.j.k… 

4.3.5 Depicting motion and location of referents 

Depicting classifier construction can be used to depict both motion and location 

of referents. In Figure 4.32, the signer produced a global movement from location ‘i’ 

to location ‘j’ of a classifier construction to encode the motion of a referent. The same 

classifier construction continued to be produced downward with a hold at the location 

‘j’ to encode the final location of the referent.     

 
Figure 4. 32 IX:L+OWLpro-move:fm.i.dir:j.and.loc:j ‘The owl moved away from (the 
boy) and located at (the branch)’ 

Like depicting location of referents, the depicting classifier constructions can be 

used to depict motion and location of plural referents through reduplication. In (4.32), 

the signer chosed handshape /五 wu ‘five’/ with both hands forming a classifier 

construction that depicts the motion and the location of the plural referents.  

(4. 32)  

SUDDENLY MANY Fpro-loc.i.j CHILD MANY Fpro-loc.i.j 

Gpro+Fpro-loc>FROG>MANY FROGpro-many-move.with.wiggling:dir:k.and.loc:k  

‘Suddenly, there are many baby frogs by side the couple frog moved crowdedly 

toward and located here’ 

  
Figure 4. 33 FROGpro-many-move.with.wiggling:dir:k.and.loc:k 
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4.3.6 Depicting action of referents 

Signs, manual gestures, and body and body-part gestures can be used 
individually or simultaneously to depict action of referents.   

When introducing new referents into the story, some signers use the signaling of 

demonstrating to create icons for these referents in addition to providing the 

description of the referents. These signaling of demonstrating can be achieved by 

depicting gestures or depicting classifier constructions. In (4.33), the signer 

introduced the main character ‘boy’ of the story by the existential verb HAVE. In 

addition, a following verb phrase was produced to provide further information about 

the referent, which described what the referent was doing. Both demonstration and 

description are used to provide the information: the depicting gesture ‘look’ provided 

the image and the lexicalized sign SEE with gesture provided description and image. 

Another new referent ‘frog’ was introduced by the perceptual verb SEE, the 

describing-as symbol ‘FROG’, and the depicting classifier construction 

‘JARpro+FROGpro-loc’. This classifier construction created an icon to provide 

further information about where the referent was located. These demonstrations, 

depicting the action of the referents (Figure 4.34a) and depicting the presence of the 

referents (Figure 4.34d), provided a more vivid image of the seeing activity of the 

referent ‘boy’ looking at the referent ‘frog’.  

(4. 33)  

HOUSE HOUSEpro+INSIDE HAVE ONE MALE, /look/, SIT SEE GLASS 

/jar/(trace) FROG JARpro+FROGpro-loc 

‘There was a boy inside a house. (The boy) was looking at a frog, who was located in 

a jar.’   

    
a. /look/         b. SEE     c. FROG       d. JARpro+FROGpro-loc 

Figure 4. 34 

The following depicting gestures in (4.34) function similar to the classifier 

construction in (4.33) above to ‘demonstrate’ the presence of referents with a vivid 

image by the depicting body and body-part gestures (Figure 4.35a and b) or the facial 

gesture (Figure 4.35c). These gestures demonstrate further information about what the 
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referents look like or what they are doing. In chapter 5 ‘modality effects on phrase 

structure’ and in chapter 8 ‘modality effects on narrative performance’, these 

constructions were regarded as functioning like the presentative relative constructions 

in spoken languages to situate new referents in discourse (SIT-NEW) and to present 

main characters in narrative (PRES), studied by Dasinger and Toupin (1994), and Jisa 

and Kern (1999).  

(4. 34)  

a. /hole-b/pro+IX:L.down HAVE SQUIRREL /squirrel.like.action/ 

‘In the hole, there is a squirrel doing squirrel-like-action.’  

b. IX:L.down+SQUIRREL(PINE^MOUSE) /squirrel.like.action/ 

‘That, over there, is a squirrel doing squirrel-like-action.’ 

c. /hole/pro+Fpro-move.out.of     /hole/pro+MOUSE 

/hole/pro+MOUSEpro-move.out.of.and.stand+/face:mouse.like.action/ 

‘From the hole emerged a mouse doing mouse-like-action.’ 

   
a.&b. /squirrel.like.action/   c. /hole/pro+Fpro-move.fm +/face:mouse.like.action/ 
Figure 4. 35 

4.3.7 Depicting presence of referents  

As we have discussed in the section ‘signaling of indicating’, indicating location 

of referents can be achieved by ‘placing-for’ of manual expressions. The Example 

(4.35) and the Example (4.33, Figure 4.34d) above illustrate this. In addition, the 

signer chose depicting classifier constructions, not lexicalized signs, to depict the 

presence of the referents. The selection of handshapes /布袋戲 budaixi ‘puppet show’/ 

and /民 min ‘people’/ to form Figure proforms for ‘frog’ and ‘boy’, respectively, and 

the handshape /同 tong ‘together’/ to form Ground proform for ‘jar’ additionally 

demonstrates a more vivid image of the referents in the event.  
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(4. 35)  

JAR FROG JARpro+FROGpro-loc:i , BOY BOYpro-loc:j, SEE:dir:i FROG… 

‘There is a frog in a jar and a boy here. And the boy is looking at the frog in the jar.’ 

                              
Figure 4. 36    a. JARpro+FROGpro-loc:i    b. BOYpro-loc:j  

This kind of depiction can also represent the presence of plural referents through 

the modulation of movement on both hands, as illustrated in (4.36). The signer also 

used an existential verb HAVE to introduce new referents ‘baby frogs’ and used a 

classifier construction to depict the presence of the referents. The classifier 

construction is formed with the handshape /鴨 ya ‘duck’/ of both hands moving aside 

to depict the presence of the plural referents, their shape, their location and their 

quantity. 

(4. 36)  

SEE:dir:L> IX:L AGAIN HAVE SMALL FROG (FROGpro+FROGpro)-loc:i:j:k…, 

MANY 

‘…saw there were also baby frogs lining up there, so plentiful.’ 

 
Figure 4. 37 (FROGpro+FROGpro)-loc:i:j:k… 

Like the depicting gestures of nonmanaul actions in (4.34), the depicting 

classifier construction of Example (4.36) functions like the relative clauses to form 

presentative relative constructions in spoken languages. Dasinger and Toupin (1994) 

and Jisa and Kern (1998) propose one narrative function of relative clauses: to 

introduce a new referent in nonsubject/nontopic position and provide further 

information about the referent. These relative clauses have the effect of describing “a 

new referent as if in snapshot view, capturing some salient aspect of what it looks like, 
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or what it is doing, or where it is located in the current scene”. The relative 

construction-like structures in TSL function similarly but with additional depicting 

function. In (4.36), it introduces new referents ‘baby frogs’ and provides further 

information about their quantity and location. In addition to describing the quantity 

and the location, the depicting classifier construction provides images through 

signaling of demonstrating.  

The Example (4.37) illustrates how the signer uses two depicting classifier 

constructions to depict the appearance of new referents ‘frogs’ and demonstrate 

further information about their shape, location, quantity (Figure 4.38a) and what they 

are doing (Figure 4.38b).  

(4. 37)  

IMMEDIATELY  CROSS+/find/  MANY  FROG  

FROGpro-loc:i+FROGpro-loc:j.k…, MALE+FEMALE  

(MALEpro+FEMALEpro)-lean.together, GOOD. 

‘…immediately crossed and found there were many frogs lining up there and one 

couple leaned together. It is lovely.’ 

                   
a. FROGpro-loc:i+FROGpro-loc:j.k…  b. (MALEpro+FEMALEpro)-lean.together  
Figure 4. 38 

4.4 Conclusions 

As we have illustrated in this chapter, signaling of indicating is to create indices 

and signaling of demonstrating is to create icons. These methods of signaling in TSL 

are achieved not only by manual actions but also by nonmanual actions. In addition, 

they are usually integrated simultaneously to indicate the referents, objects or events, 

with physical locations or to demonstrate the referents with physical reality about the 

size, shape, motion or action. In the next chapter, we will illustrate how these methods 

of signaling are operated to create physical reality during grounded mental space 

blending.  
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Chapter 5: Modality Effects on Phrase Structure 

5.1 Introduction 

Signed languages are natural languages. Like spoken languages, each is 

composed of a set of meaningless elements, limitedly, but can express unlimited 

meaningful units of message. The combination of these meaningless elements is not 

random. It is structurally language-determined in the levels of phonology, morphology, 

syntax, and discourse.   

With visual-gestural modality, sign languages are characteristic with the potential 

for iconic representation and for simultaneous arrangement of elements, between 

linguistic versus linguistic, linguistic versus non-linguistic, and non-linguistic versus 

non-linguistic. This chapter will focus on the roles of iconicity, simultaneity, and use 

of space in phrase structure, in particular, the indications and demonstrations as 

modifiers. 

5.2 Simultaneous morphosyntax in sign language 

5.2.1 General clause structure 

Clause is composed of words. These words can be open classes, such as nouns, 

verbs, adjectives, etc. They can be closed classes, such as demonstratives, modals, 

tense or aspect markers, etc. Words are combined non-randomly, not only in the order, 

but also in the relation within words. A thing can be introduced by a noun category, 

with an adjective to specify, a numeral to quantify, and a demonstrative to ground 

(Langacker 1985, 1987, 1991, Taylor 2002). These specifying, quantifying and 

grounding words are also referred to as qualifying, quantifying, and localizing 

modifiers, respectively, in Rijkhoff (2002, 2008a, b, 2009). The function of these 

modifiers is to ground the noun category to an instance, which addressee or reader can 

identify the same as speaker or writer. Events, like things, can be introduced by a verb 

category, with a manner, degree or speed adverb(ial) to qualify, a frequency adverbial 

to quantify, and with a tense, a viewpoint aspect marker (Smith 1997), or a modal to 

localize. The function of these modifiers is to ground the verb category to a clause 

instance, which addressee or reader can identify the same as speaker or writer. In 

addition to their functional categories as qualifying, quantifying, and localizing, 

modifiers can be categorized into grammatical expressions (operators) and lexical 

expressions (satellites) in different languages. Also, the relation between form and 

function is not one-to-one. For example, relative clauses can be qualifying, 

quantifying, or localizing modifiers; adjectives and relative clauses are all qualifying 
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modifiers (Rijkhoff 2002). 

Table 5. 1. Modifiers in NP and Clause based on Rijkhoff (2002, 2008a, b, 2009:68) 

  Operators (grammatical 

expressions) 

Satellites (lexical 

expressions) 

Quality Nominal aspect marker Adjectivals, relative 

clause 

Quantity Number, numeral Lexical numeral, 

relative clause 

NP 

(thing) 

(noun) 
Location Demonstrative, 

(in)definite articles  

relative clause, 

possessive modifier, 

locative modifier 

Quality Verbal aspect marker Adverb(ials) that 

express manner, speed, 

degree, etc.  

Quantity  Semelfactive, iterative, 

etc. aspect  

Frequency adverb(ials) 

Clause 

(event) 

(predicate) 

Location Tense  Time/ place 

adverb(ials) 

Different from spoken languages, signed languages are young languages, with 

only a few lexical expressions and even few grammatical expressions to modify noun 

or predicate. In addition, with visual-gestural modality, these notions of modifiers in 

sign languages can be encoded simultaneously through the modulation of the 

parameters of signs (Emmorey 1996, 2002, Fischer and Gough 1978, Klima and 

Bellugi 1979, Liddell 2003b, Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999, and others). Signs can be 

modulated to express location, physically, conceptually, or grammatically, through 

the change of ‘location’ parameter. Signs can be reduplicated to express the quantity, 

either noun pluralizing or predicate repeating. Signs can be modulated to express the 

quality, either the size or shape of an entity or the manner, speed, or degree of an 

event, through the change of ‘movement’ parameter. 

5.2.2 Modulation of parameters as gestures functioning as modifiers  

Since Stokoe (1960), American Sign Language (and probably other sign 

languages) has been claimed to be a nature language. Signs in ASL are composed of a 

limit set of meaningless parameters and can express limitless meaningful units, one 

design feature called as duality of patterning by Hockett (1960).  
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Like ASL, four parameters are identified as the internal structure composing a 

sign: handshape, movement, location, and orientation in TSL. 4

46 Different in one 

parameter of two signs can be semantically contrasted as a minimal pair (Lee 2003, 

Su 2004, Tai and Tsay 2009, Tsay, Myers, Tai and Lee in preparation, Tsay and 

Myers 2009). 4

47 The following pair of signs are composed of the same movement, 

location, and orientation, but differ in one parameter, the handshape.  

      
Figure 5. 1  a. SCOLD        b. PUNISH       

In addition to the recognition of phoneme-like elements, researchers work hard 

to find more evidence to prove signed languages to be natural languages, parallel to 

spoken languages, such as morpheme-based analysis of the classifier predicates and 

agreement verbs (Fischer 1975, Liddell and Johnson 1989, Lillo-Martin and Klima 

1990, Padden 1988, Supalla 1982, and others). Any notions about ‘gesture’ are 

ignored on purpose, for example, Kendon (1988) and McNeill (1992), claim that there 

is an important role of gestures in spoken languages, but no room for spontaneous 

imagistic gestures in signed languages. Contrary to morpheme-based analysis, Liddell 

(1995, 1996, 1998, 2000a, 2000b, 2003a, 2003b) regards that the important role of 

gestures also exists in signed languages. He argues that the directional parameters of 

pronouns, agreement verbs and depicting verbs are, in fact, directed gesturally toward 

physically present referents or non-physically present but conceptually-as-present 

referents. Handshape, movement, orientation of these signs are 

linguistically-determined, except for the parameter location. The directionality of 

these signs is determined by the location of these entities themselves (being talked 

about), not loci in space. 4

48 They function like localizing modifiers (Rijkhoff 2002, 

2008a, b, 2009), or grounding devices (Langacker 1985, 1987, 1991) in spoken 

languages. They are methods of signaling (Clark 1996, 2003) to establish referents 

spatially to ground a noun category to be a nominal instance or to indicate the relation 

between entities in grounded blends to instantiate a verb category to be a clause. 

                                                 
46 Orientation is analyzed as one parameter individually or as a subcomponent of movement parameter. 
47 Refer to chapter 2 ‘A sketch of TSL grammar’. 
48 Ahlgren (1990) argues that the category of person is not significant. The actual locations of speaker, 
addressee, and others relative to one another determines how pronouns are directed, not person 
categories (Liddell 1995:20). Klima and Bellugi (1982) and Ahlgren (1990) argue that when a person is 
physically present, grammatical reference to that person is deictic rather than anaphoric. (also refer to 
McBurney 2002)  
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Similarly, the parameter movement of signs can be modulated to quantify or 

qualify object or event. The parameter handshape can be replaced by another 

handshape to specify the kind or class. These modulations were discussed in previous 

chapters and will be further elaborated in this chapter. They are gestures, providing 

imagistic information to complement the linguistic content. They function like 

classifying, qualifying or quantifying modifiers in noun phrases or verb phrases in 

spoken languages (Langacker 1985, 1987, 1991, Rijkhoff 2002, 2008a, 2008b, 2009).  

Table 5. 2 Modifiers in NP and Clause in sign language  

  Parameter modulation Satellites (lexical expressions) 

Quality Modulation of 

movement 

Adjectivals, relative 

construction-like structures 

Quantity Reduplication Lexical numerals, relative 

construction -like structures 

NP 

(thing) 

(noun) 
Location Non-manual 

expressions, modulation 

of location/orientation 

demonstratives, relative 

construction -like structures  

Quality Modulation of 

movement 

Adverb(ials) that express 

manner, speed, degree, etc.  

Quantity Reduplication Frequency adverb(ials) 

Clause 

(event) 

(predicate) Location Non-manual 

expressions, modulation 

of location/orientation 

Time/ place adverb(ials) 

Compare Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, two characteristics of sign languages are 

identified. One is the modulation of parameter(s) as modifiers. And the other is 

relative construction-like structures as modifiers. Both are regarded as signaling of 

demonstrating to create icons or signaling of indicating to create indices, functioning 

as cohesive devices of discourse, and they are elaborated in depth in this chapter.  

5.3 Relative construction-like modifiers  

Three discousive functions of relative clause in spoken languages are discussed 

in Dasinger and Toupin (1994). They are situating new referents (SIT-NEW), 

situating old referents (SIT-OLD) and re-identifying old referents (REID). Similar 

structures functioning as SIT-NEW or REID are found in TSL. These structures are 

called ‘relative construction-like structures’ in this dissertation and are illustrated in 

this section.   
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5.3.1 Situating new referents  

Is there relative clause modifier in TSL? As discussed in Dasinger and Toupin 

(1994), Jisa and Kern (1998), a so-called ‘presentational relative construction’ can be 

employed to set the scene in spoken languages (Lambrecht 1988, Prince 1981). These 

presentational relative constructions function as situating new referents by providing 

new information in discourse (SIT-NEW) and presenting main characters in narratives 

(PRES). A presentational relative construction is a complex clause composed of a 

semantically neutral existential or copula construction to introduce a referent in 

nonsubject/nontopic position and a relative clause to assert relevant new information 

about the new referent. Let’s see Example (5.1) in TSL. There are two predicates in 

this example, one of which is the existential HAVE and the other is a gesture 

depicting a squirrel-like action. This existential HAVE introduces a new referent 

SQUIRREL in nonsubject/nontopic position and the depicting gesture (Figure 5.2) 

asserts relevant new information about the referent, that is, further imagistic 

information about the squirrel’s existence or appearance. From the pause duration 

between HAVE and SQUIRREL (0.19 msec) and between SQUIRREL and the 

depicting gesture (0.02 msec), they can be analyzed as [HAVE [SQUIRREL 

/squirrel.like.action/]], in which HAVE is the main predicate and SQUIRREL and the 

depicting gesture compose a noun phrase. Because this depicting gesture provides 

further information on the noun category, it is regarded as a qualifying modifier. And 

this qualifying modifier is a relative construction-like modifier to asserting relevant 

new information about the new referent introduced by the existential verb HAVE. 

(5. 1)  

/hole-b/pro+IX:L.down (0.1) HAVE (0.19) SQUIRREL (0.02) /squirrel.like.action/  

‘In the hole, there is a squirrel doing squirrel-like-action.’ Or ‘In the hole, there is a 

squirrel like this.’  

  
Figure 5. 2 /squirrel.like.action/ 

In addition to existential or copula construction introducing a referent in 

nonsubject/nontopic position, expressive units able to indicate “the knowledge or 
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perception of the coming into existence or appearance of a referent at the scene” can 

do so as well (Dasinger and Toupin 1994, Lambrecht 1988, Prince 1981). In Example 

(5.2), the signer introduced the main character ‘boy’ of the story by the existential 

verb HAVE. In addition, a following verb phrase was produced to provide further 

information about the referent, which described what the referent was doing. Another 

new referent ‘frog’ was introduced by the perceptual gesture /look/ and perceptual 

verb SEE and the depicting classifier construction ‘JARpro+FROGpro-loc’, and 

further, created an icon to provide further information about where the referent was 

located. This depicting classifier construction functions like a localizing modifier. 

(5. 2)  

HOUSE HOUSEpro+INSIDE HAVE ONE MALE, /look/, SIT SEE GLASS 

/jar/(trace) FROG JARpro+FROGpro-loc 

‘There was a boy inside a house. (The boy) was looking at a frog, which was located 

in a jar.’   

   
a. /look/         b. SEE                c. JARpro+FROGpro-loc 

Figure 5. 3 

In addition to providing further information for new referents about where they 

are, what they look like, what they do, these relative construction-like expressive units 

can also provide the quantity through reduplication, as illustrated in the following 

examples. In Example (5.3), the signer produced existential HAVE to introduce new 

referent ‘small frog(s)’ and the following depicting classifier construction produced 

by the handshape /Ya ‘duck/ of both hands moving apart sideward provided 

information for the new referent about the quantity in addition the shape and the 

location.  

(5. 3)  

OTHER AGAIN HAVE SMALL FROG (FROGpro-loc:i.j…+FROGpro-loc:m.l…) 

MANY 

‘… And there, there are also small frogs lining up, so plentiful.’ 
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Figure 5. 4 (FROGpro-loc:i.j…+FROGpro-loc:m.l…)      
 

In Example (5.4), the signer produced a perceptual gesture ‘/face:find/’ to 

introduce new referents ‘frogs’ and ‘couple frog’ and two depicting classifier 

constructions to depict the appearance of the new referents and demonstrate further 

information about their shape, location, quantity (Figure 5.5a) and what they are 

doing (Figure 5.5b). These depicting classifier constructions in TSL function like 

qualifying, quantifying and localizing modifiers in spoken language. 

(5. 4)  

IMMEDIATELY  CROSS+/face:find/  MANY  FROG  

FROGpro-loc:i+FROGpro-loc:j.k…, MALE+FEMALE  

(MALEpro+FEMALEpro)-lean.together, GOOD. 

‘…immediately crossed and found there were many frogs lining up there and one 

couple leaned together. It is lovely.’ 

                   
a. FROGpro-loc:i+FROGpro-loc:j.k…  b. (MALEpro+FEMALEpro)-lean.together  

Figure 5. 5 

The Examples (5.5a) and (5.5b) illustrate two other presentational relative 

constructions unique in TSL. From the first sight, the first example (5.5a) is a clause 

with only an explicit predicate: the depicting gesture. It seems that it is not related to 

the presentational relative constructions at all. To examine further, this example 

provides a more solid piece of evidence for the semantically neutral main predicate of 

the presentational relative constructions: the zero form. Introducing a new referent in 

TSL can be achieved by a pointing sign and a nominal without any existential 

predicates or copulas.  

As discussed in chapter 4 ‘methods of signaling’, depicting classifier 

constructions can depict the presence of referents. In Example (5.5b), a depicting 

classifier construction ‘/hole/pro+Fpro-move.out’ was produced to depict the presence 
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of the new referent ‘mouse’. Usually the canonical word order in TSL is that subject 

precedes predicate. In this example, the signer produced the predicate first then the 

subject, the ‘inversion’ strategy. The function of ‘inversion’ is a strategy to introduce a 

new referent in focus position making it available for the predication expressed in the 

relative clause. The depicting classifier construction was produced to introduce the 

new referent ‘mouse’ in focus position and another depicting classifier construction 

was produced to assert relevant new information about this referent. The following 

classifier construction is a composite expressive unit composed of manual expressions 

and nonmanual expressions. The whole unit provided further imagistic information of 

what the referent looked like or what it was doing.      

(5. 5) 

a. IX:L.down+SQUIRREL(PINE^MOUSE) /squirrel.like.action/ 

‘That, over there, is a squirrel doing squirrel-like-action.’ 

b. /hole/pro+Fpro-move.out.of     /hole/pro+MOUSE 

/hole/pro+MOUSEpro-move.out.of.and.stand+/face:mouse.like.action/ 

‘From the hole emerged a mouse doing mouse-like-action.’ 

           
a. /squirrel.like.action/  b. Gpro+Fpro-move.out.and.stand+/face:mouse.like.action/ 
Figure 5. 6 

Lambrecht (1988:322) defines a general pragmatic constraint on the introduction 

of pragmatically nonrecoverable discourse referents in sentence-initial subject (or 

topic) position. Presentational relative constructions are designed to avoid this 

constraint to introduce a new referent in non-initial sentence position and in addition, 

this introduced referent and the following proposition predicating about it can be in 

the same minimal sentential processing unit. Example (5.1) was repeated below as 

Example (5.6). The noun and the relative construction-like structure are in the same 

minimal sentential processing unit. The pause duration is only 0.02 msec. Example 

(5.7) illustrates further how the iconicity and simultaneity play the role on this. There 

are three predicates in this example, two of which are existential ‘have’ and one is a 

depicting classifier construction. The depicting classifier construction functions as 
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both noun and relative-clause-like modifier. It is produced with the handshape /Tong 

‘together’/ moving downward a little bit with a final hold. The handshape /Tong 

‘together’/ is interpreted as a ‘beehive’ because of the preceding sign BEE. And the 

movement pattern with a final hold is interpreted as depicting the presence and 

location of the referent. So the depicting classifier construction can be analyzed as a 

noun introducing a new referent and the relative-clause-like modifier predicating the 

location of the referent. These two components are in the same minimal sentential 

processing unit, a single undividable depicting classifier construction.   

(5. 6)  

/hole-b/pro+IX:L.down (0.1) HAVE (0.19) SQUIRREL (0.02) /squirrel.like.action/ 

‘In the hole, there is a squirrel doing squirrel-like-action.’ Or ‘In the hole, there is a 

squirrel like this.’ 

(5. 7)  

AFTER> HAVE [TREE++(pl, many) [TREEpro+IX TREEpro+HAVE [BEE 

TREEpro+/round.shape.thing/-loc ]]] 

‘And then, there are trees and one of which has a beehive locating/hanging there.’  

    
Figure 5. 7   TREEpro+/round.shape.thing/-loc 

5.3.2 Re-identifying old referents 

Relative construction-like structures in preceding section function as situating 

new referents in discourse and as presenting main characters in narratives. Other 

discourse functions of relative clauses in spoken language, ‘situating old referents 

(SIT-OLD)’ and ‘re-identifying old referents (REID)’, are also discussed in Dasinger 

and Toupin (1994) and Jisa and Kern (1998). SIT-OLD relative clauses situate new 

information for old referents with the purpose of providing relative background 

information for foregrounding the event. REID relative clauses are used for 

re-activate addressees’ attention to old referents which are important at that moment. 

Both SIT-OLD and REID relative clauses are regarded as localizing modifiers in this 
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dissertation because they ground the noun type into instance for addressee to identify.  

Not many SIT-OLD relative construction-like structures are found in TSL. One 

among the few is illustrated as below (Example 5.8). Relative construction-like 

structure ‘IX:chest VERY LIKE-N’ in this example situates new information ‘I like it 

very much’ about the old referent ‘frog’ as the motivation to foreground the following 

search events.  

(5. 8)  

IX:chest /how.about/ / IX:chest VERY LIKE-N FROG /how.about/ 

'('Where is) (the) frog I like very much?' 

There are more REID relative-clause-like structures in TSL. For re-identifying 

old referents to re-activate addressees’ attention, the repetition of the old information 

about the referents is employed. This kind of repetition functions like to create an 

index to associate new events with old information about old referents. The following 

examples illustrate this kind of repetition and its function. In Example (5.9), the 

classifier construction ‘Gpro+Fpro-loc’ is repeated in narration about picture 2 of 

Frog Story. Proforms for Ground and Figure of this classifier construction can be 

interpreted as the proform for ‘jar’ (/jar/pro) and the proform for ‘frog’ (FROGpro), 

respectively, because of the repetition and the following depicting gesture ‘/jar/’ and 

noun FROG. This repetition functions to reactivate the information about the location 

of the frog in the jar to re-identify ‘the frog’ and ‘the jar it was originally located’ to 

foreground the event ‘the frog moved out of the jar’.  

(5. 9) 

P01: ONE DOG /left/. /jar/ FROG /jar/pro+FROGpro-loc. CHILD CHILDpro-loc:j…  

‘There is a dog at left, a frog inside a jar, and a boy at right….’ 

P02: Gpro+Fpro-loc SUDDENLY Gpro+Fpro-loc /jar/(trace) FROG 

/jar/pro+FROGpro-move.out ESCAPE  

‘The frog located in the jar suddenly moved out of the jar it was located and 

escaped.’  
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P1: /jar/pro+FROGpro-loc         P2: Gpro+Fpro-loc 

As discussed in chapter 4 ‘methods of signaling’, two ways of signaling of 

indicating to create index: placing-for and directing-to. The example above is the 

placing-for to create index and the example below is the directing-to to create index. 

In Example (5.10), the most typical signaling of indicating, the index finger’s pointing, 

was employed to create the index. This index functions to reactivate the information 

about the location of the frog in the jar to re-identify ‘the frog’ and ‘the jar’ to 

foreground the event ‘the frog jumped out of the jar’. The noun phrase 

‘/container/-k+IX:l FROG’ can be analyzed as a modifier ‘/container/-k+IX:l’ and a 

noun FROG and this modifier is a relative construction-like structure functioning as a 

localizing modifier.   

(5. 10) 

P01: BOY WALK SEE:dir:i FROG-i, /take.in.hand.and.move/:dir:j HOUSE-j, 

/container/-k+/take.and.throw/:dir:l /container/-k+SEE:dir:l, … 

‘A boy took a walk and saw a frog. (He) took (it) in hand and went back home. (He) 

put (it) into a container, and looked at (it). …’ 

P02: …WHO KNOW /container/-k+IX:l FROG /look.around/ 

/container/+FROGpro-JUMP:fm:l:dir:m  ESCAPE 

‘Who knows that the frog inside the container jumped out of and escaped.’ 

  
a. P1: /container/+/take.and.throw/:dir:l                  b. P2: /container/+IX:l 

Figure 5. 8 

Also discussed in chapter 4 ‘methods of signaling’, non-locative/non-directional 
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expressive unit can be produced spatially to create index, too. In Example (5.11), a 

depicting gesture ‘/round.shape.thing/’ was traced above the head in the narration 

about picture 7 of Frog Story. This gesture could be interpreted as ‘the jar on dog’s 

head’ because it was produced above the head to create an index associating with the 

depicting gesture ‘JAR-loc:head’ in the narration about picture 4 of Frog Story. This 

index functions to re-identify the old referent ‘jar’ with its old information ‘locating 

on dog’s head’ to foreground the new event of the old referent ‘the jar was falling 

down and got broken’. The gesture represents a noun and a localizing modifier 

integrated in a single expressive unit.  

(5. 11) 

P01: … SEE GLASS /round.shape.thing/(trace) FROG JARpro+FROGpro-loc 

‘…looking at a frog located in a jar.’ 

P04: SEARCH++ DOG DOGpro(false.start) /round.shape.thing/ GLASS 

/round.shape.thing/(trace) JAR-loc:head.and.stuck+/head:turn.R.L  

‘The dog searched (for the frog) in the jar, and got the jar stuck on its head, and kept 

searching’. 

P07: /round.shape.thing/(trace.on.head) /round.shape.thing/-fall.down BREAK  

'The jar which is on dog's head fell and broke.'  

 
a. P01: /round.shape.thing/(trace) 

 
b. P04: JAR-loc:head.and.stuck 
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c. P07: /round.shape.thing/(trace.on.head) 

Figure 5. 9 

In summary, TSL REID relative construction-like structures, encoded with the 

repetition of the depicting expressive units, function as cohesive device; and 

SIT-NEW relative construction-like structures, encoded with depicting gestures or 

depicting classifier constructions, function to create images and details to make sense 

of reality and hence interpersonal involvement. These referential and evaluative 

functions of narrative that relative construction-like structures provide will be 

discussed further in chapter 8 ‘modality effects on narrative performance’. 

5.4 Modulation of parameters as modifiers  

Summarizing examples illustrated in Chao (1999[1988]), modulation of signs 

with intensity expresses ‘degree’ (See Liu 2005, too), modulation of signs with speed 

of movement expresses ‘speed’, such as ‘MAKE.PROGRESS-slowly’, ‘TRAIN-fast= 

EXPRESS.TRAIN’, and reduplication of signs expresses ‘frequency’, such as 

‘LATE.FOR(school/work)-often’. We refer to these various types of modulation as 

modifiers: qualifying, quantifying, (or localizing). 

(5. 12) Modulation on different parts of speech: expressing degree 

On Noun: BEFORE/FURTURE-very, MORNING/EVENING-very, 

UNIVERSITY-very=/high degree diploma/; HISTORY-long; FRIEND-good 

On Verb: PRACTICE/TRAIN-hard ‘study hard, practice hard’, 

INVESTIGATE-hard ‘investigate strictly’ 

On Adjective: NOT.GOOD-very; AGAINST-very= ENEMY 

On Adverb: CERTAIN-very=DEFINITELY 

5.4.1 Qualifying modifier 

Modulation of the parameters of the expressive units can function as qualifying 

modifiers. On noun, it depicts the size or shape of the referents. On adjectival 
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predicates, it expresses the degree of the quality. On depicting motion of the referents, 

it elaborates the manner, the speed, the path of the events. 

    The following examples illustrate how signers deliberately modulate movement 

parameter to depict size or shape of referents. Figure 5.10a is a depicting gesture 

using iconic handshape /同 tong ‘together’/ of both hands to represent a referent ‘jar’. 

Figure 5.10b is also a depicting gesture with the same handshape, the same both hands, 

but different movement to specify the referent ‘jar’. The movement is deliberately 

made slowly with eyes gazing at hands. It functions to trace precisely the referent’s 

size and shape (Bahan and Supalla 1995). Similar examples are illustrated in Figures 

5.10d, 5.10e, and 5.10h. In Figures 5.10c, d, e, the signer encoded the referent by 

describing-as symbol WOOD and elaborated it by two depicting gestures. In addition 

to depicting precisely the size and shape of the referent, Figure 5.10e also depicts the 

posture of the referent. In Figures 5.10 f, g, h, the signer encoded the referent by 

describing-as symbols ROCK and BIG and elaborated it by one depicting gesture. 

The depicting gesture elaborated further the ‘big’ size of the referent that the linguistic 

element had conveyed.   

              
a. /round.shape.thing ‘jar’/     b. depicting jar’s dimension 

           
c. WOOD     d. /round.shape.thing ‘wood’/ e. depicting its dimension, posture  

    
f. ROCK        g. BIG        h. depicting its dimension 
Figure 5. 10  
 

Adjectival predicates can be modulated. There are signs conventionalized with 

these different modulations. Compare signs SAME, IDENTICAL-B (exactly the 
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same,), and CONSISTENT. These three signs are semantically similar but with a little 

difference in degree/intensity of the movement. This difference is encoded by 

different modulations of movement. I refer to the modulation in IDENTICAL-B and 

CONSISTENT as inter-sign degree/intensity and the modulation in SAME as neutral 

degree/intensity.  

(5. 13) 

Citation form of SAME: The thumb and the index finger face up and touch together 

repeatedly. 

Citation form of IDENTICAL-B: The thumbs and the index fingers extend and the 

palms face upward. The thumbs make intense contact with the index fingers while the 

hands are moving down. 

Citation form of CONSISTENT: The arms are crossed and the index fingers and 

thumbs of each hand are extended. As the arms pull apart intensely to the side, the 

thumb and index close to touch each other. 

This modulation can also be found in forming adverbs from adjectives or verbs. 

The movement modulating on these predicates to mean ‘very’ or ‘certainly’ has the 

following forms (Humphries, Padden and O’rourke 1994[1980]:202). See Figure 

5.11. 

a. The beginning of the sign has a hold which appears “tense” 

b. Then there is a quick release.  

  

       a. MANY-very                         b. MANY (citation form)   

   
c. NOT.BE-certainly                d. NOT.BE (citation form) 

Figure 5. 11 
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(5. 14) 

Citation form of MANY (Figure 5.11b): The two hands are held with the palms facing 

up. They move in little jumping movements out to the sides. 

Citation form of NOT.BE (Figure 5.11d): The thumb and index are extended in an L 

handshape, quickly rotating repeatedly from side to side. 

Comparing ‘MANY-very’ with the citation form ‘MANY’ and 

‘NOT.BE-certainly’ with the citation form ‘NOT.BE’ with signs above, the 

modulations of the movement in ‘MANY-very’ versus ‘MANY’ and 

‘NOT.BE-certainly’ versus ‘NOT.BE’ are similar to those in ‘IDENTICAL-B’ and 

‘CONSISTENT’ versus ‘SAME’. We can observe that the repeated movement of the 

citation form is replaced by a quick intense movement to complement the meaning 

‘degree’. Note that the reduplication of verb ‘NOT.BE’ by both hands additionally 

expresses the quantity of this certainness.  

Reduplication of signs (movement or hand) to express degree is also found in the 

following examples. They mean ‘all-EMPTY’ or ‘EMPTY-everywhere’. In Figure 

(5.12a), the signer produced the sign EMPTY moving leftward and then rightward 

repeatedly to emphasize the result of the searching for the frog being in vein. In 

Figure (5.12b), the signer reduplicated the sign with both hands to emphasize the 

same result. 

 
a. Move-leftward-------------------------- rightward--------------------               

 
Leftward---------------------- Right.downward 
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b. Move.leftward-------------------------------------- rightward--------------------------- 

 

Leftward----------------------------rightward-------- leftward----------------------------- 

Figure 5. 12 

Motion events can be elaborated by the modulation of parameters, too. These 

modulations demonstrate the manner, the path, the speed, the suddenness, etc. Please 

refer to chapter 6 ‘modality effects on typology of event integration’ for the details. 

5.4.2 Quantifying modifiers 

Reduplication of parameters of expressive units can function as quantifying 

modifiers to express the plurality of the objects or the atelic aspect of the events. 

There are various types of reduplicating pattern. They can be reduplicated, of the 

movement (represented by ++) or of the hand. In Figure (5.13a) and (5.13b), the 

signer produced these expressive units several times as they are moved to the side. 

Their reduplication expresses the plurality of the referents. Figure (5.13c) and (5.13d) 

are signs reduplicated with both hands. The former one is produced with local wrist 

turning repeatedly, and the latter one is produced with both hands moving apart. Their 

reduplication patterns express the plurality of referents and may form new symbols 

‘FOREST-a’ and ‘FOREST-b’.  

 
a. HOUSEpro+/place/++ ‘/place/-many or everywhere’ 
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b. TREE++ (moving.right.with.a.bit.wrist.turning) ‘TREE-many’ 

   
c. TREE-both.hands  d. TREE-both.hands.moving.apart ‘TREE-many or FOREST’ 
Figure 5. 13 

Depicting classifier constructions can be reduplicated, too. In Figure (5.14), the 

signer produced the classifier construction by both hands moving downward a little 

bit when they were moved apart, demonstrating the large amount of the plurality of 

the referents locating there. 

(5. 15)  

a. OTHER AGAIN HAVE (0.39) SMALL (0.09) FROG (0.17) 

(FROGpro-loc:i.j…+FROGpro-loc:m.l…) (0.19) MANY 

‘… And there, there are also small frogs lining up, so plentiful.’ 

  

Figure 5. 14 (FROGpro-loc:i.j…+FROGpro-loc:m.l…)   

Reduplication of the expressive units can express the plural quantity of the event: 

the atelic aspect. In Figure (5.15a), the signer produced the sign SEARCH several 

times to express the continuation of the search event. It can be produced several times 

as it is moved to the side to incorporate the plural location that the activity occurs 

(Figure 5.15b). It can be produced by both hands to emphasize the quantity of the 

activity (Figure 5.15c).   
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a. SEARCH++ 

 
b. SEARCH++ (move.to.the.side) 

 
c. SEARCH++ (both.hands) 

Figure 5. 15 

Classifier constructions can be reduplicated to depict the plural quantity of the 

motion. In Figure (5.16), the signer produced the classifier construction by moving 

leftward and then rightward and then leftward again. It emphasized the continuity of 

the activity that bees were chasing the dog. 

(5. 16) 

BEE BEEpro-many.move.forward, DOG DOGpro+BEEpro-chase++ DOG 

‘The bees were flying toward. They were chasing around the dog.’  

 
Figure 5. 16 DOGpro+BEEpro-chase++  

In addition to expressing the quantifying aspect of the event, the same 

reduplication can express the qualifying aspect, that is, the manner of the motion 

event. The following three examples illustrate that the same local movement ‘moving 
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up and down’ incorporated into classifier predicates or lexicalized sign can be 

interpreted differently. The meaning of the classifier predicate 

‘(Fpro+Fpro)-move.up.and.down.and.move.to’ in Example (5.17) can be interpreted 

as ‘they were floating to (the bank of the lake)’, along with the context. The meaning 

of the classifier predicate ‘(DEERpro+BOYpro-loc)+DEERpro- move.forward+ 

/move:up.and.down/’ in Example (5.18) can be interpreted as ‘The boy was located 

on the deer and the deer was moving forward by running’, along with the context. The 

meaning of the lexicalized sign with the local movement modulated 

‘WALK+/move:up.and.down/’ in Example (5.19) can be interpreted as  ‘the boy was 

walking with relaxation and enjoyment’, along with the context and the nonmanual 

expressions.  

(5. 17)  

Gpro+Fpro-fall.to+/move: up.and.down/ Gpro+Fpro-fall.to   

(Fpro+Fpro)-move.up.and.down.and.move.to. 

‘(The boy) fell into the lake and was floating in the water. And then (the dog) fell 

onto (the boy). And they were floating to (the bank of the lake).’  

                   
a. Gpro+Fpro-fall.to+/move:up.and.down/ b. (Fpro+Fpro)-move.up.and.down.and.move.to 

Figure 5. 17 

(5. 18)  

IX:L DEER ANGRY… RUN, MALE CHILD  

(DEERpro+BOYpro-loc)+DEERpro-move.forward+/move:up.and.down/.  

‘The deer was angry and started to run. The boy was located on the deer and       

the deer moved forward by running.’ 

 

Figure 5. 18 (DEERpro+BOYpro-loc)+DEERpro-move.forward+/move:up.and.down/ 
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(5. 19)  

MALE CHILD WALK+/move:up.and.down/ SEE FROG.  

‘A boy took a walk with relaxation and enjoyment and saw a frog’ 

 

Figure 5. 19 WALK+/move:up.and.down/ 

5.4.3 Localizing modifiers 

Signer can also modulate the location of the expressive units, manually or 

non-manually, to indicate the presence or the location of referents. They are like 

localizing modifiers in spoken language. Figure (5.20a) and (5.20b) are 

non-locative/non-directional signs produced with the modulation of location, 

manually and non-manually, respectively. Figure (5.20c) and (5.20d) are depicting 

classifier constructions produced with different locations to localize the referents. 

                  
a. BED-R       b. DOG-head.tilt:L  c. Gpro+FROGpro-loc:i     d. BOYpro-loc:j 
Figure 5. 20 

Example (5.20) illustrates the production of gestures at different locations 

functions like localizing modifiers in spoken languages to identify the location of 

referents. There are at least three types of depicting gesture to represent the nominal 

‘jar’. The first one was produced at the neutral space that functioned as Ground 

nominal to depict the location of the Figure ‘frog’ (Figure 5.21a). The second one was 

produced above the signer’s head by locating both hands with a final hold (Figure 

5.21b). It depicted the location of the jar stuck on dog’s head. The third one was also 

produced above the signer’s head but by tracing to re-identify the same container with 

old information that the jar was located on the dog’s head (Figure 5.21c). This was an 

anaphoric use of the depicting gesture functioning to reactivate the attention of the 

addressees on this referent. The depicting gesture was regarded as a unitary unit that 

composes of the noun and the localizing modifier in one single expressive unit. It was 
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interpreted as ‘the jar on dog’s head’. The localizing modifier functions like relative 

constructions in spoken languages to re-identify old referent with old information 

(REID) discussed in Dasinger and Toupin (1994).   

(5. 20) 

P01: … SEE GLASS /round.shape.thing/(trace) FROG JARpro+FROGpro-loc 

‘…looking at a frog located in a jar.’ 

P04: SEARCH++ DOG DOGpro(false.start) /round.shape.thing/ GLASS 

/round.shape.thing/(trace) JAR-loc:head.and.stuck+/head:turn.R.L  

‘The dog searched (for the frog) in the jar, and got the jar stuck on its head, and kept 

searching’. 

P07: /round.shape.thing/(trace.on.head) /round.shape.thing/-fall.down BREAK  

'The jar which is on dog's head fell and broke.'   

 
a. P01: /round.shape.thing/(trace) 

 
b. P04: JAR-loc:head.and.stuck 

 
c. P07: /round.shape.thing/(trace.on.head) 

Figure 5. 21 
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As discussed in section 5.4.2 ‘quantifying modifiers’, reduplication of the 

expressive units in sign language can express the plurality of referents. In this section,  

that the events occurring at the same time can be encoded by the reduplication was 

illustrated. In spoken languages, time adverbials or space adverbials are localizing 

modifiers to identify the location of the event in the discourse. The reduplication 

functions like time adverbials in spoken languages to demonstrate the co-occurring of 

the events. It is regarded as a localizing modifier of the verb phrase/clause. In 

Example (5.21), the falling events of the boy and the dog are first demonstrated 

individually by depicting classifier constructions (Figure 5.22 a, b). And then a 

classifier construction demonstrating these two falling events simultaneously was 

produced (Figure 5.22c). This simultaneous encoding of the events can be interpreted 

as ‘the boy and the dog fell together’ (see sign TOGETHER produced by a native 

hearing signer in Example 5.22) and/or ‘the boy and the dog fell at the same time’. 

This reduplicated demonstration functions like a localizing modifier to identify the 

location of the event in the discouse.   

(5. 21) 

CLIFF…MALE MALEpro-fall, DOG ALSO DOGpro-fall, 

RIVER MALE DOG (MALEpro+DOGpro)-fall IX:down 

‘The boy fell from the cliff. Dog fell also. Both the boy and the dog fell into the river 

(together).’ 

  
a. MALEpro-fall             b. DOGpro-fall 

 
c. (MALEpro+DOGpro)-fall 

Figure 5. 22 
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(5. 22)  

MALE DOG TOGETHER IX:L.or.screen Gpro+Fpro-fall.fm WATER  

‘The boy and the dog fell into the water together.’ 

5.5 Conclusions 

With visual-gestural modality, information can be expressed iconically and 

simultaneously. Lexical expressions to modify the noun or predicate in spoken 

languages can be superimposed into the noun or predicate in signed languages. 

Lexical expressions, such as relative clauses, can be expressed by signaling of 

demonstrating in signed languages. Both superimposing of the modifiers 

simultaneously and signaling of demonstrating create a vivid image to achieve 

referential and evaluative functions of narrative. These functions will be elaborated 

further in chapter 8 ‘modality effects on narrative performance’.   
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Chapter 6 Modality Effects on Typology and Rhetorical Styles of 
Event Integration 

6.1 Introduction 

As discussed in previous chapters, various types of expressive units are often 

integrated simultaneously to provide additional imagistic information to what 

linguistic elements convey or do not convey. This chapter will illustrate further in 

detail on the role of iconicity and simultaneity in typology (and rhetorical styles) of 

event integration, starting from the discussion of motion events.    

6.2 Typology of motion events in TSL 

It has been observed that speakers of different languages encode motion events 

typologically differently (Talmy 1985, 1991, 2000). In verb-framed languages such as 

Spanish and French, the core schema of motion events ‘Path’ is encoded as the main 

verb, incorporated with Motion, and ‘Manner’ is optionally encoded by an adverbial 

or a gerundive constituent (Talmy 2000: 49). In contrast, in satellite-framed 

languages such as English and German, ‘Path’ is encoded as a satellite surrounding 

around the manner verb, which incorporates Manner with Motion. See the comparison 

of Example (6.1) and Example (6.2). 

(6. 1) Spanish  

La   botella   entro  de    la   cueva  (flotando). 

the   bottle    entered      the  cave   (floating) 

              Motion.Path              (Manner) 

‘The bottle entered the cave (by floating).’ 

 

(6. 2) English 

The bottle     floated            into       the cave. 

      Motion.Manner     Path 

Sign languages, with visual-gestural modality, are capable of simultaneously 

encoding different cognitive components of motion events. Cross-linguistically, 

motion events in sign languages are usually encoded with depicting classifier 

constructions. A depicting classifier construction is typically composed of a proform 

for Ground and a proform for Figure, and the Figure proform is integrated with 

Motion and Path simultaneously (Chang, Su, and Tai 2005). In addition, Manner can 

also be simultaneously incorporated into the classifier construction or be sequentially 
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expressed as a separate verb occurring before or after the classifier construction. 

Supalla (1990) and Slobin and Hoiting (1994) proposed a serial-verb analysis of 

motion events in ASL. A serial-verb construction in ASL is composed of a manner 

verb and a path classifier construction in sequence. Supalla (1990) analyzed the 

manner verb as the main verb, and the path classifier construction as the satellite, and 

thus treated ASL as a satellite-framed language. However, Slobin and Hoiting (1994) 

analyzed the path classifier construction as the main verb because the manner verb is 

only optionally encoded. In their analysis, ASL belongs to a complex verb-framed 

language. Supalla (1990) and Slobin and Hoiting (1994) did their different analysis on 

sentence level. Later, Taub and Galvan (2001) and Galvan and Taub (2004) compared 

motion events of Frog Story narratives between English and ASL. Their result 

provided further evidence that the encoding patterns of motion events are 

simultaneously with a high degree use of classifier constructions in ASL. They 

suggested that Talmy's typology needs to be expanded to accommodate languages 

which can conflate Path, Manner, and Figure into a single verb form. 

Based on TSL Frog Story narratives collected in NSC projects directed by Prof. 

Tai and co-directed by Prof. Tsay, we had shown that TSL, like ASL and other 

documented sign languages, encode motion events with prevalent simultaneous 

constructions (Su 2011, Su and Tai 2007, 2008, Tai and Su, to appear). Path and 

Manner are integrated together with Motion in these simultaneous constructions, and 

TSL should be more properly treated as an equipollently-framed language, a third 

typological category proposed by Slobin (2004) and Zlatev and Yangklang (2004) for 

spoken serial-verb languages. Refer to the following Table 6.1 for the revised 

language typology of motion events. 
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Table 6. 1 Revised motion-event language typology (Slobin 2004: 249) 

Language type Preferred means of 

expression 

Typical 

construction type 

Examples 

Verb- 

framed 

languages 

Path is expressed by a

verb, with 

subordinate 

expression of manner

Path verb + 

subordinate Manner

verb 

Romance, Semitic, 

Turkic, Basque, 

Japanese, Korean, 

Austronesian 

(except Tsou)* 

Satellite- 

framed 

languages 

Path is expressed by 

a non-verbal element 

associated with a 

verb 

Manner verb + 

Path satellite 

Germanic, Slavic, 

Finno-Ugric 

Manner verb + 

Path verb 

(serial-verb 

languages) 

Niger-Congo, 

Hmong-Mien, 

Sino-Tibetan, 

Tai-Kadai,  

Mon-Khmer 

[Manner + 

Path]verb 

(bipartite-verb 

languages) 

Algonquian, 

Athabaskan, Hokan, 

Klamath-Takelman, 

Austronesian 

(Tsou)* 

 

 

 

 

Equipollently- 

framed 

languages 

 

 

 

 

path and manner 

are expressed 

by equivalent 

grammatical forms 

Manner preverb + 

Path preverb + 

verb 

Jaminjungan 

Languages 

Note*: revised based on Huang and Tanangkingsing (2005) 

Motion events in Frog Story narratives of Mandarin Chinese are also identified 

with reference to Talmy’s (2000) framework of conceptual analysis (Huang and 

Tangnangkingsing 2005, Su 2011, Su and Tai 2007, 2008, Tai and Su, to appear). In 

terms of Zlatev and Yangklang’s (2004) and Slobin’s (2004) tripartite distinction, both 

Mandarin Chinese and TSL can be regarded as equipollently-framed languages, 

though with different distributional patterns. Their typological similarity comes from 

the conflation of conceptual elements of Manner, Path, and Motion. However, in 

spoken Mandarin, these elements occur in the linear serialization, whereas in signed 

languages, they are simultaneously integrated in the depicting classifier constructions, 

also with Figure and Ground conflated. A revised tripartite distinction among satellite 
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framed, verb-framed, equipollently-framed languages is therefore proposed across the 

auditory-vocal and the visual-gestural modalities of human languages (Table 6.2).  

(6. 3) TSL 

JAR  FROG  JARpro+FROGpro-move.out.with.wrist.turning.left.and.right 

Ground Figure  Gpro+Fpro-Motion.Path.Manner  

‘The frog moved out of the jar by crawling or climbing slowly, stealthily or quietly 

(Manner).’ 

           

Figure 6. 1 JARpro+FROGpro-move.out.with.wrist.turning.right.and.left 

 

(6. 4) Mandarin 

Qing1wa1    jiu4      pa2chu1qu4     le.  

frog      then      crawl-exit       asp. 

     Manner-Path   

‘The frog crawled out then.’ 

 

Table 6. 2 Typology of motion-event of sign languages 

Typology 

Modality 

Satellite-framed Verb-framed Equipollently-framed 

Visual-gestural   ASL, TSL, and other sign languages

Auditory-vocal English, German French, Spanish Mandarin Chinese and other 

serial-verb languages 4

49 

 

                                                 
49 Such as creole languages and serial verb languages in Africa, Indonesia, and Papua New Guinea.  
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6.3 Simultaneity of macro-events in TSL 

Macro-events are claimed to be regularly conceptualized as a unitary event and 

are expressed by a single clause (Talmy 2000). Motion events are just one type of 

macro-events. This section aims to illustrate the integrated patterns of macro-events, 

not only the motion events but also change of state (e.g., the candle blew out), 

correlation among actions (e.g., she sang along) and fulfillment or confirmation in the 

domain of realization (e.g., the police hunted the fugitive down) (Talmy 2000:214). 

Again, the conflation of conceptual elements of Cause and Motion in motion 

events or that of Action and Aspect in macro-events of fulfillment or confirmation in 

the domain of realization is represented sequentially in spoken languages, such as 

serial-verb constructions and resultative constructions in Mandarin, whereas in TSL, 

they are integrated simultaneously. The simultaneity of signed language is a piece of 

direct evidence that macro-events are conceptualized as a unitary event.  

The complexity of the simultaneity is illustrated in terms of the integration of 

conceptual elements within a single hand, with both hands, and with manual and 

nonmanual expressions.   

6.3.1 Simultaneity within a single hand 

6.3.1.1 Manner incorporated 

Motion events are one of the macro-events that conceptualize conceptual 

elements Figure, Ground, Motion, Path, and/or Manner as a unitary unit. In sign 

languages, signers can encode motion events by lexicalized verbs, depicting classifier 

constructions, or the combination of these two. The most prevalent pattern is the one 

encoded by the depicting classifier constructions because they can simultaneously 

integrate the most informative messages with least effort. To emphasize again, each 

depicting classifier construction is composed of a Ground proform and a Figure 

proform integrated with Path and Motion (Chang, Su and Tai 2005, Su 2011, Su and 

Tai 2007, 2008, Tai and Su, to appear). In Example (6.5), the signer used handshape /

同 tong ‘together’/ to represent the Ground proform for the ‘jar’ and handshape /龍

long ‘dragon’/ to represent the Figure proform for the ‘dog’. And the Figure proform 

was produced with a circling movement above the Ground proform to represent 

Motion and Path of this motion event simultaneously. 
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(6. 5) JAR   DOG   JARpro+DOGpro-move.circle.around 

Ground Figure  Gpro+Fpro-Motion.Path 

‘The dog is moving circle around the jar.’ 

 
Figure 6. 2 JARpro+DOGpro-move.circle.around 

Note that Manner can be integrated simultaneously, too. In Example (6.6), 

Manner is encoded by a little bit slow turning movement of the wrist along with the 

global movement of Path with the eyes gazing at the signer’s hands. Supalla (1978) 

observed that signers would manipulate their hands through space slowly and with 

much deliberation, as if they were attempting to outline the precise path of the moving 

object (Bahan and Supalla 1995:179). Accompanied by the facial expressions and the 

context, the local wrist-turning movement can be interpreted as ‘the manner of 

movement along the path’ (Supalla 1990:136), with the meaning ‘slowly, stealthily or 

quietly; and as ‘manner of locomotion of the agent’, with the meaning ‘crawling or 

climbing’, not ‘running or flying’.  

(6. 6) JAR  FROG  JARpro+FROGpro-move.out.with.wrist.turning.left.and.right 

   Ground Figure  Gpro+Fpro-Motion.Path.Manner  

 ‘The frog moved out of the jar by some kind of Manner (crawling or climbing 

slowly, stealthily or quietly).’ 

           
Figure 6. 3 JARpro+FROGpro-move.out.with.wrist.turning.right.and.left 

There are other patterns that the local movement can be integrated with Path to 

express Manner in TSL. In the following examples, the repeated change of the palm 
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orientation and the fingers’ wiggling are two of them. These modulations of 

movement encode and demonstrate further information about Manner in addition to 

Motion and Path. They are produced to provide imagistic information to complement 

linguistic content. In Example (6.7), the Figure profrom, represented by the 

handshape /九 jiu ‘nine’/ of the moving hand, was produced with the palm facing 

inside, sideward, downward, sideward again, and downward again to express Manner 

of the motion event. In Example (6.8), Manner is encoded and demonstrated with 

Figure, Path and Motion, with fingers’ wiggling integrated simultaneously to express 

‘the running’ of ‘the deer’ and ‘the dog’. 

(6. 7) JAR FROG JARpro+FROGpro-move.with.repeated.orientation.change 

    Ground Figure (Fpro + Fpro) – Motion.Path.Manner 

  ‘The frog was moving up and down in the jar by some kind of Manner (crawling).’ 

 
Figure 6. 4 JARpro+FROGpro-move.up.and.down.with.repeated.orientation.change 

(6. 8) DOG     (DEERpro + DOGpro) – move.forward.with.fingers.wiggling  

Figure     (Fpro + Fpro) – Motion.Path.Manner 

‘The dog moved after the deer by some kind of Manner (running).’ 

 
Figure 6. 5 (DEERpro + DOGpro) – move.forward.with.fingers.wiggling 
(Note the movement change of the middle finger of the right hand) 

Manner can be expressed with a suddenly quick stop of the movement parameter, 

too. It provides additional meaning of ‘suddenness or abruptness’ of the motion. 
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a. CLIFFpro+DEERpro-stop.abruptly  

 
b. CLIFFpro+DEERpro-move.to.and.stop.abruptly 
Figure 6. 6 

6.3.1.2 Fulfillment or confirmation in the domain of realization 

The different degree of the realization of the sign form expresses ‘fulfillment or 

confirmation’ of the event or not in TSL. There are two tokens of the sign TAKE in 

Example (6.9). In (6.9a), the sign TAKE occurring in the irrealis interrogative 

sentence was produced with the non-fully realized form of the sign. That is, the sign 

TAKE is produced without fully closing the fist and immediately transitting to 

produce the next sign ONE. In contrast, in (6.9b), the sign TAKE occurring in the 

realis declarative sentence and was produced with the fully realized form of the final 

closed fist to indicate the fulfillment of the action. Note the different orders of the 

verb and the argument in (6.9a) and (6.9b) also can be used to distinguish the 

fulfillment of event. Compare with the English translation and Example (6.10) in 

Mandarin, the fulfillment or confirmation in the domain of the realization in English 

and Mandarin is encoded with explicit linguistic elements.  

(6. 9)  

a. …MAY MAY.NOT TAKE:dir:chest (without fully closing the fist) ONE? 

GIVE:dir:chest?  

‘(I asked the frog couple): “if (I) can take one (of the baby frogs)? If (you) can give 

(me one)?”’ 

b. MAY. ONE, TAKE:dir:chest (with fully closing the fist). 

'Ok!! One (baby frog), (I) took.' 
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a. TAKE (without fully closing the fist)  > ONE ‘…take one?’ 

  
b. TAKE (with fully closing the fist) ‘(I) took!’ 
Figure 6. 7 
 

(6. 10) Mandarin 

a.  

Na xiaohai jiu shuo gen zhe ge qingwa fuqi shuo  

that  child   then say    with this   cl   frog   couple say 

ke bukeyi rang ta dai yi zhi xiao qingwa huiqu  

may maynot  let  him carry one  cl  little  frog     back-go 

‘The child then asked the frog couple if he could carry one baby frog back.’ 

b.  

Qingwa fuqi jiu kan zhe xiaohai dai le yi zhi xiao qingwa huiqu 

frog    couple then look  asp   child  carry asp. one cl   little  frog  back-go 

‘The frog couple then looked at the child carrying a baby frog back.’ 

6.3.2 Simultaneity of both hands  

6.3.2.1 Path elaboration 

Ground in motion events can be the beginning point, the endpoint, or both. To 

encode the whole event from the beginning point to the endpoint of the scene ‘the boy 

fell down from the tree onto the ground’, we found three types of depicting classifier 

construction. In Figure 6.8, the signer used two classifier constructions serially: one 

represents the falling from the initial point, and the other represents the falling to the 

endpoint. In Figure 6.9, the signer also used two classifier constructions serially. The 

difference is, in this case, Path in the first classifier construction is not fully realized. 

That is why only one picture is illustrated. It is immediately followed by the second 

classifier construction to encode the motion event to the endpoint. Note that the 

Figure proform and Ground proform were produced by different hands alternately in 
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these two constructions. In Figure 6.10, the signer used a classifier construction, in 

which the construction was produced with the internal modification of changing the 

orientation of the palm from palm down to palm up to encode the motion event from 

the beginning point to the endpoint. This phenomenon that signers used different 

forms to describe the falling scene shows that some degree of conceptual separation is 

necessary for this event, the same as the analysis of ASL by Galvan and Taub (2004).   

          
Figure 6. 8 a. TREEpro+BOYpro–fall.from      b. endpoint+BOYpro –fall.to 
 

                         
Figure 6. 9 a. TREEpro+BOYpro–fall.from      b. endpoint+BOYpro –fall.to 
 

 
Figure 6. 10 (TREEpro>endpoint)+BOYpro –fall  

6.3.2.2 Correlated actions or motions 

Depicting classifier constructions can represent complex events of correlation 

among actions or motions as well. Example (6.11) describes a motion event in which 

one Figure (a dog) is running after the other Figure (a deer). The classifier 

construction is composed of each hand representing each Figure proform integrated 

with Motion, Path and Manner and at the same time both hands’ arrangement encodes 

a correlated motion. What’s complex here is that the proform for deer plays the role of 

both Figure and Ground at the same time. As Figure, it represents the running deer, 

and as Ground, it represents the same deer that the dog is running after. The meaning 

that the dog is running after the deer is encoded by the arrangement of both hands in 
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one depicting classifier construction. 

(6. 11) 

(DEERpro-move.forward.with.finger.wiggling)+(DOGpro-move.forward.with.finger.

wiggling)–follow/chase.  

(Fpro-Motion.Path.Manner)+(Fpro-Motion.Path.Manner)-Motion.Path 

‘The dog ran after the running deer.’ 

 
Figure 6. 11 
(DEERpro-move.forward.with.finger.wiggling)+(DOGpro-move.forward.with.finger.
wiggling)–follow/chase. 

Let’s see other examples. In the falling scene from the cliff to the river of Frog 

Story narratives, the correlated motions of the boy and the dog can be encoded by 

various types of the combination of the depicting classifier constructions, as 

illustrated by Examples (6.12)-(6.14). In Example (6.12), the signer used two 

individual classifier constructions in two individual clauses to depict the falling events 

of the boy and the dog, respectively. A describing-as symbol ALSO was used to 

encode the correlation of the two events. In addition, third classifier construction 

formed with both hands was used to demonstrate a more vivid image of this 

correlated event (Figure 6.12c). Note the handshape of the right hand of the classifier 

construction was changed from /Min ‘people’/ to /Budaixi ‘puppet show’/ to represent 

the falling of the Figure ‘dog’, along with the falling of the Figure ‘boy’, encoded by 

the left hand. 4

50 The (almost) simultaneous, together falling of the boy and the dog are 

demonstrated by this classifier construction. Traditionally, the reduplication of the 

classifier construction with both hands is regarded as a device to mark the agreement 

with the plural subject in number. In this case, it does more than that. The function to 

demonstrate a more vivid image of the event should be taken account into, too.  

 

                                                 
50 Usually, the left hand is used to encode the background information, and the right hand is used to 
encode the foreground information. In this case, the boy’s falling precedes the dog’s falling. That is 
why we have this interpretation of the third classifier construction. 
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(6. 12)  

CLIFF…MALE MALEpro-fall, DOG ALSO DOGpro-fall, RIVER MALE DOG 

(MALEpro+DOGpro)-fall IX:down 

‘The boy fell from the cliff. The dog fell also. Both the boy and the dog fell into the 

river.’ 

  
a. MALEpro-fall             b. DOGpro-fall 

 
c. (MALEpro+DOGpro)-fall 
Figure 6. 12 

The function of the demonstration of this reduplication by both hands can be 

illustrated further in the following examples. The same as Example (6.12) above, the 

signer in Example (6.13) used the describing-as symbol ALSO to encode the 

correlated event of the dog’s falling along with the boy’s. In addition, during 

demonstrating the falling event of the dog, he reduplicated the classifier construction 

with both hands (Figure 6.13b). This reduplication was not encoded for the marking 

of the agreement with the plural subject in number because the subject was singular in 

this case. It was formed to depict a more vivid image of the correlated event. 

(6. 13)  

DEERpro+CHILDpro-fall …DEERpro+DOG ALSO Gpro+DOGpro-fall.fm> 

CHILDpro-fall+DOGpro-fall.along.with> Gpro+Fpro-fall.fm 5

51   

‘The boy fell down from the deer. The dog also fell along with the boy and fell down’ 

                                                 
51 The marker ‘>’ stands for the transition of the classifier construction. 
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a. Gpro+DOGpro-fall.fm> b. CHILDpro-fall+DOGpro-fall.along.with>  

 
c. Gpro+Fpro-fall.fm 
Figure 6. 13  

Like Example (6.13), in Example (6.14), the falling event of the boy from the 

cliff and the falling event of the dog were demonstrated with a complex classifier 

construction. The signer first used his non-dominant hand, the left hand, to represent 

the Ground proform for ‘the cliff’ and then changed to represent the Figure proform 

for ‘the dog’ to encode and demonstrate the correlated falling event of the dog along 

with the boy’s falling (Figure 6.14a). This complex classifier construction 

representing two Figures’ falling was produced not to encode the agreement in 

number because the subject is singular. It is encoded to demonstrate a more vivid 

image.    

(6. 14)  

CLIFFpro+DEERpro-quick.stop  

CLIFFpro+BOYpro-fall.fm>DOGpro-fall.along.with  DOG  

(BOYpro+DOGpro)-fall  LAKE  (BOYpro+DOGpro)-fall 

‘The deer stopped (suddenly). The boy fell from the cliff with the dog falling along 

with. Both the boy and the dog fell down (together). They fell into a lake.’ 

               
a. CLIFFpro+BOYpro-fall.fm>DOGpro-fall.along  b. (BOYpro+DOGpro)-fall 
Figure 6. 14  
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6.3.2.3 Cause and effect 

The macro-events ‘change of state’ and ‘fulfillment or confirmation in the 

domain of realization’ can be represented by depicting classifier constructions, as well 

as, encoding the conceptual elements Cause and Effect and Action and Fulfillment of 

goal simultaneously. In Example (6.15), a lexicalized depicting sign KICK is 

modulated with the handshape change of the non-moving hand from /男 nan ‘male’/ 

to /民 min ‘people’/, representing the Ground proform for ‘the boy’, the patient of the 

kicking event. And simultaneously the Ground proform becomes a Figure proform 

integrated with an arc path movement after the sign KICK is compounded with 

another sign GO.AWAY, representing the Effect and Fulfillment of the goal by the 

action. The meaning they construct is ‘kick the boy away and as a result the boy is 

moved away.  

(6. 15)  

SUDDENLY Gpro+KICK^GO.AWAY> Fpro-be.moved.away Gpro+Fpro-fall.fm  

‘Suddenly, the deer kicked the boy away and caused the boy fall down (the cliff).’ 

 
Figure 6. 15 Gpro+KICK^GO.AWAY> Fpro-be.moved.away 

Macro-event ‘change of state’ is not always caused volitionally. Compare the 

following two examples. Both examples encode the caused motion with composite 

classifier constructions. In Example (6.16), the motion of the Figure’s moving out of 

the treehole is volitional, whereas in Example (6.17), the motion of the Figure’s 

moving out of the treehole is not volitional. Boy’s being moved away in Example 

(6.16) is not by accident, whereas boy’s falling down the tree in Example (6.17) is by 

accident. This difference of meaning interpretation depends on the context, not on the 

classifier constructions themselves. 
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(6. 16)  

IX EAGLE^FLY ANGRY-B ANGRY-A BOYpro+EAGLEpro-move.and.bump.into> 

BOYpro-be.moved.away. CHILD CARELESS TREEpro+CHILDpro-fall. 

‘The eagle was angry moving and bumping into the boy and caused the boy being 
moved away. The boy was careless falling down the tree.’ 

 
Figure 6. 16 BOYpro+EAGLEpro-move.and.bump.into> BOYpro-be.moved.away 
 

(6. 17)  

CHILD /yell/ SEARCH /yell/ Gpro+Fpro-out BIRD(CHICKEN^FLY).  

‘The boy was yelling (at the treehole) to search (for his frog). (Suddenly the treehole) 

emerged a bird.’  

EAGLE(EAGLE^FLY) 

Gpro+EAGLEpro-move.fm> toward.signer+/body.lie.back=fall/ > /lose.balance.and. 

fall/ > Gpro+Fpro-fall  

‘The bird, a eagle, moved out of the treehole toward the boy (accidentally caused) the 

boy falling down the tree.’ 

 
Gpro+EAGLEpro-move.fm> toward.signer+/body.lie.back=fall/ > 

 
/lose.balance.and.fall/ > Gpro+Fpro-fall 

Figure 6. 17 
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6.3.3 Simultaneity of manual and non-manual expressions 

6.3.3.1 Change of state  

Other information outside the event that the manual sign conveys can be 

provided with a classifier construction integrating with nonmanual expressions. The 

classifier construction in Example (6.18) expresses two Figures ‘dog’ and ‘boy’ being 

lying down on the bed and then sitting up. Accompanied by nonmanual expressions of 

closed eyes changing to open eyes and open mouth, the events can be interpreted as 

‘sleeping on the bed’, and then ‘waking up and sitting on the bed and find’. In this 

case, the signer used the change of the orientation of the manual expressions, 

accompanying the change of the nonmanual expressions to report the change of 

position and the change of state simultaneously. 

(6. 18)                   eyes and mouth closed 
THEY.BOTH  BED  (DOGpro+BOYpro)-lie 

‘They both lay on the bed and slept.’  

              eyes and mouth open 
(DOGpro+BOYpro)-sit.up  MISSING 
‘They woke up and found (the frog) was missing.’   

                      
Figure 6. 18 a.(DOGpro+BOYpro)-lie  b.(DOGpro+BOYpro)-sit.up    c.MISSING 

6.3.3.2 Fulfillment and confirmation in the domain of realization 

Macro-event ‘fulfillment or confirmation in the domain of realization’ can be 

represented by the mapping of the direction of the manual expressions and that of the 

nonmanual expressions. Comparing following two examples, Example (6.19) shows 

that a motion event is possible to happen; it is hence an irrealis event, and Example 

(6.20) demonstrates a realis motion event. The irrealis event is encoded with the 

direction of eye gaze not mapping with the endpoint of the moving hand of the 

depicting classifier construction (the final frame of Figure 6.19), whereas the realis 

event is encoded with the direction of eye gaze mapping with the endpoint of the 

moving hand of the depicting classifier construction (the final frame of Figure 6.20).  
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(6. 19)  

DEER_N DEERpro+BOYpro-loc, DOG IX:L+IX:L CHASE-L, FEAR_N 

CHILD>DOG CHILD ABLE_N FEAR_N DEERpro+BOYpro-fall.fm  

‘The boy was located at the deer. The dog chased the deer. It feared that the boy will 

fall from the deer.’ 

 
Figure 6. 19 DEERpro+BOYpro-fall.fm 

(6. 20)  

SUDDENLY.. BOYpro+KICK^GO.AWAY>BOYpro-be.moved.away 

CLIFFpro+BOYpro-fall.fm 

‘Suddenly, the deer kicked the boy away and caused the boy fall down from(x) (the 

cliff).’ 

 
Figure 6. 20 CLIFFpro+BOYpro-fall.fm  

6.3.3.3 Additional conceptual elements and imagistic information encoded 

The simultaneity of manual and nonmanual expressions (in particular, mouth 

gestures) is found in the following examples. As introduced in chapter 3, section ? 

‘gestures in mouth’, some mouth gestures are obligatory elements of signs (echo 

phonology by Woll 2001), some are iconic gestures providing imagistic information 

of sensation (Sandler 2009), and some are adverbials expressing degree, manner, etc 

(Liddell 1980). There is one other type that encodes conceptual element ‘change of 

state’ in addition to expressing degree, manner or providing imagistic information.  

In Figure (6.21a), the signer produced ‘DEER-move.up’ with a quick, sudden 

movement and with a mouth gesture from closed to open. This modulation of manual 
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and nonmanual expressions provides additional information of ‘sudden, surprising of 

change of state’ about the referent’s movement. In Figure 6.21b, the signer produced a 

classifier construction with a quick, sudden movement with orientation change and 

with a mouth gesture from closed to open. This modulation of manual and nonmanual 

expressions also provides additional information of ‘sudden, surprising of change of 

state’ about the referent’s movement, as well as imagistic information. In Figure 6.22a, 

the citation form of BREAK is produced with manual orientation change and 

nonmanual mouth opening, representing the change of state and providing imagistic 

information. The modulation of opening handshape change and opening mouth in 

Figure 6.22b provides further information of ‘sudden, surprising of change of state’ 

and the ‘breaking open’ image of the referent ‘beehive’.    

  
Figure 6. 21 a. DEER-move.up                b. /hive/-fall.down 
 

  
Figure 6. 22  a. BREAK                  b. BREAK-open 

6.3.3.4 Precise path demonstrating and inside perspective indicating 

As discussed above, eyes gazing at moving hand(s) and deliberately modulating 

movement pattern outline the precise shape of objects or the precise path shape of 

movement (Bahan and Supalla 1995). In Figure 6.23a and 6.23b, the direction of the 

eye gaze is changed from the beginning point to the endpoint of the moving hand and 

the movement speed is deliberately modulated slowly. They seem to be employed to 

demonstrate the precise path movement shape of the motion events. 

     
Figure 6. 23  a. Gpro+DOGpro-fall.fm       b. /hive/pro+many.go.fm 
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But employing the global movement of the moving hand is good enough to 

depict the path of motion events, why bothers to employ the eye gaze behavior and 

the deliberate modulation of movement speed? These accompanying modulations of 

manual and nonmanual expressions signal additionally an important narrative 

function. They are employed to attract addressees’ attention to the event. The 

deliberately slow modulation of movement pattern is to encode the process in detail. 

And the nonmanual eye gaze behavior functions to encourage addressees to take 

inside perspective to feel like they are in the scene and ‘witness’ the event in person. 

These modulations aim for achieving ‘interpersonal involvement’, like spoken 

language using qualifying modifiers such as adjectives, adverbials or relative clauses 

to create images and details (Tannen 1989, 2007) or using noun phrase with the to 

encode perspective shift (Epstein 2002b). When you ‘witness’ the event happening in 

person, it makes more sense to you. They are also referred to as evaluative functions 

of narrative proposed by Labov (1972) and Labov and Waletzky (1967).    

Example (6.21) illustrates a further evidence of this function. Instead of 

describing the quantity of baby frogs with a number or a quantifier MANY, the signer 

employed numerals ONE, TWO, …, FIVE step by step to encode the discovering 

process with temporal sequence. These numeral signs are non-locative/non-directional 

signs (Liddell 2003b) but were produced spatially and sequentially to demonstrate the 

detailed process of the discovering event. The addressees will feel like they are in the 

scene to see in person one baby frog, then the second one, the third one, etc.  

(6. 21) SEE COUPLE, AGAIN CHILD ONE-i TWO-j THREE-k FOUR-l FIVE-m.  

‘The boy saw a frog couple, and also baby frogs, one, two, three, four, five.’  

 
Figure 6. 24   ONE-i       TWO-j      THREE-k     FOUR-l     FIVE-m 

6.3.4 Summary 

From the discussion above, we can see that conceptual elements of various types 

of macro-events in TSL are not only conceptually conflated as a unitary unit but also 

linguistically integrated with gestures as a simultaneously equipollently-framed unit. 

TSL belongs to equipollently-framed languages not only in encoding motion events, 
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but also in other macro-events.  

6.4 Impact of simultaneity  

The simultaneously encoded conceptual elements of macro-events make them 

depend more on the context to be interpreted. The representation of the conceptual 

elements is not individually specifiable/distinguishable. Signers will pay less attention 

to the distinction of these conceptual elements, that is, aspect, manner, cause, result, 

voice, perspective, etc. This section will focus on the impact of the simultaneity on 

meaning interpretation and on channeling of attention.  

6.4.1 Meaning of incorporated Manner is context-dependent 

The following two examples illustrate that the signers can employ the local 

movement ‘wrist turning repeatedly’ incorporated into classifier predicates to 

elaborate the motion events with different meaning. The meaning of the incorporated 

Manner of the classifier predicate ‘JARpro+FROGpro-move.out.with.wrist.turning’ in 

Example (6.22) can be interpreted as ‘crawling slowly/quietly/stealthily’, along with 

the nonmanual expressions and the context. The meaning of the incorporated Manner 

of the classifier predicate ‘Gpro+OWLpro-chase.with.wrist.turning’ in Example (6.23) 

can be interpreted as ‘flying quickly/with effort/ angrily’, along with the nonmanual 

expressions and the context. The interpretation of the incorporated Manner in TSL 

depends on the context, different from the specific meaning provided by manner verbs 

pa2 ‘crawl’, fei1 ‘fly’ or manner adverbials man4man4de ‘slowly’, tou1tou1de 

‘stealthily’, sheng1chi4de ‘angrily’ in Mandarin.  

(6. 22)  

AFTER IX:L FROG /head.turn.R.back.to.see.and.head.nod ‘hn! It is a chance!’/, 

JARpro+FROGpro-move.out.with.wrist.turning ESCAPE. 

‘And then the frog turned its head back and saw they are asleep and thought it’s a    

chance. So it moved out of the jar by some kind of manner (e.g. crawling     

slowly/quietly/stealthily).’ 
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Figure 6. 25 JARpro+FROGpro-move.out.with.wrist.turning 

(6. 23)  

IX:L AFTER CAT OWL IX:R.back Gpro+OWLpro-chase.with.wrist.turning, IX:L 

MALE CHILD DISTURB, BOYpro+OWLpro-chase.with.wrist.turning.  

‘And then the owl there was chasing (the boy) by some kind of manner (e.g. flying 

quickly/with effort/angrily). There, the boy disturbed me and (I) chased (him) by 

some kind of manner (e.g. flying quickly/with effort/angrily).’ 

 

Figure 6. 26 Gpro+OWLpro-chase.with.wrist.turning 

The following three examples illustrate that the same local movement ‘moving 

up and down’ incorporated into classifier predicates or lexicalized sign can be 

interpreted differently. The meaning of the classifier predicate 

‘(Fpro+Fpro)-move.up.and.down.and.move.to’ in Example (6.24) can be interpreted 

as ‘they floated to (the bank of the lake)’, along with the context. The meaning of the 

classifier predicate ‘(DEERpro+BOYpro-loc)+DEERpro- move.forward+ 

/move:up.and.down/’ in Example (6.25) can be interpreted as ‘The boy was located 

on the deer and the deer moved forward by running’, along with the context. The 

meaning of the lexicalized sign with the local movement modulated 

‘WALK+/move:up.and.down/’ in Example (6.26) can be interpreted as  ‘walking 

with relaxation and enjoyment’, along with the context and the nonmanual 

expressions. Again, the interpretation of the meaning of the incorporated Manner is 

determined by the context. The meaning is not as specific as manner verbs piau1 

‘float’, pao3 ‘run’, etc. or manner adverbials you1zai1di ‘leisurely’, yu2yue4di ‘with 

enjoyment’, qing1song1di ‘with relaxation’, etc. in Mandarin.   
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(6. 24)  

Gpro+Fpro-fall.to+/move: up.and.down/ Gpro+Fpro-fall.to          

(Fpro+Fpro)-move.up.and.down.and.move.to. 

‘(The boy) fell into the lake and floated in the water. And then (the dog) fell         

onto (the boy). And they floated to (the bank of the lake).’  

                   
a. Gpro+Fpro-fall.to+/move:up.and.down/ b. (Fpro+Fpro)-move.up.and.down.and.move.to 

Figure 6. 27 

(6. 25)  

IX:L DEER ANGRY… RUN, MALE CHILD   

(DEERpro+BOYpro-loc)+DEERpro-move.forward+/move:up.and.down/.  

‘The deer was angry and started to run. The boy was located on the deer and         

the deer moved forward by running.’ 

 

Figure 6. 28 (DEERpro+BOYpro-loc)+DEERpro-move.forward+/move:up.and.down/ 

(6. 26)  

MALE CHILD WALK+/move:up.and.down/ SEE FROG.  

‘A boy took a walk with relaxation and enjoyment and saw a frog’ 

 

Figure 6. 29 WALK+/move:up.and.down/ 
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In contrast to the non-specific meaning that TSL encodes in Manner as shown 

above, the most prevalent pattern of encoding motion events in Mandarin is 

combining manner and path verbs to form a compound, as illustrated in (6.27)-(6.29). 

All of these elaborate Manner with manner verbs deriving specific meaning.   

(6. 27) Mao1tou2yin1    jiu4    fei1chu1lai2   le. 

owl           then     fly-exit       asp. 

‘The owl flied out then.’ 

 

(6. 28) Gou3  ye3  gen1zhe  lu4  pao3  pao3dao4   xuan2yai2 bian1. 

      dog  also  follow   deer  run   run-arrive   cliff      side 

      ‘The dog ran after the deer and arrived the side of the cliff.’  

 

(6. 29) Qing1wa1    jiu4      pa2chu1qu4     le.  

    frog      then      crawl-exit       asp. 

‘The frog crawled out then.’   

 

In addition, using adverbials to emphasize the Manner that Figure moves along 

Path is found prevalently in Mandarin, including manner adverbials qiao1qiao1di 

‘quietly, darkly’, tou1tou1di ‘stealthily’, qing1qing1di ‘lightly’, an1jin4di ‘quietly’, 

lang2bei4di ‘destructively’, pin1ming4di ‘tooth and nail’, man4man4di ‘slowly’, 

hao3bu4rong2yi4 ‘by the skin of one’s teeth’, etc., and time adverbials gan3quai4 

‘immediately’, tu1ran0/hu1ran0 ‘suddenly’, yi2xia4zi0 ‘at a stroke’, etc. They are 

usually encoded before the verb to modify it.  

(6. 30) Qing1wau1 jiu4 qiao3qiao3qiao3qiao3di0 pa2chu1  le   bo1li2guan4. 

frog      then quietly                crawl-chu asp.  jar 

‘The frog then crawled very quietly out of the jar.’ 

 

(6. 31) Xiao3 nan2hai2 jiu4 man4man4man4man4di0  

little boy    then slowly 

pa2dao4 yi2 ge0 ku1shu4 de pang2bian1. 

    crawl-arrive one cl dry.wood de side 

‘The little boy then crawled very slowly to the side of one dry-wood.’  
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(6. 32) Xiao3 nan2hai2 gan3quai4  pa2xia4   chuan1hu4… 

little boy     immediately crawl-down window…’ 

‘The little boy crawled down the window immediately.’ 

 

(6. 33) Ta1men0  yi2xia4zi0  shuai1dao4  le  he2  li3mian4. 

  they     at a stroke  fall-arrive  asp.  river  inside 

‘They fell into the river at a stroke.’  

 

Compared with various types of manner verbs in Mandarin, there are only sparse 

body manner verbs in TSL, such as RUN-A, RUN-B, CRAWL, FLY, SWIM, etc. 

They are rare and are rarely encoded with path classifier predicates to elaborate 

motion events. 

(6. 34) Motion events with the lexicalized body manner verb and the classifier 

predicate represented sequentially in TSL 

 

FROG  JAR    CRAWL         

Figure  Ground  Motion/Manner  

JARpro + FROGpro – loc > JUMP.out. 

Ground pro+Figure pro–Motion/Path/Manner 

‘The frog crawled and jumped out of the jar.’ 

  

Figure 6. 30   a. CRAWL               b. JARpro+FROGpro-loc>JUMP.out 

As discussed above, different adverbials in Mandarin can be employed to 

elaborate Manner that Figure moves along Path. As in Mandarin, Manner and Path 

can be serially encoded as verb status in TSL. However, further elaboration of the 

body manner verb by adverbials was not found in our database. Rather, it was found 

that the parameter movement of the body manner verb can be modulated to elaborate 

the ‘Manner of movement along Path’. See Figure (6.30) and Figure (6.31) below.  
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Figure 6. 31 CRAWL    Figure 6. 32 CRAWL 

The same slow movement and the nonmanual expression of closed mouth are 

integrated with the body manner verb CRAWL to elaborate the motion events, as 

represented in Figure (6.30), the boy crawled (across the log) with some kind of 

Manner, and in Figure (6.31), the frog crawled (out of the jar) with some kind of 

Manner. The meaning of this modulation on the body manner verb can be interpreted 

as ‘slowly’, ‘quietly’, ‘lightly’, ‘carefully’, or ‘stealthily’, etc. Again, the meaning of 

the incorporated Manner is not as specific as Mandarin adverbials. 

6.4.2 Interpretation of volitionality is context-dependent 

Similarly, that the interpretation of the meaning of Example (6.35a) is volitional 

and the interpretation of the meaning of Examples (6.35b and c) is non-volitional 

depend on the context because they are encoded with similar forms. All these three 

classifier constructions are produced with the handshape /布袋戲 budaixi ‘puppet 

show’/ moving downward with the palm facing outward changing to inward. They 

represent Figure proform integrated with Motion and Path. But the Figure ‘boy’ in 

Example (6.35a) plays the role of the ‘agent’, whereas the Figure ‘dog’ in Examples 

(6.35 b, c) plays the role of the ‘theme’. 

(6. 35) 

a. MALE CHILD WINDOWpro+BOYpro-/move:ori.change/  

‘The boy moved down from the window’ 

b. ALSO(in.DOG.loc) CLIFFpro+Fpro-move(false.start) BRAKE TOO.LATE, 

Fpro-/move.ori.change/ 

‘The dog braked. But it’s too late. And it fell down.’ 

c. GLASS  WINDOW  WINDOWpro+DOGpro-to  yell++  DOG  look  

WINDOWpro+DOGpro-/move:ori.change/-/move:wrist.turning/  DOG  

JAR.on.head  WINDOWpro+DOGpro-fall   

‘The dog moved to the window to yell for (the frog). And then the dog fell down from 

the window with the jar on head.’ 
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a. WINDOWpro+BOYpro-/move:ori.change/    b. Fpro-/move:ori.change/ 

 
c. WINDOWpro+DOGpro-/move:ori.change/-/move:wrist.turning/ 

Figure 6. 33 

Compare Example (6.35c) above and Example (6.36) below, the similar local 

movement ‘wrist turning’ is interpreted differently, too. The Figure ‘dog’ in Example 

(6.35c) plays the role of the ‘theme’ and the local movement is interpretated as 

‘manner of movement along the path’ of the falling (Figure 6.33). In contrast, the 

Figure ‘owl’ in Example (6.36) plays the role of the ‘agent’ and the local movement is 

interpretated as ‘manner of locomotion of the agent’ of the chasing (Figure 6.34). 5

52 

(6. 36) 

Eg:A- IX:L AFTER CAT eg:break- /owl/ eg:A- IX:R.back eg:break- 

Gpro+/owl/pro-chase:dir:L+/move:wrist.turning/+/mouth: ‘with effort’/, Eg: A- IX:L 

MALE CHILD DISTURB(BOTHERSOME^DISTURB):dir:chest, 

BOYpro+/owl/pro-chase:dir:L+/move:wrist.turn++/+/face: ‘awful, nervous’/  

‘And then the owl there was chasing (the boy). There, the boy disturbed me and (I) 

chased (him).’ 

  

Figure 6. 34 Gpro+/owl/pro-chase:dir:L           

The impact of the implicitness of the encoding can be illustrated further in the 

                                                 
52 The distinction between ‘manner of movement along the path’ and ‘manner of locomotion of the 
agent’ was made by Supalla (1990:136). 
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following examples. There are two events of change of location in Frog Story. One is 

‘the boy’s moving up to the rock or tree. The other is ‘the boy’s being moved up on 

the deer.’ They are different in terms of volitionality. In Mandarin, the distinction of 

this can be encoded by active sentences (Example 6.37), bei constructions (Example 

6.38) or ba constructions (Example 6.39). 

(6. 37) active sentences 

a. Na xiaopengyou houlai you pa dao shu shang qu  

that boy          after  again climb arrive tree up go   

‘Then the boy climbed onto the tree.’  

 

b. Suoyi ta ta jiu pa dao shitou shangmian qu   

so     he he then climb arrive rock above go 

‘So he climbed onto the rock.’  

 

(6. 38) bei constructions 

Jieguo ta jiu bei jiu bei lu gei ding le qilai  

in.result he then bei then bei deer gei ding asp stand.up 

‘And in result he was moved up by the deer.’ 

(6. 39) ba constructions 

Nage lingyang jiu ba nage xiaopengyou ding zai touding shang  

that   goat     then  ba  that  boy          top  at   head.top  up 

‘Then that goat carried up the boy on the top of his head.’ 

Although signs BA and BEI are found to be used to encode this distinction in 

TSL, too, they are regarded as less natural, more like signed Chinese. Example (6.40a) 

is produced by a 2nd language learner. In some cases, BA or BEI are redundent or even 

worse causing awkward interpretation of the meaning.   

(6. 40) 

a. BA MALE MALEpro-on.head.and.body.stand.up 

(MALEpro-on.head+DEER_Spro-on.head.side)-body.stand.up  

b. SUDDENLY MALE CHILD ROCKpro+BOYpro-loc BEI DEER 

CHILDpro+DEERpro-move.up DEERpro+RIDE  
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c. DEER ANGRY, BA MALE CHILD RUN GO RIVER CLIFF ROCK CLIFF DOG 

BEI ALSO BEI CLIFFpro+DOGpro-fall  

d. IX:screen /yell++/ BEE /hive/ /hive/pro+BEI /hive/-fall.onto.i 

BEEpro-fly.out.fm.i(both.hands) FLY++ FLYpro+BEEpro-fly.over, IX:R>screen 

CHILD ALSO NOT^SMALL^HEART BEI TREE TREEpro+BOYpro-fall.fm> 

ground+BOYpro-fall.onto  

e. IX:screen DEER BEI IX:screen DEERpro-head.stand.up, HAVE MOTION, 

CHILD BEI /shocked/  

Example (6.41) is more typical. The difference of the volitionality between 

‘TREEpro+Fpro-move.up.to.locate’ and ‘DEERpro+Fpro-be.moved.up.and.located’ is 

not distinguishable linguistically. No matter the semantic role of the referents is agent 

or theme, similar depicting classifier constructions are employed to depict the motion 

and location of the referents. In Figure (6.35a), the referent ‘boy’ plays the ‘agent’ role 

relating to the Ground ‘tree’, while, in Figure (6.35b), the referent ‘boy’ plays the 

‘theme’ role relating to the Ground ‘deer’. There is no difference of the movement 

pattern between these two classifier constructions. Again, the interpretation of the 

meaning that the first one is volitional and the second one is non-volitional depends 

on the context. 

(6. 41)  

P13:  

LOOK TREEpro+Fpro-move.up.and.locate… 

‘(The boy) was looking into (the hole to search for his frog). The boy moved onto the 

tree.’ 

P16: 

Fpro- hurry.run  DEERpro+Fpro-be.moved.up.and.become.located  

DEERpro+Fpro-loc> DEERpro-start.to.move>  Fpro-become.in.motion >  

(DEERpro+Fpro-loc)+DEERpro-move.forward > Fpro-be.carried.AWAY (6.6) 

‘… someone was moving up, a deer. The deer was running. The boy became located 

at the deer. The deer (started to run) and got the boy being carried away.’ 

  
a. TREEpro+Fpro-move.up.to.locate 
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b. DEERpro+Fpro-be.moved.up.and.become.located 
Figure 6. 35 

6.4.3 Interpretation of focus is context-dependent 

The following example (6.42) illustrates how voice/ agency/ cause-become-state 

are subtly distinguished by the integration of nonmanual expressions and manual 

expressions with the modulation of movement, local and global. The complex 

classifier construction can be divided into four parts for the purpose to explain this 

subtleness. The first part is the movement of the classifier construction formed with 

both hands moving down. It means ‘the deer started to run’ (Figure 6.36a). The 

second part is the classifier construction with the hand on top moving up and down a 

little bit, accompanied with the nonmanual expression with the meaning ‘a! awful!’. It 

represents the focus being shifted to ‘the boy’ and the meaning can be interpreted as 

‘the boy became in motion’ (Figure 6.36b). The third part is the movement of the 

classifier construction formed with both hands moving forward with the same 

nonmanual expressions perseverating. The meaning can be interpreted as ‘the boy was 

carried forward’ (Figure 6.36c). The last part is the proform for boy of the classifier 

construction being compounded with the lexicalized sign GO.AWAY. It expresses the 

change of state of the boy. The meaning can be interpreted as ‘the boy was carried 

away’ (Figure 6.36d).       

(6. 42) 

Fpro- hurry.run  DEERpro+Fpro-be.moved.up.and.become.located  

DEERpro+Fpro-loc> DEERpro-start.to.move>  Fpro-become.in.motion>  

(DEERpro+Fpro-loc)+DEERpro-move.forward > Fpro-be.carried.AWAY  

‘… someone was moving up, a deer. The deer was running. The boy became located 

at the deer. The deer (started to run) and got the boy being carried away.’ 

        
a. both hands move down> b. RH moves locally+/mouth:a!/ 
(DEERpro-start.to.move> BOYpro-become.in.motion)  
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c. Both hands move leftward+/mouth:a!/ > d. BOYpro^GO.AWAY 
(BOYpro-be.carried.forward> BOYpro-be.AWAY) 
‘The deer started to move and the boy on top became in motion and was carried away’ 
(cause-become-state) 
Figure 6. 36 

Comparing with Mandarin examples, there are more explicit expressions to 

encode agency, aspect, cause, voice, caused motion, focus or perspective. In Example 

(6.43), cause is encoded with shoudao ‘receive/get’, aspect is encoded with kaishi 

‘start’, passive voice is encoded by bei construction, and caused motion is encoded by 

verb dai ‘carry’. 

(6. 43)  

jieguo ne zhege lu a  shoudao   jingxia,  

in.result part.  this  deer part. receive/get  shocked 

kaishi benpao de shihou ne,  zhe xiaoming bei ta dai zhe pao a  

start    run   de   time   part. this proper.name  bei it   carry asp  run part. 

‘In result, this deer got shocked and started to run, and at this moment the boy was 

carried to run by it.’ 

6.4.4 Saliency of linguistic forms and channeling of attention 

As discussed in Berman and Slobin (1994), speakers of language with 

grammaticalized aspect system to distinguish progressive and perfective will pay 

more attention to simultaneity of events, such as English. They will encode 

background event with progressive aspect to foreground event, encoded with 

perfective aspect. In contrast, speakers of language without grammaticalized aspect 

system to distinguish progressive and perfective will pay less attention to the 

simultaneity of events. However, as discussed in Hickmann (2004) and Winskel 

(2007), speakers of language without grammaticalized aspect system to distinguish 

progressive and perfective will encode the simultaneity of events with a compensating 

strategy. They will encode events with verbs of different situational aspect or employ 

conjunctions to distinguish foregrounding event from backgrounding event. Mandarin 

and Tai are two of these languages. Let’s see the following examples. Examples 

(6.44a, b, c), produced by Mandarin speakers, encode the simultaneity of events with 

different situational aspectual markers (Smith 1997) and conjunctions. The complex 
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conjunctions Dang…de shihou ‘when… de time’ in (6.44a) and Dang …de tongshi 

‘when…de at the same time’ in (6.44b) signal the clauses they lead provide 

background information for the following foreground information to proceed. 

Similarly, in Example (6.44c), different situational aspectual markers zai ‘durational 

aspect marker’ and le ‘perfective aspect marker’ or resultative complement verbs 

chulai ‘exit-come’ and likai ‘leave’ are employed to distinguish backgrounding clause 

and foregrounding clause. 

(6. 44) 

a.  

Dang nage xiao nanhai gen na xiaogou shui zhao de shihou,  

when  that  little  boy    and  that  dog     sleep  asp  de  time 

xiao qingwa cong pingzi li   tiao -le chulai  

little  frog    from   jar    inside jump asp  out.come 

‘When that little boy and that dog fell asleep, the little frog jumped out from the jar.’  

b.  

Zhege xiao nanhai gai  he tade gougou qu shuijiao le,  

this   little  boy    should and  his  dog     go  sleep   asp 

dang tamen shoushui   de tongshi,  

when  they   deeply.asleep de  at.the.same.time 

qingwa qiaoqiaode   jiushi cong boli gang limian tao le chuqu  

frog    quietly/ stealthily just.be from glass jar  inside  escape asp out.go 

‘In the evening, the boy should go to sleep with his dog. At the time when they fell  

asleep deeply, the frog escaped from the jar quietly.’ 

c.  

Tamen jiu gen xiaogou liangge zai shuijiao a,  

they   then and  dog      both    asp  sleep    part. 

zhe zhi xiao qingwa jiu liyong wanshang mei ren zhuyi de  

shihou, 

This cl   little   frog   then  use   evening   not.have human notice de time 

jiu cong nabian boli weng limian pao chulai,  

then from  there   glass  jar    inside  run   out.come 

pao likai le zhe wengzi  

run  leave  asp this  jar 

‘They both were sleeping, and this little frog used this time when nobody noticed 

 running out, running out out the jar, leaving. 

Comparing with Examples (6.45 a, b, c), produced by TSL signers, they didn’t 
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use any aspectual markers to distinguish backgrounded and foregrounded events. 

Only in a rare case, the adverbial IX:down TIME ‘at this moment’ was used to encode 

the simultaneity of events (Example 6.45c).  

(6. 45) 

a.  

SMALL CHILD AND DOG SLEEP. FROG SELF++ Gpro+FROGpro-move.out 

‘The boy and dog were sleeping. The frog itself moved out of the jar.’ 

b.  

TIME ABOUT ARRIVE SLEEP-C SLEEPY. GO(false.start) IMMEDIATELY BED 

(BOYpro+DOGpro)-lie.back SLEEP-B  

'When it's time to sleep, (they) felt sleepy. (They) immediately lay back on the bed 

and slept.' 

JARpro+FROGpro-loc SUDDENLY JARpro+FROGpro-loc FROG 

JARpro+FROGpro-move.out ESCAPE 

‘Suddenly, the frog in the jar moved out and escaped.’ 

c.  

MALE CHILD  AND  DOG   THEY.TWO  GO  SLEEP, FROG IX: down 

TIME /crawl/ JARpro+FROGpro-move.out ESCAPE  

‘The boy and dog went to sleep, and at this moment, the frog crawled out of the jar 

and escaped.’ 

Without the grammaticalized aspectual system and the compensating strategy, 

TSL signers are less sensitive to the simultaneity of events and seldom encode them 

linguistically.  

6.5 Conclusions 

With two-channel system (manual and nonmanual) and two independent 

articulators (right hand and left hand), macro-events in TSL can be encoded and 

demonstrated as a unitary unit, both conceptually and linguistically. What they 

represent are more iconic and simultaneous to provide more vivid and salient 

information encouraging audiences taking active roles in meaning construction.  
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Chapter 7 Grounded Mental Space Blends in TSL 

7.1 Mental space theory  

Prior to the work of Stokoe (1960), everything in sign language is regarded as 

gestures. In contrast, at the time that sign language is claimed to be a real human 

language, all are claimed to be linguistic, even the nonmanual behaviors. But in reality, 

both linguistic elements and nonlinguistic gestures exist and both contribute to the 

meaning in sign language discourse. In addition, language and gesture can be 

integrated simultaneously to express an even more complex meaning with one single 

unit. To fully understand the meaning of sign language discourse, a theoretical 

framework is needed to account for the role of these prevalent gestural elements. As 

Liddell (1996, 1998, 2000a, 2003b) and Liddell and Metzger (1998), mental space 

theory is adopted as a theoretical framework which allows to account for how these 

simultaneously integrated units are understood in narratives. 

In mental space theory (Fauconnier 1994[1985], 1997, 1998, Fauconnier and 

Turner 1996, 1998), constructing meaning of language both in production and 

perception depends on the existence of mental spaces. Language processing can be 

regarded as dynamic and constant building and blending of mental spaces. Language 

forms themselves don’t carry the meaning, but instead, they have the meaning 

potential. They serve as prompts or instructions to connect these temporary and 

dynamic mental representations.  

Like words of spoken languages, signs of signed languages serve the function of 

prompts or instructions. When you sign, you prompt the creation and connection of 

mental spaces to construct meaning. According to Fauconnier (1998), both spoken 

and signed languages employ grammatical devices for building spaces, such as 

adverbials, subject-verb combinations, conjunctions, etc. However, visual-gestural 

modality, with the potential for iconic representation and for indexic/ostensive 

identification of referents (Meier 2002), allows signers to produce signs or direct 

signs at various areas of space meaningfully. The result is to create a virtual 

demonstration, in addition to the description (Liddell 1996, 2003b). 5

53  Liddell 

proposes, in addition to non-grounded spaces, grounded spaces, which are created 

and blended by integrating gestural elements, play roles in constructing the meaning 

of sign language discourse. During the discourse unfolding, signers and addressees 

constantly associate the information contributed by these mental space mapping and 
                                                 
53 Similar to the idea discussed by McNeill (1992, 2005) and McNeill and Duncan (2000): While 
grammatical constructions symbolically describe events, the co-speech gestural elements constitute 
demonstrations of events. 
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blending to fully construct the meaning.  

With visual-gestural modality, indications and demonstrations, in addition to 

descriptions, are used prevalently in sign language discourse. What indications and 

demonstrations create and blend are grounded spaces, in which referents are 

conceptually present and physically accessible. Because these referents are 

conceptually present and physically accessible, to express their grammatical relation 

is usually via indicating. Pronouns, indicating verbs, depicting verbs, depicting 

classifier constructions and depicting gestures, all have this capability. These 

expressive units are all combined with an act of pointing gesture, manually or 

nonmanually during discourse unfolding. They are available to encode relationships 

among discourse elements through the use of space. Signers will direct signs or 

gestures of this sort in relation to physically present or conceptually present persons 

or objects. That is, if the persons or objects, which are the arguments of their 

discourse, are present in current physical space, they direct their signs or gestures in 

relation to their actual locations. If they are physically non-present, then signers can 

set up a virtual spatial representation of the situation and they then produce or direct 

their signs or gestures in relation to these locations as if they were pointing at them. 

The virtual spatial representation includes elements such as tokens in token spaces and 

surrogates in surrogate spaces. These conceived-of-as-present referents can enrich 

narratives by providing spatial information not available in the text. As a result, 

addressees can make more sense of story through ‘witnessing’ the event, as if just 

happening right before their eyes. 

7.2 Grounded blends created by indications and demonstrations  

Conceptual blending (Fauconnier 1998, Fauconnier and Turner 1996, 1998, 2006) 

plays a fundamental role in meaning construction. It is an operation which constructs 

a partial match between two input spaces, and selectively projects from input spaces 

into a novel blended space, which then dynamically develops an emergent structure. 

Mental spaces are conceptual packets constructed when we think and talk and with 

elements structured by frames and cognitive models.  

The blending theory applied and extended by Liddell (1995, 1996, 1998, 2000a, 

2003b) and Liddell and Metzger (1998) is the distinction between non-grounded 

blends and grounded blends is proposed. The difference between these two types of 

blends is that grounded blends have a grounded mental space as one of the input 

spaces. A grounded space is a mental space where concepts are given a physical 

reality. Real space is one of them. Real space is defined as a mental space which has 
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perceivable element(s) in the immediate environment. With visual-gestural modality, 

co-speech gestures in spoken languages and signs or gestures in signed languages can 

create real spaces with perceivable elements. And as a result, the real space can be 

blended with another input space into grounded blends. Elements created in grounded 

blends can inherit physical forms from real spaces. The physical forms inherited from 

the real spaces created by signaling of indicating are referents with physical reality 

about location, and the physical forms inherited from the real spaces created by 

signaling of demonstrating are referents with physical reality about size, shape, 

motion, action, in addition to location. 

There are three ways to encode the caused motion event that ‘the deer carried the 

boy away to the river’ in Frog Story. The first one (Example 7.1a) is using 

describing-as symbol ‘CARRY’ (Figure 7.1), the second one (Example 7.1b) is using 

signaling of indicating ‘CARRY:dir:i’ and signaling of demonstrating ‘/face gesture: 

‘with effort’/’ (Figure 7.2), and the third one (Example 7.1c) is using signaling of 

demonstrating, the depicting classifier construction. The classifier construction was 

composed of Ground proform ‘boy’ with handshape /Budaixi ‘puppet show’/, Figure 

proform ‘deer’ with handshape /Shou ‘wait’/, Motion/Path ‘directing toward right’, 

and Manner ‘move up and down’ (Figure 7.3). Signaling of indicating creates indices 

and signaling of demonstrating creates icons. Both create real spaces. The physical 

forms inherited from the real spaces created by the second way include the referent 

|deer| moving with some kind of |manner: with effort| toward the |direction: right|. 5

54 

The physical forms inherited from the real space created by the depicting classifier 

construction include the referent |boy| with the image |handshape: Budaixi ‘puppet 

show’| locating at the |deer| with the image |handshape: Shou ‘wait’|, and the |deer| 

moving toward the |direction: right| with some kind of |manner: up and down|. The 

classifier construction created a more vivid, iconic scene for the addressees to make 

more sense of the story and hence the interpersonal involvement.      

(7. 1) 

a. DEER TELL CHILD… CARRY GO  

‘The deer told the child… and carried him to go …’ 

                                                 
54 The elements that are created in grounded blends will be marked by vertical brackets, like |element| 
(Liddell 1996, 1998, 2000a, 2003b, Liddell and Metzger 1998). 
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Figure 7. 1 CARRY   (citation form)             

 

b. IX:R DEER …IX:chest CARRY IX:L(you) GO:dir:R IX:R(there)+/mouthing: hao 

bu hao ‘how about’/, 

‘The deer (said): “…How about I carry you to go there?”  

DEER CARRY:dir:R+/face gesture: ‘with effort’/ THROW… 

‘The deer carried (him) and threw (him)…’ 

 
Figure 7. 2 CARRY:dir:R+/face: ‘with effort’/ 

 

c. IX:L DEER ANGRY. BOTHER:dir:chest. /run/. MALE CHILD 

(DEERpro+BOYpro-loc)+DEERpro-move:dir:R+/move:up.and.down/  

‘The deer was angry. Why bothered me!! Started to run!! The boy was located at the 

deer and was carried away up and down.’ 

   
Figure 7. 3 (DEERpro+BOYpro-loc)+DEERpro-move:dir:R+/move:up.and.down/ 

7.3 Functions of grounded blends 

In this section, functions of grounded blends are illustrated in detail. These 

include the introduction of conceptually present referents with physical reality, the 
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indication of grammatical relations deictically, and the creation of the vivid images 

achieving functions of narrative. 

When referring to physically present referents, signaling of indicating (manual or 

non-manual) serves as prompts to direct the semantic space of sign in relation to 

actually present persons or objects. When referring to physically non-present referents, 

signaling of indicating establishes the locations of referents in the immediate signing 

space to make the referents conceived of as conceptually present and physically 

accessible. The result of this establishment is creating tokens in token spaces or 

surrogates in surrogate spaces.  

And the directionality of finger’s pointing sign, indicating verbs, depicting 

classifier constructions or non-manual expressions serves as instruction to blend the 

semantic space evoked by the sign and the token space or the surrogate space that are 

created. That is, the directionality provides access to elements in grounded space to 

connect with elements in semantic space (Langacker 1991: trajector and landmark) to 

construct meaning. 

Blending with real spaces creates conceptually present referents with physical 

reality. Referential and evaluative functions of narrative (Labov 1972, Labov and 

Waletzky 1967) can be achieved by these referents with physical reality. This will be 

elaborated further in Chapter 8 ‘modality effects on narrative performance’. 

7.3.1 As introducers of elements with physical reality into spaces  

Referents in a discourse are construed as locating somewhere in space. For 

physically present referents, their current locations are generally used; for non-present 

referents, they are ‘imagined’ and established at locations (often arbitrary). The 

following signs or gestures can then point to these locations to make reference to 

them. 

As discussed in chapter 4 ‘methods of signaling’, signaling of indicating includes 

‘directing-to’ and ‘placing-for’. Through indications, referents are given physical 

location in grounded spaces. The following examples summarize how these two ways 

of signaling of indicating are employed to set up tokens in token spaces (7.3.1.1) or 

surrogates in surrogate spaces (7.3.1.2). 

In addition to that physical location can be given to referents in grounded spaces, 

through signaling of demonstrating, referents can be given physical reality about size, 

shape, action or motion, in addition to physical location. 
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7.3.1.1 Set up tokens in token spaces 

For referents that are not physically present in the discourse, there are various 

ways to introduce them into spaces by association (Example 7.2). This is referred to 

as ‘spatial referencing’ (Winston 1991), ‘spatial mapping’ (Winston 1995), ‘nominal 

establishment’ or ‘localization’, traditionally (Engberg-Pederson 2003, Lillo-Martin 

and Klima 1990, McBurney 2002:334, Niedle et al 2000, Tang and Sze 2002, Rinfret 

2010:93, and others). Following Liddell (2003b), these referents are given physical 

reality in grounded spaces through blending.   

(7. 2) 

I: (a) Produce sign within the marked space (Figures 7.4a)   

II: produce sign in an unmarked space (at neutral space, at citation form), within the 

marked space (Figure 7.4g) or with non-manual expressions directing toward the 

marked space (Figure 7.4c) and then  

(b) point with finger(s) toward the marked space (Figure 7.4b),  

(c) produce indicating gesture toward the marked space (Figure 7.4d),  

(d) produce indicating sign toward the marked space (Figure 7.4f), or  

(e) locate classifier construction within the marked space (Figure 7.4e) 

(or vice versa) 

  
a. BED-i          b. IX-j       c. DOG-ht.j     d. /left/-dir.k     e. FROGpro-loc.l 

  
f. SEE: dir:m                    g. FROG-m 
Figure 7. 4 
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All these examples above are collected from the signers’ narrating Frog Story. 

The referents are not physically present in the immediate environment. We will 

illustrate how these physically non-present referents are created as conceptually 

present and physically accessible by grounded mental space blending in this section 

and the following section. The elements that are created in grounded blends will be 

marked by vertical brackets, like |element|. In Example (7.2a), producing sign BED at 

‘i’ position created a referent ‘bed’ with physical location ‘i’. This conceptually 

present referent in grounded mental space is marked as |bed|. 

In Example (7.3), the signer produced describing-as symbols MALE CHILD and 

employed signaling of indicating ‘eyes gazing right’ to set up a token |boy| on right, 

and used the pointing to the left of index finger and head-tilt and signed DOG to set 

up another token |dog| on left (Figure 7.4b and c). These signs and gestures created 

two three-dimensional tokens through associating the linguistic meaning of the sign 

with the respective spaces within the signing space. And these signing spaces are 

called token spaces by Liddell (1995, 2003b). The result of these associations is to 

create elements conceptually present with physical location. They were ‘|boy| at right’ 

and ‘|dog| at left’ created in this case. 

(7. 3)  

MALE+/eye.gaze:R/ CHILD AND IX:L DOG+/head.tilt:L/  

(BOYpro+DOGpro)-move:dir:i (BOYpro+DOGpro)+/look.downward.around/ … 

‘In the evening, a boy (on the right side) and a dog (on the left) came to see…’ 

In addition to producing or directing non-locative signs (BED, DOG, etc.), 

nonmanual expressions (eye-gaze, head-tilt, etc.), or finger’s pointing sign spatially to 

create tokens that give referents with physical reality, depicting classifier 

constructions can create tokens, too. Let’s see the following example.   

The signer of Example (7.4) established relative locations of characters by a 

gesture and two depicting classifier constructions. Signing DOG and /left/ instructed 

the blending mechanism to create a token |dog| at location ‘left’ in a token space. 

Signing /jar/, FROG and a depicting classifier construction instructed the depicting 

blending to create |frog|, |jar| and a virtual demonstration of |frog| locating in the |jar|. 

The classifier construction ‘/jar/pro+FROGpro-loc:i’ (Figure 7.5b) was produced with 

a short downward movement of handshape /Budaixi ‘puppet show’/ directed 

downward a location ‘i’ within the signing space, followed by a hold at ‘i’. Also 

signing CHILD and another depicting classifier construction instructed another 
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depicting blending to create |boy| and a virtual demonstration of |boy|’s locating at 

‘relative right’. The classifier construction ‘BOYpro-loc:j’ (Figure 7.5c) was produced 

with a short downward movement of handshape /Min ‘people’/ directed downward a 

location ‘j’ within the signing space, followed by a hold at ‘j’. In addition to being 

created conceptually present with physical location, |frog| inherited physical form 

‘handshape /Budaixi ‘puppet show’/’ and |jar| inherited physical form ‘handshape 

/Tong ‘together’/’ from first grounded real space created by the signaling of 

demonstrating ‘/jar/pro+FROGpro-loc:i’, and |boy| inherited physical form 

‘handshape /Min ‘people’/’ from second grounded real space created by another 

signaling of demonstrating ‘BOYpro-loc:j’.  

(7. 4)   

DOG fragment.of.DOG+/left/, /jar/ FROG /jar/pro+FROGpro-loc:i, BOY  

fragment.of.BOY+BOYpro-loc:j… 

 ‘There is a dog at left, a frog inside a jar, and a boy at right.’ 

               
Figure 7. 5  a. /left/       b. /jar/pro+FROGpro-loc:i c. BOYpro-loc:j 

We can refer to these various kinds of spatial arrangement as diagrammatic 

space, as defined by Emmorey and Falgier (1999), and each provides a ‘big-picture’ 

view of how characters and objects are spatially related to one another (Pyers and 

Senghas 2007:283) 

These spatial establishments of physically non-present referents are sometimes 

arbitrary. They are determined by signers’ own ways of construal. Compare the 

following examples. One signer set up the element |hole| at right, and the element 

|tree| at left (Figure 7.6a and b). And the other signer, on the contrary, set up the 

element |hole| at left, and the element |tree| at right (Figure 7.6c and d).   
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a. /hole/-R      b. TREEpro-L+BEEpro-out     c. /hole/-L    d. TREEpro-R+/hive/-loc 
Figure 7. 6 

7.3.1.2 Set up surrogates in surrogate spaces 

7.3.1.2.1 By demonstratives 

Example (7.5) below is collected from the signer’s describing a picture, not from 

Frog Story. The referents in the picture are not physically present in the immediate 

environment, too. Surrogates can be created through signaling of indicating and 

identificational structures. The signer pointed to the addressee and then signed the 

nominal to create a surrogate |female adult| at ‘i’; and then pointed himself and signed 

another nominal to create another surrogate |female child| at ‘j’. These two surrogates 

were created through associating the linguistic meaning of the signs with the 

respective spaces within the signing space. The result of these associations was to 

create elements conceptually present with physical location. The example can be 

interpreted as ‘you, as the female adult’ and ‘I, as the female child’. 

(7. 5)  

(IX:L(addressee)  HUMAN  BIG  FEMALE)-i/ (IX:chest(signer)  CHILD  

FEMALE)-j/ COOKIE  WRAP  GIVE:j:dir:i  IX-L(addressee)-i 

‘You, as the female adult; I, as the female child; (I, as the child,) wrap the cookies and 

give them to you (as the adult).’  

         
Figure 7. 7  a. IX:L (addressee)            b. IX:chest (signer) 

7.3.1.2.2 Constructed actions 

As discussed in chapter 3 ‘types of expressive units’, breaking eye-gaze away 

from the addressee indicating character viewpoint. The following examples illustrate 
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that this nonmanual expression can create surrogates in surrogate spaces, too. In 

Example (7.6), the signer, as the narrator, started to narrate the story by producing 

MALE and CHILD with eyes gazing front, the location of the supposed addressee. 

When she produced this nominal, the element ‘boy’ was introduced into one input 

space (signer’s conception of the story). And then breaking the eye-gaze away from 

the addressee when signing WALK indicated she became the character to construct 

the action of the character. The signer produced the sign WALK while simultaneously 

shifting her body orientation to the right. The verb sign WALK evoked a semantic 

space with agent as trajactor and goal as landmark. The grammar of TSL, similar to 

that of Mandarin and that of English in this aspect, mapped the element of ‘boy’ in the 

input space with the element ‘trajactor’ in semantic space. In addition, the shifting to 

the right of the body orientation created a grounded, blended space in which the boy 

had been blended with the signer, that is, the conceptually present |boy| was created.  

(7. 6)  

MALE CHILD WALK:dir:R SEE:dir:R FROG-R… ‘A boy took a walk and saw a 

frog…’ 

           
Figure 7. 8 a. CHILD+/eye.gaze:front/    b. WALK+/eye.gaze: breaking/    

7.3.1.2.3 Constructed thoughts 

The following example (7.7) is a fragment of the story, searching for the frog. 

Every form during discourse serves as instruction to create and blend mental spaces. 

In this case, the signer broke his eye-gaze away from the addressee to indicate 

character viewpoint. The character was |boy| and the meaning was ‘the |boy| is 

looking into the |hole|’ (a constructed action). And then the signer turned his head 

‘away’ sideward and simultaneously pulled his hands ‘away’ from the |hole| to create 

a grounded thinking space, functioning like the character being thinking something (a 

constructed thought). In this thinking space, |frog| was created as conceptually present 

with physical location ‘in the |hole|’ through the index pointing sign. The meaning 

was ‘the |boy| thought the |frog| might be in the |hole|’. 
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(7. 7) 

           head.turned.sideward.and.hands.pulled.away 
                                   face:look.down 
/hole/      /hole/        /hole/pro+IX:down     BE… 

‘(The boy) looked into the hole and thought that (the frog) might be in the hole.’ 

           
                         head.turned.sideward.and.hands.pulled.away 

                                    face: look.down 
Figure 7. 9 a. /hole/        b. /hole/             c. /hole/pro+IX:down      

 

 

S:Signer    S                  A     A: |boy| 

                                           B, X   B: |frog| 

                                                  X: |hole| 

                                                             

                       real world        grounded thinking space 

Figure 7. 10 Create a thinking space with conceptually present referent |frog| in the 

|hole|  

7.3.1.2.4 Constructed dialogues 

7.3.1.2.4.1 The dialogue spaces created by contrastive body orientations 

Example (7.8) includes two constructed dialogues with same participants playing 

the opposite grammatical roles. Before the first constructed dialogue was produced, 

index finger’s pointing to chest and indicating sign SEE directing toward location ‘j’, 

accompanying with previous context, created a surrogate space, in which referents 

|boy| and |frogs| were made conceptually present with physical reality. Then, the first 

dialogue space was created by the body orienting right. It could be interpreted as the 

interrogative uttered by the character |boy| posing questions to |frogs|.  

The second dialogue space was created by the body orienting left, the opposite to 

the first. Through the mapping of ‘frog couple’ onto the signer, the surrogate blend 
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was created, with a new conceptually present referent |frog couple| with physical 

reality. With this element, we could reinterpret the first dialogue more precisely, that 

is, the |boy| asked questions to the |frog couple|. And the second constructed dialogue 

was the |frog couple| answering back to the |boy|. 

(7. 8)  

head.face:front>  turn.R                                   body.orient:R 
IX:chest>SEE:dir:R.down, MAY MAYNOT TAKE:dir:chest ONE GIVE:dir:chest   

'I (the boy) saw (there are lots of baby frogs)’ ‘(I, the boy, asked the frog couple): “if 

(I) can take one (of the baby frogs)? If (you) can give (me one frog)?”’     

           body.face:front                            body.orient:L 
COUPLE(false start) FROG  ALLOW:ori:L COUPLE ALLOW:ori:L (MAY) 
‘The frog couple (said:) “(I) allowed (you, the boy’s request). (Yes, you) may (take 
one).”’   

        
Figure 7. 11 a. GIVE:dir:chest               b. ALLOW/PROMISE:ori:L 
 

 

Real world                  B’    A’  dialogue space I (body-orient right) 

S: signer                             A’: boy, B’: frog couple 

 

       S  

      

 

                   B’’  A’’  dialogue space II (body-orient left) 

                            A’’: boy, B’’: frog couple 

Figure 7. 12 The dialogue spaces created by contrastive body orientations 

7.3.1.2.4.2 The dialogue spaces created by contrastive directions of manual signs 

and non-manual expressions 

Example (7.9) also includes two constructed dialogues with same participants 

playing the opposite grammatical roles. The first dialogue space was created by the 

direction of sign TELL to the right. The sign TELL evoked a semantic space with 
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teller as trajector and addressee as landmark. Through mapping of the teller onto the 

signer, a new surrogate blend was created, with a new conceptually present referent 

|teller| with physical reality. Accompanying the context and world knowledge, the 

|teller| was the main character of the story |boy|. So the first index finger sign 

(IX:chest) could be interpreted as ‘the boy’, too. The following index finger to the 

right (IX:R) and the nominal DEER created a token |deer| in ‘right’ location. The 

directionality of TELL provided the access to the element |deer| to connect with the 

landmark and the access to the element |boy| to connect with the trajector. The 

constructed dialogue could be interpreted as ‘I (the boy) told you (the deer): “I am 

searching for the frog.”’. The second dialogue space was created by eyes gazing left, 

opposite direction to the first. Through the mapping of the deer onto the signer, a new 

surrogate blend was created, with a conceptually present surrogate |deer| with physical 

reality. Indexing signer’s chest in this case was interpreted as the speaker ‘the deer’ of 

this constructed dialogue and indexing opposite signer’s chest was interpreted as the 

addressee ‘the boy’. And the constructed dialogue was interpreted as ‘I (the deer) told 

you (the boy): “….”’.  

(7. 9) 

                            body.orient:R 
a. TELL:dir:R  IX:chest(I)  SEARCH  FROG 

‘(The boy) told (the deer): “I am searching for the frog.”.’   

                                                      eye.gaze:L 
b. IX:R DEER+stupid(mouthing gesture), MAY.NOT, FROG LIVE AT RIVER,  
                                                     eye.gaze:L 
IX:chest(I) CARRY IX:L(you) GO:dir:R IX:R howabout(mouthing gesture), 
     head.nod++ 
(non-manual only) 

‘The deer (said to the boy): “how stupid you are! (You) may not (search for frog 

here). Frogs live (by) the river. How about I carry you to go there?” “hn! Let’s do it!”’  

       
Figure 7. 13 a. TELL:dir:R        b. MAY.NOT+/eye.gaze:L/ 
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Real space                 B’    A’  dialogue space I (TELL:dir:R) 

S: signer                            A’: boy, B’: deer 

 

       S  

      

 

                  B’’   A’’  dialogue space II (eye.gaze:L) 

                            A’’: boy, B’’: deer 

Figure 7. 14 The dialogue spaces created by contrastive directions of manual signs 

and non-manual expressions 

7.3.2 Pointing as grammatical relation indicators 

In addition to produce signs at or direct signs toward different locations to create 

tokens or surrogates, signers can direct signs toward different locations to indicate the 

grammatical relations, either manually or non-manually. In terms of mental space 

theory, the directionality of the expressive units provides access to elements in the 

spaces. As discussed in chapter 4 ‘methods of signaling’, this directionality can be 

signaled by indicating verbs or gestures, depicting classifier constructions or depicting 

gestures. 

7.3.2.1 Directionality of indicating verbs 

As Example (7.5) illustrated (repeated as Example 7.10), the surrogate |female 

adult| was created in surrogate space ‘i’, the surrogate |female child| was created in 

surrogate space ‘j’. After the surrogates were created, producing indicating verb GIVE 

evoked a semantic space with agent (and theme) as trajector and receiver as 

landmark. 5

55  In addition, the sign of the verb was produced directing from the 

surrogate space ‘j’ to surrogate space ‘i’. The directionality of the verb sign 

(represented by an arrow) provided the access to the element |female child| in space ‘j’ 

to connect with the trajector (represented by dotted line) and provided the access to 

the element |female adult| in space ‘i’ to connect with(x) to the landmark (Figure 7.16). 

The meaning it constructed was not the signer’s giving cookies to the addressee. It 

was the female child’s (the signer’s role) giving cookies to the female adult (the 

addressee’s role).   

                                                 
55 The semantic space represents the meanings encoded by the individual word or gesture and the 
subject-verb construction (Trajector (tr) and Landmark (lm) in Langacker 1987). 
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(7. 10)  

(IX:L(addressee)  HUMAN  BIG  FEMALE)-i/ (IX:chest(signer) CHILD  

FEMALE)-j, COOKIE  WRAP  GIVE:fm:j:dir:i  IX:L(addressee)-i 

‘You, the female adult; I, the female child; I (the child) wrap the cookies and give 

them to you (the adult).’ 

         
Figure 7. 15 a. IX:L(addressee)  b. IX:chest(signer) c. GIVE:fm:j:dir:i 

    |female child|-j -------------- tr           

                                      lm ------------- |female adult|-i 

Figure 7. 16 Function of the directionality of the indicating sign GIVE 

7.3.2.2 Directionality of depicting manual gestures  

Let’s see another example narrated based on Frog Story (Example 7.11). Similar 

to the Example (7.10) above, indicating sign SEE evoked a semantic space with 

experiencer as trajector and theme as landmark. In addition, signing this indicating 

verb and the following sign FROG prompted the blending to create token |frog| at 

token space ‘j’. The directionality of this indicating sign provided the access to the 

element |boy| to connect to the trajector and provided the access to the element |frog| 

to connect to the landmark (Figure 7.18a). 5

56 The meaning they constructed was the 

|boy|, the subject, saw a |frog|, the object, at ‘j’ space. 

(7. 11)  

MALE CHILD WALK:dir:i SEE:dir:j FROG:j /happy.or.eager/ /take.(it).in.hand. 

and.move/:dir:k HOUSE:k /container/+/put/:dir:l /container/+SEE:dir:l GLASS 

/jar/pro+/take.and.throw.(it)/:dir:l 

                                                 
56 Conceptually present referente |boy| is already created by previous grounded blend.  
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‘A boy took a walk and found a frog. He was happy to take it home, put it into a jar, 

and looked at it.’ 

The depicting gesture ‘/take.(it).in.hand.and.move/:dir:k’ of this narration 

illustrated two types of directionality of one expressive unit. The expressive unit 

involved both action and caused motion. It evoked one semantic space with the agent 

as the trajector and the theme as the landmark and another semantic space with the 

same theme as the trajector and the goal as the landmark. The first directionality of 

this gesture provided the access to the element |boy| to connect to the trajector of the 

action and provided the access to the element |frog| to connect to the landmark (Figure 

7.18b). The second directionality provided the access to the element |frog| to connect 

to the trajector of the motion and provided the access to the element |house| to connect 

to the landmark (Figure 7.18c). 

        
Figure 7. 17 a. SEE:dir:j  b. /take.(it).in.hand.and.move/:dir:k     c. HOUSE-k 
 

                                  a    tr (SEE:dir:j) 

               |frog|---------------- lm          

                                 tr (/take.in.hand/)------|boy|         

                                b         

                               lm  

                                     c    lm--------|house| 

                               tr (/move/:dir:k)           
Figure 7. 18 Function of the directionality of indicating sign SEE, and depicting 
gesture /take.in.hand.and.move.to/ 

7.3.2.3 Directionality of depicting classifier constructions  

In Example (7.12), two referents were set up spatially, token |boy| on the right 

side and token |dog| on the left side (refer back to Example 7.1). After the tokens were 

established, a depicting classifier construction of motion was employed to depict the 

movements of the referents. This classifier construction was composed of two Figure 

proforms, formed with handshape /Budaixi ‘puppet show’/, directing from both sides 

toward the center, where the third character |frog| was located. The classifier 

construction evoked a semantic space with two trajectors and two landmarks. The 
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directionality of ‘Fpro-move.to.center from ‘right’ side’ provided the access to the  

element |boy| in ‘right’ token space to connect with one trajector, while the 

directionality of ‘Fpro-move.to.center from ‘left’ side’ provided the access to the 

element |dog| in ‘left’ token space to connect with the other trajector, as illustrated in 

Figure (7.20).  

(7. 12)  

MALE+/eye.gaze:R/ CHILD AND IX:L DOG+/head.tilt:L/  

(BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)-move:dir:i (BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)+/look.downward/ … 

‘In the evening, a boy (on the right side) and a dog (on the left) came to see…’ 

                   
a. MALE+/eye.gaze:R/  b. DOG+/head.tilt:L/  c. (BOYpro+DOGpro)-move:dir:i 
Figure 7. 19 
 
               |dog|-L---------- tr                  tr-----------|boy|-R 

                                   lm   lm                
 
Figure 7. 20 Function of the directionality of depicting classifier construction 
‘(BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)-move:dir:i’ 

7.3.2.4 Directionality of body and body-part gestures 

Example (7.13) illustrates that two grammatical relations are indicated by 

gestures. First, the signer, as the characters |boy and dog|, along with the depicting 

classifier construction, directed her head down-left and then down-right and directed 

her eye-gaze downward, where the third character was located. The directionality of 

the gesture provides the access to the elements |boy (on right side)| and |dog (on left 

side)| to connect to the trajector and the access to third element to connect to the 

landmark. The third element is the ‘frog’, introduced by the following clause and 

created as conceptually present with physical reality through the second constructed 

action. The grammatical relation that the constructed action indicated was the subject 

|boy and dog| looking at the object |frog|.  

Second constructed action prompted another surrogate blending, creating a 

conceptually present referent |frog| with physical reality. The directionality of upward 

to the right and then upward to the left of this constructed action provided the access 
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to the element |frog| to connect to the trajector and provided the access to the element 

|dog| at |frog|’s right side to connect to one landmark and the access to the element 

|boy| at |frog|’s left side to connect to the other landmark. The grammatical relation 

indicated was that the subject |frog| looked at the object |dog| and then at the object 

|boy|. 

Without explicitly mentioning the direct object of these two predicates, they 

were still constructed as transitive clauses. In first surrogate blend, the meaning was 

constructed as the signer playing the role of |boy and dog| looking downward at |frog|. 

In second surrogate blend, the meaning was constructed as the signer playing the role 

of |frog| looking upward at |dog| and then at |boy|. 

(7. 13)  

MALE+/eye.gaze/:R CHILD  AND  IX:L  DOG+/head.tilt/:L 

(BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)-move:dir.center (BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)+/head: 

‘look.down’/, IX  INSIDE  GLASS  TURNIP  JAR  JARpro+IX  INSIDE  

FROG  /frog-look.upward.to.R.and.to.L/   

‘In the evening, a boy (on the right side) and a dog (on the left) came to see a frog 

inside a jar and simultaneously (the frog) looked (at the dog) upward to his right side 

and (at the boy) upward to his left.’ 

                      
a. (BOYpro+DOGpro)+/look.downward/       b. /frog-look.upward.to.R.and.to.L/ 
Figure 7. 21 
 

tr------------|dog| & --------|boy|             

                                              

                                      lm          lm 

                            lm-----|frog|------tr 
Figure 7. 22 Function of the directionality of the depicting body-part gesture 
/look.downward/ and the body gesture /frog-look.upward.to.R.and.to.L/  

7.3.3 Image and detail creators 

Through blending with the real space created by signaling of indicating or 

signaling of demonstrating, new referents will be created conceptually present with 
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physical reality. The idea that referents given physical reality can function as cohesive 

devices was discussed in Engberg-Pedersen (1993), Morgan (2000, 2006), Pizzuto et 

al (2008) and others. With visual-gestural modality, “a robust cognitive 

correspondence between the properties of these symbols and the properties of the 

referents they represent” is found prevalent and is referred to as a richly-grounded 

symbolism by Macken, Perry and Haas (1993, 1995) (Schembri 2003:25). These 

symbols are call highly iconic structures (Pizzuto et al 2008). Because the handshape, 

location, and movement of these structures are visible, the addressee can see what 

these parameters represent and thereby understand the reference (Engberg-Pedersen 

1993). These highly iconic structures are thus used prevalently in sign language 

discourse “for realizing anaphoric reference” and “for the first, deictic introduction of 

animate referents” and “of inanimate referents” as well (Pizzuto et al 2008). 

As discussed in chapter 5 ‘modality effects on phrase structure’, relative 

construction-like structures in TSL are proposed. They function as situating new 

referents (SIT-NEW) or re-identifying old referents (REID) in the discourse. Applying 

blending theory, these constructions are produced to blend conceptually present 

referents with physical reality into discourse through signaling of indicating or 

signaling of demonstrating. In Example (7.14), a depicting gesture (Figure 7.23) was 

produced, in addition to the describing-as symbol SQUIRREL. The depicting gesture 

created a real space, in which the signer played the role of the squirrel. Mapping the 

squirrel onto the signer creates a new referent |squirrel| with physical reality about 

what it looked like or what it was doing in the blended space. The referent was 

created as conceptually present, like a scene presented right in front of the addressees. 

(7. 14)  

/hole-b/pro+IX:L.down HAVE SQUIRREL /squirrel.like.action/ 

‘In the hole, there is a squirrel doing squirrel-like-action.’ Or ‘In the hole, there is a 

squirrel like this.’  

  
Figure 7. 23 /squirrel.like.action/ 

 

In Example (7.15), two depicting classifier constructions were produced after 
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describing-as symbols MANY FROG and MALE+FEMALE, respectively. These 

classifier constructions created real spaces, in which referents were created as 

conceptually present with physical reality. Mapping ‘the frogs’ onto the referents in 

real space created by first classifier construction blended new referents |frogs| with 

physical reality about their shape, location, and quantity (Figure 7.24a). Mapping ‘the 

frog couple’ onto the referents in real space created by second classifier construction 

blended new referents |frog couple| with physical reality about what they are doing 

(Figure 7.24b). Again, in blended spaces, referents were created as conceptually 

present with physical reality, like a scene that addressees can ‘witness’ what happened 

to make sense of the story by themselves. 

(7. 15)  

IMMEDIATELY  CROSS+/face:find/  MANY  FROG  

FROGpro-loc:i+FROGpro-loc:j.k…, MALE+FEMALE  

(MALEpro+FEMALEpro)-lean.together, GOOD. 

‘…immediately crossed and found there were many frogs lining up there and one 

couple leaned together. It is lovely.’ 

                   
a. FROGpro-loc:i+FROGpro-loc:j.k…  b. (MALEpro+FEMALEpro)-lean.together  

Figure 7. 24 

 

In Example (7.16), abundant highly iconic structures were produced through 

signaling of demonstrating. Let’s focus on the three structures marked bold. The first 

depicting gesture depicted the size and shape of the container that the frog was located 

(Figure 7.25a). The second one depicted the location of the same container changing 

onto the dog’s head (Figure 7.25b). And the third one was produced above the 

signer’s head by tracing the shape of the container to refer back to the same referent 

by depicting the shape and the location of the referent (Figure 7.25c). The third one 

was regarded as a relative-like construction in TSL, functioning to re-identify the old 

referent, the same jar that got stuck on dog’s head. The narrative was cohesively 

linked with visible demonstrations to make reference to.  
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(7. 16) 

P01: … SEE GLASS /round.shape.thing/(trace) FROG JARpro+FROGpro-loc 

‘…looking at a frog located in a jar.’ 

P04: SEARCH++ DOG DOGpro(false.start) /round.shape.thing/ GLASS 

/round.shape.thing/(trace) JAR-loc:head.and.stuck+/head:turn.R.L  

‘The dog searched (for the frog) in the jar, and got the jar stuck on its head, and kept 

searching’. 

P07: /round.shape.thing/(trace.on.head) /round.shape.thing/-fall.down BREAK  

'The jar which is on dog's head fell and broke.'  

 
a. P01: /round.shape.thing/(trace) 

 
b. P04: JAR-loc:head.and.stuck 

 
c. P07: /round.shape.thing/(trace.on.head) 

Figure 7. 25 

These relative construction-like structures in TSL function no differently from 

those in spoken language as discussed in Dasinger and Toupin (1994): to situate new 

referents and to re-identify old referents. The difference lies in that the images and 

details created by the highly iconic structures in TSL are the scene with physical 
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reality. And this will make more sense of the story and hence achieve interpersonal 

involvement (Tannen 1989, 2007) more effectively. This will be discussed further in 

chapter 8 ‘modality effects on narrative performance’. 

 

7.4 Constructing meaning through mental spaces blending 

In Example (7.17), a combination of methods of describing-as, indicating and 

demonstrating was employed to narrate the story. 

In Figure 7.26a and Figure 7.26c, two depicting motions were produced and two 

depicting blends were created. In these two blends, elements |figure|, |path|, |ground| 

etc. were blended out. With signaling of describing-as MALE and DOG, |figure| in 

Figure 7.26a was |male| and in Figure 7.26c, it was |dog|. In Figure 7.26b, one 

depicting action and motion was produced and one surrogate blend was created. In 

this blend, elements |agent|, |action|, |patient|, |ground|, etc. were blended out. With 

signaling of describing-as SLEEP, a cognitive model or frame was evoked/activated 

from a long-term memory as a mental space to be blended with to describe an activity. 

This introduces elements such as ‘animate entity, bed, quilt’, etc into the space.  

These mental spaces were under a dynamic and constant building and blending 

operation to construct the meaning in this narration. So in the end, |path| and |ground| 

in Figure 7.26a was interpreted as ‘lie down on the bed’ and in Figure 7.26c was 

‘jump onto the bed’. In Figure 7.26b, |agent|, |action|, |patient|, |ground| was 

interpreted as ‘male pull quilt to cover on his body’. The final meaning constructed 

was ‘The male lay down on the bed, pulled quilt to cover his body, and slept. The dog 

jumped onto the bed, and slept.’ 

(7. 17)  

MALE  MALEpro-lie.back /pull.and.cover.something.on.the.body/ SLEEP, DOG  

DOGpro-jump.to 

‘The boy lay down (on the bed), pulled and covered (the quilt on his body), and slept. 

And the dog jumped (onto the bed and slept).’ 
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a. MALEpro-/move:dir.R/-/move:wrist.turn/  

 
b. /pull.and.cover.something.on.the.body/ 

 
c. DOGpro-/move:dir.L.down/ 
Figure 7. 26 
 

7.5 Conclusions 

This chapter illustrated that both signs and gestures can be introducers of 

elements with physical reality into spaces, grammatical relation indicators, and image 

and detail creators in TSL. They are integrated to construct meaning as discourse 

unfolds. The result of the integration is to create grounded mental spaces and the 

elements in these spaces as conceptually present and physically accessible. The 

grammatical relation, referential shift and discourse cohesion and coherence 

(discussed further in next chapter) can be achieved by indications and demonstrations, 

either manually or nonmanually. 
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Chapter 8 Modality Effects on Narrative Performance 

8.1 Introduction 

Dating back to Plato, storytelling can be distinguished between diegesis and 

mimesis. Both are useful in narratives. Diegesis conveys the contextualising 

information and values which provide thematic unity and coherence, and mimesis 

gives us the sense of reality (Lodge 1990:144). Like Clark's (1996) and Clark and 

Gerrig’ (1990) methods of signaling, with diegesis, narrators describe things with 

symbols, and with mimesis, they show things with icons, as in direct quotation (Clark 

2004). To show things with icons is to provide addresses or readers the sense of reality. 

Repetition, constructed dialogue, and images and details are three ways to create the 

scene encouraging audiences to take active role in making sense of the story (Tannen 

1989, 2007). Applying mental space theory (Fauconnier 1994[1985], 1997) and 

blending theory (Fauconnier and Turner 1996, 1998, 2002) to the study of narratives, 

both diegesis and mimesis are useful devices to create and blend mental spaces to 

construct meaning. The difference is, with diegesis, non-grounded spaces are created 

and blended, while, with mimesis, grounded spaces (Liddell 1995, 1996, 1998, 2000a, 

2003b, Liddell and Metzger 1998) are created and blended. 

Frog Story is about a boy and his dog aiming to search their frog back. Before 

narrators retell the story, they preview the whole book. Although they retell the story 

page by page, the task of narrators is to describe not only what they really see but also 

what they infer. To achieve coherence, what they see or what they infer, should be 

arranged appropriately, not just related sequentially, but also causally, with linguistic 

cohesion and thematic coherence (Berman and Slobin 1994, Trabasso and Nickels 

1992, Trabasso and Rodkin 1994, Trabasso, Stein, Rodkin, Munger and Baughn 1992, 

and others). To make sense of the story, various evaluative strategies, lexical, 

structural, or paralinguistic, should be suitably employed during narrating the story 

(Akinci, Jisa, and Kern. 2001, Aksu-Koç, and Tekdemir 2004, Bavin 2009, Berman 

1988, 2001, Dasinger and Toupin 1994, Jisa and Kern 1998, Küntay and Nakamura 

2004, Labov and Waletzky 1967, Nakamura 2009, Reilly 2001, Reilly, Bates and 

Marchman 1998, Tannen 1989, 2007, and others). In sum, to succeed in narrating the 

story, both referential and evaluative functions of narrative (Labov 1972, Labov and 

Waletzky 1967) should be achieved. 

Narrating story with sign language also requires fulfilling the criteria above. This 

chapter aims to point out the role that visual-gestural modality plays in achieving 

cohesion, coherence and making sense of the story, as illustrated in the following 
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sections. Section 2 focuses on the function of signaling of indicating and signaling of 

demonstrating as cohesive devices. Section 3 illustrates that the spatial arrangement of 

events functions as indicators of episodic organization to achieve coherence. Section 4 

focuses on the evaluative functions of their making sense of the reality of the story. 

8.2 Cohesion 

Each narrative involves introducing, tracking, and differentiating referents on 

different episodes. The goal of this section is to compare the referential strategies  

between TSL and Mandarin and further to identify the role of visual-gestural modality 

played in discourse level. 

In sign language, signs can be directed or placed in space to create token blends, 

and signers can become the characters to create surrogate blends. These are grounded 

mental spaces with conceptually present and physically accessible referents created. 

The referential functions of narrative to create cohesion can be achieved through 

indication and demonstration, not always through description, such as anaphors. A 

few near-native signers, most late learners of TSL, and 2nd language learners of TSL 

don’t really learn these functions completely. Before we illustrate the characteristics 

of cohesive devices of TSL, a brief preview of Mandarin referential strategies is 

provided.  

8.2.1 Referential strategies in Mandarin 

Each narrative is transcribed page by page. We separate clause by clause based 

on their predicacy, the similar criteria as Berman and Slobin (1994), Chafe (1994), Du 

Bois (1987), and Hsu (2003). Hsu called these clauses as pianzhang xiao ju ‘discourse 

small clause’. In addition, we will mark the grammatical roles of each noun phrase. 

See the narrative below. 

The narrative below is about the content of picture 1 and picture 2 of Frog Story 

(8.1 and 8.2). In describing picture 1, the speaker employs three predicates and thus, 

three clauses or three intonation units. In describing picture 2, there are six predicates 

and thus, six clauses or six intonation units. For picture 1 clause 1, ‘a little boy’ is the 

subject, and ‘a little frog’ is the object. Both are new entities and are encoded with 

noun phrases. For clause 2, the subject is co-referential to the subject of the clause 1, 

and it is zero-marked, referring to ‘the boy’; the object of ba ‘causee marker’ is 

co-referential to the object of the clause 1 and it is coded with a pronoun ‘it’, 

representing ‘the frog’; and the oblique is coded with a prepositional phrase, 

composed of a preposition zai ‘at’, noun boliping ‘jar’ and place noun limian ‘inside’. 
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‘Jar’ is also a new entity in this scene, so it is marked with a noun phrase. For clause 3, 

the subject is ‘the boy and his dog’ and the object is still ‘the frog’. Both are encoded 

with noun phrases. 

(8. 1) Narration about picture 1 of Frog Story in Mandarin 

Clause 1: …Xiao nanhai zhuadao le  yi  zhi  xiao qingwa 

…Little boy  catch  asp. one cl.   little frog 

‘…A little boy caught a little frog.’ 

Clause 2: …ba  ta    fang zai  boliping  limian 

…ba.  it    put  at  jar       inside 

‘…(he) put it into a jar.’ 

Clause 3: …Xiao nanhai he ta de gougou yizhi    guanshang zhe  xiao qingwa 

…little boy  and he de dog   continue appreciate asp  little  frog 

‘…the little boy and his dog kept appreciating the little frog.’  

(8. 2) Narration about picture 2 of Frog Story in Mandarin 

Clause 1: Kan le   kan  zhihou 

look asp. look  after 

‘after (they) kept looking at (the frog)’ 

Clause 2: xiao  nanhai gen gougou dou  hen lei    le 

Little  boy  and dog    all  very tired  asp. 

‘Both the little boy and the dog were very tired.’ 

Clause 3: zhihou jiu shuizhao le 

After then sleep  asp 

‘after that, (they) fell asleep.’ 

Clause 4-5: Xiao qingwa kandao xiao nanhai gen gougou shuizhao le 

Little frog   see   little boy  and dog    sleep   asp. 

‘The frog saw the boy and the dog were sleeping.’ 

Clause 6: suoyi jiu   toutoude  jiu   paodiao   le 

So  then  stealthly  then  run.away  asp. 

‘so (it) ran away stealthly.’  

This is a story about a boy and his dog searching their frog back. During the 

search, they will encounter different animals in different scenes. So the nominal 

arguments include the main characters of each episode, such as boy, dog, boy and dog, 

frog, mouse, bee, owl, deer, etc., and the locatives, such as jar, window, landhole, 

treehole, beehive, cliff, pond, etc. The semantic role of the arguments may be agent, 

experiencer, patient, theme, goal, source, etc. These arguments may play the syntactic 
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role of subject (Subj), object (Obj), or oblique, etc. The referring expressions of the 

nominal arguments maybe the noun phrase (NP), pronoun (Pro), or zero anaphor 

(Zero). Let’s see Table 8.1 below for the coding of the narration about picture 1 above, 

we repeat the three clauses below (8.3). 

(8. 3) 

Clause 1: …Xiao nanhai zhuadao le  yi  zhi  xiao qingwa 

…Little boy  catch  asp. one cl.   little frog 

‘…A little boy caught a little frog.’ 

Clause 2: …ba  ta    fang zai  boliping  limian 

…ba.  it    put  at  jar       inside 

‘…(he) put it into a jar.’ 

Clause 3: …Xiao nanhai he ta de gougou yizhi    guanshang zhe  xiao qingwa 

…little boy  and he de dog   continue appreciate asp  little  frog 

‘…the little boy and his dog kept appreciating the little frog.’ 

Table 8. 1The coding of the narration about picture 1 of Frog Story in Mandarin 

Clause no Predicate Argument Referring 

expression 

Grammatical 

relation 

Maintain or 

switch 

1 Catch Boy NP Subj  

1 Catch Frog NP Obj  

2 Put into Boy Zero Subj SS 

2 Put into Frog Pro Obj SO 

2 Put into Jar NP Oblique  

3 View Boy and dog NP Subj DS 

3 View Frog NP Obj SO 

Usually, one episode is composed of more than one clause, and one clause is 

composed of more than one ‘discourse small clause’, such as clauses 1-3 and clauses 

4-6 in the narration about picture 2 (8.2, repeated as 8.4). Clauses 1-3 describe the 

sequence of the three predicates, and clauses 4-6, too. In addition, clauses 4-5 

describe an embedded clausal structure that the subject of the main clause is ‘the frog’ 

and ‘the boy and the dog’ is the subject in the embedded clause. We will mark 

whether the subject is in the main clause (marked as ‘Subj’) or the one in the 

embedded clause (marked as ‘Subj in N clause’). Also, whether the referring 

expression is to maintain reference (same subject or object, marked as ‘SS’ or ‘SO’, 

respectively) or the one to switch reference (different subject or object, marked as 

‘DS’ or ‘DO’, respectively) will be coded. Let’s put again the narration about picture 
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2 below (8.4) and see Table 8.2 for the coding.  

(8. 4) Narration about picture 2 of Frog Story in Mandarin 

Clause 1: Kan le   kan  zhihou 

look asp. look  after 

‘after (they) kept looking at (the frog)’ 

Clause 2: xiao  nanhai gen gougou dou  hen lei    le 

Little  boy  and dog    all  very tired  asp. 

‘Both the little boy and the dog were very tired.’ 

Clause 3: zhihou jiu shuizhao le 

After then sleep-asp le 

‘after that, (they) fell asleep.’ 

Clause 4-5: Xiao qingwa kandao xiao nanhai gen gougou shuizhao le 

Little frog   see   little boy  and dog    sleep-asp le 

‘The frog saw the boy and the dog were sleeping.’ 

Clause 6: suoyi jiu   toutoude  jiu   paodiao   le 

So  then  stealthly  then  run.away  asp. 

‘so (it) ran away stealthly.’  

 

Table 8. 2 The coding of the narration about picture 2 of Frog Story in Mandarin 

Clause 

no 

Predicate Argument Referring 

expression

Grammatical 

relation 

Maintain or 

switch 

1 Look at Boy and dog Zero Subj SS 

1 Look at Frog Zero Obj SO 

2 Be tired Boy and dog NP Subj SS 

3 Sleep Boy and dog Zero Subj SS 

4 See Frog NP Subj DS 

5 Sleep Boy and dog NP Subj in N 

clause 

SS 

6 Run away Frog Zero Subj SS 

8.2.2 Cohesion through indications and demonstrations in TSL 

One function of co-speech gestures is to achieve cohesion of narrative, and 

McNeill (1992, 2000b) name these gestural features as catchments. Catchments are 

recurring gestural features, such as hand configuration, location or orientation, which 

are associated with a certain referent in the narrative used to track that referent (Demir 

2009:74). The recurring association can be accomplished through iconicity or 
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indexicality, when a referent is first introduced. The referent is often associated with a 

particular location in space by way of a pointing gesture or an iconic gesture (Gullberg 2006, 

Kendon 2004, Kendon and Versante, 2003). This placement of gestures for the referents in 

specific spatial locations is creating tokens in token spaces or surrogates in surrogate spaces 

(Liddell 1996, 2003b, Liddell and Metzger 1998). As discussed in chapter 4 “methods of 

signling” and chapter 7 “grounded mental space blends in TSL”, index pointing signs, 

indicating signs and gestures, depicting gestures and depicting classifier constructions 

are those devices to create tokens or surrogates to establish referents. Once 

established, these expressive units are devices as well to refer back to the referents by 

providing visual coreference. According to Winston (1991, 1995:90): “It is this 

recurring, repeated reference to these mapped locations that help to create cohesion” 

in the text.  

8.2.2.1 Index and anaphor 

In spoken language, through anaphor, lexical repetition, conjunction, etc., 

cohesion of text can be achieved (Halliday and Hasan 1976). In (8.5-8.7), zero 

anaphor for ‘boy’ and pronoun ‘it’ for ‘frog’ in clause 2 are examples to make the 

linkage between clause 1 and clause 2 cohesively. At the same time, partial repetition 

‘little frog’ in clause 3, clause 4, clause 9 and zero anaphor for ‘frog’ in clause 6 all 

refer back to ‘one little frog’ in clause 1, and fully repetition ‘inside jar’ in clause 9 

refers back to ‘inside jar’ in clause 2, achieving cohesion of the narrative.  

(8. 5) Narration about picture 1 of Frog Story in Mandarin 

Clause 1: …Xiao nanhai zhuadao le  yi  zhi  xiao qingwa 

…Little boy  catch  asp. one cl.   little frog 

‘…A little boy caught a little frog.’ 

Clause 2: …ba  ta    fang zai  boliping  limian 

…ba.  it    put  at  jar       inside 

‘…(he) put it into a jar.’ 

Clause 3: …Xiao nanhai he tade gougou yizh    guanshang zhe  xiao qingwa 

…little boy  and his  dog   continue appreciate asp  little  frog 

‘…the little boy and his dog kept appreciating the little frog.’ 

(8. 6) Narration about picture 2 of Frog Story in Mandarin 

Clause 4-5: Xiao qingwa kandao xiao nanhai gen gougou shuizhao le 

Little frog   see   little boy  and dog    sleep   asp. 

‘The frog saw the boy and the dog were sleeping.’ 
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Clause 6:  suoyi jiu   toutoude  jiu   paodiao   le 

So  then  stealthly  then  run.away  asp. 

‘so (it) ran away stealthly.’ 

(8. 7) Narration about picture 3 of Frog Story in Mandarin 

Clause 7-9:   

Xiao nanhai gen gougou qichuang faxian  xiao qingwa bu zai boliping limian le 

little boy  and  dog   wake.up discover little  frog  not at glass.jar inside asp 

‘The little boy and his dog woke up and found the frog was not inside the jar.’ 

Narratives produced by the deaf people achieve cohesion through different 

methods of signaling: indicating and demonstrating. As illustrated in chapter 7, 

signaling of indicating and signaling of demonstrating create grounded blends with 

elements conceptually present with physical reality, marked as |element|. In (8.8), the 

signer produced an indicating sign SEE by directing toward the location ‘i’ to indicate 

the presence of a referent |frog|, located at ‘i’; a depicting gesture 

‘/take.in.hand.and.move/:dir:j’ to depict the action of |boy|’s moving |frog| from 

location ‘i’ to location ‘j’; and another depicting gesture ‘/take.and.throw/:dir:l’ to 

depict the action of |boy|’s moving |frog| from location ‘j’ to location ‘l’ in container 

‘k’. The whole narrative, including 12 clauses, mentions explicitly the arguments of 

‘boy’ and ‘frog’ only once for each in the beginning, but still achieves cohesion by the 

spatial mapping of these expressive units produced through signaling of indicating 

and demonstrating. All the predicates are produced with the viewpoint of the character 

‘boy’ to maintain the reference. 5

57  The directionality of these expressive units 

functions as indices to identify/associate the relation of elements among different 

(grounded) mental spaces. 

(8. 8)  

BOY (1)WALK (2)SEE:dir:i FROG-i. (3)/happy/:ori:i 

(4)/take.in.hand.and.move/:dir:j HOUSE-j. (5)/container/-k+/put/:dir:l 

(6)/container/-k+SEE:dir:l, (7)/container/-k+/take.and.throw/:dir:l 

(8)/container/-k+SEE:dir:l. TOMORROW (9)SEE:dir:l. (10)/happy/:ori:l 

(11)/put.aside/:dir:k. (12)SLEEP. 5

58 

                                                 
57 Three reference forms are discussed in BSL narratives: noun phrase, entity/semantic classifier, and 
role shift (Morgan 2006). They are used depending on the cognitive/informational status of referents, 
too. Noun phrase is used to introduce referents, while classifier and role shift are used to maintain 
reference. 
58 The number before the sign stands for the clausal numbering. 
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‘A boy took a walk and saw a frog. (He) was happy and took (it) in hand and went 

back home. (He) put (it) into a glass container, and looked at (it) (with relaxation an 

enjoyment) (for a long time). (He) wanted to see (it) tomorrow, so put (it) aside and 

went to sleep.’ 

       
a. SEE:dir:i            b. /take.in.hand.and.move/:dir:j     

  
c. /container/+/take.and.throw/:dir:l                     d. /container/+SEE:dir:l 

Figure 8. 1 

 

This cohesion achieved by spatial mapping can extend across narratives about 

subsequent pictures of Frog Story. In narration about picture 2 of Frog Story (8.9), the 

signer employed an index finger sign pointing to the location ‘l’, where the frog 

originally was, and the noun sign FROG to reintroduce the referent |frog|. And then 

another lexicalized depicting verb sign JUMP was produced from location ‘l’ to ‘m’ to 

depict |frog|’s moving route. In narration about picture 3 (8.10), a non-directional sign 

MISSING was produced at location ‘l’ meaningfully, i.e., that |frog|, originally 

locating at ‘l’, is missing. Referece of subject in noun clause in TSL is not necessarily 

mentioned with explicit anaphor. Location ‘l’, where the frog originally was, was 

adopted by the signer to achieve cohesion from the narration about picture 1 to the 

narration about picture 2 and the narration about picture 3. 
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Table 8. 3 The coding of the narration about picture 1 of Frog Story in TSL 

Clause 

no 

Predicate Argument Referring 

expression

Grammatical 

relation 

Maintain or 

switch 

1 WALK Boy  NP Subj  

2 SEE Boy Zero Subj SS 

2 SEE Frog NP Obj  

3 /happy/ Boy Zero Subj SS 

4 /take../ Boy Zero Subj SS 

4 /take../ Frog Zero Obj SO 

4 /take../ House NP Oblique  

5 /put/ Boy Zero Subj SS 

5 /put/ Frog Zero Obj SO 

5 /put/ Jar Proform Oblique  

7 /..throw/ Boy Zero Subj SS 

7 /..throw/ Frog Zero Obj SO 

7 /..throw/ Jar NP Oblique  

8 SEE Boy Zero Subj SS 

8 SEE Frog Zero Obj SO 

11 /put.aside/ Boy Zero Subj SS 

11 /put.aside/ Frog Zero Obj SO 

11 /put.aside/ Location Zero Oblique  

(8. 9) Narration about picture 2 of Frog Story in TSL 

WHO KNOW /container/+IX:l FROG /look.around/ 

/container/+FROGpro-JUMP:fm:l:dir:m  ESCAPE 

‘Who knows that the frog inside the container jumped out of and escaped.’ 

  
Figure 8. 2  a. /container/+IX:l  b. /container/+JUMP:fm:l:dir:m 
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(8. 10) Narration about picture 3 of Frog Story in TSL 

a. IX:chest MALE (1)SLEEP, (2)/daybreak.or.wake.up/ (3)/find/ (4)MISSING-l 

‘I, the boy, slept. And at daybreak I woke up and found (the frog is) missing.’ 

b. (5)SEARCH-j.k.l, (6)EMPTY-j.k.l, (7)WEIRD,  

‘(he) was searching (the frog). But all were empty. (he) felt weird.’ 

c. (8)THINK (9)POSSIBLE(MAY^CAN) (10)出 chu ‘go out’:dir:i  IX:i  IX:i 

‘(The boy) thought that it was possible that (the frog) went out there.’  

 
Figure 8. 3 MISSING:k 

Note that the character sign 出 chu ‘go out’ and the index finger sign were 

produced directing toward location ‘i’, spatial mapping with the location where the 

referent ‘frog’ was first established through the indicating sign SEE and spatial 

contrast with the sign HOUSE in the narration about picture 1 of Frog Story.  

    
Figure 8. 4  a. 出 chu ‘go out’:dir:i            b. IX:i            c. HOUSE-j 

 

Comparing Tables (8.1) & (8.2) with Tables (8.3) & (8.4), the referring 

expressions of subject in noun clause, those of subject of switch reference, and those 

of object in Mandarin tend to be explicitly mentioned. In contrast, these referring 

expressions can be replaced by indices in TSL. 
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Table 8. 4 The coding of the narration about picture 3 of Frog Story in TSL 

Clause 

no 

Predicate Argument Referring 

expression

Grammatical 

relation 

Maintain or 

switch 

4 MISSING Frog Zero Subj in N 

clause 

 

6 EMPTY Frog Zero Subj DS 

7 WEIRD Boy Zero Subj DS 

10 出 chu ‘go 

out’ 

Frog Zero Subj in N 

clause 

 

10 出 chu ‘go 

out’ 

Location IX Oblique  

    Cohesion through methods of indicating and demonstrating is not fully learned 

by second language learners of TSL. Let’s compare the following examples with the 

examples above. In (8.11), the signer of 2nd language learner of TSL employed a 

describing-as symbol DISCOVER to introduce the referent ‘frog’. Although one 

lexicalized depicting sign THROW was employed to depict the action of ‘boy’ and the 

caused motion of |frog|, which was made conceptually present with physical reality of 

location at ‘j’, the location ‘j’ was not continued to be used as a cohesive device for 

the following relating clauses. The relating events in narrations about picture 2 and 

picture 3 (8.12 and 8.13) were described through the depicting sign JUMP produced 

with the different location from the sign THROW and the citation form MISSING. 

The signer of 2nd language learner of TSL didn’t use spatial mapping as cohesive 

device. She still used noun phrase explicitly as anaphor in the role of subject in noun 

clause and in the situation of switch reference (refer to Table 8.5).  

(8. 11) Narration about picture 1 of Frog Story in TSL by a 2nd language learner 

(1)HAVE  ONE  MALE  CHILD  DOG.  THEY.TWO  (2)DISCOVER-C  

FROG. (3)CARRY:dir:chest, (4)PUT-i HOUSE GLASS /jar/-j 

(5)/jar/pro+THROW:dir:k. 

‘There is a boy and a dog. They discovered a frog and carried it back home and threw 

it into a jar.’ 
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Figure 8. 5 a. DISCOVER-C    b. /jar/-j        c. /jar/pro+THROW:dir:k    

(8. 12) Narration about picture 2 of Frog Story in TSL by a 2nd language learner 

FROG SELF (6)Gpro +JUMP:fm:l:dir:m>WALK:dir:m, 

(7)Gpro+WALK.away:dir:o. 

‘The frog itself jumped out of the jar and walked away.’ 

 
Figure 8. 6 /jar/pro+JUMP:fm:l:dir:m 

(8. 13) Narration about picture 3 of Frog Story in TSL by a 2nd language learner 

MORNING (8)WAKE.UP, CHILD DOG (9)DISCOVER-C (10)FROG MISSING 

‘In the morning, the boy and the dog woke up and found the frog is missing.’ 

 

 
Figure 8. 7 MISSING (citation form) 
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Table 8. 5 The coding of the narration about pictures 2 and 3 of Frog Story in TSL by 

a 2nd language learner 

Clause 

no 

Predicate Argument Referring 

expression

Grammatical 

relation 

Maintain or 

switch 

2 DISCOVER Boy&dog Pro Subj SS 

2 DISCOVER Frog NP Obj  

5 THROW Boy Zero Subj SS 

5 THROW Frog Zero Obj SO 

5 THROW Jar NP Oblique  

6 JUMP Frog NP Subj DS 

10 MISSING Frog NP Subj in N 

clause 

 

Comparing the referential expressions for ‘frog’ in different situations between 

TSL of the 2nd language learner and her Mandarin, we can further find her non-mature 

ability of the referential strategies in TSL, comparing with her native Mandarin. In 

Mandarin (8.14), an indefinite noun phrase yi zhi qingwa ‘one frog’ was used to 

introduce the referent, zero anaphor and pronoun ta ‘it’ were used to maintain the 

referent, a definite noun phrase zhe zhi qingwa ‘this frog’ was used to reintroduce the 

referent, and finally another definite noun phrase with a relative clause-like 

construction zhe ge boliping limian de qingwa ‘the frog in the jar’ was used to 

reidentify the referent. The referring expressions are encoded depending on the 

cognitive/informational status of the referent in the discourse (Ariel 1990, Chafe 1980, 

1987, Givo`n 1983, Slobin 1996, and others). The TSL learner knows to apply explicit 

noun phrase to introduce and reintroduce the referent and zero form to maintain the 

referent, but she doesn’t know to use lexical modifiers (such as index finger pointing 

sign in Example 8.9, Figure 8.2a above) as device to mark definiteness and spatial 

mapping to achieve cohesion.      

(8. 14) Narration about pictures 1 to 3 in Mandarin 

Picture 1: 

You ge xiao nanhai ta youyitian zhua le yi zhi qingwa 

have cl little boy he have-one-day catch le one cl frog 

‘There was a boy. He caught a frog one day.’  

Ranhou daidao jia limian qu, ba ta fangdao boliping limian  

then carry-arrive house inside thither, ba it put-arrive glass-jar inside 

‘and then carried (it) back home and put it inside a jar.’ 
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Liangge gen liangge ren gen gougou yiqi kan zhe ta 

two  and two people and dog together look-at asp. it 

‘They both was looking at it together.’ 

Picture 2: 

Meixiangdao  zhe  zhi  qingwa  jingran  cong  boliping  limian  tiao  le 

chulai … 

without.thinking this cl frog unexpectedly from glass-jar inside jump le exit-hither 

‘Without thinking that the frog jumped out of the jar unexpectedly.’ 

Picture 3: 

…zhe ge boliping limian de qingwa zenme bujian le ne 

this cl glass-jar inside de frog why/how missing le part.  

‘…why the frog in the jar was missing.’ 

Producing or directing signs spatially to achieve cohesion is the ability to 

integrating gestures and linguistic elements. Only highly advanced second language 

learners will produce them more native-like. 5

59 To fully acquire a second language 

should be more sensitive to this aspect because it is usually more subtle and is 

different from their native language. 

Let’s see an example with a more complex interaction of signaling of indicating 

and demonstrating to achieve cohesion. Example (8.15) below includes at least four 

simultaneous constructions produced by methods of signaling of describing-as, 

indicating and demonstrating. They are constructed to provide enriched imagistic 

actions, emotions or attitudes, in addition to the content that linguistic elements 

convey. The spatial mappings among the endpoint of depicting motion 

‘Gpro+DOGpro-fall.fm:dir:i’ (Figure 8.8a), the direction of indicating sign SEE 

(Figure 8.8b), the direction of eye gaze (Figure 8.8b, c, d), and the beginning point of 

depicting action ‘HUG:fm:i:dir:chest’ (Figure 8.8d) are all meaningful and can 

achieve cohesion of narrative spatially although lots of subject (Subj), object (Obj), or 

oblique were not explicitly mentioned. In addition, these meanings, such as ‘what 

happened’, ‘the dog’, ‘from the place it fell’, can be constructed through blending 

with grounded mental spaces. 

 

                                                 
59 Refer to the studies on co-speech gestures of 2nd language learners in Gullberg (2003, 2006, 2008), 
Gullberg, Hendriks and Hickmann (2008), Stam (2006, 2007), and others 
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(8. 15) 

CARELESS IX DOG /jar/-loc:head Gpro+DOGpro-fall.fm:dir:i+/mouth:th/, 

‘It is unfortunate/awful that the dog fell from the window with the jar on his head 

carelessly.’ 

MALE SEE:dir:i.+/eye.gaze/:i (zero Obj), 

‘The boy saw (what happened).’ 

(zero Subj) NOT.GOOD+/eye.gaze/:i 

‘(The boy felt it is) too bad!!’ 

AFTERWARD MALE Gpro+MALEpro-walk.down  

(zero Subj) HUG:fm:i:dir:chest+/eye.gaze/:i (zero Obj) (zero oblique)  

‘And then the boy walked down and hugged up (the dog) (from the place it fell).’ 

                 
a. (unfortunately) Gpro+DOGpro-fall.fm:dir:i     b. SEE:dir:i+/eye.gaze/:i 

          
c. NOT.GOOD+/eye.gaze/:i            d. HUG:fm:i:dir:chest+/eye.gaze/:i 

Figure 8. 8 

In addition to the ability of employing spatial mapping to associate zero forms in 

subject, object or oblique positions with appropriate referents, the following example 

illustrates further the function of conceptually present and physically accessible 

referents is (Su 2008a, b). The signer in (8.16) produced a depicting classifier 

construction ‘TREEpro-j+/hive/pro-loc:i’ making the element |tree| conceptually 

present and physically accessible in ‘j’ location and the element |hive| in ‘i’ location. 
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And she directed the signs SEE and YELL toward the location where the referent 

|hive| was created (Figure 8.9b, c), and the sign PUSH was directed toward the 

location where the referent |trunk of tree| was created (Figure 8.9d). The referents of 

the object of SEE, the oblique of YELL, and the object of PUSH were indicated. The 

function of the directionality of these signs of verbs is an instruction for cross-spaces 

mapping between the elements in their individual semantic space and the elements in 

the grounded mental space they create (Liddell 2003). No matter their grammatical 

roles are object or oblique in traditional syntactic view, they are ‘landmarks’ in 

semantic spaces to be mapped to construct the meaning. Form, be it linguistic or 

non-linguistic, doesn’t carry meaning by themselves. Instead, they have meaning 

potential. They function as prompts to blend mental spaces to construct the meaning 

(Fauconnier 1994[1985], 1997, Fauconnier and Turner 1996, 1998, 2002).    

(8. 16) 

a. TREE TREEpro+IX TREEpro+HAVE BEE TREEpro-j+/hive/-loc:i 

‘There was a tree and the tree had a beehive hanging on (it).’ 

b. IX:L DOG SEE:dir:i (zero Obj) YELL++:dir:i (zero Oblique) PUSH++:dir:j (zero 

Obj) 

‘The dog saw (the beehive) and yelled (at it) and pushed (the tree trunk).’ 

                  
a. TREEpro-j+/hive/-loc:i  b. SEE:dir:i     c. YELL:dir:i      d. PUSH:dir:j  

Figure 8. 9 

8.2.2.2 Spatial mapping of demonatrations as repetition-like cohesive device   

The four scenes (Table 8.6) may be the most complex part to be narrated in Frog 

Story book. 5

60 They involve five characters and at least eleven events, with some of 

them occurring at the same time: the boy’s looking into the land hole, the squirrel’s 

popping out, the dog’s pushing the tree, the beehive’s falling down, the bees’ flying 

                                                 
60 Because we didn’t get the permission of using the pictures of Frog Story book yet, please refer to 
appendix I in Stromqvist and Verhoeven (2004: 482-483). 
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out, the bees’ chasing the dog, the boy’s climbing up the tree and looking into the tree 

hole, the owl’s flying out, and the boy’s being shocked and falling down. See 

(8.17)-(8.19) for the narration about these pictures from one signer. 

Table 8. 6 Contents of pictures 9-12 of Frog Story 

Pic. No Scene (picture-evident description) New character(s) New place 

9 
Boy looks down hole 

Dog barks at hanging beehive 

Bees Landhole 

Tree1, beehive

10 

Gopher jumps out,  

Dog shakes tree, Hive falls down, Dog

looks at 

Gopher, squirrel or 

mouse 

 

11 Boy up on branch, peers inside hole  Tree2, treehole

12 
Owl appears, Boy falls down 

Bees chasing, Dog running away 

Owl, eagle, or bird 

 

 

(8. 17) Narration about picture 9 of Frog Story 

a. MALE CHILD VIEW IX:front.down /what/ LAND INSIDE SURFACE VIEW 

IX(hs:tong) 

‘The boy looked at what the thing inside a land hole is.’ 

b. IX:screen DOG SEE:dir:R.front TREE BEE TREEpro+Fpro(LH)-loc:i, 

‘The dog saw there is a beehive hanging in the tree.’ 

(8. 18) Narration about picture 10 of Frog Story 

a. TREE DOG TREEpro+DOGpro-push.and.TREEpro-shake 

TREEpro-shake+DOGpro-be.side,  

‘The dog pushed the tree and the tree was shaking.’ 

b. IX:L CHILD SEE:dir:R.up /body.lying.back.shocked.to.see/- BEE  

BEEpro-many.go:dir:chest  

‘The boy saw (the shaking tree) and got shocked to see bee’s crowdedly going toward 

him.’ 

 

(8. 19) Narration about pictures 11 and 12 of Frog Story 

a. BOY THRILLED RUN WOOD(TREE) TREEpro+BOYpro-move.up.and.loc 

HIDE TREEpro+BOYpro-loc 

‘The boy felt thrilled and ran and moved onto the tree and located at it to hide.’ 
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b. (zero Obj) TREEpro+Fpro-push.and.TREEpro-shake DOG (zero Subj) 

TREEpro+DOGpro-push.and.TREEpro-shake 

‘The dog pushed the tree and made the tree shake and shake.’ 

c. (zero Subj) Fpro-roll++.and.fall:fm:i:dir:j  

‘And (the beehive) fell down.’ 

d. (zero Subj) Gpro+Fpro-many.go.toward:fm:j DOG IX.or.Fpro-go.toward(LH) 

‘(The bees) crowdedly went (from the beehive) toward the dog.’  

e. (zero Subj) DOG DOGpro-wiggle+Fpro-many.go.toward:fm:j  

‘(The bees) crowdedly went toward the dog.’  

f. DOG RUN (zero Subj) (DOGpro-move.forward)+Fpro-move.forward.and.chase 

(zero Obj) 

‘And the dog ran. (The bees) chased after the dog’s moving forward.’ 

g. (zero Subj) Gpro(begin>end)+Fpro-fall.with.body.leaned.backward HIDE 

endpoint+Fpro-fall.to, WOOD TREEpro+Fpro-fall.fm endpoint+Fpro-fall.to 

‘(The boy) fell from the tree he hid and onto the ground.’ 

h. IX:screen CAT (OWLpro-up+Fpro-down)-face.to.face OWLpro+SEE  

‘A owl was up and the boy was down. The boy looked at the owl on top.’ 

Even though this is a narrative of complex interaction of boy, dog, bees, owl, 

hole, tree and beehive and there are lots of zero forms in it, the referents are still able 

to be identified via spatial mapping of indicating verbs or depicting classifier 

constructions. For example, the spatial mapping between the beginning point of 

‘Fpro-fall:fm:i:dir:j’ in Example (8.19c) (Figure 8.10b) and the location of 

‘TREEpro+/hive/pro-loc:i’ in Example (8.17b) (Figure 8.10a), and the partial 

repetition of Figure proform indicate the Figure is ‘beehive’. And the spatial mapping 

between the endpoint of ‘Fpro-fall:from:i:dir:j’ in Example (8.19c) and the beginning 

point of ‘Gpro+Fpro-many.go.toward:fm:j’ in Example (8.18d) (Figure 8.10c) 

indicates the Figure is ‘bees’. They don’t need to be mentioned explicitly by anaphors 

and the narrative is still cohesive and understandable. See Morgan (1996, 1998, 1999, 

2000) Morgan and Woll (2003) for the role of entity/semantic classifiers as devices of 

reference maintenance. 

               
a.TREEpro+/hive/pro-loc:i   b. Fpro-fall:from:i:dir:j 
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c.Gpro+Fpro-many.go.toward:fm:j 

Figure 8. 10 

Also in (8.19g), the Figure proform can be identified through the spatial mapping 

between the endpoint of the classifier construction in (8.19a) (Figure 8.11a) and the 

beginning point of the one in (8.19g) (Figure 8.11b), although there are eight clauses 

with different referents as Figure in between. Through the spatial mapping between 

these two classifier constructions (Figure 8.11), the co-reference is achieved. We 

propose that the second classifier construction is produced as a kind of partial 

repetition of the first classifier construction to achieve cohesion. 6

61 

 
 

 
Figure 8. 11 Spatial mapping between two classifier constructions with eight clauses 

of different referents as Figure in between 

Comparing TSL narrative of 2nd language learner (8.20) with the narrative above, 

spatial mapping was not applied as a cohesive device in learner’s narrative. Although 

referent ‘boy’ can still be identified by the explicitly mentioned nominal, it seems 

there are two boys involved in this narrative: one is climbing ‘A’ tree to search for 

frog in ‘A’ hole, and the other is falling from ‘B’ tree where an owl flies out of ‘B’ 

hole. Because she first produced ‘A’ boy climbing ‘A’ tree and ‘A’ hole in left side and 

then produced ‘B’ boy falling from ‘B’ tree and ‘B’ hole in right side. The signer 

                                                 
61 Similar to Engberg-Pederson (1993:291), the handshape unit is a type of referent projection, 
functioning as a referent-tracking role. 

a. The location L1 to L2 of the first 

classifier construction: 

TREEpro+BOYpro-move.to 

b. The location L2 to L3 of the second 

classifier construction: 

TREEpro+BOYpro-fall.fm 
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employed repetition of describing-as symbols – TREE, TREEpro+/hole-like-thing/ – 

as cohesive device, but she wasn’t aware that producing or directing signs spatially 

can be meaningful and functional and her different locations of these signs caused 

ambiguity.  

(8. 20) Narration about picture 11 and 12 by a second language learner of TSL    

a. Tree and tree hole in left side 

P11: MALE CHILD TREEpro+BOYpro-move.up TREEpro+/hole.like.thing/ 

TREEpro+SEE> YELL++ FROG HAVE.NOT.HAVE, YELL FROG 

HAVE.NOT.HAVE  

‘The boy moved up the tree and looked into a treehole and yelled if the frog was in 

there.’ 

   
a. TREE(LH)+BOYpro-move.up b. TREEpro+/hole.like.thing/ c. TREEpro+YELL 

Figure 8. 12 

DOG TREEpro+DOGpro-push>TREEpro-shake TREEpro+/hive/pro-fall 

/hive/pro+Fpro-many.go.out 

‘The dog was pushing the tree and the tree was shaking. The beehive fell and from the 

beehive was flying out many bees.’ 

b. Tree and tree hole in right side 

P12: TREE TREEpro+/hole.like.thing/> /hole.like.thing/ OWL(CAT^HEAD^BIRD) 

OWLpro-out,  

MALE CHILD /shocked/ Gpro+BOYpro-fall(false.start) TREE 

TREEpro+BOYpro(LH)-fall.fm 

‘In the treehole an owl was flying out. The boy was shocked and fell from the tree.’ 
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Figure 8. 13 a. TREEpro+/hole.like.thing/    b. TREEpro+BOYpro(LH)-fall.fm 

8.2.2.3 Summary 

Having examined referential strategies between Mandarin and TSL in detail, we 

found that zero anaphor is not always allowed in roles of subject, object, oblique, 

subject in noun clause in Mandarin. In switch reference or in object, oblique and 

subject in noun clause positions, explicit anaphora is more suitable. But in TSL, 

referents are made conceptually present and physically accessible through grounded 

blends created through indications or demonstrations. Cohesion can be achieved by 

indices, not always by anaphors. In addition, producing or directing signs spatially as 

cohesive device is the ability to integrate gestures with linguistic elements in thinking 

for speaking (Slobin 1996a) and signing. Only highly advanced learners will produce 

gestures more native-like. 6

62 

8.2.3 Spatial contrast and conjunction  

As illustrated in chapter 4 ‘methods of signaling’ and chapter 7 ‘grounded mental 

space blends’, signers can employ method of indicating signaling, manual or 

nonmanual, to create contrastive spaces to differentiate referents involving different 

events, co-occurring or co-relating. Similar phenomenon in BSL is discussed in 

Morgan (1999, 2002, 2006), although using different terms: the fixed referential space 

and the shifted referential space. The most important function of this spatial contrast 

is to provide additional imagistic information to complement the content that 

linguistic elements may not convey.   

8.2.3.1 Spatial contrast to provide imagistic information of different referents 

involving co-occurring events 

Frog Story is about a boy and his dog aiming to search for their frog back. When 

searching outside, there are some situations that the boy and the dog involve in 

different events but co-occurring. Let’s see how signers manipulate the spatial 

contrast to narrate this kind of events.   

                                                 
62 Refer to the studies on co-speech gestures of 2nd language learners in Gullberg (2003, 2006, 2008), 
Gullberg, Hendriks and Hickmann (2008), Stam (2006, 2007), and others 
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In one narration about picture 8 of Frog Story that the boy and the dog go outside 

to search for the frog (8.21), the referent |boy| was reidentified at location ‘left’ 

through index pointing ‘left’ and head tilting ‘left’ and the referent |dog| was 

reidentified at location ‘right’ through head tilting ‘right’. The following complex 

depicting sign ‘WALK+WALK’ was produced directing toward ‘right’ with the right 

hand in front of the left hand a little bit. The preceding right hand sign WALK can be 

interpreted as the motion of the dog, and the left hand sign WALK was the motion of 

the boy (Figure 8.14).  

(8. 21) 

P08: IX:L MALE CHILD+/head.tilt:L/ AND DOG+/head.tilt:R/ 

(WALK+WALK):dir:R HOUSE HOUSEpro+OUTSIDE HOUSEpro+SURFACE++ 

TREE+++TREE++(FOREST) INSIDE /head:look.R.look.front/ /yell/ YELL(both 

hands)++ 

‘The boy and the dog walked out of their house into a forest to search for (their frog).’  

 
Figure 8. 14 (WALK(dog)+WALK(boy)):dir:R 

And then continue to narrate the story about picture 9 of Frog Story that the boy 

and the dog involve in different co-occurring events. Following the narrative temporal 

sequence (the dog walked preceding the boy), the narration about picture 9 can be 

produced beginning with the dog’s action and then with the boy’s action. Both actions 

should be produced directing toward ‘right’, achieving spatial coherence with 

previous motion ‘walk’. However, to narrate two referents involving events occurring 

at the same time, signers can manipulate their body orientation to make a contrast of 

actions of different characters, as (8.22) and (8.23) illustrated. This device is called 

‘shifted referential space’ (Morgan 1999, 2002, 2006). The signer oriented her body to 

the right to describe the actions of the dog relating to the beehive (Example 8.22b, 

Figure 8.15), while she oriented her body to the left to describe the actions of the boy 

relating to the land hole (Example 8.23, Figure 8.16). 
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(8. 22) 

a. TREE TREEpro+IX TREEpro+HAVE BEE TREEpro-i+/hive/pro-loc:j 

‘There was a tree and the tree had a beehive hanging on.’ 

b.                                                        body.ori:R      
IX:L DOG SEE:dir:j (zero Obj) YELL++:dir:j (zero Oblique) PUSH++:dir:i (zero 
Obj) 

‘The dog saw (beehive in the tree) and yelled (at it) and pushed (the tree).’  

         
a. TREEpro-i+/hive/pro-loc:j   b. SEE:dir:j   c. YELL:dir:j    d. PUSH:dir:i  

Figure 8. 15 

 

(8. 23)  
                                                    body.ori:L 

IX:L MALE CHILD, IX:L HAVE LAND /hole.like.thing/ /hole/pro+IX /look.into/ 

‘There was a hole there and the boy looked into (the hole).’ 

      
Figure 8. 16 a. IX:L+IX:L   b. HAVE+HAVE   c. /hole.like.thing/  d. /look.into/ 

8.2.3.2 Opposite construal of the spatial contrast to differentiate referents among 

signers  

Different signers may have different ways of construal to differentiate referents 

involving different events, co-occurring or co-relating. Contrary to the narrative above, 

in (8.24) the signer oriented his body to the ‘left’ to describe the actions of the dog 

and to the ‘right’ to describe the actions of the boy. 
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(8. 24) 

a.                                                       body.ori:L 
DOG /run++/, TREE(LH) TREEpro+DOGpro-move.with.finger.wiggling:dir:LH,  
                   body.ori:L 
TREEpro+DOGpro-yell++:dir:LH,  
 
b.                                                     body.ori:R 
MALE CHILD SURFACE SURFACEpro+/dig/++ /hole/ /hole/pro+IX:down  
                                 body.ori:R 

/hole/+/look/ /hole/ /hole/pro+SEE:down > IX:down  

‘The dog was running toward the tree and yelling at it. The boy was looking into the 

hole on the ground.’ 

             
Figure 8. 17 a. TREEpro+DOGpro-yell    b. /hole.like.thing/  c. /hole/+/head:look/ 

From the different ways of construal by different signers, we are more confident 

to treat producing or directing signs spatially as signs integrating with gestures. The 

most important function of the spatial contrast is not to differentiate referents because 

overt linguistic noun phrases can do the same. In these examples, every predicate has 

an explicit noun phrase to identify the Figures. The more crucial function is to provide 

additional imagistic information to complement the content that linguistic elements 

convey.  

8.2.3.3 Spatial contrast to provide imagistic information of different referents 

involving co-relating events  

The following example illustrates further evidence that signers choose to 

differentiate referents’ actions by spatial contrast to provide additional imagistic 

information even when this way of encoding will violate the spatial coherence. 6

63 The 

actions of the referents in (8.25) are co-related. The action of the second referent 

results from the action of the first referent. According to the semantic meaning of 

‘follow’, the direction of the expressive unit should be the same as the one causing it. 

                                                 
63 “Chunking of topics, themes, and ideas that structure the signer’s intended meaning constitute an 
important discourse function of space” in sign language. “Space does not simply mirror the physical 
world” (Winston 1993, 1995, Mather and Winston 1998: 199).  
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But in this example, it is not the case. The signer manipulates the spatial contrast on 

purpose. The spatial contrast is not required to differentiate referents in this example 

because overt noun phrases were employed, the same as the examples above. We 

propose this on-purpose spatial contrast is to provide additional imagistic information 

to complement the content that linguistic elements may not convey, two referents 

involving different events, co-relating (8.25) or co-occurring (8.22-8.24). The most 

important function of this spatial contrast is to provide the imagistic information of 

co-occurring or co-relating events to complement the content that linguistic elements 

may not convey.     

(8. 25)  

IX:L DEER ANGRY,… /run/++, MALE CHILD 

(DEERpro+BOYpro-loc)+DEERpro-move.up.and.down:dir:R  

… DOG ALSO /follow/:dir:L /yell/ /run/++ 

‘The deer was angry. Start to run with the boy on its back. And the dog also ran after 

followed(x) the deer to run(x) and yelled at it.’ 

                           
Figure 8. 18 a. (DEERpro+BOYpro-loc)+DEERpro-move:dir:R   b. /follow/:dir:L 

The proposal that spatial contrast in TSL provides additional imagistic 

information of co-occurring or co-relating events of referents to complement the 

content that linguistic elements do not convey can be proved through the comparison 

with narratives of Mandarin. In Mandarin, ‘co-occurring’ of events is usually encoded 

by conjunctions, such as zhe (ge) shihou ‘at this moment’ (8.26a), by parallel structure 

(8.26b, c), or by adverbials, such as ye ‘also’ (8.26d).   
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(8. 26)  

a. Conjunction zhege shihou ‘at this moment’ 

Ranhou  shouxian yikaishi de shihou ne 

then     first      in.the.beginning de time part. 

Xiao nanhai ta faxian le yi  ge didong,  

little  boy    he  discover asp one cl  landhole 

Zhege shihou gougou ta faxian le  shu shang you yige fengwo 

this   moment  dog    it discover asp  tree up have one cl beehive 

‘And then in the beginning the little boy discovered a landhole; at this moment the 

dog discovered a beehive in the tree.’ 

b. Parallel structure 

Xiao nanhai duizhe      didong zhao xiao qingwa 

little  boy    with.respect.to landhole search little   frog 

xiaogou ze wanzhe shu shang de fengwo 

dog          play    tree up     de  beehive 

‘The little boy was looking for the frog in the hole. The dog was playing with the 

beehive in the tree.’ 

c. Parallel structure 

Yushi xiaohuanggou ta jiu fuze qu shu nabian zhaoyizhao 

then    dog         it   then duty  go  tree  there   look.for 

Xiao nanhai ne jiu zai dishang zhaozhaozhao  

little  boy    part. then at   ground   look.for 

 ‘And then the dog was responsible to go to tree there to look for frog. The little 

boy was looking for frog on the ground.’ 

d. Adverbial ye ‘also’ 

Shu xia shu shang diaozhe yi ge fengchao,  

tree  down tree up      hang   one cl   hive 

ranhou gougou duizhe     fengchao  yizhi       jiao  

then     dog    with.respect.to hive      continuously  yell  

‘There is a hive hanging in the tree. And the dog continued yelling at it’  
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Ranhou xiao nanhai ye duizhe     dishang de yige  didong limian  

then    little   boy   also with.respect.to ground  de one   land.hole  inside  

zai zhaozhaokan qingwa youmeiyou   zai didong limian 

asp  look.for      frog    have.don’t.have at  land.hole  inside 

‘And the little boy was also looking into the landhole if the frog was in there.’   

Adverbial ye ‘also’ (8.27a) and ‘parallel structure’ (8.27b) are also found in 

narration describing picture 4 in which boy and dog involve(x) are involved in 

different actions but co-occurring searching events. And these events are also encoded 

by spatial contrast in our TSL data (Figure 8.19), some signers employed additionally 

the adverbial ALSO (Example 8.28b) 

(8. 27)  

a.  Ranhou xiao nanhai jiu fankai tade xiezi,  

then    little  boy    then turn.over his   shoe 

zhaozhaokan qingwa youmeiyou    duo zai limian,  

look.for      frog     have.don’t.have  hide at   inside 

‘And then the little boy turned over his shoe and looked if the frog hid inside 

there.’  

Gougou yeshi  yiyang, ta jiu zuanjin boli ping limian kan,  

dog     also-be  same  it then  dig.into glass jar      inside look, 

kan qingwa youmeiyou zai limian  

look  frog    have.don’t.have at inside 

‘The dog did the same. It moved into the jar to look if the frog was inside there.’  

b.  Xiaohaizi jiu zai jiu dao xiezi limian qu zhao yi zhao,  

child     then at   then arrive shoe   inside  go search one search 

na xiaogou jiu dao  zuandao boli ping limian qu kankan. 

that dog     then arrive   dig.into   glass jar   inside  go look.look 

‘The boy was looking for (the frog) into the shoe; the dog was looking for (it) into 

the jar.’   
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(8. 28)  

a. SEARCH++, CHILD AND DOG ALSO /separate/, body.ori:L- SEARCH++ 

/take.up.to.eyes/+/look/ WOOD.SHOE /take.up.to.eyes/+/look/, DON'T.HAVE 

body.ori:R- SEARCH /take.up.to.eyes/+/look/ DON'T.HAVE 

‘(They) started to search, and the boy and the dog were separate to seach. One took up 

the shoe to look for but nothing found. The other took up (the jar) to look for but 

nothing found, too.’ 

b. MALE WEIRD /turn.over.things.and.search/++, DOG ALSO GLASS 

/jar/+/look.into/ 

‘The boy felt weird and turned over all the things to search; the dog also looked 

into the glass jar.’ 

                   
Figure 8. 19 a. /turn.over.things.and.search/++      b. /jar/+/look.into/ 

Adverbial ALSO was employed to encode co-occurring events in TSL narrative 

by hearing signers, too. Note that the signers didn’t employ spatial contrast to provide 

information that the actions of the boy and the dog are co-occurring events although 

both are fluent signers and one of them should have native ability of TSL. The first 

example (8.29a) is produced by a hearing near-native signer, with deaf parents but 

being raised by hearing grandparents, and learning TSL at teenage. The second and 

third examples (8.29b, c) are produced by a native signer, with a deaf father and a 

hearing mother.  

(8. 29)  

a. CHILD SHOE /take.up.in.front.of.eyes/+/look/ LOOK LOOK,  LOOK 

DON'T.HAVE  ‘The boy took the shoe up to look for (frog). Nothing is found.’  

DOG ALSO JARpro GLASS JAR JARpro+DOGpro-move.into 

JARpro+/look/+LOOK, JARpro+DON'T.HAVE  

'The dog also moved into the jar to look for (frog). The result is nothing.’ 
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b. IX:L MALE IX:L LOOK  SEARCH IX:L SHOE /take.up.(shoe)/+/look/ 

SHOEpro+LOOK SHOEpro+SEE SHOEpro+IX:L.front:R.front(there)  

‘The boy took up the shoe to look for (the frog)’ 

DOG ALSO Gpro+DOGpro-move.into, GLASS /jar/(trace) INSIDE 

/jar/pro+DOGpro-move.into LOOK IX:L FROG AT WHAT PLACE  

‘The dog also moved into the jar to see where the frog is.’ 

c. MALE LOOK SEE:L.down HAVE /hole/ LAND IX:down HAVE /hole/…  

‘The boy saw there was a hole.’ 

IX:L DOG ALSO TREE HAVE ONE SMALL FLY WORM IX: L 

YELL++(both.hands.alternate)  

‘The dog also (saw) there were small flies in the tree and yelled at them.’ 

8.2.3.4 Spatial contrast to indicate interlocutors’ alternation 

This section discusses a third function of spatial contrast. In conversation, the 

teller can take turns as addressee and the addressee becomes the teller. In sign 

language, this interlocutors’ alternation can be encoded by spatial contrast of two 

constructed dialogues. In (8.30), the first constructed dialogue represents that the 

signer becomes the character ‘boy’ and constructs what the character says to the 

character ‘frog couple’. In contrast, the second constructed dialogue represents that 

the signer becomes the character ‘frog couple’ and constructs what the character 

answers to the character ‘boy’. This spatial contrast of body orientation seems to 

express that the signer first locates at left position, playing the role of ‘boy’ and then 

locates at right position, playing the role of ‘frog couple’.  

(8. 30)                                  body.orient:R 
MAY MAYNOT TAKE:dir:chest ONE GIVE:dir:chest   

‘(I, the boy, asked the frogs): “if (I) can take one (frog)? If (you) can give (me one 

frog)?”’     

           body.face:front                             body.orient:L 
COUPLE(false start) FROG  ALLOW-ori.L COUPLE ALLOW-ori.L (MAY) 

‘The frog couple (said:) “(I) allowed (you, the boy’s request). (Yes, you) may (take one).”’  
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Figure 8. 20 a. GIVE:dir:chest                b. ALLOW/PROMISE:ori:L 

Again, comparing TSL example produced by 2nd language learner (8.31) with the 

example above, the learner knows to shift body orientation to indicate the character’s 

point of view, not the narrator’s point of view. But she doesn’t know to employ spatial 

contrast to encode interlocutors’ alternation. Spatial contrast of body orientation to 

form constructed dialogues is also found in co-speech gestures in spoken languages. 

The case here provides another piece of evidence that gestures are language-specific, 

even though they have similar forms. Only advanced learners will produce gestures 

more native-like. Can this case be another piece of evidence that gestures and 

linguistic elements are integrated before utterances are produced, the growth point 

(McNeill and Duncan 2000)? If not, then the learner should not have this error.   

(8. 31) 

CHILD TELL FROG MAY MAY.NOT CHOOSE(false.s) /take.in.hand/:dir:chest 

ONE FROG CARRY BACK HOME  

'The boy told frog couple: “could I take one frog back home?”’ 

FATHER(false.s) CHILD FROG FATHER MOTHER ALLOW  

'Frog parents answered: “yes!”’ 

  
Figure 8. 21  a. TELL:dir:R             b. ALLOW:dir:R 

8.3 Thematic coherence 

Frog Story is about a boy and his dog aiming to search their frog back. The main 

theme of the story begins at one night when they are sleeping, the frog runs away. 
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When they wake up next morning, they discover their frog is missing and initiate the 

search. During their search, they encounter different animals in different places. And 

finally they regain their frog or a new baby frog and go home, ending the story. Refer 

to Table (8.7) below for the details. 

Based on Trabasso and Nickels (1992), Trabasso and Rodkin (1994), a coherent 

narrative is composed of clauses with a causal network. These clauses can be settings 

(S), events (E), internal responses (IR), goals (G), attempts (A), or outcomes (O). 

They are related with one kind of causal relation: psychological (psy), physical (phi), 

motivational (m), or enabling (e). For example, a setting can enable an internal 

response, the internal response can psychologically cause a goal, the goal can 

motivate an attempt, and the attempt can physically cause an outcome. These 

categories are composed of a causal network in terms of different points of view. In 

Frog Story narratives, they can be point of view of boy, dog, boy and dog (B&D), frog, 

gopher, owl, bees, deer, frog couple, etc. 

In addition, to narrate a coherent story globally, the story should be described 

surrounding the main theme: find the frog back (G1). The high-order goal triggers the 

second-order goal: search the frog (G2). Each change of the scene can be regarded as 

a new setting to enable the (re)instatement of goal: search the frog in different 

locations (G3). The encountering of different animals can be viewed as 

goal-blockings, that is, the failure of outcomes implied (O[-]), with respect to the goal. 

One criterie is employed to judge the narration as goal-oriented or not in spoken 

language: ‘purposeful attempt’. Only explicitly mentioning ‘to search/look for frog’ of 

each action is counted as a purposeful attempt (Akinci, Jisa and Kern 2001, Berman 

1988, 2001, Trabasso et al 1992). 
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Table 8. 7 The contents of the 24 pictures of Frog Story 

Pic Scene (picture-evident description) New character(s) New place 

1 Boy & dog look at frog in jar  
Boy, dog, frog Jar, (bedroom), 

window-L 

2-3 
B & D asleep, Fr 1 leg outside jar 

B & D awaken, find empty jar 

  

4 
B looks in boots 

Dog's head sticks in jar 

 Boots 

5-7 
D looks out, B calls, D falls outside, 

jar shattered 

 (window)(outside)

 Episode (important scene change)   

8 B calling out, D looking round   Forest-R 

9 
B looks down hole 

D barks at hanging beehive 

Bees Hole 

Tree1, beehive 

10 

Gopher jumps out,  

D shakes tree, Hive falls down, D 

looks at 

Gopher, squirrel or 

mouse 

 

11 B up on branch, peers inside hole  Tree2-R, treehole

12 
Owl appears, B falls down 

Bees chasing, D running away 

Owl, eagle, or bird 

 

 

 Episode (important scene change)   

13 Owl swooshes off, B cowering   

14 B on top, calling, holding on  Rock-R, (branch)

15 B caught on antlers Deer  

16-18 Deer scene 

 Cliff-R, pond, 

lake,  river or 

water 

 Episode (important scene change)   

19 B attends to sound, D on his neck  Log-R 

20 B signals for quiet, follows sound   

21-23 
B and D climb log, B and D see frogs 

below  

Frogs, baby frogs  

 Episode (important scene change)   

24 B has a frog, waves goodbye 
 (Home-L) 

The following causal relations are based on the narrative produced by a native 

TSL signer (8.32). The failure of outcome explicitly mentioned after searching inside 
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the house (sign EMPTY in narration about picture 5) psychologically causes internal 

response ‘/what.to.do/’ (in narration about picture 8). This internal response 

psychologically causes the goal of searching outside implicitly. The goal motivates 

the attempt ‘walking outside to the forest to look for the frog’. During searching 

outside, each setting enables an attempt, and the attempt physically causes an outcome. 

The outcome can be ‘find the frog’ explicitly mentioned (O(+)), ‘didn’t find the frog’ 

explicitly mentioned (O(-)), or ‘didn’t find the frog’ implied by encountering other 

animal’ (O[-]). Note that only in the beginning of the search, the goal is implicitly 

mentioned (8.32a). And only one of the encountering animals (the owl) can be 

counted as a failure of outcome with respect to the goal, because only that attempt is 

explicitly mentioned with purpose ‘to see if frog there’ (8.32c). Based on the criteria 

discussed above, the narration (8.32) is not counted as goal-oriented, coherent 

globally.       

(8. 32) Causal relations of point of view of boy in searching outside 

a. Forest scene  

Causal relation: O(empty, 5)(-) psy IR(what to do, 8) psy G3[search outside] m 

A(walk to the forest and yell, 8) 6

64  

Narration about picture 5: 

MALE CHILD ALSO 

WINDOWpro+CHILDpro-move.to+/head:turn.L.then.R.to.look/. EMPTY. 

‘The boy also moved to the window to look for (the frog). But all empty.’ 

 

Narration about picture 8: 

AFTER /what.to.to/ 

‘And then, what to do?!’ 

IX:L MALE CHILD AND DOG (WALK+WALK):dir:R HOUSE 

HOUSEpro+OUTSIDE FOREST INSIDE /head:look.R.look.front/ /yell/ YELL 

‘The boy and the dog walked out of their house into a forest to search for (their frog).’ 

 

b. Squirrel scene  

Causal relation: S(hole, 9) e A(look into, 9) phi O(squirrel, 10) 

Narration about picture 9 

IX:L HAVE LAND /hole/. IX:L /hole/+/head:look.into/.  

‘There is a hole and (the boy) looked into the hole.’ 

 

 

                                                 
64 The numbers represent the pictures of Frog Story. 
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Narration about picture 10: 

IX:L MALE CHILD /hole/+/head:look.into/ 

/hole/-/hands.pull.away.quickly.and.body.move.back ‘suddenly and get shocked’/ 

/hole/pro+IX:L.down HAVE SQUIRREL /squirrel-like-action/ 

‘The boy looked into the hole, and suddenly there was a squirrel doing squirrel like 

action.’ 

 

c. Owl scene  

Causal relation: S(treehole, 11) e A(look into to see if frog there, 11, purposeful 

attempt) phi O(owl, 12)[-]  

Narration about picture 11: 

AFTER IX:R.up MALE CHILD IX:up CLIMB:dir:R IX:R TREE HAVE IX:R /hole/. 

IX:L /hole/pro+SEE:L-R.down /hole/＋/look.into>/head.turn.L.and.look/ FROG 

HAVE.DON’T.HAVE 

‘And then the boy climbed (the tree). There was a treehole in the tree. He looked into 

the treehole to see if there was the frog’  

 

Narration about picture 12: 

AFTER IX:L MALE CHILD ALSO TREE(false.start) /hole/-/head:look.into/. 

/hole/-/hands.pull.away.quickly.and.body.move.back ‘suddenly and get shocked’/ 

IX:down HAVE /owl-owl.like.action/. 

‘And then the boy also looked into the treehole. Suddenly, there was a owl doing owl 

like action.’ 

 

d. Deer scene 

Causal relation: S(rock, 14) e A(move onto and look around, 14) phi O(deer, 15) 

Narration about picture 14: 

AFTER IX:L MALE CHILD Gpro+Fpro-move.toward Gpro+IX:LH HAVE ROCK 

BIG /rock/(trace) ROCKpro+BOYpro-move.onto /head:look.around/ 

‘And then there was a big rock and the boy moved onto the rock to look around.’ 

 

Narration about picture 15: 

IX:L ROCKpro+BOYpro-move.onto, 

ARRIVE(IN.RESULT) AFTER DON’T.HAVE THINK ARRIVE WHAT, 

‘There, the boy moved onto the rock. And then what is the thing that doesn’t think 

about?’    

… 
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IX:L+IX:L /something.with.antler’s.shape.on.head-stand.up.and.head.turn.right/  

IX:L+/mouth.open ‘wow’/ BE DEER_N  

‘There (there is) something with antlers’ shape on head standing up and turning his 

head back. Oh! (The boy finally realized) that’s a deer!!’ 

 

e. Resolution  

Causal relation: S(log, 19) e A (cross to see, 22) phi O(+, 22, 23) 

Narration about picture 19: 

AFTER SEE-dir.L HAVE WOOD /wood/(trace) IX:up 

‘And then they saw there was a log there.’ 

 

Narration about pictures 22-23: 

/move.across/+/head:look.down/ IX:L.down WHAT. 原來 BE FROG de COUPLE 

HAVE. 

‘The boy moved across and looked what was that. That was the frog couple.’ 

COUPLE SEE-dir.L.down, OTHER^AGAIN^HAVE SMALL FROG 

Fpro-stand.in.line-L MANY 

‘Couple frog, he saw. And there, there are also small frogs lining up, so plentiful.’ 

However, these criteria are not completely suitable in evaluating TSL narratives. 

As discussed in the preceding section, spatial mapping can be cohesive devices 

because referents can be made conceptually present and physically accessible by 

indicating signaling or demonstrating signaling and referring to them can be indicated 

by indices, not by anaphors. Explicitly mentioning ‘frog’ is not necessary in each 

scene.  

The search for the frog can be divided into two: search inside the house (pictures 

4 and 5) and outside the house (pictures 8-23). Searching outside can be divided into 

four episodes: to the forest (pictures 8-12), to the rock (pictures 13-15), to the 

cliff/lake (16-18) and to the log (pictures 19-23). Note the spatial coherence of the 

pictures in Frog Story. The search route is consistently ‘directing to the right’. 6

65 Let’s 

see how the same TSL native signer employs spatial contrast across these episodes to 

achieve coherence globally in the narrative below (Table 8.8, Figure 8.22).  

Although the signer narrates the story page by page, the spatial arrangement of 

the signing is not always mapped with that of each picture. There is a pattern in these 

spatial arrangements. From the change of the direction of expressive units, we can see 

                                                 
65 In pictures 8-23, the settings ‘forest, tree/treehole, rock, cliff, and log’ are drawn at the right position 
relative to the character ‘boy (and dog)’, hence the search route is regarded as ‘directing to the right’.  
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the change of the scene. To the forest, the direction of the expressive units is to the 

right, while, to the rock, the direction of the expressions is to the left. Then the scene 

is changed from the rock to the cliff, and the direction of the expressive units is 

changed back to the right. The scene is then changed from the cliff to the log, and the 

direction of the expressive units is changed again back to the left. Similar to fronted 

adverbials at the beginning of episode as episodic markers in spoken language (Seig 

2004), we propose the spatial arrangement as device of episodic organization. Change 

of spatial arrangement is change of episode, which is the narrative unit of attention 

allocation.   

Table 8. 8 The comparison of the searching route drawn in the picture and that 

produced in the narration 

 Setting’s position 

(in the picture) 

Direction of activity  

(in the narration) 

Mapping 

or not 

P8 

P11 

Forest-right  

Tree/treehole-right 

(WALK+WALK):dir:right 

CLIMB:dir.right /treehole/:right 

Yes 

  Change place due to owl  

P13 

P14 

Boy-right 

Rock-right 

BOYpro+OWLpro-chase:dir:left, 

ROCKpro-left+BOYpro-move.onto 

No 

  Change place due to deer  

P16 Cliff-right DEERpro.with.BOYpro-move:dir.right Yes 

  Change place due to deer  

P19 

P23 

Log-right  

Frogs-right 

/log/:left   /cross/:dir:left 

FROGpro-line.up:left 

No 

  Change place due to different goal  

P24 Left /take.in.hand/>GO.AWAY:dir:right No 
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To the forest-R:                  > To the rock-L:      

    
P8 WALK:dir:R   P11 CLIMB:dir:R  P13 BOYpro+OWLpro-chase:dir:L 

                                  

> To the cliff-R: 

                 
P14 ROCKpro-L+BOYpro-move.onto  P16 DEERpro.with.BOYpro-move:dir:R 

 

> To the log-L:               > Back home-R:                  

   
P19 /cross/:dir:L               P24 /take.in.hand/>GO.AWAY:dir:R 

Figure 8. 22 Change of spatial arrangement is change of episode 

The causal relations of the narration by this signer are revised a little bit as 

illustrated in the following example (8.33). With the goal ‘search frog outside’ implied 

in narration about picture 8, narrations about picture 9 and picture 11 are also counted 

as goal-oriented because they are in the same episode and the appearance of squirrel 

implies the failure of outcome. In addition, although the goal ‘to search for frog’ is not 

explicitly mentioned and the attempt is not described as purposeful in the following 

episodes ‘to the rock and to the log’, the goal implied in narration about picture 8 and 

purposeful attempt mentioned in narration about picture 11 are still on-line in the 

boy’s mind. The search just stops temporally because of the interruption of the owl 

and the deer. The whole narration by this signer is coherent globally with GAO 

structure and with episodic organization.  
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(8. 33) Causal relations of viewpoint of boy in searching outside 

Episode: to the forest 

The forest scene: O(empty, 5)(-) psy IR(what to do, 8) psy G3[search frog outside] m 

A(walk to the forest and yell, 8) 

The squirrel scene: S(hole, 9) e G3[search frog outside] m A(look into, 9) phi 

O(squirrel, 10)[-]  

The tree hole scene: boy: S(treehole, 11) e G3[search frog outside] m A(look into to 

see if frog there, 11, purposeful attempt) phi O(owl, 12)[-]  

Episode: to the rock 

The rock scene: S(rock, 14) e G3[search frog outside] m A(move onto and look 

around, 14) phi O(deer, 15)[-] 

Episode: to the log 

The resolution: S(log, 19) e G3[search frog outside] m A (cross to see, 22) phi O(+, 

22, 23) 

The episodic organization encoded and demonstrated by the spatial contrast is 

unique in the language of visual-gestural modality. This spatial arrangement makes 

the story more salient and vivid encouraging audiences to take an active role in 

meaning construction and hence making more sense of the story.   

8.4 Evaluative functions of narrative 

To make sense of the story, one can provide additional background information 

or your attitudes or feelings to the event to encourage addressee to take viewpoint of 

narrator or character; one can become the character (constructed emotions, thoughts, 

actions, or dialogues) to create the scene; still, one can deliberately conceal or adeptly 

reveal the main point of the event at appropriate moments to achieve suspenseful or 

surprising effects (Labov 1972, Labov and Waletzy 1967). The most important device 

to achieve these in TSL is through grounded mental space blending. Through blending, 

referents and events can be made conceptually present with physical reality. With 

physical reality to create scene, involvement can be achieved because the audiences 

are encouraged to take an active role in creating the meaning of the discourse.  
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8.4.1 Signaling of describing-as, indicating, and demonstrating  

Comparing narratives of Mandarin Chinese and those of TSL below, spatial 

establishments of referents can be signaled by different methods. In spoken Mandarin, 

the serial verb constructions (SVC), wei zai pangbian kan a kan ‘surround near-by to 

look’ in (8.34a) and zuo zai dishang kan zhe… ‘sit on the ground to look…’ in (8.34b), 

were employed to ‘describe’ the location and activity of the event. In TSL (8.35 and 

8.36), spatial relations can be ‘demonstrated’ and ‘indicated’ like a reality with 

conceptually present and physically accessible referents in grounded spaces, created 

and blended by simultaneously produced depicting and indicating expressive units. 6

66 

Through signaling of indicating, referents are given physical location (Figures 8.23a 

and b), and through signaling of demonstrating, referents are given physical reality 

about size, shape, motion, action, etc., in addition to location (Figures 8.23c and d). 

(8. 34) Mandarin Chinese 

a. Tamen  jiou  wei      zai  pangbian  kan   a       kan 

They   then  surround  at   side      look  particle  look 

‘…they surrounded near-by to look and look.’ 

b. Ta he tade xiaogou jiu zuo zai dishang kan zhe yang zai boli ping limian de qingwa 

he and his dog    then sit  at ground look asp foster at glass jar  inside de frog 

‘he and his dog sat on the ground to look at the frog raised in the jar.’ 

(8. 35) TSL by native signer   

MALE+/eye.gaze/:R CHILD  AND  IX:L  DOG+/head.tilt/:L 

(BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)-move:dir.center 

(BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)+/face:look.downward/, IX  INSIDE  GLASS  TURNIP  

JAR  JARpro+IX  INSIDE  FROG, (zero Subj)  /frog-look.upward.to.R.and.to.L/  

(zero Obj) 

                                                 
66 Accompanying co-speech gestures, some spatial aspects of representation can be indicated and 
demonstrated as well in spoken languages (Gullberg 2006, Kendon 2004, Liddell 1996, McNeill 1992, 
Rayman 1999, and others). See also Chapter 7 ‘grounded mental space blends in TSL’ for some 
examples of gestures produced by Mandarin speakers. 
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‘In the evening, a boy (on the right side) and a dog (on the left side) came to see a 

frog inside a jar and simultaneously (the frog) looked (at the dog) upward to his right 

side and (at the boy) upward to his left.’  

Example (8.35) above is one episode signed from a native signer. Similar 

narrative is found in the following near-native signer’s narrative, Example (8.36).    

(8. 36) TSL by near-native signer 

DOG  /left/, /jar/ FROG  /jar/pro+FROGpro-loc:i, BOY  BOYpro-loc:j,  (zero 

Subj)  TOGETHER  fragment of TOGETHER+SEE  SEE:fm:j:dir:i  FROG,  

(zero Subj) /frog-look.upward/  (zero Obj) 

‘There is a dog at left, a frog inside a jar, and a boy at right. They (boy and dog) 

together are looking at the frog (inside the jar), and (the frog) is looking upward (at 

them), too.’ 

Both TSL narratives above create and blend conceptually present referents by 

integrating linguistic elements and gestures simultaneously. Different from spoken 

Mandarin’s spatial descriptions, the spatial relations in TSL are demonstrated and 

indicated like a reality. 

                 
a. DOG+/head.tilt/:L  b. /left/      c. /JAR/pro+FROGpro-loc:i d. BOYpro-loc:j 

Figure 8. 23 

With conceptually present referents established by depicting gesture ‘/left/’ and 

depicting classifier constructions ‘/jar/pro+FROGpro-loc:i’ and ‘BOYpro-loc:j’, the 

seeing event was demonstrated with specific spatial relations of these referents 

(Example 8.36, Figure 8.23b, c, d), unlike the non-specific spatial descriptions 

produced in Mandarin Chinese. In addition, comparing the TSL narrative by the 

near-native signer (Example 8.36) to the one produced by the native signer (Example 

8.35), the same scene can be expressed by incorporating a depicting classifier 

construction and a constructed action simultaneously (Figure 8.24d). In addition to 

demonstrating the seeing action, the relative location of boy, dog, and frog was also 

demonstrated and indicated by this simultaneous construction with both hands and the 
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two-channel system (manual and nonmanual). This simultaneous expression that 

demonstrated and indicated the activity and spatial relation at the same time was more 

efficient and more informative. 6

67 In contrast, the scene where the boy and the dog 

together look at the frog inside a jar was encoded by an adverb TOGETHER and an 

verb SEE in this near-native signer’s narrative. Comparing Figure (8.24c) and Figure 

(8.24d), we can find that the simultaneous expression by the native signer (Figure 

8.24d) provided a visual component that represented the visible world more iconically 

and vividly. 

                       
a. TOGETHER       b. fragment of TOGETHER+SEE   c. SEE 

                      

d. (BOYpro-R+DOGpro-L)-move.to:x+/head&face:look.down/:y         

Figure 8. 24 

The constructed actions produced to play the role for the character ‘frog’ by these 

two signers are different, too. The one that the native signer expresses is more 

elaborated. In addition to the referents |boy and dog| are indicated through the head 

position and eye gaze of the near-native signer’s directing upward (Figure 8.25a), 

their relative locations were identified that |dog| is to the frog’s right and |boy| is to its 

left through the contrastive directions of these nonmanual expressions of the 

constructed action by the native signer (Figure 8.25b). 

                                                 
67 By using classifier constructions and constructed actions simultaneously “to show exactly what 
happens in what manner and in what spatial relationship, storytellers are able to create a vivid picture” 
of the story (Rayman 1999: 65). In addition, why they are produced this way prevalently in narrative is 
to match the principles of both efficiency and informativeness (Perniss 2007) 
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Figure 8. 25 a. /frog-look.upward/   b. /frog-look.upward.to.the right.and.to.the.left/ 

We also compare these TSL narratives with those produced by 2nd language 

learners. Simultaneous constructions are not so prevalent in TSL of 2nd language 

learners. Example (8.37) is one of the few. The same as native or near-native signers, 

this second language learner of TSL demonstrated the scene with spatial 

establishment of the referents through nonmanual expressions. And she employed her 

both hands to conflate the co-occurring actions of these two characters with indicating 

signs. But different from narratives above, there are no physical forms inherited from 

the real space created by indicating signs. Narratives from native or near-native 

signers create a more vivid scene because their narratives have physical forms 

inheriting from the real spaces which are created by the depicting classifier 

constructions.  

(8. 37) CHILD+/body.ori/:R DOG+/body.ori/:L (SEE+SEE) GLASS JAR FROG 

‘A boy (on the right) and a dog (on the left) both went to see the frog in the jar.’     

         
a. CHILD+/body.ori/:R    b. DOG+/body.ori/:L    

 
c. (SEE+SEE) 

Figure 8. 26 
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8.4.2 Encouragement of perspective shift 

During narrating story or experience, one can encourage addressees or readers to 

take the viewpoint of narrator or character. English the is one device that narrators use 

in short stories when they aim to encourage readers to empathize with, or adopt the 

viewpoint of, the narrator or the story character (Epstein 2002b). Similar function can 

be achieved by gestures incorporated with linguistic elements in TSL. Example (8.38) 

demonstrates a new referent appearing in the story line. The signer not only produced 

sign BEE after the predicate to put the protagonist ‘bees’ in focus position, but also 

employed two depicting classifier constructions, ‘/beehive/-i -shaking’ and 

‘/beehive/pro-i+ BEEpro-many.go.fm-dir:L’ to make the referents and the motion 

events conceptually present with physical reality through grounded space blending. In 

addition, the deliberate manipulation of slow speed of moving hand, eyes gazing from 

the beginning point to the end point of moving hand, and the mouth action to express 

certain sensation emphasize the precise process of the motion event that narrator aims 

to encourage addressees to take her view point to participate as if they were in the 

scene to ‘witness’ what happened.    

(8. 38) Encouragement of taking viewpoint of narrator 

IX:R.up /hive/-i -shaking, /hive/pro-i+ 

Fpro-many.go.fm:dir:L-slow.motion+/eye.gaze:moving.hand/ BEE MANY 

‘…up there (the tree) the beehive was shaking. From that shaking beehive was flying 

out bees plentiful.’  

 …. 

/beehive/pro-i+Fpro-many.go.fm:dir:L-slow.motion+/eye.gaze:moving.hand/ 

Figure 8. 27 

Different from the example above, the signer of the following example (8.39) 

becomes the character of the story ‘the boy’ through integrating the indicating verb 

SEE with facial gesture. The result of this is to blend out a conceptually present 

referent with the reality, i.e. the |boy| as demonstrated by the signer. In addition, she 

produces numeral signs ONE to FIVE step by step at different locations, instead of 

signing predicate MANY, to indicate and demonstrate the precise process that the 
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baby frogs keep appearing. This specific signing involves simultaneous naming and 

pointing that create grounded blends in which elements are given physical locations 

and physical process of subsequent appearance (Figure 8.29). This seems to present 

the reality for the addressees to encourage taking the viewpoint of the character to 

participate as if they were in the scene to ‘witness’ what happened right in front of 

them. The addressees can integrate the meaning encoded by the naming and the 

meaning demonstrated by the grounded blends to produce a more rich message that 

makes more sense of the story by themselves and hence to create interpersonal 

involvement. 

(8. 39) Encouragement of taking viewpoint of character 

SEE:dir.front.down+/eye.gaze/:front.down+/mouth.opening/ COUPLE,  

AGAIN CHILD ONE-i> TWO-j> THREE-k> FOUR-l> FIVE-m CHILD ONE> 

TWO> THREE> FIVE 

‘(The boy) saw a (frog) couple, and also one baby frog, two (second), three (third), 

four (fourth), five (fifth).’   

 
Figure 8. 28  ONE-i      TWO-j      THREE-k     FOUR-l      FIVE-m 

The scene the character saw is like this: 

|frog|-i,  

             |frog|-i                     |frog|-j,  

             |frog|-i             |frog|-k  |frog|-j,  

             |frog|-i    |frog|-l    |frog|-k  |frog|-j,  

|frog|-m   |frog|-i     |frog|-l   |frog|-k   |frog|-j  

Figure 8. 29 The scene the character saw 
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8.4.3 Images and details in climax 

To make sense of the reality of the story, story tellers usually employ evaluative 

strategies (Bamberg and Damrad-Frye 1991, Labov 1972, Labov and Waletzky 1967, 

Küntay and Nakamura 2004, Nakamura 2009) or involvement strategies (Tannen 

1989, 2007). These strategies can be lexical, structural, or paralinguistic (Reilly 2001, 

Reilly et al 1998). And these strategies are usually employed in orientation or climax 

of narrative. 6

68 This section will focus on one of the involvement strategies: creating 

images and details to make vivid of the narrative and hence interpersonal 

involvement.  

Creating images and details by qualifying modifiers such as adverbials or 

relative clauses is common in spoken language. As the translation of one Greek 

narrative below (Tannen 2007: 137), images and details can be created by so-called 

presentational relative constructions: introduce new referents (an act of God, a shirt) 

in nonsubject/nontopic position and provide further information about the referents 

with modifiers (an American, about seventy years old, with large checks).  

(8. 40) 

and at that time, (there) enters enters like an act of God, an American about seventy 

years old, I’ll never forget a, he was wearing a shirt with large checks. 

As discussed in chapter 5 ‘modality effects on phrase structure’ and chapter 7 

‘grounded mental space blends in TSL’, relative construction-like structures in TSL 

provide further information for the referents by making them conceptually present 

with physical reality. They can create the scenes in climax to make vivid of the 

narrative. In Frog Story, encountering new animals implies the failure of outcome 

with respect to the main goal, one climax of the story. Finding the frog and baby frogs 

in the end is another climax of the story. These referents can be introduced in 

nonsubject/nontopic position and provided further information about them by 

constructed actions or depicting classifier constructions to create images and details to 

make vivid of the narrative in TSL. Unique in sign language, co-speech gestures as 

well, the images and details that constructed actions and depicting classifier 

constructions create and blend are grounded spaces, in which referents are given 

physical reality. With physical reality, the story makes more sense and hence 

interpersonal involvement is achieved more effectively.   

                                                 
68 Co-speech gestures tend to co-occur with elements in speech that represent new or focused 
information (e.g. Levy and McNeill 1992, McNeill 2000b, McNeill and Levy 1982, McNeill, Levy, and 
Cassell 1993). They create images and details, too. 
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8.4.3.1 Images and details created by constructed actions 6

69 

In addition to introducing a new referent through describing-as signaling (8.41a, 

b), they produces depicting gestures to become the characters to demonstrate what the 

referents look like or what they do. Applying grounded blending theory (Liddell 

2003), constructed actions function to create the scene to let addressee integrate the 

meaning demonstrated by them and the meaning encoded by the words and to 

produce a much richer message. These depicting gestures create surrogates in 

grounded blends with physical forms inherited from real spaces. These physical forms 

create a more vivid, iconic scene to make sense of the story and hence achieve 

interpersonal involvement more effectively. 

(8. 41)  

a. IX:L.down+SQUIRREL-B(PINE^MOUSE)  /squirrel.like.(action)/ 

‘That, over there, is a squirrel like this.’ 

b. /hole/pro+IX HAVE SQUIRREL   /squirrel.like.action/ 

‘In the hole, there is a squirrel like this.’ 

                       
Figure 8. 30 a. /squirrel.like.(action)/        b. /squirrel.like.action/   

Compare to Mandarin, constructed dialogues are used to add the imagery and 

detail of characters – their “voices” – to discourse, similar to the study of Zimmer 

2000[1989]. In (8.42a), the storyteller became the character ‘marmot’ to talk to the 

character ‘boy’. In (8.42b), the storyteller became the character ‘owl’ to talk to the 

character ‘boy’. In this example, we can see that the constructed dialogues are not 

                                                 
69 Rayman (1999:63) concluded that ASL Deaf storytellers “included much more detail depicting the 
actions” of the story characters. For example, they “reliably characterized the rabbit and the turtle as 
cocky and humble, respectively, and maintained this characterization through use of role-shifting 
throughout the story”. In contrast, English storytellers seldom took the role of the characters and 
“elaborated the manner of movement that is iconically represented in ASL”. She also attributed this 
difference to ‘thinking for speaking’ (Slobin 1996a), that is, the linguistic resources readily available to 
language users shape the rhetoric of storytelling. Sign language, with visual-gestural modality, leads to 
certain tendencies in patterned discourse with visual and spatial details.    
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really the copy of what the characters utter. They are constructed by the speakers.  

(8. 42)  

a. Jieguo zheshihou tuboshu turan cuan le chulai. 

In result at-this-moment marmot suddenly scurry ASP exit-come 

‘In result, at this moment a marmot suddenly scurried out.’   

Ta jiu dui xiaonanhai shuo wo bushi qingwa a,  

It then with-respect-to little-boy say I not-be frog PART 

qingwa bu zai zheli, ni qu bie de difang zhao. 

frog    not  at   here  you go other DE  place search  

‘And then it talked to the boy: “I am not a frog! The frog is not here. Go 

somewhere else to search.”’ 

b. Zheshihou yi zhi maotouying turan fei pu le chulai 

at-this-moment one CL owl suddenly fly flap ASP exit-come.  

‘At this moment, one owl suddenly flew out flapping.’ 

Maotouying shuo wo bushi qingwa a,  

owl        say I not-be frog PART  

yao zhao qingwa qu bie de difang zhao. 

want search frog go other DE place search 

‘The owl said: “I am not a frog! If you want to search the frog, go somewhere else 

to search.”’ 

Note that these ways to add the imagery and detail of characters by constructed 

actions and constructed dialogues in introducing referents into the scene are not found 

in TSL by 2nd language learners and even not in TSL by native hearing signers. They 

know how to perform constructed actions by nonmanual expressions but they didn’t 

use them in the situations to create the scene like the constructed dialogues they do in 

their spoken Mandarin. This specific rhetorical style of storytelling is not completely 

learned in these second language learners although the linguistic resources are readily 

available to them. This result is similar to the encoding of gestures of motion events 

and that of gestures in introducing referents by 2nd language learners studied by 

Gullberg (2003, 2006, 2008), Gullberg, Hendriks and Hickmann (2008), Stam (2006, 

2007), and others. These linguistic resources are readily available for both deaf 
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signers and hearing 2nd language learners, but thinking-for-speaking (Slobin 1996a) of 

Mandarin and thinking-for-signing of TSL in these 2nd language learners are different. 

Only highly advanced learners will produce more native-like rhetorical style of the 

target language.     

8.4.3.2 Images and details created by depicting classifier constructions 

In spoken language, presentational relative constructions can be employed in the 

climax of the story to introduce new referents and provide further information by 

describing where they are, what they do, what they look like. 

(8. 43) English (Examples from Dasinger and Toupin 1994) 

a. providing existence only 

They see two frogs there.  

b. providing further information about what they are doing 

They see there are lots of frogs playing.  

(8. 44) Mandarin Chinese  

a. providing existence only  

Ranhou zheshihou ta faxian shugan pangbian you liang zhi qingwa zai  

then   this.moment he find   trunk   side       have two   cl   frog    exist 

‘And then he found there are two frogs there by the trunk.’ 

b. providing further information about what they look like 

Ta kan dao le yi dui qingwa tiantianmimide 

He  look arrive asp one pair  frog    with.sweetness  

‘He saw one pair of frogs with sweetness. 

c. providing further information about what they are doing 

Faxian you liang zhi qingwa zai nali,  

discover have two cl frog locate there 
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Hai you yi dui xiao qingwa zai nabian tiaolaitiaoqu  

again have one  pair little  frog     at there     jump-come-jump-go 

‘The boy found there are two frogs there, and a pair of frogs jumping around there.’ 

In signed language, where they are, what they look like, what they do, how many 

of them, etc. can be provided through signaling of demonstrating and indicating. 

Signer can employ their both hands to indicate and demonstrate the shape, the 

quantity, the location (Figure. 8.31a, and 8.31c), the motion (Figure 8.31b) and the 

action (Figure 8.31d) of referents. Applying grounded blending theory, these depicting 

classifier constructions create real spaces, cross-mapping with the spaces created by 

the signs to blend grounded blends. In the grounded blends, referents are created as 

conceptually present with physical forms inherited from the real spaces. These 

physical forms create a more vivid, iconic scene to make more sense of the story and 

hence achieve interpersonal involvement more effectively.  

(8. 45) TSL 

a. COUPLE SEE:dir:L.down, OTHER^AGAIN^HAVE SMALL FROG 

(FROGpro-loc:i.j…+FROGpro-loc:m.l…) MANY 

‘Couple frog, he saw. And there, there are also small frogs lining up, so plentiful.’ 

b. SUDDENLY IX:L GIVE.BIRTH++ FROG MANY HUMAN 

FROGpro-many.move.toward 

‘Suddenly, there, (there are) frogs, being given birth, many frogs, keeping 

(many-)coming through.’ 

c. IMMEDIATELY  /cross.over/+/discover/  MANY  FROG  

FROGpro-loc:i+FROGpro-loc:j.k.l.. MALE+FEMALE  

(MALEpro+FEMALEpro)-lean.close.to 

‘..immediately, the boy crossed and found many frogs lining up and a frog couple 

leaning close to.’ 
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a. (FROGpro-loc:i.j…+FROGpro-loc:m.l…)   b. FROGpro-many.move.toward 

                    
c. FROGpro-loc:i+FROGpro-loc:j.k.l..    d. (MALEpro+FEMALEpro)-lean.close.to 

Figure 8. 31 

 

Comparing to TSL produced by 2nd learners, most of them didn’t provide these 

images and details by classifier constructions. They used the signaling of 

describing-as to describe their existence (signs ‘AT LEFT’ in Example 8.46a) or 

quantity (sign ‘MANY’ in Example 8.46b). Only few are found to depict further 

information about the quantity, where they are, and what they do with classifier 

constructions (Example 8.47). But comparing this with the examples above produced 

by the deaf signers, the scene she created was less vivid because the information 

about the quantity, where they are (Figure 8.32a) and the information about what they 

do (Figure 8.32b) were sequentially depicted, not simultaneously depicted as the deaf 

signers do (Figure 8.31b).  

(8. 46) 

a. OTHER AND.HAVE FROG CHILD AT LEFT(BESIDE) 

‘And there were also baby frogs at left side.’ 

b. AGAIN OTHER(false.start) FROG GIVE.BIRTH++ MANY 

‘And the frogs also gave birth many (baby frogs).’  

(8. 47) 

AGAIN^HAVE CHILD GIVE.BIRTH FROGpro-loc:i.j.k MANY 

FROGpro-move.toward MANY  

‘And there were also many baby frogs being located there and moved toward.’  
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a. FROGpro-loc:i.j.k 

 
b. FROGpro-move.toward 

Figure 8. 32 

8.4.4 Strategies for suspenseful/surprising effects in climax 

The main point of the story is always deliberately concealed or adeptly revealed 

at appropriate moments to achieve suspenseful or surprising effects (Labov 1972, 

Labov and WaletzKy 1967). Information units can be packaged structurally or 

paralinguistically differently to achieve the effects in spoken language (Berman and 

Slobin 1994). In Mandarin (Example 8.48a), the information about the action was 

produced before the information about the motivation. And a general naming of the 

thing (dongxi ‘thing’) was produced before the specific naming of the referent (feng 

chao ‘beehive’). In (8.48b), the information about the result was produced before the 

information about the cause. These on-purpose strategies to put more important 

information to the last are used to achieve suspenseful, unexpected or surprising 

effects.   

(8. 48) 

a. Zheshihou xiaogou ta zheng hen kaixindi yao zhe shugan,  

At-this-moment dog it happen-to-be very happily shake ASP trunk 

yinwei ta juede shangmian you yi ge hen qimiao de dongxi. 

Because it feel above have one CL very wonderful DE thing 

Qishi na shi fengchao. 

In-fact that be beehive 

‘At this moment the dog was shaking the trunk very happily, because it felt there was 

a wonderful thing above. In fact, that is a beehive.’  
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b. Turan xiao nanhai jiu bei tai le qilai. 

Suddenly little boy then BEI lift ASP rise 

yuanlai ta shi zhua dao le shanyang de jiao. 

Come-to-be-known-that he be catch arrive ASP goat DE horn 

‘It came to be known that he caught the horns of the goat.’ 

Similar structures to spoken languages are found in TSL. They can use focus 

structure (8.49) and question-answer structure (8.50) to put important information in 

the end to make suspenseful, unexpected, or surprising effects. Note that when the 

signer produced the interrogative (IX:L.down WHAT ‘What is this?’), she gazed at 

the addressees (marked as ‘eye-gaze: A’) to attract the addressees’ attention to the 

‘discourse prominence’ that she provided next. This strategy is like the noun phrase 

with the in English (Epstein 2002b).   

(8. 49) Focus structure  

INCORRECT, MOUSE HAVE(false.s) IX:L(there) HAVE, NOT.BE FROG  

‘It is incorrect. There is a mouse there, not the frog.’ 

(8. 50) Question-answer structure 

          eye-gaze:break        eye-gaze:A 
/on.the.log.and.look.down/,  IX:L.down WHAT, COME.TO.BE.KNOWN.THAT 
BE FROG de COUPLE HAVE 

‘The boy on the log looked down what it is there. Oh! It is frog couple.’  

One important strategy is unique in sign language. The signer use question-answer 

structure to put important information at the end, too. But before providing the answer 

through describing-as signaling (IX BE DEER ‘that is a deer’), she demonstrated the 

action of the referent first (Figure 8.33), abiding by the event sequence of the story. 

The character was first aware of or was shocked by the appearance of something, and 

then realized with surprise what it really was. 
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(8. 51) Question-answer structure+ strategy of demonstrating first, describing-as 

later 

IX:L ROCKpro+BOYpro-move.onto, ARRIVE(IN.RESULT) AFTER DON’T.HAVE 

THINK ARRIVE WHAT, 

‘There, the boy moved onto the rock. And then what is the thing that doesn’t think 

about?’    

… 

IX:L+IX:L /something.with.antler’s.shape.on.head-stand.up.and.head.turn.right/ 

(demonstrating),  

IX:L+/mouth.open ‘wow’/ IX:L+/mouth.open ‘wow’/ BE DEER_N (describing-as) 

‘There (there was) something with antlers’ shape on head standing up and turning his 

head back. Oh! (The boy finally realized) that’s a deer!!’ 

 
Figure 8. 33 /something.with.antler’s.shape.on.head-stand.up.and.head.turn.right/ 

8.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, signaling of indicating and demonstrating to achieve referential 

and evaluative functions of narrative in TSL are illustrated, with the comparison of 

TSL produced by 2nd language learner and that of Mandarin. Narratives with indices 

and icons are produced to achieve cohesion and coherence and they are more vivid 

and more salient to encourage audiences to take the active role in meaning 

construction and hence to achieve interpersonal involvement more effectively. With 

visual-gestural modality, resources to create indices and icons are readily available for 

not only native and near-native signers, but also hearing second language learners. 

But these strategies are not prevalently and appropriately used in TSL produced by 

these hearing second language learners. The thinking-for-signing of them when 

producing TSL narratives is similar to the thinking-for-speaking of them when 

producing Mandarin. Even when producing TSL, they used signaling of describing-as 
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more and made their narratives less iconic and less vivid than those produced by 

native and near-native signers.      
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Chapter 9  Conclusions and Directions for Future Research 

With visual-gestural modality, iconicity and simultaneity of expressive units are 

found prevalently in TSL and have effects on grammar and discourse. In addition to 

signaling of describing-as, most expressive units in sign language function as 

signaling of indicating and demonstrating. What signaling of indicating and signaling 

of demonstrating construct are grounded mental spaces. Referents in grounded mental 

space created by indicating signaling and demonstrating signaling are referents with 

physical reality. Referents in grounded mental space created by indicating signaling 

are referents with physical location. Referents in grounded mental space created by 

demonstrating signaling are referents with physical reality about size and shape, 

motion, or action, in addition to location. Referential functions of narrative can be 

achieved by deictics, not necessarily by anaphors. These deictics can be created by 

signaling of indicating and demonstrating. Evaluative functions of narrative can be 

achieved by signaling of indicating and demonstrating, in addition to signaling of 

describing-as, to create the scene and make sense of the reality of story, and hence 

interpersonal involvement. 

Three modality effects in grammar and discourse in TSL have been investigated, 

as compared with spoken Mandarin Chinese: (1) modality effects on phrase structure 

(morphosyntax): modifiers of head in phrase structure are often gestures and some are 

simultaneously integrated. These gestures are produced to instantiate the category of 

noun and verb into nominal and clause, respectively, and additionally indicate or 

demonstrate further information about the referents and events with physical reality (2) 

modality effects on event integration (morphology and discourse): with two 

articulators (right hand and left hand) and two-channel system (manual and 

nonmanual), simultaneous constructions with iconic motivation are prevalent in sign 

language. In sign language, sign and gesture are often integrated and some are 

difficult to be separated. Simultaneous constructions in one way represent the unitary 

unit of conceptual elements of macro-events iconically, but in other way constraint the 

channeling of attention to conceptual elements. Low sensitivity to conceptual 

elements influences the encoding of them less explicitly and results in the ambiguity 

of meaning. (3) Modality effects on referential and evaluative functions of narrative 

(language use): simultaneously encoding events through both manual and nonmanual 

expressions provides visual components to enrich the story representation. These 

visual pattens make narratives of TSL more salient and vivid to encourage audiences 

taking active roles in meaning construction and hence achieving interpersonal 

involvement more effectively.  

With co-speech gestures, indices and icons can be created. What these gestures 
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are to encode macro-events and to achieve referential and evaluative functions of 

narrative in Mandarin will be studied in detail in the future. In addition, not all deaf 

signers perform equally effectively and informatively to achieve the referential and 

evaluative functions of narrative. There are many social factors and lingusitic factors 

influencing this. Further study to investigate this is required. 
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Appendix I: The contents of the 24 pictures of Frog Story 
  

Pic Scene (picture-evident description) New character(s) New place 

1 Boy & dog look at frog in jar  
Boy, dog, frog Jar, (bedroom), 

window-L 

2-3 
B & D asleep, Fr 1 leg outside jar 

B & D awaken, find empty jar 

  

4 
B looks in boots 

Dog's head sticks in jar 

 Boots 

5-7 
D looks out, B calls, D falls outside, 

jar shattered 

 (window)(outside)

 Episode (important scene change)   

8 B calling out, D looking round   Forest-R 

9 
B looks down hole 

D barks at hanging beehive 

Bees Hole 

Tree1, beehive 

10 

Gopher jumps out,  

D shakes tree, Hive falls down, D 

looks at 

Gopher, squirrel or 

mouse 

 

11 B up on branch, peers inside hole  Tree2-R, treehole

12 
Owl appears, B falls down 

Bees chasing, D running away 

Owl, eagle, or bird 

 

 

 Episode (important scene change)   

13 Owl swooshes off, B cowering   

14 B on top, calling, holding on  Rock-R, (branch)

15 B caught on antlers Deer  

16-18 Deer scene 

 Cliff-R, pond, 

lake,  river or 

water 

 Episode (important scene change)   

19 B attends to sound, D on his neck  Log-R 

20 B signals for quiet, follows sound   

21-23 
B and D climb log, B and D see frogs 

below  

Frogs, baby frogs  

 Episode (important scene change)   

24 B has a frog, waves goodbye 
 (Home-L) 
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Appendix II: TSL handshapes 
 

 

零 

Ling ‘zero’ 

 

一 

Yi ‘one’ 

二 

Er ‘two’ 

三 

San ‘three’

 

四 

Si ‘four’ 

五 

Wu ‘five’ 

 

六 

Liu ‘six’ 

 

七 

Qi ‘seven’ 

八 

Ba ‘eight’ 

九 

Jiou ‘nine’ 

 

十 

Shi ‘ten’ 

二十 
Er-Shi 
‘twenty’ 

 

三十 

San-Shi 

‘thirty’  

 

四十 

Si-Shi 

‘fourty’  

五十 

Wu-shi 

‘fifty’ 

六十  

Liu-Shi 

‘sixty’  

 

七十 

Qi-Shi 

‘seventy’  

八十 

Ba-Shi 

‘eighty’  

 

千  

Qian 

‘thousand’  

 

萬 

Wan ‘ten 

thousands’ 

女 

Nu  

‘female’ 

手  

Shou 

‘hand’  

 

方 

Fang 

‘square’ 

兄 

Xiong 

‘brother’  

 

民 
MIin 
‘people 

 

同 

Tong 

‘together’   

守 

Shou 

‘wait’ 

男 

Nan ‘male’ 

 

呂 

Lu ‘last 

name’ 

姐 

Jie ‘sister’ 
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果 

Guo ‘fruit’ 

 

胡 

Hu ‘last 

name’ 

 

很 

Hen ‘very’ 

飛機 

Fei-Ji 

‘plane’  

 

隻 

Zhi ‘CL’  

拳 

Quan ‘fist’ 

 

借  

Jie 

‘borrow’ 

 

紳 

Shen 

‘gentleman’ 

 

棕 
Zhong 
‘brown’ 

童 

Tong 

‘child’ 

 

菜 

Cai 

‘vetgetable’  

筆 

Bi ‘pen’ 

 

像 

Xian 

‘similar’ 

 

鴨 

Ya ‘duck’ 

 

錢  

Qian 

‘money’  

龍  

Long 

‘dragon’  

 

蟲 

Chong 

‘warm’ 

難 

Nan 

‘difficult’ 

 

WC  

WC 

 

(K) 

(K)  

奶奶 

Nai-Nai 

‘grandma’ 

高 

(Gao) ‘tall’

 

 

布袋戲 

Budaixi 

‘puppet 

show’ 

博  

Bo ‘doctor’

 

 

爺  

Ye 

‘grandpa’ 

 

矮 

 Ai ‘short’  

 

語 

Yu 

‘language’  

細 

Xi ‘tiny’ 

 

薑 

Jiang 

‘ginger’ 

雞  

Ji ‘chicken’
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鵝 

Er ‘goose’ 

     

Note: This handshape chart is revised based on Chang, Su, and Tai (2005) 
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Appendix III: Notational conventions 

SIGN          Chinese glosses for manual signs are written in capitals, such as 

CHILD, TAKE, etc.  

SIGN.SIGN     Multiword glosses connected by dots are used when more than one 

Chinese word is required to translate a single sign (e.g. 

CONTRADICT.ONESELF). 

/gesture/        Chinese glosses for manual gestures and narrow-scoped 

non-manual gestures are given in lower case and bracketed by back 

slashes, such as ‘/jar/’, ‘/mouth: bobobo/’, /head: downward/, etc. 

(ungrammatical) 

/gesture.gesture/  Multiword glosses connected by dots are used when more than one 

Chinese word is required to translate a gesture (e.g. 

/take.in.hand.and.move/). 

   eye.gaze:L   The wide-scoped non-manual expressions are denoted by a line 

over the signed or gestured utterance; the length of the line depicts 

the scope and duration of the non-manual behavior; these signals  

are labeled at the end of the line. For example:                
                                                          eye.gaze.L  
               IX:R(that) DEER+/mouthing: ben dan ‘stupid, fool’/, MAY.NOT 

IX:L           Pointing signs, including pronouns, demonstratives, and locatives, 

are glossed IX (for ‘index’). The symbol following the colon 

indicates the direction (e.g., ‘IX:chest’ indicates the sign is directed 

toward the signer’s chest, ‘IX:L’ means the sign is directed 

leftward.) 

SIGN:dir:L      Other signs or gestures with symbols following the colon indicate 

the direction, location, or orientation. Some are marked with 

arbitrary symbols such as ‘i, j, k’ for spatial contrast. “Dir” stands 

for “direction”, “loc” stands for “location” and “ori” stands for 

“orientation” (e.g. CHILD:loc:i indicates the sign is located at ‘i’, 

/take.in.hand.and.move/:dir:R indicates the gesture is produced 

directing rightward). 

Gpro+Fpro-loc:L The depicting classifier construction to express motion events is 

typically composed of a proform for Ground and a proform for 

Figure, and the Figure proform is integrated with Motion and Path. 

The ‘proform’, represented by ‘pro’ in these examples, is a higher 

level form of categorization for the preceding argument(s), i.e., 
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Figure or Ground. The marker ‘+’ means two components are 

signed simultaneously by both hands, which the non-moving hand 

represents Ground proform (abbreviated as Gpro) and the moving 

hand represents Figure proform (abbreviated as Fpro). The marker 

‘-’ means that the conceptual components ‘Figure proform’, 

‘Motion’ and ‘Path’ are undividable and are expressed as one unit 

by the moving hand. Sometimes the classifer construction 

represents two Figures moving at the same time. We use 

parentheses to label this, as in (BOYpro+DOGpro)-fall, 

(DEERpro-run+DOGpro-run)-chase. 

A+B+C        ‘+’ stands for simultaneity of various types of expressive units: sign, 

depicting classifier construction, and gesture.  

‘JARpro+SEE+/head:head.turn.L.and.turn.R/’ is a simultaneous 

construction composed of a Ground proform represented by 

non-moving hand, a sign represented by moving hand, and a 

gesture by head.   

SIGN++        Reduplication 
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	La   botella   entro  de    la   cueva  (flotando).
	the   bottle    entered      the  cave   (floating)
	              Motion.Path              (Manner)
	‘The bottle entered the cave (by floating).’
	The bottle     floated            into       the cave.
	Ground Figure  Gpro+Fpro-Motion.Path.Manner 
	‘The frog moved out of the jar by crawling or climbing slowly, stealthily or quietly (Manner).’
	Typology
	Modality
	Satellite-framed
	Verb-framed
	Equipollently-framed
	Visual-gestural
	ASL, TSL, and other sign languages
	Auditory-vocal
	English, German
	French, Spanish
	Mandarin Chinese and other serial-verb languagesF
	   Ground Figure  Gpro+Fpro-Motion.Path.Manner 
	 ‘The frog moved out of the jar by some kind of Manner (crawling or climbing slowly, stealthily or quietly).’
	Each narrative involves introducing, tracking, and differentiating referents on different episodes. The goal of this section is to compare the referential strategies  between TSL and Mandarin and further to identify the role of visual-gestural modality played in discourse level.
	Each narrative is transcribed page by page. We separate clause by clause based on their predicacy, the similar criteria as Berman and Slobin (1994), Chafe (1994), Du Bois (1987), and Hsu (2003). Hsu called these clauses as pianzhang xiao ju ‘discourse small clause’. In addition, we will mark the grammatical roles of each noun phrase. See the narrative below.
	The narrative below is about the content of picture 1 and picture 2 of Frog Story (8.1 and 8.2). In describing picture 1, the speaker employs three predicates and thus, three clauses or three intonation units. In describing picture 2, there are six predicates and thus, six clauses or six intonation units. For picture 1 clause 1, ‘a little boy’ is the subject, and ‘a little frog’ is the object. Both are new entities and are encoded with noun phrases. For clause 2, the subject is co-referential to the subject of the clause 1, and it is zero-marked, referring to ‘the boy’; the object of ba ‘causee marker’ is co-referential to the object of the clause 1 and it is coded with a pronoun ‘it’, representing ‘the frog’; and the oblique is coded with a prepositional phrase, composed of a preposition zai ‘at’, noun boliping ‘jar’ and place noun limian ‘inside’. ‘Jar’ is also a new entity in this scene, so it is marked with a noun phrase. For clause 3, the subject is ‘the boy and his dog’ and the object is still ‘the frog’. Both are encoded with noun phrases.
	Clause 1: …Xiao nanhai zhuadao le  yi  zhi  xiao qingwa
	…Little boy  catch  asp. one cl.   little frog
	‘…A little boy caught a little frog.’
	Clause 1: …Xiao nanhai zhuadao le  yi  zhi  xiao qingwa
	…Little boy  catch  asp. one cl.   little frog
	‘…A little boy caught a little frog.’
	Clause 1: …Xiao nanhai zhuadao le  yi  zhi  xiao qingwa
	…Little boy  catch  asp. one cl.   little frog
	‘…A little boy caught a little frog.’

